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Abstract
This dissertation traces the evolution, survival and re-emergence of a Korean ‘selfreconstruction’ capitalism from the 1910s to the 1990s. Self-reconstruction capitalist thought and
practice kept alive in the ‘margins’ the only tradition of classical economic liberalism in modern
Korean history, one inextricably mixed with Korean and American Protestant ethical thinking. It
provided a laissez-faire capitalist model that stood in contrast to the developmental state-led
capitalism used first by the Japanese colonial government and then the South Korean state to
enact the ‘economic miracle.’ Because of its Protestant background it overlapped with but
differed significantly from the neoliberalism that has prevailed in South Korea since the 1997
Asian Crisis.
Following a laissez-faire capitalist model, self-reconstruction capitalists consciously
diverged from developmental state business and social practices. These divergences included
seeking profitability, business focus, independence from government loans, and allowing their
offspring to marry outside the elite. In contrast the developmental state encouraged maximizing
revenue, business diversification, reliance on government-backed loans, and, socially,
intermarriage within the business and political elite. Self-reconstruction capitalists were the first
Korean capitalists to implement employee stock sharing plans, and corporate philanthropy. They
were also the first to advocate export-led growth, and the value of societal ‘trust’ as essential to
economic development.
Using archived materials and interviews with their peers conducted in both Korea and the
U.S., Chapters Two and Three covers the lives and careers of the two first generation selfreconstruction capitalists. Chapter Two focuses on Ilhan New, the Korean-American founder of
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Yuhan Corporation. New was one of the first major capitalists in Korean history, and the protégé
of the early major nationalist Sŏ Chae-p’il. Chapter Three focuses on Chŏn T’aek-bo, the
‘forgotten father’ of South Korean export-led growth who won the first national awards for top
exporter in the 1960s five years in a row. Despite this, as an impediment to the developmental
state, he was the first capitalist divested of his business empire by military dictator Park Chung
Hee.
Using archived materials and interviews with their peers and children conducted in both
Korea and the U.S., Chapter Four traces the ties and interactions among a sub-section of the
business elite in South Korea through the 1960s to the early 1980s. This sub-section was the
second and third generation of self-reconstruction capitalists, who founded and sustained some
of the largest and most influential business groups in the country, such as Daesong, Byucksan,
and HanGlas. It describes the differing fates of their enterprises in the face of the 1997 Asian
Economic Crisis as tied to their pursuit of self-reconstruction capitalist business practices. This
chapter also examines the important role played by the Korean Christian Businessmen’s
Committee (KCBMC), which reached its zenith of influence in the 1970s. The KCBMC and its
American parent organization argued that laissez-faire Protestant businessmen were the most
ethical humans alive, and therefore the ‘natural’ leaders of Korea.
Joining the KCBMC in the 1970s as a rising ‘star’ in the Hyundai group, Lee Myung-bak
took this lesson to heart. As South Korean President from 2008 to 2013, Lee pursued the ‘dream’
of a laissez-faire, classical liberal Korean economy. Although his attempt ran up against the
realities of a now neoliberalist South Korea, Lee’s administration provides a fitting epilogue for
this study, by pointing to the re-emergence of self-reconstruction capitalism, an alternative strain
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of economic thinking and business practice that was little-noticed during the decades of
developmentalist supremacy, yet persisted from the 1910s into the twenty-first century.
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Dedication

To
Dorie, Emma, and Ava –
Three remarkable Protestant women.
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Chapter One: Introduction & Prologue - The Dream of a Liberal Protestant Nation
"Is there any point to which you would wish to draw my attention?"
"To the curious incident of the dog in the night-time."
"The dog did nothing in the night-time."
"That was the curious incident," remarked Sherlock Holmes.
-

Arthur Conan Doyle, The Silver Blaze, 1892

Korea is not modern like Japan, she is older than China…The new Korea will be a
Christian Korea and that within a comparatively short time…The Far East is to have its
innings. The time has come. For masses of humanity she leads the world, and when the
president of all the earth is to be elected by popular vote, he will be a man of the yellow
skin. She can do anything; once teach her and she can do all that we can do cheaper and
easier. 1
- James Scarth Gale, Korea in Transition, 1909

Due in part to a slowly encroaching imperialism, in the late 19th through early 20th
century Koreans in unprecedented numbers were exposed to Western ideas, conveyed either
through a Chinese or Japanese intermediary, or directly from Western Protestant missionaries.
One of the most important of the latter was James Scarth Gale, whose elementary school
textbooks were very likely read by Ilhan New (1895-1971), the first major Protestant Korean
businessman in Korean history, and the first ‘self-reconstruction capitalist’ analyzed in this
study. In the above quotation Gale describes the paradox of Korea. Not as ‘modern’ as the Japan
about to colonize it and not even as up-to date as China, yet the one Asian nation to soon
‘transition’ to a ‘Christian nation’. And to Gale, and the Protestant capitalists of this study, there
was no quicker route to the most modern Korea possible than through ‘Christianity’, which to
both meant Protestantism. Led by the example of Korea, the feminine ‘Far East’ will enter
1

James Scarth Gale, Korea in Transition (N.Y.: Presbyterian Church in the U.S.A., 1909), 131, 229, 248-249.
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modernity in its fullest in a globalized world unified under liberal democracy and a ‘yellowskinned’ male President.
As will be seen in Gale’s textbooks not only will the ‘modern Protestant’ Korea be
globally linked under liberal democracy, but it will be also part of a global, classical liberal free
market economy, with the comparative advantage of “cheaper and easier.” This was the
economic order that all of the first Korean nationalists, most of whom were Protestant, initially
expected for Korea as an inevitable part of a single global process of modernization. Few could
have expected the routes to economic modernity actually taken by both North and South Korea,
which only recently in the South has started to look like (neo-)liberal economics. Instead, Korean
industrialization was initiated under a Japanese colonial developmental state, which transformed
into a Stalinist economy post-war in the North, and after a brief interregnum, a Japanesemodeled developmental state in the South.
‘Developmentalism’ is defined simply as “state-led capitalism” where the foundation of a
developing economy is capitalist, and where it participates globally in that manner, but where
domestically the market function is widely, routinely, and significantly usurped by direction
from the state, which takes on, (as it is widely expected to) the role of leading and planning
economic development. 2 The classical liberal economic model that guided the Protestant big
business founders of this study is defined as the articulation of ‘free market’ principles in
opposition to mercantilism by classical economists in the 18th and early 19th century such as

2

Chalmers A. Johnson, MITI and the Japanese Miracle: The Growth of Industrial Policy, 1925-1975 (Stanford:
Stanford Univ., 1982), 17-20; Iain Pirie, The Korean Developmental State: From Dirigisme to Neo-Liberalism
(London: Routledge, 2008), 1.
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Adam Smith and David Ricardo, and then systematized and mathematized by neoclassical
economists in the late 19th century such as Alfred Marshall and Leon Walras. 3
This classical liberal, ‘laissez-faire’ economics is historically distinct from neoliberalism.
Neoliberalism is defined as a mid-20th century revival of classical liberal economic ideas in
reaction to the then global dominance of communist, developmental, or Keynesian market
economies. Its origins are associated with the ideas of Friederich August von Hayek, an Austrian
economist who founded the Mont Pelerin Society in 1947 to promulgate his ideas. Hayek is
practically an icon of 20th century neoliberal thought. The Society is still the world’s leading
advocacy group for neoliberalism. An important source of its further intellectual development
was the American economics academy, influenced by the so-called [University of] ‘Chicago
School’. Since the 1980s it has become the dominant economic paradigm for economic policy
worldwide, supported by such institutions as the IMF. 4
Despite some of its proponents linking themselves closely with classical economists such
as Adam Smith, neoliberalism’s differences with laissez-faire thought and classical economics
are numerous, both from the perspective of outside critics and from some of its major thinkers
themselves. 5 To describe all of these differences is not necessary but three are worth mentioning
in terms of this study. First is an emphasis on the removal of national government regulations on
the financial sector and the adoption of international standards of corporate financial
transparency to allow the creation of a relatively unfettered global financial industry. Second is a
3

David Harvey, A Brief History of Neo-Liberalism (Oxford: Oxford Univ., 2005), 20.
Harvey, A Brief History of Neo-Liberalism, 9-13; Manfred B. Steger and Ravi K. Roy, Neoliberalism: A Very Short
Introduction (Oxford: Oxford Univ., 2010), 2-10, 15-17.
5
Mitchell Dean, “Free Economy, Strong State,” in Neoliberalism: Beyond the Free Market, ed. Damien Cahill, Lindy
Edwards, and Frank Stilwell (Cheltenham, UK: Edward Elgar, 2012), 76; Joy Paton, “Neoliberalism Through the Lens
of ‘Embeddedness,’” in Neoliberalism: Beyond the Free Market, ed. Damien Cahill, Lindy Edwards, and Frank
Stilwell, 98.
4
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belief that monopolies are not necessarily an impediment to a free market, and that in any case
government intervention to remove or prevent monopolies through anti-trust or other activities is
a violation of economic freedom worse than monopolies themselves. 6 Finally, a neoliberal
economy does not require a liberal democracy or a minimal state to flourish; in fact its
implementation may require, in the minds of some of its most influential advocates, a strong
state. 7 While classical liberal economics was often seen as organically part of classical liberal
democracy (an assumption Korean Protestant nationalists usually shared), neoliberalism has been
implemented by political dictatorships of any orientation and is compatible with and often
supported by a strong state. 8
The story of the South Korean industrial revolution, from war-end devastation (or
extended back into the colonial period) to present developed country status has been told and retold many times. From the jump-start to its growth under Park Chung Hee in the early 1960s it
was already a “near-miracle” 9 to Western development thinkers in 1969, a full-blown “miracle”
by 1975, 10 and a development ‘hero’ to Cold War strategist Herman Kahn in 1979. 11 Its lessons
as a ‘model economy’ are recommended to poor nations by U.S. Presidents. 12 For over forty
years innumerable scholarly and popular works by journalists and academic and development
organization experts of every discipline have analyzed in minute detail how it grew and how its
developmental state helped to foster the ‘miracle’, (and how much the preceding Japanese
6

Dean, “Free Economy, Strong State,” 74; Harvey, A Brief History of Neo-Liberalism, 28-33; Steger and Roy,
Neoliberalism: A Very Short Introduction, 19-20.
7
Dean, “Free Economy, Strong State,” 77; Paton, “Neoliberalism Through the Lens of ‘Embeddedness,’” 96.
8
Dean, “Free Economy, Strong State,” 78-79; Harvey, A Brief History of Neo-Liberalism, 15, 74, 120-151. Examples
include the right-wing dictatorship of Chile in the 1970s and 1980s and China since the 1980s.
9
Chester Bowles, The View from New Delhi (India: Allied, 1969), 65.
10
Robert E. Looney, Income Distribution Policies and Economic Growth in Semi-industrialized Countries: A
Comparative Study of Iran, Mexico, Brazil, and South Korea (N.Y.: Praeger, 1975), 14.
11
Herman Kahn, World Economic Development: 1979 and Beyond (London: Croom Helm, 1979), 329.
12
“S. Korea Is a Role Model for Africa: Obama,” Korea Times, July 11, 2009,
http://koreatimes.co.kr/www/news/nation/2009/07/113_48292.html .
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colonial developmental state laid the grounds for its post-war flourishing). 13 Even the decline of
the South Korean developmental state after the 1997 Asian economic crisis and its evolution into
a neoliberal economy has generated so much scholarly literature that recent historical overviews
of the ‘miracle on the Han’ are apologetic in tone when introducing the topic of why yet another
study of such a well-tilled field is needed. An example is the following; “Why then, given that
such a vast body of literature on [South] Korea already exists, do we feel the need to write this
book? What can we contribute to this already highly developed area of study?” 14
The answer to that question in terms of this study is to move away, except for one
significant exception, from adding to the conventional narrative of the rise and fall of the Korean
developmental state. This is emphatically not a study of the main currents of (South) Korean
economic development, either of the state or of the conglomerates (e.g. the ‘chaebols’) that were
the primary private sector engines of growth. As stated, that story has already spawned a vast
scholarly literature. This is a history of a capitalist development of Korea envisioned by the firstgeneration of Protestant nationalists who were certain it was going to happen; however it was
never realised. It is fundamentally a history of a sub-current of Korean economic thought and
practice, a sub-current that until this study has never been clearly seen and whose history has
never been told.

13

For the latter topic see for example Alice Amsden, Asia's Next Giant: South Korea and Late Industrialization
(Oxford: Oxford Univ., 1989); Carter J. Eckert, Offspring of Empire: the Koch’ang Kims and the Colonial Origins of
Korean Capitalism 1876-1945 (Seattle: Univ. of Washington, 1991); Stephan Haggard, Wonhyuk Lim, and Euysung
Kim, ed., Economic Crisis and Corporate Restructuring in Korea: Reforming the Chaebol (Cambridge: Cambridge
Univ., 2003); Eun Mee Kim, Big Business, Strong State: Collusion and Conflict in South Korean Development, 19601990 (Albany: NYU, 1997); Atul Kohli, “Where do High-Growth Political Economies Come From? The Japanese
Lineage of Korea’s ‘Developmental State,’” in The Developmental State, ed. Meredit Woo-Cumings (Ithaca, NY:
Cornell, 1999); Dennis L. McNamara, “Korean Capitalism,” in Corporatism and Korean Capitalism, ed. Dennis L.
McNamara (London: Routledge, 1999); Jung-en Woo, Race to the Swift: State and Finance in Korean
Industrialization (N.Y.: Columbia Univ., 1991).
14
Pirie, The Korean Developmental State, 1.
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This classical liberal sub-current of Korean economic thought, an ‘alternative’ capitalism
that never constituted a main impetus in 20th century Korean economic history, nonetheless
shows itself in a history of the intellectual heirs of the first generation Protestant nationalists,
namely three generations of major Protestant capitalist big business founders who proceeded as
much as possible, in their public advocacy, lives as citizens, and most of all, actions as
businessmen, (and in one case, later as President of South Korea) to develop (South) Korea as a
classical liberal state and economy, notwithstanding and even in defiance of the developmental
state(s) they spent all or most of their business lives under. (The one exception mentioned is
Chŏn T’aek-bo, the private-sector ‘father’ of export-led growth, who, despite his importance to
the entire story of the ‘Korean miracle’, has almost fallen completely out of the historical record.
His contribution was as central to the ‘Korean miracle’ as many much more lauded business,
bureaucratic, and political leaders.) The major Protestant capitalist big business founders that are
at the core of this study represent the total and complete number of major Korean capitalists in
the 20th century who can be argued from present extant evidence to have clearly attempted to
follow their ‘calling’ as businessmen according to their own intertwining of Protestantism with
classical economic liberalism. Their small numbers attest to and underscore the marginality of
classical economic liberalism in 20th century Korean economic thought.
This study therefore is in part one of acknowledged historical marginality, not a covert
attempt to overstate the influence of Protestantism in Korean economic development. The ‘uses’
of studying the marginal, historical or otherwise, has been extensively argued by theorists of
marginality, and all can be applied to this study: to ‘rescue’ from oblivion the otherwise
forgotten or overlooked, to further understand the ‘mainstream’, as the ‘centre’ and the ‘margins’
define each other, and even to understand marginality as a universal existential state; all
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historical actors (like any human) from their own viewpoint can feel as if they are on the
margins, bound within the constraints of their time and place. 15 One of the most important uses
of studying the marginal is to recover the sense of historical contingency, to avoid overstating
path dependency, to realize that the present was not inevitable, 16 that Koreans could have chosen
many different paths:
…historical accounts will not give us a justification for…why our current state seems to
us all but inevitable. Rather, historical accounts of origins may be demystifying, allowing
us to conceive of alternatives to the present. 17
What may be jarring about speaking of ‘marginality’ in this study is that usually there is a
confluence between economic, political, and/or regional/ethnic/racial marginality and the
historically marginal. 18 By these definitions, except for in a few cases, region of birth, the
Protestant business founders featured in this study were far from marginal. It is more accurate to
describe the marginality within this history as what is defined as ‘epistemic marginality’, or the
marginality of an “idea, concept, theory, methodology.” 19 The marginality in Korean history of
the idea of classical economic liberalism is underscored by explicitly showing in this account
how far it remained from being the dominant paradigm of South Korean development despite the
efforts of its only ardent Korean advocates.
That the Protestant nationalists and businessmen featured in this study were its only
Korean advocates needs explanation. As classical economic liberalism globally is distinct from
neoliberalism, similarly the antecedents for the ‘triumph’ of South Korean neoliberalism after
1997 are almost completely different from the subjects of this study. The first and still most
15

Aurelian Craiutu and Costica Bradatan, “The Paradoxes of Marginality,” introduction to the special issue on
marginality, The European Legacy 17, no. 6, (2012), 724-26.
16
Martin H. Krieger, Marginalism and Discontinuity: Tools for the Crafts of Knowledge and Decision (New York:
Russell Sage Foundation, 1989), 5-7, 28, 38.
17
Krieger, Marginalism and Discontinuity, 114.
18
Gino Germani, Marginality (New Brunswick, NJ: Transaction, 1980), 3, 49.
19
Craiutu and Bradatan, ”The Paradoxes of Marginality,” 730.
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consistent domestic champions of neoliberalism were in fact U.S. university economics Ph.D.
holders gaining high positions in the South Korean bureaucracy from the 1980s onwards. As
noted one of the distinctive features of neoliberalism is that it has often been supported by a
strong state. That Korean classical economic liberalism was championed by, as will be seen,
private sector businessmen, and Korean neoliberalism by top government bureaucrats provides
an almost too neat regional example of the global differences between the two ‘liberalisms.’
Despite the influence of these ‘anti-government’ government bureaucrats, the developmental
state only undertook relatively minor steps towards reform during the 1980s and early 1990s. 20
The decisive implantation of neoliberalism occurred after the 1997 Asian Crisis under pressure
from the IMF, and with the enthusiastic support of the Kim Dae-jung administration. Kim was
the first democratically-elected President of civilian background after the end of the military
dictatorships. For decades while a leading opposition leader Kim had called for more
transparency in the financial dealings of the corporate sector, which he saw as essential for
breaking their ‘corrupt’ ties with the military regimes. With the support of the middle class,
Kim’s implementation of neoliberalism allowed for a (relatively short-term) curbing of corporate
power and the end of their financial opaqueness. 21

20

Byung-Kook Kim, “The Politics of Chaebol Reform, 1980-1997,” in Economic Crisis and Corporate Restructuring in
Korea: Reforming the Chaebol, ed. Stephan Haggard, Wonhyuk Lim, Euysung Kim (Cambridge: Cambridge Univ.,
2003), 56, 58-59; Yun Tae Kim, Bureaucrats and Entrepreneurs: The State and Chaebol in Korea (Seoul:
Jimoondang, 2008), 88-89, 128-134; John Lie, Han Unbound: The Political Economy of South Korea (Stanford:
Stanford Univ., 1998), 124-125; Pirie, The Korean Developmental State, 77-103; Woo, Race to the Swift, 190-196;
Daniel Yergin and Joseph Stanislaw, The Commanding Heights: the Battle Between Government and the
Marketplace that is Remaking the Modern World (New York: Simon & Schuster, 1998), 171-173.
21
Kim, Bureaucrats and Entrepreneurs, 134-137; James Crotty and Kang-Kook Lee, “From East Asian ‘Miracle’ to
Neoliberal ‘Mediocrity’: The Effects of Liberalization and Financial Opening on the Post-War Korean Economy,” in
Global Challenges and Local Responses: The East Asian Experience, ed. Jang-Sup Shin (Abingdon, Oxon: Routledge,
2007), 75; Jesook Song, South Koreans in the Debt Crisis: The Creation of a Neoliberal Welfare Society (Durham, NC:
Duke Univ., 2009), 11, 17; Leo Panitch and Sam Gindin, The Making of Global Capitalism: The Political Economy of
American Empire (London: Verso, 2012), 256-261; Pirie, The Korean Developmental State, 128.
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The roots of Korean neoliberalism extend back to the same point from which much of
global neoliberalism has sprung: parts of the U.S. academy and U.S. sponsored international
development bodies such as the IMF. As the Gale quote at the beginning suggests, Korean
classical economic liberalism also had Anglo-American roots, but dating from the 19th century
and reinforced with ties with the post-war American Protestant church. Neoliberalism was a
global phenomenon that took decades to reach South Korea (and still has not penetrated the
North). Classical economic liberalism was a separate global trend, that took longer to reach late
19th century Korea, and ultimately goes back to 18th century British thinkers. As part of a
differing wave, the following history of Korean economic liberalism can bear greater
resemblance to parts of the world that were hit by the same wave much earlier than it does to the
neoliberalist wave that followed it. One illustrative example of this is provided by the
enthusiastic introduction of Smithian economics as a universal measure of advanced civilization
by an entrepreneurial sub-set of Hungarian elites under the Hapsburg dynasty in the late 18th and
early 19th century. Attached to what they saw as a decaying, sometimes repressive, and immoral
Empire, they championed laissez-faire to promote free trade with the West in order to save their
nation. Catastrophic region-wide war scuttled their vision and their national history followed a
predominantly illiberal path until relatively recently. 22 Substitute ‘Hungary’ with ‘Korea’, ‘the
Hapsburgs’ with ‘the Qing’ (and then ‘Imperial Japan’) and finally ‘Napoleonic War’ with ‘the
Pacific War and the Korean War’ and much of the following narrative is already anticipated.
The only distinct overlap between the two waves of thought, that is classical liberalism and
neoliberalism in terms of a person and event, was the South Korean Presidency of Lee Myungbak (2008-2013), which will be described at the end of this study.
22

See Orsolya Szakaly, “Enlightened Self-Interest: The Development of an Entrepreneurial Culture within the
Hungarian Elite,” in Peripheries of the Enlightenment, ed. Richard Butterwick, Simon Davies, and Gabriel Sanchez
Espinosa (Oxford: Voltaire Foundation, 2008), 105-118.
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While classical economic liberalism was epistemically marginalized, the stubborn pursuit
of it by the Protestant capitalists featured in this study, using their conviction of being on the
‘right side’ of history to counter the South Korean developmental state that enveloped them,
exemplified a ‘central’ Korean nationalist motif of stubborn resistance to marginalization, even if
meant fighting against global currents. Trying to describe another manifestation of this motif,
Bruce Cumings wrote that
[t]here was something “early,” prevenient, insistently parvenu about it, something
ineffably “Korean” about it, if by that we mean the Korea of our [twentieth] century that
lives so impatiently with the categories the rest of the world prepares to define,
encapsulate, and (thereby) control it. It is a way of saying, the twentieth [and twenty-first]
century has pinned us to a wall and we refuse it. 23
Here Cumings is referring to the determination of Korean leaders in 1950 to achieve unification,
no matter what the cost to themselves and the array of outside great powers content to maintain
national division. It could also refer just as easily to the continued existence of North Korea,
(almost a quarter century after the Cold War ended), or the South Korean developmental state,
(which never listened very closely to constant foreign advice to be far less ambitious.) Similarly
the developmental state ‘pinned to the wall’ all of the capitalists that thrived underneath it, in
response to which some Protestant capitalists more or less said: ‘we refuse’.
In Korean, there is an expression that a dream that will never come true but still persists
is but a kae-kkum, or a ‘dog’s dream’. In Sherlockian terms, the ‘dog’s dream’ of a ‘liberal’
Korean polity and economy was ‘the dog that didn’t bark’. At the scene of an incident, even after
an uncommonly competent Scotland Yard inspector has thoroughly and exhaustively uncovered
every physical clue available, it is up to Sherlock Holmes to note (in the quote given above) the
‘curious’ yet significant meaning of what did not happen, namely that a dog did not bark, and yet
23

Bruce Cumings, The Origins of the Korean War: The Roaring of the Cataract, 1947-1950 (Princeton: Princeton
Univ., 1990), 271. “[twenty-first century]” added by author.
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should have. While not promising the empirical and analytical genius of a Sherlock Holmes, this
is a history of an ‘alternative’ Korean capitalism never before told. 24

Prologue: The Dream of a ‘Liberal’ Protestant Nation: “Enlightenment,” the “Cultural
Movement” &“Self-Reconstruction Nationalism”
The imposition of Western style, imperialist diplomatic relations and economic opening
on Chosŏn Korea, initiated by Japan in 1876, allowed for the entry of Western Protestant
missionaries, primarily from North America and the U.K. Korea’s thrust into the global order led
a group of government officials named the kaehwa [Enlightenment] party, following the lead of
the Meiji reformers of Japan, to launch the brief and ill-fated Kapsin Coup of 1884 to try and
force similar modernizing reforms on Korea. 25 Realizing the need for broader public support, the
survivors of the Coup and other reformers launched Korea in the 1890s into what Andre Schmid
has called a “transnational newspaper culture, centered in Japan,” 26 and including China. The
basic concepts and lexicon of Western modernity, colored by Chinese and most of all Japanese
interpretations were introduced to a broader Korean public. Koreans labeled this ‘new’ thinking
munmyŏn kaehwa, ‘Civilization and Enlightenment’, or often just kaehwa, ‘Enlightenment’
thinking.
Three of the most important leaders in this Enlightenment discourse, all Protestant,
educated overseas, and participants in the Kapsin Coup, were Yu Kil-chun (1856-1914), Yun
Ch’i-ho (1864-1945), and Sŏ Chae-p’il (1864-1951). Sŏ later became the lifelong friend and
mentor of Ilhan New. In 1895 Yu published his “Sŏyu Kyŏmun” [Observation of a Journey to
24

Or, alternatively, for Maoist readers this can be considered the history of another ‘breed’ of Korean ‘running
dogs of capitalism’, if the metaphor has not yet completely exhausted itself.
25
For an older, yet still clear and useful introductory history of the Coup, see Harold F. Cook, Korea’s 1884 Incident:
Its Background and Kim Ok-kyun’s Elusive Dream (Seoul: Royal Asiatic Society, 1972).
26
Andre Schmid, Korea Between Empires: 1895-1919 (N.Y.: Columbia Univ., 2002), 112.
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the West], extensively modeled on a similar previous work by his mentor, the leading Meiji
Japanese popularizer of modernity, Fukuzawa Yukichi. It was the first widely circulated account
of the West in Korea. 27 In 1896 Sŏ and Yun launched the Tongnip shinmum [The Independent],
the first modern newspaper. The newspaper was linked to a corresponding national organization
called the Independence Club, the first popular nationalist organization in Korean history. The
modernity introduced and advocated in these publications was an idealized version of
contemporary Western liberalism. The 1890s and onwards also saw the start and explosion in
numbers of Protestant missionary schools for all levels of education, many soon run by Koreans,
throughout Korea. The curricula reflected the classical liberal and gradualist orientation of its
primarily North American and British missionary authors. 28 These schools became a model for
secular Korean private schools and a tolerated alternative to the Japanese colonial education
system. 29
After Korea’s annexation and brutal repression by Japan through the 1910s, and
following nation-wide mass demonstration against Japanese rule and an (unsuccessful)
Declaration of Independence in 1919, a tactical easing of repression by the colonial government
allowed for a flourishing of varied nationalist efforts spanning the political spectrum through the
1920s. One of the most important, decidedly on the ‘right’/‘moderate’ side of the spectrum, was
the munhwa undong or ‘cultural movement’. The nationalist leaders within this movement
advocated a peaceful, non-radical, long-term education of the Korean people to ‘modern’
standards in preparation for a ‘someday’ independence of Korea. The model of modern remained
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the West, particularly the U.S. and the U.K., where modernization implied capitalism and liberal
democracy. 30
Most (but not by any means all) of the major nationalist leaders associated with the
cultural movement were Protestant. Protestants linked to this movement were the Enlightenment
and Civilization stalwarts Yun Ch’i-ho, and Sŏ Chae-p'il. (Yu Kil-chun died in 1914.) Other
Protestant major nationalist leaders associated with ‘cultural nationalism’ were An Ch’ang-ho
(1878-1938), and Cho Man-sik (1883-1950?). Cho was the leading figure behind the famed elite
Protestant educational institution, the Osan School, and the first popular movement promoting
Korean economic nationalism, the Korean Products Promotion Society of the 1920s. 31 An was a
leading figure in the Independence Club, several subsequent major nationalist organizations, and
a member of the Shanghai-based Provisional Government of Korea before dying in a Japanese
prison. 32 An was also a mentor to Ch’oe Namsŏn. Ch’oe was one of the most important
pioneering nationalist historians of this time and an admirer of Protestantism, if not a convert (to
Catholicism) until the last years of his life. In turn, Ch’oe (and his capitalist and Protestant
friendly writings) was the most important nationalist intellectual influence on the ‘father of
export-led growth,’ Chŏn T’aek-bo. Cho Man-sik and the Korean Products Promotion Society
were heroes and models to all six of the self-reconstruction capitalists featured in this study,
including the youngest, Lee Myung-bak. (Lee was President of South Korea from 2008-2013.)
One of the ‘second generation’ capitalists featured, Choi Tae-sup, attended the Osan School as a
youth and while there was mentored by Cho.
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Protestants with a liberal, non-radical vision of capitalist modernity for Korea
overwhelmingly dominated Korean nationalism in general in its formative Enlightenment stage.
From the turn of the century, however, other perspectives and visions for the nation multiplied.
During the colonial period there were both right-wing and left-wing Protestant nationalists who
advocated (and practiced) revolutionary change, militarism, and/or armed struggle and
‘terrorism’ against the Japanese. In general, however, these Protestant nationalists had little
influence on the capitalists of this study. The only one greatly influenced by militarism was Ilhan
New. In his youth New received military training at an academy for Korean-American youth
modeled after West Point and run by Park Yong-man. Park was one of the first and relatively
few examples of Protestant ‘Enlightenment’ nationalism coupled with advocacy of winning
independence through a Korean army. In his deeply nationalist education in the perceived
Korean heartland of Kando in Manchuria, Chŏn T’aek-bo met ardent Protestant nationalists of a
revolutionary leftist bent such as Yi Tong-hwi, soon to be a founder of Korea’s first socialist and
then communist parties, but decisively rejected that path under the influence of an
Enlightenment-oriented school principal.
Enlightenment and ‘cultural’ nationalism in general held that modernizers needed to
work at the national level in developing the level of civilization in a purportedly backward
Korea. 33 For the nation to advance, ‘national harmony’ and unity around shared cultural,
historical, and racial features had to prevail over class-oriented views of society. 34 Above all, the
key word for enlightenment and cultural nationalism was education. The hallmark of this stream
of Korean nationalism was the promotion of education and educational institutions. The goal was
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mass literacy and political participation in a liberal democracy, buttressed with a strong and
growing capitalist middle-class, all of which implied a legal and gradualist approach. 35
A major part of the appeal of enlightenment thinking was always the optimistic
potentialities of global capitalist modernity for many Koreans. This however was coupled with a
belief in social Darwinism and awareness that capitalism could be predatory on a national
level. 36 The first nationalists to introduce and ‘explain’ to a broader Korean public Western
economics, which in their minds meant classical economics, were Yu Kil-chun and Sŏ Chae-p'il
in the 1890s. In Yu’s writing there is a continual emphasis and championing of entrepreneurship,
‘self-help’, respect for merchants, meritocracy, the free market, and time-conscious citizenry. 37
Both Yu and Sŏ advocated open trade and private enterprise while the role of the state was to
provide order, security, and welfare programs. 38
As practically all the Enlightenment and many cultural nationalists were Protestants, it is
useful to outline those features of their thought specific to their Protestantism or only found
amongst Protestant nationalists, as their religion provides the fundamental link with the
Protestant capitalists of this study. A major attempt to do this for Enlightenment and cultural
nationalists of the late 19th century and into the colonial period was undertaken by Kenneth
Wells. In his 1990 work Wells identifies specific elements of nationalist thought unique to
Protestant Enlightenment and cultural nationalist leaders, which he called “self-reconstruction
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nationalism.” While several dozen nationalists are referenced, his work focuses primarily on the
same Protestant nationalists already identified. 39
According to Wells, Protestant thinking regarding nationalism was to focus on the
universal ethics of Christianity and on the ethical development of individuals above all. Selfreconstruction nationalists separated the idea of the nation from that of the state and identified a
national culture that lacked an altruistic public morality as the basis of Korea’s problems rather
than the lack of an independent state. Korea’s renewal could be built only on a new personal
morality, with an emphasis on self-restraint and self-sufficiency that in practice could not be
realized without the help of a Protestant faith. 40 Enlightenment and a cultural revival could be
developed by focusing on two powerful levers: ‘modern’ education, which included Protestant
ethics and beliefs, and “Christian economics.” 41
As self-reconstruction nationalists, Yu Kil-chun, Yun Ch’i-ho, and Sŏ Chae-p'il had a
romanticized conception of Western laissez-faire economic practice. Yu Kil-chun in particular
believed that competition, including economic, was a natural and proper method of nurturing
knowledge and cultivating virtue that Confucianism had always lacked and had therefore failed
to inculcate. To Yu the capitalist mechanisms of circulating money throughout the economy to
the benefit of society showed that capitalism was unselfish in spirit. As Wells writes,
Just as responsible engagement in local and national affairs was civic morality in the
political arena, so capitalism was civic ethics applied to the economic sphere. This rosy
view of capitalism undergirded the economic self-reconstruction thought and activities of
[self-reconstruction] Protestant nationalists…right through to the 1930s. 42
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Even though educated in the West or Japan, Yu, Yun, and Sŏ did not understand the manifestly
successful laissez-faire economic development of the West, particularly the U.S. and Britain, as
being at root based on ‘self-interest’ e.g. the search for profit, that the wonders of the ‘Invisible
Hand’ and market competition turned into a public good. Instead, seeing that the vast economic
profit of erstwhile Protestant countries such as the U.S. and Britain was partly donated for the
use of establishing schools, hospitals, libraries, and other similar institutions in foreign lands
such as Korea, they saw the animating experience of ‘true’ capitalism, that is, capitalism fused
with Protestant ethics, as public spiritedness. 43 In essence they conflated the act of profit-seeking
of Western and particularly Protestant capitalists with their philanthropy, seeing it all as part of
the same seamless economic process. Imbued with social Darwinism, they could recognize the
role of capitalism as part of the injustice of imperialism, especially as the latter engulfed Korea,
but they made a distinction between such capitalism and/or imperialism run by ‘evil’ men as
opposed to ‘good’. A typical example of this was provided by a newspaper editorial in 1909
expressing a self-reconstruction viewpoint, four years into Korea’s forced status as a protectorate
of Japan and one year away from outright annexation. In this article the ‘bad’ actions of Japan in
Korea as an imperialist power are contrasted with the supposedly good, paternalistic actions of
Britain in Egypt. 44
For self-reconstruction nationalists, and also non-Protestant cultural movement
nationalists, the culmination of their efforts to create ‘civil ethics applied to the economic sphere’
was the Korean Products Promotion Society (Chosŏn mulsan changnyŏ hoe). The Society, based
in Pyongyang, was formed and led by Cho Man-sik, a Presbyterian elder and Principal of the
Osan School. With the help of the Pyongyang YMCA and local Korean businesses, the Society
43
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was proclaimed in existence in 1922. 45 The goal as Cho described it was to block “Japan’s
capitalistic economic invasion” by promoting the consumption of Korean goods, both
manufactured and local handicrafts by the peasantry. Cho promoted manufactured goods by
nascent Korean capitalists, even if more expensive and of less quality than Japanese goods
imposed on Koreans by an evil imperialist system. Cho also promoted ‘self-restraint’ in reducing
consumption in general, and in substituting unnecessary Japanese manufactured goods with
homespun handicrafts. Mahatma Gandhi’s similar actions in India were an inspiration for Cho,
and inspired him to adopt a frugal lifestyle and to wear the traditional Korean male costume.
This led to his continuing reputation in South Korea as the ‘Gandhi of Korea.’ His personal
asceticism was often as admired as his economic nationalism.
Enthusiastic Korean press attention, the support of the national YMCA, and a lecture tour
made the Korean Products Promotion Society a national movement in early 1923. Despite
immediate harassment from the Japanese colonial government, support came from youth groups,
other religious groups, women’s clubs, business associations, and some elements of the
burgeoning labour movement. The Society held recurring rallies and opened regional branches.
The most consistent initiative undertaken was the Society’s journal, which explained the goals of
the movement, described the operation of Korean industries, and provided guidelines on which
products to buy. After great initial enthusiasm momentum began to ebb by late 1924. This was
due to three factors. First, and most important, was a steady and escalating Japanese government
harassment of the Society and its activities. Second, there was an increasingly influential leftist
critique of the Society stating that its aims were primarily aiding Korean capitalists whose class
interests were ultimately identical to those of Japanese capitalists. In this critique the message of
45
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the Society to use homemade goods was ignored. Finally, there was the unforeseen market
consequence of success, where with increased demand for Korean manufactured goods,
shortages resulted and prices rose. 46 Except for a brief resurgence of interest in the Society in
1929-1930, the movement and its publication finally ceased in the face of the Great Depression.
Nonetheless, the legacy of this first foray into economic nationalism loomed large in the youth
and life-long thinking of most of the capitalists featured in this study.
In Wells’ account, the Society was the last initiative of the self-reconstruction nationalists
that garnered broad-based, national support. His account of the end of most of the nationalists
themselves and their ideas has a definite elegiac tone. From the late 1930s to the end of the
Korean War, all the major self-reconstruction nationalists died, either from old age, mistreatment
in a Japanese prison, or assassination/execution by either Syngman Rhee’s or Kim Il Sung’s
regimes. 47 In many ways, those who died from other than natural causes were a part of a general
destruction, generally through the murder of its major proponents, of the political ‘centre’,
including liberalism or social democracy that occurred before and during the Korean War as
Korean politics became irretrievably polarized. 48 More importantly, except for extremely
sporadic and tentative re-airings of a few self-reconstruction ideas in South Korea from the
1980s onwards, Wells states baldly that self-reconstruction nationalism was a stream of early
nationalist thought that practically speaking ‘died’ in the Korean War, and generated no
intellectual or political heirs.
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This is explained, according to Wells, by the emphasis of self-reconstruction nationalism
on the importance of the nation preceding that of the state. That meant that universal Christian
ethics were more important, ultimately, in the viewpoint of self-reconstruction nationalism than
the demands and loyalties of a Korean state. Unfortunately for the ongoing appeal of selfreconstruction nationalism, post-war Korea gained not one nation-state, but two, North and
South, both staking their legitimacy on competitively linking the nation to their own version of
the Korean state. In short, a nationalism that minimized the importance of the state to the nation
was, according to Wells, of no political utility and in fact hindered the aims of both the North
and South Korean governments. 49
While reviews of Wells’ work were positive, there were common critiques. 50 Reviewers
felt Wells overstated the link between Protestantism leading to a ‘self-reconstruction’
nationalism (especially with the post 1920s rise of non-revolutionary socialist Protestant leaders
such as Yŏ Un-hyŏng or Kim Kyu-sik), 51 and an overstatement of its relevance past the 1920s
and 1930s. 52 All agreed nonetheless that considering the widespread influence of Protestantism
amongst the first generation of Korean nationalist leaders with a relatively broad, non-sectarian
national profile, further research parsing out its significance was important. Since Wells’ effort
there has not been any further major research on Protestantism within early Korean nationalism
focusing on the same level of nationalist figures that Wells wrote about. Recent works have
focused on clerical figures more highly influential within Protestant circles, the influence of
49
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Protestantism on political alignment rather than nationalism per se, or upon rural Protestant
social movements. 53 This study builds upon and strongly affirms Wells’ pioneering work. It
directly counters the critique of his reviewers (and Wells’ own underestimation) of the lasting
and still continuing legacy and importance of ‘self-reconstruction’ nationalism, at least in the
history of Korean economic thought and practice.

Modeling a ‘Liberal’ Protestant Economy: Self-Reconstruction Capitalist Business Practices vs.
the ‘Chaebols’
It was always the ghost of Friedrich List, not that of Adam Smith that was haunting
[South] Korean industrialization.54
-

Yun Tae Kim

It is a central argument of this study that self-reconstruction nationalism and its dream of
a ‘liberal’ Korea did not ‘die’ during the Korean War, but in fact persists to the present.
However, the ‘heirs’ of this stream of nationalist thinking did not reside amongst the ‘usual
suspects’ in intellectual or nationalist history e.g. intellectuals, politicians, or even nationalist
activists. Instead, it resided amongst businessmen, logical ‘heirs’ to a stream of nationalist
thinking that put so much emphasis on the need for capitalist development along classical liberal
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lines, and whose last significant mass movement had been Korea’s first example of popular
economic nationalism. Inspired by the ideas of self-reconstruction nationalism, with half having
a personal, mentor relationship with a self-reconstruction nationalist, it is not surprising that the
six major business founders of this study chose as their life vocation to not only advocate the
ideas of self-reconstruction but to actually put it into practice as successful capitalists modeling
their understanding of Protestant business ethics. The six and the business conglomerates they
founded or are associated with are Ilhan New (Yuhan), Chŏn T’aek-bo (Chonusa), I.D. Kim
(Byucksan), Choi Tae-sup (HanGlas), Soo Keun Kim (Daesung), and Lee Myung-bak
(Hyundai). 55 These capitalists did not usually put their efforts into communicating as full a
vision for the nation as did their self-reconstruction nationalist mentors, but instead, as specialists
in ‘civic ethics in the economic sphere,’ focused on demonstrating the viability of classical
economic liberalism and self-reconstruction nationalism in practice, e.g. building large, thriving
businesses configured in a unique manner that clearly set them off from all other South Korean
conglomerates. As such, with their narrower focus they are called in this study ‘selfreconstruction capitalists.’ Of the six self-reconstruction capitalists, only New experienced
significant business success while working under the Japanese colonial developmental state.
55
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All of them grew and operated major business groups under at least the first decade of the
South Korean developmental state, which quickly took shape in the early 1960s under the rule of
military dictator Park Chung Hee and lasted until the 1997 Asian Crisis. Over this time period
South Korea went from one of the twenty-five poorest nations on Earth to a GDP per capita
(1997 prices) of $11,000 and was a member of the Organization for Economic Co-operation and
Development. 56 The seeming ‘discrepancy’ from the viewpoint of (neo)liberal economics
between an economy such as South Korea’s achieving one of the fastest growth rates in human
history while under such a manifestly interventionist government has made South Korea (along
with other economies of East Asia) for decades a debating point in academic and popular debates
on how extensive this intervention really was and whether it hurt or hindered economic growth. 57
The overwhelming consensus of recent literature, however, by scholars from multiple
disciplines and economic theory orientations, whether specialists in global economic history or
more focused on Korea, is that the extreme interventionism of the South Korean regime over
almost three decades classifies South Korea at this time as both a developmental state almost
without peer and, coincidentally or not, a swiftly growing economy. 58 This is accepted by Korea
56
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specialist scholars of a most rigorous and quantitative neo-classical economic background, such
as for example Nicholas Eberstadt of the American Enterprise Institute, a conservative
Washington, D.C. think tank. 59
The ‘challenge’ for scholars such as Eberstadt and others is to explain why such an
extensive developmental state did not stifle economic growth through internal corruption as
occurred in other developmental states. The overwhelming consensus for South Korea, (as for
other fast-growing East Asian developmental states) is that the deliberate linking of business
viability and political legitimacy with export targets forced the overall economic system to be
answerable to economic standards beyond the reach of the government or economic players to
‘game’ and forced ‘genuine’ economic growth. 60 One of the most striking characteristics of
South Korean exports from the 1960s onwards is that their level of sophistication and quality
was relatively high compared to other country’s exports of a similar GNP per capita. 61 That
export-led growth played this essential role in the dynamism of the South Korean developmental
state underscores the importance of forgotten Chonusa founder Chŏn Taek-Bo.
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The ubiquitous corporate form of South Korean big business as it flourished under the
South Korean developmental state, having its roots in the Japanese colonial state, is called the
chaebol. While the taxonomy of South Korean big business organizations has become somewhat
more varied since the 1997 Asian Crisis, for almost four decades the chaebol represented an
organizational form that practically every large business in South Korea followed 62 – except for
the large businesses formed by self-reconstruction capitalists, whose business model consciously
contradicted that of the chaebol in almost every aspect. The chaebol, its form and mode of
operation perfectly reflected the political economy of the Korean developmental state that
nurtured and spawned it. In contrast the business groups created by the self-reconstruction
capitalists reflected their vision of how economic development in South Korea should (in their
minds) have proceeded, which was under a classical laissez-faire economic liberalism tempered
by Protestant ethics and philanthropy. Being business organizations not ideally suited to the
political economy of the developmental state, the companies run by the self-reconstruction
capitalists by and large experienced significant limits on their potential quantitative growth in
comparison to their chaebol competitors before the 1997 Asian Crisis. Since then, as South
Korea’s economy has shifted to a more neoliberal basis, their relative competitive position has
generally improved of those that survived, as their mode of business practices is somewhat more
synchronous with the South Korean and world economy of the last decade and a half.
The chaebol’s closest historical analogy is the pre-World War II Japanese zaibatsu, on
which they were modeled. Both were business conglomerates encompassing a wide variety of
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sectors, though usually with an emphasis on heavy industry. The key difference is that South
Korean chaebol were not allowed to operate financial sector businesses. Fundamentally the
chaebol were seen as the private sector arm of the developmental state, implementing its overall
economic growth policies. 63 In the early 1960s the South Korean state effectively ‘nationalized’
the entire South Korean financial system, and used access to below-market cost capital as the
most important ‘carrot’ to incentivize chaebol to follow their policies. This led chaebol to
overwhelmingly use loans rather than raising equity for financing. As wielded by authoritarian
military-backed dictatorships, the ‘stick’ could be draconian tax audits, actual physical
imprisonment, and/or ‘bankruptcy’ (the latter always imposed mostly on opaque political
grounds) though in practice these tools, particularly the last two, were used sparingly. 64 While
the state often supplanted the market in allocating resources, the South Korean system linked, in
a relatively transparent and non-corrupt manner, the allocation of state subsidized credit to actual
superior business performance by the chaebol as demonstrated by successful export sales to
foreign markets. As described, this ‘export-led growth’ incentivized the entire system to produce
tangible economic growth that created the ‘miracle’.
As a result, practically every chaebol showed the same overall characteristics. Financing
was primarily from government mediated loans, to the extent that the chaebol could not sustain
themselves without this tacit guarantee of their solvency from the government. The overriding
business goal was export sales rather than serving the (heavily protected) domestic market. The
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focus on sales meant that business founders strove to create the largest, in terms of sales,
organizations possible, without any regard to profitability. (Without profits retained earnings was
not an option for financing, reinforcing the chaebol’s dependence on credit.) To convey an
overall image of vast size, which would attract the most capable new employees, and to develop
the largest overall sales volume possible entrepreneurs created some of the most diverse
conglomerates in business history with companies in numerous and often unrelated industries.
This proliferation of group companies was one of the most important distinguishing features of
the chaebols, and often defied any sort of business sense in terms of maximizing profitability. 65
Not answerable to market-driven private sector creditors or shareholders, the chaebols
could be as opaque and ‘fraudulent’ in their management, accounting, and corporate governance
as was in the best interests of owners and their families. In fact such practices were optimal for
the overall growth and survival of the chaebol as a whole. Ownership and management were
fused, with founder sons groomed for succession, and ownership maintained by byzantine
shareholding arrangements. Opaque financing allowed for: levels of debt that would have been
unsustainable in any dissimilar capitalist economy, tax evasion, ‘illicit’ real estate holdings and
speculation (often an extremely significant portion of the new South Korean economic elite’s
wealth), routine and required ‘kick-backs’, bribes, and ‘political donations’ to the state. Transfers
of funds amongst group companies both supported the business strategy of quantitative growth
above all, and served as a tool to maintain the opaqueness of overall financial management and
corporate governance. The more companies a chaebol had in as many diverse industries as
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possible, the more options became available for any of the ‘business’ practices just listed:
concealed debt, tax evasion, real-estate speculation, bribes, etc. The chaebol overall size in terms
of assets or sales became their mark of success and ensured that they were ‘too big to fail’. 66
In contrast, the business groups created by the self-reconstruction capitalists differed
from the chaebols in every aspect. As befitting classical liberal economics, the primary focus of
self-reconstruction capitalists was profitability, which, for them, could come from both the
export and domestic markets. Self-reconstruction capitalists sought to keep themselves and their
businesses as financially independent of the developmental state as possible, which meant
seeking all other sources of financing. The goal was to avoid reliance as much as possible on
government sanctioned credit, which carried with it both expectations of compliance with
government policies favoring growth above all, and providing the state with ethically dubious
bribes, kick-backs, and ‘donations’. Self-reconstruction capitalists tried numerous means to
achieve financial independence including low debt levels, retained earnings from profits,
corporate bonds, and access to foreign development funds, banks, and/or joint venture
investment.
Beyond retained earnings, profitability that is verified by financial transparency is useful
in securing market-driven credit from creditors and shareholders. As much as chaebols were
motivated to be opaque, self-reconstruction capitalists were therefore motivated to be as
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transparent as possible in their business operations. This was both from their own self-interest in
their chosen way of doing business and from their own religious based sense of business ethics.
Self-reconstruction capitalists had to be ‘cleaner than clean’ from a desire to be moral exemplars
to society and in order to avoid attracting the suspicion of the developmental state as they were
clearly conspicuous non-conformists of its dictates. This meant scrupulous compliance with
regulations, paying taxes, and making as credible a claim as possible to be avoiding corruption
and ‘illicit’ asset speculation.
Transparency in fact and in perception by others was greatly aided for self-reconstruction
capitalists if they pursued the exact opposite of the mind-boggling diversification of the
chaebols. Instead self-reconstruction capitalists sought to specialize in just one industry and had
relatively few group companies. For example, for five of the six capitalists, a long-standing
industry focus is apparent and even is signaled in one of their group names e.g. ‘HanGlas’ (often
‘Hanguk Yuri’ in Korean, which means ‘Korea Glass’). Ilhan New specialized in
pharmaceuticals, Chŏn in exporting expertise, Choi in glass, Soo Keun Kim in energy, and Lee
in construction. The public explanation for their focus on one industry was usually along the
lines of arguing that world-class competency in an industry required all of an entrepreneur’s
efforts, which actually was often true. An unspoken reason was that if a capitalist had, for
example, twenty group companies versus just two, he obviously had, to the government and
public, ten times more opportunities for financial and business chicanery.
In terms of diversification I.D. Kim and his Byucksan group is the one exception amongst
the six. His relatively closer compliance with the developmental state is explained by a feature of
the South Korean developmental state almost never analyzed in the literature: the implications of
family marriage strategies amongst the newly created South Korean elite. A ubiquitous feature of
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the chaebols, practically as routine as closely held family ownership and management, high debt
levels, focus on growth, and diversification in numerous industries, was a high rate of
intermarriage of founder family children to the children of other chaebol founding families and
to the political elite. Here also, as will be shown, the self-reconstruction capitalists pursued an
opposite strategy – except for I.D. Kim, the instructive exception that demonstrates the overall
validity of the argument.
It is because of the ‘compromise’ of a self-reconstructionist capitalist such as Kim that
the term chaebol will be dropped from use in the rest of this analysis. While the term chaebol
does clearly signify a very distinct form of business organization as just described, it has become
loaded over the decades with a pejorative tone. This is demonstrated by the fact that the chaebols
themselves never use it. To use it to contrast the business groups self-reconstruction capitalists
created with all the other South Korean business groups may create too sharp an absolute
distinction between the ‘good Protestant capitalists’ and the ‘bad chaebols’ that cannot be
supported in reality. Instead more neutral and non-Korea specific terms will be used. The
following historical account and its evidence will clearly show the overwhelming differences
between the big businesses the self-reconstructionist capitalists created versus all the others,
without the use of connotation-heavy words.
While their actions and the resulting business and philanthropic achievements will speak
more eloquently than words, common themes in the writings and public statements of the selfreconstruction capitalists will re-enforce the contention that they were pursuing an ‘alternative’
capitalism. Some of these themes include a championing of classical liberal laissez-faire
economics guided by Protestant ethics, a conception of their companies as ultimately being
‘owned’ by society, striving to be ethical ‘heroes’ always ready to serve the nation, being a
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model of corporate philanthropy, especially in supporting education, and of self-discipline,
including physical fitness and personal temperance.

The Disproportionate Significance of Protestants within Early Korean Capitalist History
Besides providing an account of an ‘alternative capitalism’, this study builds on
scholarship linking Christianity, and particularly Protestantism with the first onset of Korean
modernity. The Protestant contribution was particularly important in medical, educational, and
media institutions, politics, and nationalism, as has already been suggested in the discussion on
self-reconstruction nationalists. This point can often be demonstrated anecdotally by taking any
sort of early landmark of Korean modernity, usually linked to a small number of elite
individuals, and do a head count of the disproportionate number of Protestants involved. An oft
cited example is of the thirty-three signers of the Korean Declaration of Independence in 1919,
sixteen were Protestants. 67
Sociologist Kong Chae-uk has written the most cited work determining the top South
Korean capitalists of the late 1950s. Using a variety of business metrics he identified twenty-nine
‘top capitalists.’ 68 While his research was exhaustive, he did not determine the religious identity
of any of this twenty-nine, as religious history or identity is not a research interest of his. 69
Research undertaken by others and myself shows that of the twenty-nine, seven were Protestants
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(which includes three capitalists in this study, New, Chŏn, and Choi), 70 six were definitely not
Protestants (one was Catholic), and the religious affiliation, if any, of thirteen is unknown. 71
Assuming that the thirteen unknown were not Protestant, that means that at the very
genesis of South Korean capitalism a solid majority of major business founders were not
Protestant, which suggests there is no simple ‘Weberian thesis’ to explain the South Korean
industrial revolution as the result of a Protestant work ethic. Non-Protestant entrepreneurs knew
well enough how to create a major business. However, in the 1950s approximately 2% at the
most of the South Korean population was Protestant. 72 That at least 25% of the first cohort of
South Korean capitalists was Protestant does suggest that in capitalism as in modern institutions
and nationalism, Protestants had significance greater than their proportion of overall numbers.
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The point of this anecdotal evidence is to assert that by focusing on Protestant capitalists,
this study is not unduly magnifying their importance in the history of Korean capitalism, contra
the sweeping generalizations of scholars such as Bruce Cumings that prior to 1960 Korea had
“no capitalists, no Protestants, no merchants…no discernible history of commerce, foreign trade,
or industrial development.” 73 There were both Protestants and capitalists, and a lot more of them
were both than might be expected. Instead the above is the first historical scholarship to carefully
quantify, if even on a tiny ‘sample size’, how many there were. It also underlines that this study
incidentally provides the beginnings of an explanation for why there were relatively so many
major Protestant capitalists at the beginning of South Korean capitalism, though that is not the
main focus of this dissertation. In any case, as will be seen, the six self-reconstruction capitalists
of this study were all major business leaders of their time, creating businesses of such size,
legacy, and importance to South Korean economic development that they are ‘worthy’ of
increased scholarly attention under any historical framework, beyond their Protestant identities.

Chapter Overview
As the first self-reconstruction capitalists, providing a model to those who came later,
Ilhan New and Chŏn T’aek-bo are the primary focus of this dissertation and are discussed in
Chapter Two (New) and Three (Chŏn). Besides their completely unique and singularly important
business careers, both had a larger vision for Korea that went well beyond just business. Both
were amongst the first Koreans to obtain academic training in laissez-faire, classical liberal
73
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economics. Ilhan New received a business degree in the U.S. in the 1910s and Chŏn a degree
from Kobe Higher Commercial School. In the pre-war era Kobe School was an academic
bulwark of classical economics and free trade liberalism in Japan and in East Asia. The same
pattern of analysis is used for both. Each chapter is divided into three sections, besides an
opening and ‘Conclusion.’ The three sections are entitled ‘Early Life and Influences’, ‘Economic
and Business Viewpoint’, and ‘Career.’ The first section presents the early life, influences,
particularly from self-reconstruction nationalists, and education of each capitalist. In the second
the nationalist, economic, and business viewpoint of each is provided primarily by referencing
their writings. Finally, an account of their career in its fullest sense shows how they practiced
self-reconstruction capitalism and built business organizations that reflected their background
and their ideas. This sequencing shows where in their background they developed their ideas.
Then, the third and last section shows how their ideas led to action.
Chapter Two is entitled ‘Ihan New - The Model Self-Reconstruction Nationalist &
Capitalist.’ New was the first major Protestant capitalist in Korean history and the founder of
pharmaceutical pioneer Yuhan Company. Fully a peer of the first few colonial era Korean large
business owners, New was the only one to live and continue running a major business well into
the first decade of the Park Chung Hee developmental state, giving him a unique status in overall
Korean economic history. He was also the first notable Korean-American capitalist, founding the
iconic brand of American-Chinese food ‘La Choy’ in the 1920s. In many ways the crowning
moment of New’s life was on his death where he became famed within South Korea for giving
away all his wealth to society in his will. His status as a ‘Protestant nationalist hero’ whose life is
featured in South Korean elementary school civic textbooks was cemented years later when it
was revealed that he had trained at the age of fifty to lead a top-secret commando team of
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Korean-Americans to participate in the planned U.S. invasion of Japan and/or occupied Korea.
Beyond these achievements New played a key role in the formation of the first South Korean
constitution and was a global pioneer in implementing employee stock ownership in the late
1930s in Yuhan, anticipating later ‘Third Way’ discourse on capitalism.
The well-spring of New’s astonishing career was a deep grounding in self-reconstruction
nationalist influences and similar ideas from figures such as Samuel Moffett, James Scarth Gale,
Park Yong-man, and most of all his life-long mentor, friend, and one-time business partner Sŏ
Chae-p'il. While there are approximately a half dozen recent academic and popular monographs
on New’s life in Korean, there is nothing remotely similar to the scope of the account given in
this dissertation in any other English language (or Japanese) 74 sources. Also, while this account
uses much of the same primary Korean sources as do Korean language monographs (as all such
sources are controlled by Yuhan Corporation), this is the first scholarly account of New’s life to
fully utilize the many English language sources on his life, including New’s own writings in
English.
Chapter Three is entitled ‘Chŏn T’aek-bo - Forgotten Private Sector ‘Father’ of South
Korean Export-Led Growth.’ It is the first scholarly account in any language of an almost
forgotten key player in the start of South Korean export-led growth in the 1960s. Numerous
sources outline the contribution to this idea of various American and South Korean development
experts and government officials, and to the role of Park Chung Hee himself. Chŏn, who won the
first national ‘top exporter’ awards from President Park four years in a row, was the first to
suggest the idea of export-led growth in person to Park. However he saw his reputation and his
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standing in Clio’s annals disappear as alone amongst the capitalists of this dissertation there is no
surviving company to keep his legacy alive. Thankfully Chŏn was a relatively prolific writer,
particularly in contemporary newspaper editorials and these, excellently compiled by his only
biographer over thirty years ago, are the major primary source on his life and thoughts.
From his deeply nationalistic upbringing and education in the perceived Korean
‘heartland’ of Kando, Manchuria, Chŏn was a quintessential self-reconstruction capitalist. This
was grounded in Enlightenment and cultural nationalism from his youthful intellectual
admiration of Ch’oe Namsŏn and from a ‘free-trade’ economic education at Kobe School. He
pioneered export achievements that preceded export-led growth in the 1960s by several decades.
As South Korea’s acknowledged leading expert and practitioner of exporting, Chŏn championed
an uncompromisingly laissez-faire, U.S. and Hong Kong modeled vision for South Korea’s
economic development that ultimately challenged Park Chung Hee’s Japan-centric development
model and his developmental state. This led to Chŏn‘s group Chonusa being the first ever major
business group to be forced out of business primarily for political reasons by the South Korean
state. Though in forced retirement, Chŏn then continued to be a major influence on selfreconstruction capitalists who followed him by taking on a senior leadership role in the Korean
Christian Businessmen’s Committee (KCBMC), the leading organization for Protestant
businessmen in South Korea. He also analyzed the essential role of ‘trust’ in social and economic
development in a manner that anticipated Francis Fukuyama’s more famous work on this topic
several decades later.
Finally, Chapter Four is entitled ‘The Post-War Protestant Capitalist Network and Its
Leaders.’ This chapter provides the fullest scholarly account to date of the history of the KBMC.
While the relatively scant attention this organization has garnered has focused narrowly on its
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political role in 1970s, this study goes beyond this focus and using a plethora of primary sources
reconstructs (beyond even what the KCBMC or its U.S. ‘parent’ organization, the CBMC has)
the full story of its origins and activities from the early 1950s and 1960s. The KCBMC (and
Korean Rotary) provided a forum for an extraordinary network of Korean big business founders
of varying Protestant identity, top Park regime supporters, and a trans-Pacific network of selfreconstruction capitalism clerical ‘supporters’ including the CBMC itself and evangelists such as
Han Kyung-Chik, Billy Kim, Hwang Sŏng-su, and Billy Graham. Its top leadership ranks of the
1970s include the ‘second’ and ‘third’ generation of self-reconstruction capitalists that followed
New and Chŏn’s legacy. These were I.D. Kim, Choi Tae-sup, Soo Keun Kim, and Lee Myungbak. Also included were their business polar opposites, the two large business founders in South
Korean history most closely identified with the developmental state, namely Chung Ju-yung, the
founder of Hyundai, and Kim Woo Choong, the founder of Daewoo.
Inspired by decades of example and ideological support from the CBMC, the KCBMC
became a forum and catalyst for self-reconstruction capitalists to become the pioneers of
corporate philanthropy and institutionalized business ethics in South Korea. Beyond
straightforward Christian charity, motivating this philanthropy lay an audacious idea, imported
through the influence of the American CBMC. This idea was that in a Cold War world of pax
Americana, not only were businessmen, contrary to the low esteem South Korean society had for
them, following an honourable profession (which self-reconstruction nationalism already had
argued), they, or more precisely, ‘saved’ Protestant businessmen, were in fact the most important
members of the church universal in evangelizing the nation, and therefore were the most ethical
Koreans alive. As the ethical elite they were in fact the ‘natural leaders’ of the nation, an
assertion that Lee Myung-bak appears to have taken to heart.
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A ‘mini-biography’ of each of the second and third generation self-reconstruction
capitalists follow which primarily shows that the background, expressed ideas, and business
careers followed closely the same pattern as the first generation capitalists. A novel challenge
that they faced was what marriage strategies to pursue for their families’ vis-à-vis the burgeoning
South Korean developmental state elite. Marrying into that elite meant losing the independence
to run their businesses as self-reconstruction capitalists. Finally, an analysis of the policies of Lee
Myung-bak as an incoming President of South Korea will show their debt to self-reconstruction
nationalist and self-reconstruction capitalist ideas, and predecessors such as Ilhan New. Lee
explicitly aimed in his inaugural policy document to erase all remaining legacies of the
developmental state, Japanese colonial and post-war. While the actual achievements of his
administration are mixed, he purportedly intended to ‘restore,’ in his thumbnail historiography,
the ‘true conservative,’ free-market and global civilizational course of where Korean history and
capitalism was ‘supposed’ to have gone, a dog that should have barked.
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Chapter Two: Ilhan New: The Model Self-Reconstruction Nationalist & Capitalist
In spring 1945 eight Korean-Americans underwent extensive training for top-secret
commando-style raids on either Japanese controlled Korea or on Japan itself on Santa Catalina
Island, just off Los Angeles. In keeping with their mission they received instructions in weapons
use shooting at pop-up targets with M-I carbines, forty-five caliber pistols, Thompson
submachine guns, demolitions, close-quarter combat with daggers, and the art of sneaking up on
the enemy and killing them with a knife, small baton, or bare hands. Other skills learnt included
use of radios, jungle warfare, avoiding ambushes and snipers, using maps and compasses, rock
climbing, infiltration from amphibious landings, and how to carry out night attacks. Training also
included three-day survival trips with only a knife and fishing line. As might be expected their
daily physical exercise regime was intense with uphill mountain sprints and early morning
calisthenics such as push-ups in pastures amongst soggy deposits of cow-dung. What might be
most unexpected was the age and background of the leader of the squad: fifty-year old Ilhan
New, a co-founder of ‘La Choy’, the first major brand of Chinese-style food in the U.S., and the
founder of Korea’s largest pharmaceutical company, Yuhan. 1
Ilhan New (1895-1971), founder of Yuhan, is distinguished from the other business
founders highlighted in this study by his particularly high standing amongst his Protestant
contemporaries as the pioneering model Protestant businessmen and to non-Protestant Korean
contemporaries and later Koreans as an exemplary, incorruptible man of wealth who put aside
self, success in America, and family interest to work only for the modernization of Korea. He has
been presented as such to South Korean elementary school children in civics textbooks since the
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early 1980s. 2 His fame as a role model received a huge boost at his death when his will revealed
he had given all of his wealth to charity and left practically nothing for his descendants (a
decision not prompted by any discernible ill-will towards them). It only grew in the 1990s with
revelations uncovered in U.S. government documents that New, even though well into middle
age, had volunteered and trained during WWII to fight the Japanese as a combat soldier of a
secret military force of Korean-Americans organized by the OSS but ultimately never deployed.
2

Nara sarangŭi ch’am kiŏpin: Yu Il-han [A truly patriotic businessman: Ilhan New], (Seoul: Yuhan Yanghaeng,
1995), 513. A picture is shown of the opened pages of a section on Ilhan New as a ‘model Christian patriot’ in a
1981 elementary civics textbook. The textbook itself could be seen as of 2007 in the lobby of the Yuhan main
headquarters in Seoul, Korea.

Note on sources: All Yuhan company records and documentation related to Ilhan New and his life and career and
all of New’s private correspondence written from the time he returned to Korea after the Korean War to the end
of his life that is extant is owned by Yuhan. However the vast majority of New’s own writings which are the primary
sources used in this chapter to demonstrate his thoughts on Protestant ethics, Korean nationalism, economics, and
business were published in his lifetime in the U.S. in English and are fortunately publicly available. His two most
famed acts of nationalist ‘valour’, namely volunteering as a commando in WWII and giving away his wealth in his
will are similarly well-attested in publicly available documents not owned by Yuhan.
Yuhan control of its own company records and its sparing release of them to researchers does however pose a
challenge for biographers of New. Several mostly popular manuscript length biographies have been written (in
Korean), but as one senior manager at Yuhan amusedly related to the author, they are almost ‘all the same’ as
every author has been dependent on the same prepared ‘package’ of texts and copied documents that Yuhan
handed out to the author when he visited the company in 2007. The similarity of the available New biographies is
amplified by the fact that few of the authors seemed to be interested in and/or capable of consulting source
materials in English, the language of New’s published works.
The author was not granted permission to search independently through relevant Yuhan archived documents. The
only scholars to date who have been granted extensive direct access to such documents are those who were
enlisted in the early 1990s in the Yuhan sanctioned biographical compendium cited in this footnote, Nara sarangŭi
ch’am kiŏpin: Yu Il-Han [A truly patriotic businessman: Ilhan New]. As described in its ‘Editorial Afterword’ (pp. 595597), the Yuhan editorial board encouraged each of the twelve non-Yuhan affiliated authors, most scholars from
Korean universities and the National Academy of Sciences, Republic of Korea, and a few writers and journalists, to
write their own chapter, the author of each identified in the Afterword (595-596). However, the final editing of
their contributions was the responsibility of Yuhan and the book is presented as a Yuhan published document with
no author. Outside of the Afterword the author’s identities are not listed with each chapter and according to
standard citation protocol any referencing of this work would not identify a particular scholar’s contribution.
Due partly no doubt to the authors’ privileged access to Yuhan records, Nara sarangŭi ch’am kiŏpin: Yu Il-Han [A
truly patriotic businessman: Ilhan New] is the most extensive and most academically rigorous secondary source on
New’s life presently available, and is used often in this chapter. Most large Korean companies routinely publish
corporate histories at decade level intervals, including biographies of their founders. However, most of these are
completely corporate controlled publications overseen and written from the beginning by paid staff. In
comparison, Nara sarangŭi ch’am kiŏpin: Yu Il-Han [A truly patriotic businessman: Ilhan New] appears to be a more
academically rigorous and ‘independent’ work, so to accurately convey this, a deviation from standard citation
protocol is employed when footnoted. The book title will be given first, as is standard protocol with any work with
no formal individual author, but henceforth the author of the page cited (if an author is identified) and their
institutional/occupational affiliation (as indicated in the Afterword) will follow in parenthesis.
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The aura of New’s sterling reputation has lived on to the present both for his own reputation and
in the general public’s perception of Yuhan. 3
Born in 1895, New, along with Chŏn T’aek-bo, represents a first generation of selfreconstruction capitalists. However, while Chŏn started his entrepreneurial career during the
colonial era, he did not attain major business success until after Liberation while New was
already a major Korean businessman by the 1920s. New was in fact the first notable Protestant
capitalist in Korean history. In terms of age, and the timing of his first businesses in the 1920s,
New was fully a peer of the handful of nascent Korean capitalists who thrived during the
Japanese colonial era, such as Pak Hŭng-sik, (born 1903) who founded Hwasin Department
Store in 1931 and Kim Sŏng-su, (1891-1955) who founded Kyongsong Spinning in 1919. 4 The
systemic discrimination against Korean enterprise and favouring of Japanese business throughout
the colonial era, followed by the destructiveness of the Korean War, suppressed the flourishing
of most Korean entrepreneurial talent, including Protestant, until the 1950s.
New’s longevity and sterling business reputation, however, free of the charges of
collaboration that dogged, for example, Pak Hŭng-sik and Kim Sŏng-su, 5 ensured that his
business career straddled both generations. Besides charges of collaboration the post-Liberation
business careers of both Kim Sŏng-su and Pak Hŭng-sik were less than stellar, with Kim dead by
1955 and Pak sinking in prominence after the 1950s. 6 New’s career in fact spanned the first two
generations of capitalists and provides a link between the colonial era and the ‘take-off’ of South
3
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Korean economic development in the 1960s. Most relevant to the purposes of this study was the
uniqueness of his Protestantism versus his colonial-era peers, Pak for example being Catholic 7
and Kim of no particular religious commitment. 8
In 1994 Dankuk University economist Myŏng-su Hwang stated that
There is practically no other Korean company like Yuhan. Its management philosophy
and operations are unique….its management philosophy focuses on manufacturing top
quality products, a separation between ownership and management, transparent tax
accounting, and making profits, for the benefit of society. 9
Until the Asian Crisis of 1997, Hwang’s summation of Yuhan, and New’s, uniqueness in the
history of Korean capitalism was hardly overstated. Much of New’s ability to take Yuhan in an
independent direction derived from his background and success in a more laissez-faire U.S.
Much of New’s unique management style and ideas also came from his singular grounding in a
Korean-American Protestant nationalism, as exemplified by his close friendship with his mentor,
Sŏ Chae-p’il, one of the first major nationalist figures in modern Korean history. His mentor Sŏ
and the example of other early Protestant nationalist figures such as Cho Man-sik grounded
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New’s business, economic development, and nationalist thinking as part of Kenneth Wells ‘selfreconstruction’ nationalism.
With this background New advocated and demonstrated in his entrepreneurial career an
alternative Korean capitalism that directly challenged the norms, practices, and assumptions
regarding the state-centered capitalism that has dominated 20th century Korean economy history.
Beyond his capitalist career New also articulated an overall self-reconstruction vision for Korea.
He advocated and worked for a Korea under a modern, liberal constitution, economically selfreliant, which meant a Korea developed under the initiative of profit-seeking entrepreneurs free
of government regulations. Korean industry would compete along its comparative advantage in
global trade without aid from the government or foreign countries, including the U.S.
To New an impartially run laissez-faire market economy was the most efficient and
socially harmonious political economy possible, but representative of self-reconstruction
thinking, no system, not even a laissez-faire one, would be just or viable unless its capitalist
class, though profit-seeking, was individually guided by a set of spiritual ethics, optimally
Protestant, that made them put the overall interests of their nation and society over individual
self-interest, and motivated them to avoid any corrupting ties with governments and politicians.
To New, in God’s eyes, a company was, ethically speaking, ‘owned’ by society and the legal
owner merely a ‘caretaker.’ New lived out this belief in pioneering the distribution of public and
employee stock ownership in his business ventures, so through his own demonstrated
selflessness society would own his companies in legal fact as well as figuratively. To maximize
profitability an entrepreneur needed to focus his energies on understanding one industry very
well instead of dispersing energies over several. New’s choice was to focus on pharmaceuticals.
New saw a Korean pharmaceutical industry as essential for Korean sovereignty as only a
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physically vigorous people could maintain independence as New himself demonstrated by
running over hills with a rifle in hand in preparation of fighting the Japanese at age fifty. Finally,
New considered truly patriotic businessmen as models of philanthropy, particularly in education,
the key to ‘modern civilization’ to self-reconstruction nationalists. New took a pioneering role in
business philanthropy during his lifetime and particularly after his death in bestowing his fortune
to society.

Early Life and Influences
New’s Father Yu Ki-yŏn: Early Protestant Convert and ‘Modern’ Urban Businessman
New’s father, Yu Ki-yŏn (born 1861), was an important early influence on New’s life. 10
Yu was born in 1861 in Yech’on district, in the southern province of North Kyŏngsang. At nine
Yu’s parents died and his life became more difficult with little support from his extended family.
This motivated him to leave his native village and become an itinerant peddler in his early 20s.
Attracted to Pyongyang’s commercial vitality, he ended up settling in Pyongyang and married a
local woman named Kim Hwak-sil in 1888. 11
With the first semi-consistent presence of Protestant missionaries in Pyongyang starting
in 1890, Yu and his wife became Christian most likely in the early 1890s, before New’s birth on
January 15, 1895. Upon becoming a Christian Kim Hwak-sil changed her name to Kim Ki-bok,
kibok meaning ‘God’s Blessing’. 12 Yu’s non-spiritual motivations for converting are speculated
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to have been three-fold: the strong influence of his wife, 13 and his initial personal encounter with
the material power of the West, exemplified by Western medical treatment received from the
Canadian Presbyterian medical missionary Dr. James Hall in 1892, 14 and the numerous Western
manufactured goods he saw in Pyongyang, a major entrepot for such goods coming in from
China. 15
Perhaps because of an estrangement from his native village and kin, and a thwarted
desire, from youthful penury, to pursue a conventional scholar-official career, Yu appears to
have been an especially early and enthusiastic adopter of Western culture in all its forms.
Photographic records of his appearance indicate that he must have been one of the earliest
Korean adopters of Western dress and hairstyle. 16 Yu made his fortune in Pyongyang. 17 Yu took
advantage of the commercial opportunities of his adopted city, particularly in importing Western
goods via China. Yu successfully ran a number of businesses in central Pyongyang, including
trade in silk, general merchandise, agricultural and marine products, a cold noodle restaurant,
and running the Pyongyang outlet for Singer sewing machines from the U.S. 18
Considering his Protestantism, openness to the West, residence in Pyongyang, the
nationalism he passed down to his son, and his zeal for self-education, 19 it is virtually certain that
Yu was strongly influenced by the ‘Enlightenment and Civilization’ and self-reconstruction
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discourses of the first modern Korean nationalists Sŏ Chae-p’il and Park Yong-man that was
swirling amongst the younger generation of elite urban Koreans throughout the 1890s. 20 In this
context New’s later personal mentorship by Park and Sŏ comes as no surprise. As for Yu
himself, there is no record that he ever met or heard first-hand any of these nationalist leaders,
but he did have a direct connection with an even closer conduit to the West, namely American
Presbyterian missionary Samuel A. Moffett.

Yu Ki-yŏn and Samuel A. Moffett
Samuel A. Moffett is one of the towering missionary figures of Korean Protestant history.
He was born and raised in a Midwest Presbyterian family. His father ran a dry goods business.
After graduating from McCormick Seminary in Illinois he first arrived in Korea in 1890. He was
able to preach effectively in Korean by 1892. Tasked with bringing Presbyterianism to northwest Korea, he chose Pyongyang as his base of operations in 1893 and remained active in Korea
until 1936. Amongst his accomplishments he helped start the second oldest Protestant university
in Korea, Soongsil (1904), and the Korean Presbyterian Church in 1907, serving as its first
Moderator. 21 He oversaw the first rapid growth of Presbyterianism in Korea from his Pyongyang
church over the 1890s, setting the foundation for Presbyterianism to be the most popular
Protestant, and Christian, denomination in Korea.
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Yu was baptized by Moffett himself. When he was actually baptized is not exactly known
but it was likely well before the turn of the century, or at the latest when New was not yet old
enough for formal education. As a careful, theologically and methodologically conservative
Presbyterian, Moffett did not grant baptism, with its implication of formal membership in the
church, automatically or swiftly after a profession of belief or start of attendance at Moffett`s
church. Instead, the aspirant for baptism entered a rigorous catechesis course that at minimum
took two months, but usually six months, could take much longer, and was by no means
automatically passable. 22 Yu`s baptism therefore implied a certain degree of commitment to his
new found creed and to attendance at church.
As part of his baptism Yu would most likely have verbally assented to the then seven
‘Rules of the Church in Korea.’ The rules forbade the ‘worship’ of ancestors, drinking, and
gambling, and enjoined the baptized to strictly observe the Sabbath, revere their parents, practice
monogamy within marriage, and ensure their own household was united in faith. In addition, rule
number six specifically encouraged a ‘Protestant work ethic’ stating that
Since God has ordered that we shall live by working, let no one eat and be clothed in
idleness. Be not lazy…but by all means follow an upright livelihood, and using strength,
feed yourselves and your families. 23
Yu was part of the very first stages of a phenomenally fast growing church, one of the fastest
growing mission fields in the world at the time. 24 From the first eight men baptized in January
1894, by 1901 (or the time around which New would have enduring childhood memories as a six
year old) Moffett`s Pyongyang church had a congregation of over 1100. 25 This growth in
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Pyongyang was reflected in the overall Korean growth of the Presbyterian church, which
numbered 90,000 by 1907. 26 Witnessing such growth, and the growth of his business, Yu may
have felt justified that he was on the wave of the future for Korea.
What influence did Moffett and his church have had on Yu, and by extension, New`s
outlook on capitalism and commerce? As indicated in ‘Rule no. 6’ the church promulgated the
Divine stamp of approval on hard work within an ‘upright livelihood.’ Almost none of Moffett’s
large corpus of private and public writings reveals explicit political or economic viewpoints but
considering his own father’s occupational background and his upbringing in a recently settled
frontier area, his views probably leaned towards an unspoken bias for classical liberalism. 27 A
calling as an honest businessman was obviously acceptable and even commendable.
Revealing an implicit belief in private property is Moffett’s astonishment when in 1893
his church encountered brief opposition from the senior Pyongyang government official to its
efforts to secure land for a church building. For a short time property they had bought in the
name of Korean believers was summarily expropriated by the official. As Moffett wrote:
…[as] I represented to the official that these men had violated no Korean law, I soon
found that the official’s will is law, so far as Koreans are concerned, and that a native has
no rights which the official is bound to respect – not even the right to buy or sell
property. 28
Speculating as to the motives for the official’s disregard for private property, Moffett ascribed it
to his being a “rabid Confucianist.” 29
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Moffett, James Scarth Gale, and New’s Protestant Schooling
Despite his disdain for ‘rabid Confucianists’, Moffett did share with them a special
interest in the importance of educating youth, though obviously on Christian rather than
Confucian grounds. One of his first major assignments in Korea from 1890 to 1893 was to
oversee the start of a small school for boys in Seoul called the ‘Jesus Doctrine School.’ 30
Through this effort and other shared tasks, Moffett and his fellow Presbyterian missionary James
Scarth Gale became each other’s closest life-long friends. 31 In 1894 Moffett established a school
for the boys of church members in Pyongyang. 32
In 1928 Ilhan New wrote in English When I Was a Boy in Korea, published in the U.S.
for an American audience. As will be explained, despite its title the book is actually an extremely
inaccurate source on New’s childhood. In one of the few more credible paragraphs, New sums
up his father’s education and his own in Korea.
Being the eldest son in an average Korean home, where much importance was
attached to the perpetuation of the family name, my future was naturally slated to be that
of a scholar. Much to my satisfaction, my father, being forced by circumstances at an
early age, was a merchant trading with buyers from China. He had always felt that he
could have reached his zenith in the literary line, and so was determined that the first son
should have all the advantages he was denied… My interest in mercantile life was
discouraged, and, from earliest childhood, I was surrounded with classical books and
tutors and carefully protected from the necessity of doing any manual work. 33
This passage confirms that in line with Korean culture of the time New as the eldest son received
the most consideration from his father regarding his education. He was given as much education
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and access to books as possible, even ‘from earliest childhood.’ It also shows, in a roundabout
way, that New was happy that his father was a merchant and that from childhood he was
interested in also becoming a merchant when he grew up. What is certain is that New did receive
some sort of extensive education while still living in Korea.
Even in this more plausible passage however, what is more vague and problematic is the
phrase “surrounded with classical books and tutors” where it seems that New is deliberately
putting forth an Orientalist vision of his childhood. Clearly Yu was not actually intending for his
son to prepare for the kwago examinations and join the ranks of the Chosen Dynasty Confucian
scholar-officials as the exams had permanently ended a year before New was born, in 1894.
Considering Yu’s membership in Moffett’s church, it seems highly likely that, contrary to what
New wrote, Yu had New receive a Protestant education, 34 which would have had to be at one of
Moffett’s schools as there was practically no other alternative.
Moffett had contemplated creating an ‘industrial education school’ for boys in
Pyongyang but instead created a school whose goal was to educate male youth for eventual entry
into the ministry. 35 Started two years earlier, by 1896 Moffett judged the Pyongyang school to be
“well established with a Christian atmosphere, a Christian curriculum, and Christian teachers.” 36
What its curriculum was is not certain but it likely followed closely on the curriculum that
Moffett had set up for the Jesus Doctrine School, as Moffett stated that he saw that school as a
model for what he wanted for Christian primary education for Koreans. In the Jesus Doctrine
School for the first three years of schooling Moffett instituted a curriculum that was half
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Confucian Sino-Korean classics and half ‘Christian’. The Christian ‘half’ of the curriculum
consisted of portions of the Bible, the Ten Commandments, Chinese Christian tracts translated
into Korean, and textbooks derived from Western textbooks.37 Again, what of the latter material
New read is not exactly known, but it is very likely that they were general textbooks James
Scarth Gale was developing at the turn of the century, the last of four being published in 1904, or
the year that New left for the U.S. 38
Even amongst a Western missionary corps that generally had a strong command of
Korean, Gale had already developed a reputation as the most linguistically talented and tasks
such as writing primary textbooks for Christian schools naturally fell to him. Considering their
close personal ties, the fact that Gale had personally helped Moffett in his first attempt to set up a
school, 39 and the fact that there seems to have been no alternatives, it would seem perverse if
Moffett did not use these brand-new textbooks written by his life-long best friend and fellow
Presbyterian for a church school system that by 1904 numbered 46 boy’s primary schools in
Pyongyang alone. 40 The native Torontonian Gale produced a series of four “Korean Readers”
that were heavily indebted to contemporary Ontario public school books. Written in mixed hanja
and hangul script they contained a mélange of science, world history, health and modernization,
and moralistic selections from English and American literature. All of the textbooks contained a
mix of modernity with Protestant ethics.
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The first completed textbook, representative of the ethos of Protestant schooling at that
time, advocated students adopt capitalism, trust paper money, and to be punctual by using
modern timepieces. 41 In the lesson on trading the following is asserted:
No human occupation is superior to trading…Trade is a peaceful warfare. As
supplies have to be prepared for the battlefield, capital is needed for trading; as weapons
are needed on the battlefield, a good reputation is needed in trading; as strategy is needed
in battle, so it is necessary to know the qualities and prices of goods. The unprepared will
be defeated in trade as they are in battle. Truth and honesty create goodwill and fairness.
Honesty means more than not stealing another man’s goods, it means behaving
conscientiously in all matters…Koreans who intend to go into business should attend a
commercial school to study goods, prices, and book-keeping. 42
The first sentence could not be more explicit or unequivocal in its endorsement of a commercial
vocation. Next, commercial activities in an implicitly laissez-faire market are to be pursued
almost as ruthlessly as war, so truth and honesty are first advocated solely for their utilitarian
value in creating the ‘weapons’ of goodwill and fairness. But then the definition of honesty is
widened to mean that Christian businessmen have to watch and make certain every aspect of
their behaviour meets the standards of their Christian conscience – a definition that evokes the
zealous self-monitoring and ‘worldly ascetic’ Calvinists of Weber’s thesis. After the
endorsement for the ‘honest’ commercial vocation is made, the passage ends with practical steps
that a young New could keep in mind in pursuing the ‘best’ occupation given to humanity. The
assumption is that just going out and learning a trade through experience is not going to suffice
for the modernization of Korea; study of presumably Western capitalist practices at a Western
influenced commercial school will first be necessary.
The lessons on history and literature in the Readers are focused on purportedly ‘heroic’
Western males, real and fictional, each of whose life stories imparts a lesson or model:
41
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Christopher Columbus – bravely proving the world is round, Leonidas and the three hundred
Spartans – the value of patriotism, the death of Pliny at the eruption of Vesuvius – the laudable
thirst for scientific knowledge, and the death of little Paul (from Charles Dicken’s Domby and
Sons) – the hope given by the knowledge of an after-life. 43
How much exactly New was influenced by textbooks such as the above is difficult to
determine. If any other records still exist they are most likely in inaccessible North Korea. New’s
own autobiography is suspect. However, the above overview of the “Korean Readers” does
provide a thumbnail outline of the life that New did, in fact, follow. While still a child New
chose to pursue commerce, the purportedly greatest of vocations. He then was educated in
Western institutions in Western business practices, and throughout his business career he created
a reputation for impeccable honesty for himself and Yuhan. He stated that such integrity was
essential to Yuhan’s success. Finally and fittingly, New won a temporal ‘after-life’ where he,
himself, has become the hero whose life is read about by Korean elementary school students in
their textbooks.

Park Yong-man and New’s Schooling in the U.S.
Yu had much greater educational ambitions for his sons than the local Presbyterian
primary school. Of his nine children, he sent New to the U.S., his second son to Russia, his third
to China, and his fifth to Japan to further their education. 44 The timing of New’s departure to the
U.S. was related to the outbreak in 1904 of the Russo-Japanese War. Many leading nationalist
figures correctly foresaw that whoever won the war, the result would likely be greater
43
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restrictions on Koreans leaving the peninsula. One of those leaders was Park Yong-man, who
brought New to the U.S. and became a key figure in his U.S. educational career. Park was one of
the so-called ‘three famous “mans,”’ the other two being the early nationalist activist Chŏng
Sŭn-man, and Syngman Rhee (Yi Sŭng-man), who started out as close colleagues in the
nationalist struggle during their brief common imprisonment by the Korean government in
1904. 45
Park was born in Ch'ŏrwŏn, Kangwŏn province sometime between 1877 and 1881. From
a family of officials, amongst his relations was one of the first Koreans sent to the U.S. to learn
English to interpret for the government. Park was sent to Keio University in Japan, (the college
founded by the Japanese popularizer of modernity Fukuzawa Yukichi) there forged ties with
American Presbyterians, and upon his return involved himself with various nationalist reform
groups culminating in his 1904 imprisonment. 46 In 1905 Park left Korea to pursue further studies
in the U.S. and with his missionary contacts put into effect a plan to take with him a number of
other Korean males. Park chose the Midwest and particularly Nebraska as the best place for
Koreans to get an education because that region and state had the highest density of Presbyterian
churches in the U.S. relative to the population. 47
Partly through his personal connection with Samuel Moffett, 48 Yu was able to have New
included amongst the roughly dozen young Korean males that Park brought to study in the U.S. 49
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Settling the students in various towns in Nebraska, Park placed three including New in the small
farming town of Kearney, Nebraska. At the time Kearney was populated primarily by whites of
German and Swedish background. 50 One of the two others in Kearney was Chŏng Yang-p’il, the
eldest son of Chŏng Sŭn-man. 51
Through a local Baptist minister New was boarded with a pair of 30ish ‘spinster’ sisters
and devout Baptists named Isabel and Elizabeth to attend the local primary school. 52 It is not
known what was the last name of the ‘spinsters’, or why the Presbyterians behind New’s
schooling were in this case willing to have New looked after by Baptists. The sisters treated New
‘like a son’ and New kept in touch with them for the rest of their lives, last seeing them in
1934. 53 In the opinion of New’s daughter, Janet New, no-one had a greater influence on New’s
formative years than these two sisters, who reinforced in New habits of personal frugality and
hard work and provided another formative example of devout Protestant faith. 54 Their Baptist
identification may have imparted to New his disinterest in denominational differences between
Protestants in later life.
As part of fitting into his new environment, during this time of his childhood he adopted
the name of ‘Ilhan New.’ His given name at birth had been ‘Il-hyŏng,’ but he found this name
was difficult for Americans to pronounce particularly when he later took up delivering the
newspaper as a part-time job. He retained the first syllable but instead of ‘hyong’ chose ‘Han’ to
stand for hanguk, or ‘Korea.’ When he told his father of his wish to change his name, not only
49
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did his father approve, but Yu had all of New’s brother’s generational names also changed to
‘Han’ as a token of nationalist commitment. This was strikingly contrary with Korean Confucian
mores that a child is not to change a name bequeathed to him. It speaks strongly as to how much
New’s father had completely rejected Confucianism and had adapted Korean nationalism. 55 Sent
to the U.S. by a nationalist father, through the aid of a leading nationalist figure of the time,
presumably keeping in frequent contact in Kearney with the son of another leading nationalist,
and having his father approve changing his name after the Korean nation, the overall message for
New was, as summed up by one Korean scholar, “Go to America, study hard, become a hero,
and then come back and work for Korea.” 56
In 1910 New moved roughly 65 kilometers from Kearney to the somewhat larger center
of Hastings, Nebraska to enter high school. There New started to live up to the admonition
above, getting good grades in his studies, participating in the debate club, and gaining
recognition for his athletic achievements, particularly in football. New was in fact such a talented
athlete that many in his high school expected he could have won college athletic scholarships if
he had so chosen. 57 He also came directly within the influence of Korean Protestant nationalism
once again through Park Yong-man. From 1908 to 1912 Park studied political science at the
University of Nebraska, and during the same time operated a military summer school for Korean
youth for one year at Kearney and subsequently in Hastings. Starting in June 1909 for several
years New was part of the first class of 13 ‘cadets’ of the Military School for Korean Youth. 58
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The School attracted hundreds of Korean youth from across the U.S. and beyond. Based partly
on West Point’s curriculum, students lived in a dormitory and spent long days starting at 6 a.m.
with time divided between academic and military studies, work on a farm to earn their way, and
military drills. On Sundays students attended a Presbyterian service. 59 After graduating from the
University of Nebraska, Park let the Hastings school close, and moved to Hawaii. There he ran a
300-strong Korean military training school and militia from 1914 to 1917. The closure of the
Hawaiian militia was related to a physically violent and litigious falling out between Park and
Syngman Rhee that involved dozens of each other’s supporters and split the local Korean
community. 60 Park was later briefly the de jure Minister of Foreign Affairs for the Shanghai
based Korean Provisional Government in 1919, and remained in China trying to create a Korean
military force until his death in 1928. 61
What values would New have absorbed from his summers in Park’s military school? Park
Chung-Shin identifies Park along with Yi Tong-hwi, Kim Ku, and Kim San as Protestant
nationalists favouring “armed resistance and direct action” 62 which was part of the reason for his
rupture with Rhee, who favored diplomacy and eschewed violence to win Korean
independence. 63 While New had probably already determined that his contribution to Korea and
God would be in business, his participation in Park’s school helps explain New’s eagerness to
participate as a soldier in American plans to use Korean-Americans as a guerilla force against the
Japanese late in WWII.
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While most of his life was devoted to military pursuits, Park himself stated that he
wanted to be the ‘Liang Qichao’ of Korea. This ambition expressed itself more readily in his
parallel career of article writing and newspaper editorship. 64 A more detailed sense of Park’s
worldview, beyond championing military struggle, and values he may have imparted to New
comes through in these writings. Park was most active in the fourth estate as a contributor of
editorial pieces to the ShinHan minbo while he was in Nebraska. 65 The ShinHan minbo was by
far the most influential of Korean-American newspapers in the period from 1905 to the 1920s
and was widely read in Korea itself. Andre Schmid has identified the ShinHan minbo as the chief
purveyor of a strain of Korean nationalism that saw overseas Koreans, and in particular Koreans
resident in America, as the ‘true custodians’ of the nation, as the homeland had been lost. This
loss had been partly due to the ‘irresponsibility’ of the compatriots still living in Korea whereas
Koreans living in the U.S. had, in the words of a ShinHan minbo editorial “developed a new way
of thinking, discarding more than five thousand years of corrupt thinking.” 66 This viewpoint
naturally enough was most popular amongst the Korean diaspora in the U.S. but even gained
some following in Korea itself. Park, in an 1911 ShinHan minbo article, stated that the U.S. was
the glorious staging ground for Koreans to create a new Korea, and from whence the new
‘fathers’ of the Korean constitution would come. 67
In other articles Park saw modern education as necessary for the salvation of the nation,
as it had been the ‘secret’ of the “revival” of Japan and Germany, and that ‘knowledge and
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property’ must be united to achieve world power, as exemplified by American industry. 68 In as
much as the ShinHan minbo and Park’s ideas reached New, who was in a unique position to hear
and be influenced by them, they reinforced his calling to devote his life for Korea, and made
sense of his being all the more ardent a patriot and having a special leadership role for Korea
because he was in America, not in spite of the thousands of miles he was from his homeland.
The advantage of being part of the Korean diaspora would have been reinforced for New by his
father moving his household to the ‘Korean’ province of Kando in Manchuria in protest of
Japanese annexation of Korea in 1910. 69
In 1913 New’s legal status vis-à-vis the U.S. government was settled. As part of a
successful petition for permanent residency, U.S. immigration officials ruled that since New had
entered the country as a subject of independent Chosen Korea he was not to be classified as a
Japanese subject, even though Korea had been forcibly made part of the Japanese Empire in
1910. After graduating from high school in 1915, New entered the University of Michigan in
Ann Arbor in 1916, graduating with a bachelor degree majoring in commerce in 1919. His
choice of commerce was unusual compared to most Koreans studying in the U.S. at the time who
majored in politics or law, but not surprising considering New’s own background. To meet his
tuition and living expenses New engaged in low-level peddling in the Detroit area. 70

New’s Leading Role in the First Korean Congress, 1919
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On March 1, 1919 nationwide mass peaceful demonstrations against Japanese rule,
accompanied with a Declaration of Independence, erupted throughout Korea to the complete
surprise of the Japanese, who reacted to the demonstrations in a brutal fashion that gained world
attention. Of the 33 signatories to the Declaration sixteen were Christian, fifteen Ch'ŏndogyo, 71
and two Buddhist. 72 The first major nationalist activity by Korean-American leaders in response
to the March 1st events was the First Korean Congress held in Philadelphia over April 14-16,
1919. The meeting chair was the famed Korean nationalist leader and Protestant Sŏ Chae-p’il.
Invitations were sent to Koreans in the U.S., and overseas. About seventy attended, the vast
majority from the U.S. and Hawaii, including Syngman Rhee and new graduate Ilhan New.
Much of the setting and conduct of the Congress was intended to appeal to Americans,
with the Declaration of Independence read by Rhee in Independence Hall and participants ending
their deliberations with a touching of the Liberty Bell. The large majority of the proceedings was
held and recorded in English and many prominent Americans, particularly clergymen, were
invited to speak and lead several moments of prayer. Following the Congress a Korean
Information Bureau, several magazines, and a League of the Friends of Korea were established.
Membership in the League reached 10,000 by 1920. For a few years into the 1920s members of
the League would give speeches informing Americans of the Korean situation in churches and
Rotary clubs. Most of these activities petered out by the mid-1920s. 73
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In the official minutes of the three day Congress Sŏ dominated every topic and his
comments comprise about half of the recorded text. Sŏ started off the Congress by stating that its
goals were to achieve “independence and Christian democracy” for Korea. 74 The next prominent
speakers were the invited Americans who together seem to have been speaking one-third of the
time. Rhee was the next most prominent Korean, but spoke far less than Sŏ. The least recorded
were all other Koreans. Only about a dozen Korean participants are named, with the few other
contributions by Koreans ascribed to ‘A Delegate’. New was one of those named, and
prominently moved one of Rhee’s resolutions. 75 Another sign that New was positioned as a
future leader was his role as the “Toastmaster” for a lavish ‘Korean Delegates Reception’ held
following the Congress in a top Philadelphia restaurant. Of the eight delegates besides Sŏ listed
in the program for the meal as speakers (all with the name of their alma mater besides them),
New was top-billed, even above Rhee in fourth place. 76

New’s Constitutional Vision: an ‘Enlightened’, ‘Healthy’, ‘Free Commerce’ Korea
Much more importantly however, New was the prime author of one of the keynote
statements adopted by the Congress. The Congress brought forth four new major statements: an
appeal to the people of America from the people of Korea (which states that “our hope is
universal Christianity”), 77 a statement on the ‘Aims and Aspirations’ of the Koreans, (likely
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written by New with guidance from Sŏ), a ‘Message to the Provisional Government of the
Republic of Korea’, and a resolution to be presented to ‘rational thinking’ Japanese people. 78
On the morning of the first day New moved the motion that an ‘Aims and Aspirations of
the Korean people’ statement be composed by a committee of three, which was then appointed
by Sŏ who selected New to head it. 79 The statement in full reads as follows:
(1) We believe in government which derives its just power from the governed, therefore
the government must be conducted for the interest of the people it governs.
(2) We propose to have a government modeled after that of America, as far as possible,
consistent with the education of the masses. For the next decade it may be necessary to
have more centralized power in the government; but as education of the people improves
and as they have more experience in the art of self-governing, they will be allowed to
participate more universally in the governmental affairs.
(3) However, we propose to give universal franchise to elect local and provincial
legislators, and the provincial legislators elect the representatives to the National
Legislature. The National Legislators will have co-ordinate power with the Executive
Branch of the government, and they have sole power to make laws of the nation and are
solely responsible to the people whom they represent,
(4) The executive branch consists of President, Vice-President and Cabinet officers, who
carry out all the laws made by the National Legislature. The President shall be elected by
the members of the National Legislature, and the President has the power to appoint the
Cabinet Ministers, Governors of Provinces and other such important executive officials
of the government, including envoys to foreign countries. He has the power to make
treaties with foreign powers, subject to the approval of the upper house of the National
Legislature. The President and his cabinet are responsible to the National Legislature.
(5) We believe in freedom of religion. Any religion or doctrine shall be freely taught and
preached within the country, provided such teaching does not conflict with the laws or
the interest of the nation.
(6) We believe in free commerce with all nations of the world, affording the citizens and
subjects of all treaty powers equal opportunity and protection for promoting commerce
and industry between them and the Korean people.
(7) We believe in education of the people, which is more important than any other
governmental activities.
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(8) We believe in modem sanitary improvements under scientific supervision, as the
health of the people is one of the primary considerations of those who govern.
(9) We believe in free speech and free press. In fact, we are in thorough accord with the
principle of democracy, equal opportunity, sound economic policies, free intercourse
with the nations of the world, making conditions of life of the entire people most
favourable for unlimited development.
(10) We believe in liberty of action in all matters, provided such actions or utterances do
not interfere with the rights of other people or conflict with the laws and interests of the
nation. 80
The first point to be made regarding this statement is that rather than a vague list of ‘aims
and aspirations’ it is instead a very first rough draft of a constitution. Sŏ is aware of this and right
after the ‘Aims’ are presented states the following:
I know that a good many of you here present at this Congress will someday play a
leading part in the reconstruction of Korea. I would like to have you go over this
resolution paragraph by paragraph very carefully to understand what its significance is
and what effect it will have on the life of the Korean people not only today or tomorrow,
but to generations to come. What we do here will not be an official by-law or
constitution, but it has a great deal of significance, in my mind, if you believe in these
principles which you are enunciating and will likely be incorporated in the final text of
the Korean Constitution. 81
Sŏ and the Congress were aware that elsewhere other groups were meeting to set up a
provisional Korean government, and they were anxious not to intrude on this nascent
government’s prerogatives. However, Sŏ recognized the ‘Aims’ as a possible founding document
from which a Korean constitution could be drawn, and the statement was accepted as New’s
committee had written it with almost no debate. For New, at the relatively youthful age of 24, to
realize that he was playing the part of a ‘Korean Thomas Jefferson’ must have been heady stuff,
and was certainly a confirmation of the 1911 ShinHan minbo article by Park Yong-man noted
above, where Park suggested the new ‘fathers’ of the Korean constitution would come from the
U.S. The new graduate New could have seen himself as one of those ‘fathers’ less than a decade
after he had first heard of the idea while a 16 year old boy in khaki being drilled by Park.
80
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In most respects, as clause (2) states, New’s idea for the Korean constitution is to ‘just
copy the American Constitution’. The major acknowledged caveat in clauses (2) and (4) is that
due to the Korean ‘masses’ not being sufficiently educated power ‘temporarily’ would have to be
centralized, expressed concretely by the idea of the President being elected by the Legislature,
not by direct universal vote. 82
New’s views on this point appear to have remained consistent through his adult life, In
1943 at the invitation of the U.S. government Office of Strategic Service (the predecessor to the
Central Intelligence Agency) New, as Chairman of the Planning and Research Board of the
United Korean Committee in America, was the anonymous author of a book-long report on the
present and future prospects of Korea entitled Korea and the Pacific War. In it, New repeats his
idea that Presidential elections for a newly liberated Korea would have to be indirect until a
proper constitution is drawn up, a process that might take five years. 83
New’s belief that the masses of Koreans were still not fully educated enough to live
under a model democratic constitution like the American one is another feature of selfreconstruction nationalism. Placing the moral improvement, mostly through education, of the
Korean nation, as a higher priority than constructing a fully independent and modern state, is a
hallmark of it. 84 As Sŏ was a self-reconstruction nationalist this is also an example of Sŏ’
influence on New. There is a certain elitism in New’s clause (2) that echoes an elitism that Sŏ
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demonstrated early in his career, 85 when he asserted that the Korean people would for some time
need the guidance of privileged (by being Protestant and American educated, perhaps) but dutyconscious ‘elites’ until enlightenment had sufficiently spread.
Clauses (7), (6), and (8) reveal further significant clues as to New’s worldview,
influences, and future career. Clause (7) states the most important function of a government is to
provide for the education of the people, yet another iteration of the Korean Protestant and selfreconstruction nationalist emphasis on education. Clause (6) is practically the only time
economics is mentioned during the Congress. As a newly graduated business student it is not a
surprise that New would be the only one to bring up at least a passing reference to Korea’s future
economic growth within an international regime of free trade. Finally, clause (8), placing the
health of the population as an important responsibility of the government is probably an indicator
of the influence of Sŏ (who was a physician and early crusader for modern standards of public
sanitation) on New. This is the earliest indication that New may have already been thinking of
applying his business abilities to the health industry. It also reinforces a famous later quote of
New’s: “Only a healthy, disease-free people have the strength to maintain their independence.” 86

New: a ‘Father’ of the First South Korean Constitution
In his 1943 book mentioned New shied away from more specific constitutional
recommendations in favour of referring readers to the 1919 Constitution that the actual Korean
Provisional Government in Shanghai adopted. 87 New did not provide a copy of this Constitution
in his book, perhaps because its ten clauses were even shorter and vaguer than what New and his
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committee wrote for ‘Aims’. Nothing was stated regarding the Presidency in the Constitution. 88
Instead, when the Shanghai Government selected Rhee as its first leader in 1919, it preferred the
title ‘Premier’ as conveying a leader with less definite powers than a ‘President’, though
regardless Rhee just gave himself the title of President. 89
How much, then, was New actually a ‘father’ of a constitution of a Korean state?
Through the agency of Rhee (and possibly Sŏ), New probably did have some influence on the
first South Korean Constitution. Certainly Rhee, no doubt already seeing himself as President,
must have paid careful attention to what New wrote in clause (4). While formally the first 1948
version of the South Korea Constitution was drafted by a body of legal experts, who did not
actually favour a strong Presidency, the overwhelming informal influence of Rhee prevailed and
the 1948 Constitution was largely written at Rhee’s dictates, under the watchful eye of the U.S.
military government. (Sŏ’s daughter claims that Sŏ aided the U.S. military government,
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particularly its commander, General Hodge, in writing the Constitution.) 90 The 1948 Constitution
had the President selected by the National Assembly, not by direct universal vote, essentially
what New wrote in clause (4) of the 1919 ‘Aims and Aspirations of the Korean people.’ This setup allowed Rhee, at least in 1948, the quickest route possible into office. When facing re-election
in 1952 and realizing by then that he had alienated most of the Assembly and would almost
certainly lose a vote, Rhee strong-armed a revision to the Constitution that dropped the indirect
election of the President in favour of a national direct vote for the Presidency, which Rhee then
illegally manipulated to win. 91 It is not known what New thought about Rhee’s realpolitik
manipulation of New’s constitutional work to further Rhee’s own political career, but one
speculates that he could not have been impressed.

Economic and Business Viewpoint
Sŏ Chae-p’il (Philip Jaisohn): Lifelong Mentor and Business Partner
It is from around the time of the 1919 Congress that Sŏ Chae-p’il (American name: Philip
Jaisohn) became a mentor of New. Sŏ was born in 1864 from an aristocratic family in Chŏlla
Province. After winning top marks in the traditional examinations and then studying at a military
school in Japan, he was amongst Korea’s first advocates of Enlightenment thought and converts
to Protestantism. He took a minor part in the abortive Kapsin coup of 1884, a first, coercive and
failed attempt to force the Chosŏn Dynasty to modernize as Meiji Japan was. He then went to the
U.S. and became the first Korean to gain a Western medical degree and American citizenship.
Returning to Korea he set up and led for most of its duration the Independence Club from 1896
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to 1898, whereupon he was again driven into exile in the U.S. and became one of the first
movers of the Korean nationalist movement in the U.S. The Club was the first modern
nationalist organization in Korean history. With branches across the country and open to anyone,
the Club published Korea’s first modern vernacular newspaper, the Tongnip shinmun (The
Independent) and undertook activities to advance Korea’s independence and modernization. 92 In
terms of tracing the start of nationalism and modernity in general in Korea, Sŏ stands as near to
the ‘absolute’ beginning as anyone, and is roughly comparable to similar contemporary figures in
Japanese and Chinese history such as Fukuzawa Yukichi and Liang Qichao.
Sŏ and New’s friendship continued until Sŏ’s death in 1951. In 1925 Sŏ and New
founded New-Ilhan & Co., an importer of rugs and luxury items. This was the only collaborative
business Sŏ ever attempted and the last before giving up business and going back to full-time
medicine. (Previously Sŏ had run a moderately successful publishing company.) Sŏ was named
the President and New the Vice-President. Though, as will be discussed below, the partners had
ambitious plans for the company as a joint expression of their nationalist goals, it did not seem to
last long. By the end of 1926 New was setting up Yuhan in Korea and Sŏ had returned to
medical practice for the rest of his life. 93
Its failure however did not represent any sort of rupture between the two. Signaling his
approval of New’s venture, Sŏ suggested the ‘willow tree’ trademark of Yuhan, the logo retained
by the company from its inception. The symbolism was that even a tiny willow tree seed can
eventually grow into a large tree. Similarly small efforts such as Yuhan would help Korea
92
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become independent and a mighty country. In addition, the Chinese character for ‘New’ meant
willow tree. 94 New himself placed Sŏ amongst the top five of the first generation of “far-sighted
and progressive men” 95 who had tried to reform a “weak and decadent” 96 Chosŏn dynasty. Four
out of these top five were Protestant self-reconstruction nationalists. 97 New was effectively
placing Sŏ as the leading Korean nationalist in terms of seniority, as by the time New wrote this
in 1943 Sŏ was the only prominent leader of the five still alive and not alleged to have
collaborated with the Japanese.
Sŏ profusely reciprocated this praise. Throughout his life Sŏ was a prolific communicator
in Korean and English from writing many of the editorials for the Tongnip sinmum in the late
1890s to a series of radio broadcasts in Korea he gave in 1947 to 1948. It is clear from these
writings that entrepreneurs and businessmen such as Henry Ford and the Duponts are heroes to
Sŏ; 98 the “greatness of the United States… [lies] largely upon the ingenuity, intelligence and
aggressiveness of its industrial and commercial leaders.” 99 Similarly Sŏ mentions New
glowingly; in one article for the ShinHan minbo in 1939 Sŏ enjoins Korean-Americans to
contribute to American prosperity by starting successful businesses, and pointing to New’s
success with La Choy, describes this as an “outstanding example” that was all too rare. 100 In a
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1924 article in the major Korean daily the Tong-a Ilbo, Sŏ does not name New but is clearly
referring to him as a model success in the food industry in the U.S. to be emulated by Koreans in
Korea. New’s success is framed in the context that Christianity amongst Koreans is giving them
‘lofty’ goals and that Koreans can do anything if they put their mind to it. 101 Finally, Sŏ praises
New for his work with Yuhan at the end of another front-page article in the Tong-a Ilbo
published January 3rd and 4th, 1934. In it he lauds New as blazing a path that will ensure Koreans
do not fall behind the times in medical scholarship and technology. 102 What is perhaps most
revealing is that practically no other major Korean business founder ever receives any praise or
even mention in Sŏ’s writings. 103

Sŏ: Intertwining of Nationalism, Business, Christianity, and U.S. as Model Nation
Throughout his life, Sŏ’s writings reveal some consistent themes and ideas regarding
nationalism, business, and Christianity that would have even more strongly re-enforced what
New had already been hearing his entire life. Sŏ’s most powerful validation of New’s vocation
was Sŏ’s consistent lauding of commerce as a noble calling of manifold benefits to a nation,
often stated as unambiguously as the James Scarth Gale’s textbooks that New probably read as a
child. While leading the Independence Club Sŏ wrote that “commerce is the most democratic
thing in the world” as merchants will sell their goods to anyone and happily in a market economy
(echoing neoclassical Say’s Law) “supply adapts itself to the demand.” 104 In 1940 in the
ShinHan minbo Sŏ wrote that there was “no enterprise nobler or more patriotic than creation of
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new wealth….Korea needs good statesmen, scientists, [long list of occupations follow], but she
needs some wealth producers more than any other genius.” 105 In an article in the same newspaper
a year earlier Sŏ made a detailed argument why “trade is the lifeblood of the nation” and that
“the nation’s prosperity depends on business.” 106
The greatness of commerce for Sŏ is almost inextricable from the greatness of
Christianity and democracy. Democracy (which encompasses nations being free of imperialist
control) and commerce spring from Christianity but all are mutually reinforcing. In Sŏ’s mind,
there is no better proof of this in the world than the U.S. To Sŏ Christianity is the well-spring of
wealth and freedom especially when fervently believed by as many individuals in a nation as
possible but even if just a lingering national civic culture. In 1919 Sŏ told American readers that
the Koreans marching in the March 1st demonstrations are “nearly 100% Christians…with faith
in Christianity, in democracy… [and in] unquenchable national spirit….when a Korean becomes
a Christian he receives with the religion a desire for freedom.” 107 In a radio broadcast in 1947 Sŏ
told Koreans that “through the teachings of Jesus we are able to recognize the beauty…of love of
humanity. If we love humanity, we love our own countrymen…” 108 In another radio broadcast
around the same time Sŏ states “the religion of Jesus… [is the] basis…of the civilized
world…the teaching of the…brotherhood of man developed the basic concept of
[democracy]…For that reason, the peoples of the Christian nations enjoy more freedom and
more privileges, and better living conditions than anywhere else.” 109
For Sŏ no country so ideally demonstrated the truth of Christianity as the U.S., and
therefore it was the best ally Korea could ever have. In 1919 Sŏ told an American readership that
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“America has sent [Korea] the Christian Bible, which contains the seeds of the principles of
democracy and the germ of liberty and justice.” 110 In a radio broadcast to Koreans in 1947-1948
Sŏ describes the U.S. as Korea’s best friend as it liberated the country, gave it political freedom,
and through the education and Christianity brought by missionaries created the greatest number
of Korean leaders. 111 Writing to Koreans in 1937 Sŏ states that even when the U.S. is being a
‘nominally’ Christian country in its foreign policy, its foreign policy is still better than that of a
nation with no Christian background. 112 Addressing a crowd of both Koreans and Americans at a
YMCA event in 1947, Sŏ stated:
It is true that not every American is a good Christian, but even the most ignorant upholds
in heart the cardinal principles of Christian ideals and principles…American foreign
policy at the present time is in perfect harmony with…Christian idealism. While it is true
that no official American representative will admit that America is helping other nations
for the sake of Christianity, the fact remains that American policy towards liberated
countries…is based upon Christian ideals. 113
If Koreans in Korea were receiving the benefits of the U.S.’s Christian nature, this was even
more so for Koreans living in the U.S., who Sŏ cites repeatedly as a special, leading part of the
Korean race, having been brought up in ‘freedom.’ 114

Sŏ: Jesus as Classical Economic Liberal and ‘Rugged Individualist’; New as ‘Hansu’
In other statements Sŏ makes clear that the patriotism, ‘civilization,’ and ‘democracy’
created by Christianity that in turn creates better living conditions is based on classical economic
liberalism. In an article for the ShinHan minbo in 1937 Sŏ states that “Jesus was an
individualist…rugged individualism has been severely assailed by [communism and fascism] but
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I am still a believer of individual initiatives…without which the world cannot progress.” 115 In an
1947-1948 radio broadcast to Koreans, Sŏ asserts that Korea’s ascension to an ‘industrialized
civilization’ and high living standards, without which political independence is impossible, is
dependent on “economic freedom” which means “the individuals living in that nation are
economically independent, that is, every citizen must have the right and opportunity to make a
living by his or her own labor and the fruits of such effort must be protected by law…” 116 As
society was understood to be ultimately composed of individuals, it was Sŏ’s assertion that the
key to Korean development lay in more ‘morally minded’ individuals, none being more so than
Christians. As Christians were natural leaders in this regard Sŏ urged the Shanghai Provisional
Government in 1920 to show preferential treatment to Korean churches and Christian evangelists
working in Korea. 117
Sŏ believed it was especially the duty of a Korean Christian to dedicate their lives to
Korean independence and development. In 1922 Sŏ, under a pseudonym, wrote what is
considered the earliest piece of fiction by a Korean-American called Hansu’s Journey: A Korean
Story. 118 In it the young, exceptionally handsome and intelligent Hansu from northern Korea is
caught up in the nationalist struggle of the March 1st movement, becomes a Christian, and ends
up happily studying in an American university. He proposes marriage to an ardent female patriot,
who lost her hand from the sword swipe of an evil Japanese soldier as she carried the nation’s
flag and refused to let it go. The day Hansu becomes a believer he goes to “Pastor Kimm,” who
has been presented as an exemplary Presbyterian minister, and has the following conversation:
“What are the duties of believers of Christianity?” asked Hansu.
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“The duties of followers of Jesus are to imitate Him in heart and deed,” answered
the pastor.
“Is it right for a Christian to work and die for the cause of his country?” pursued
the boy.
“If any one does not work or die for the cause of his country he is not a Christian.
If one betrays his country he will betray his family, his friends and his God. God will
never have mercy upon such a creature.”
“Then it is right for a Christian to fight for a good cause?”
“Some of the greatest Christians of the world were the greatest fighter for
righteousness. God commands peace among men, but He never countenances peace at the
sacrifice of His principles,” said Pastor Kimm…. “Your plan [to devote your life to the
cause of our country] does not conflict with Christian duties in the least; on the contrary,
it is a Christian ideal.” 119
Later in the novel on March 1, 1919 Hansu wanders to Pagoda Park in Seoul and listens to a tall,
deep-voiced speaker with “the clean-shaven, rugged face of the [northern] Korean type” declaim:
“Liberty is the most precious blessing to a human being, therefore, every self-respecting
and God-fearing person must strive for it. Like all good things, we must work for it and
die for it if necessary….Jesus of Nazareth gave his life to save the souls of men, so must
we give our lives to save our nation.” 120
Already Sŏ’s protégé and as business partners three years later it is highly probable that New
read Hansu’s Journey. New could hardly have failed to see the similarities between Hansu and
himself as a northern Korean who ends up a graduate of an American university – or the
Protestant nationalist admonitions aimed at him and his peers.

New Ilhan & Co. – New and Sŏ Partners and Advocates for ‘National Capital’
As mentioned in 1925 New and Sŏ partnered in a new business named ‘New Ilhan &
Co.’ Two notices were published by them in the ShinHan minbo in 1926 asking for investment
from Korean readers for the ultimately short-lived venture. These notices provide evidence
regarding their shared worldview, which echoes the description of Sŏ’s thought given above. The
notice of March 8, 1926 states in part:
119
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Commerce is necessary for both the development of the nation and for the livelihood of
the individual. A nationality with an underdeveloped concept of commerce is an
uncivilized nation. An individual ignorant of business is a poverty-stricken person. In
light of this we must find our way of living by above all focusing and working hard in
business. With the formation of New Ilhan and Co. we are mustering together all of our
talents in hopes of creating a company that reflect the aspirations of Koreans. 121
The following notice of March 11, 1926 stated that the company was seeking to be 90% owned
by many small shareholders. The stated purpose of this was to tap enough capital to become an
even larger company but also for the betterment of Koreans. The statement argues that such a
shareholder structure would make the company ‘truly’ owned by the Korean community, teach
Koreans how a joint-stock company operates, and would provide an example of Koreans rallying
together to create what could become a giant commercial concern in the same way “whites” were
‘constantly’ doing. 122
With his mentor and partner, New is emphasizing the importance of private business as
key to national development and indeed, being ‘civilized’. The ‘enemy’ was ‘ignorance’. The
solution, predictably, was education, with the shareholding structure being favored as much for
its educational value as for meeting business goals. The call for Koreans in America to pool their
capital as much as the ‘whites’ did is a rare acknowledgement regarding racial divides in the U.S.
for Sŏ, but may have been a dash of realism from New. New, at least for one of two articles that
he wrote for Pearl Buck’s journal Asia and the Americas in 1944, was willing to note and
condemn in no uncertain terms some of the everyday discrimination East Asians and East AsianAmericans faced in the U.S. 123
It was likely that New really did not need the contributions of many small Korean
investors for the initial capital of the company, or even the capital, financial or reputational
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contribution of Sŏ himself, as New entered into the enterprise as a very wealthy man. By 1925
New was already flush with funds from selling his share of La Choy in that year, and if anything
it was Sŏ who had difficulty raising capital for his business ambitions. 124 When New started his
own entrepreneurial career with La Choy it seems that significant financial backing did not
materialize until after he partnered with La Choy’s white co-founder Wally Smith. 125 As their
notice in the ShinHan minbo stated Sŏ and New were trying to encourage Koreans in America
(and considering the extent of ShinHan minbo’s readership, Koreans under Japanese rule in
Korea) to work together to raise business capital in ways that transcended familial or regional
ties, and circumvented racial and/or imperialist barriers.
Sŏ and New’s nationalist appeal for Korean capital accumulation in their business is of a
piece with numerous calls for Korean capitalist economic nationalism that found their first mass,
widespread expression within Korea and amongst the diaspora throughout the 1920s. Calls for
‘national capital’ and to ‘buy Korean’ were a central element of Robinson’s ‘cultural nationalist’
and Wells’ reconstruction nationalist discourses. Particularly in reconstruction nationalist
thinking, ‘self-reconstruction’ translated in the economic sphere into economic nationalism.
Economic nationalism was a means towards the spiritual goal of ‘self-reliance’, a corrective to
the moral laxity of “toadyism among the elite and indifference among the commoners.” 126 The
nation-wide Korean Products Promotion Society of Presbyterian elder Cho Man-sik was the most
prominent example of this type of nationalist effort. 127
The contemporary leftist critique of appeals for ‘national capital’ in Korea was that it was
a self-serving attempt to enlist the help of the working class for the struggle of a newly risen
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Korean capitalist class in their competition with Japanese capitalists, two versions of capitalists
that in the larger frame were inevitably going to collaborate. New-Ilhan & Co.’s appeal for
‘national capital’ in the U.S. somewhat sidestepped this critique as their identified competition
was white American capitalists, a group that had connection with Japanese imperialism. In
addition a novelty that New (and Sŏ) introduced to the larger Korean discourse on capitalism,
even if probably very few at the time were paying attention, was in seeking to have such a wide
distribution of stock-holding (up to 90%) of New-Ilhan & Co., a goal that foreshadows the later
and now much celebrated distribution of stock in Yuhan to employees starting in 1936. To seek
by design that so much of a company would be owned by ‘the masses’ (and in Yuhan, by
employees of all ranks) rather than the founder was New’s first definite step in living up to the
conviction that he later expressed in what is by far his most publicized quote, that “A company is
owned by society. An individual merely manages it.” 128
Read out of context of other ‘canonical’ quotes by New recorded and publicized by
Yuhan 129 this statement in and of itself seems to argue against any private ownership of a
company whatsoever, and could be easily agreed to by a Stalinist economic planner. However, as
the preceding makes clear, New meant this statement assuming a laissez-faire economic system
where private property rights ethically exercised were blessed by God. This is summed up by
another later quote of New that “The number one task of a company is to make a profit.
However, it must be obtained through honest activities.” 130 Like the quotation from Gale’s
primary school text above, there is an acknowledgement of the self-interested and competitive
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nature of capitalism conjoined with a Christian moral imperative that must be obeyed to ensure
that the system is of benefit to the community.

An Informal Primer in Orientalist Branding and Consumer Market Research: “When I Was a
Boy in Korea”
In 1928 at the request of an American publisher, New wrote his first and only
autobiographical work, entitled When I Was a Boy in Korea. 131 Aimed at American children
New wrote it as an impartial descriptive voice that tries to represent an almost platonically ideal
traditional Korea much more than the personality and life of the author. It is widely recognized
as one of the earliest literary pieces in English by a Korean American. 132 New’s emphasis on
taking on a relentlessly objective rather than personal voice is cited as typical of that Korean
literary era where there is more of an emphasis on the ‘collective voice’ than the individual. 133
Such scholarly analysis of the work has generally looked at it as a singular example of Korean
and Korean-American literature instead of looking at it in terms of New’s career and character or
in terms of the dozens of other works in the When I was a… series. The work is one of a series of
over twenty books aimed at children called When I Was a [Child] in… published by the Boston
publisher Lothrop, Lee & Shepard, between the late 19th century and the 1930s and as such was
meant to provide an ‘average’ but by present day standards exoticized portrait of every foreign
country profiled. 134 Even compared to a sampling of other books in the series written on
131
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‘Oriental’ countries New’s is the most thoroughly Orientalist. This approach combined with
New’s life-long avoidance of a personal voice in all of his writings makes its two hundred short
pages and 35 photographs almost completely useless as an actual source on New’s early life or
even of the complexities of a Korea facing considerable foreign intrusion in the late 19th century
to 1920s.
The authors of When I was a Boy in…China/Japan/Persia provide mostly picaresque
tales of exotic boyhood. However, even in these works the West, modern technology, and social
complexity are described. For example the author of …China, the first to be published in 1861,
talks about his life as one of the first Chinese youth sent over to the U.S. to study at Yale
University, seeing Western technology and people in Hong Kong, and defends the status of
Chinese women from what he sees as Western misunderstanding. 135 The author of …Japan,
published in 1906, provides as a background the Meiji transformation of Japan and notes aspects
of modernity such as trains, ‘modern’ schooling, and Western science, and is another Yale
graduate. 136 The author of …Persia places all of his remembered childhood family dynamics in
the context of being part of a tiny, newly converted Protestant minority in a predominantly
Muslim nation.137
In comparison When I Was a Boy in Korea is unfailingly Orientalist and ‘exotic’. While
New scatters a very few personal pronouns amongst the narrative to make it seem
autobiographical, there are almost no references to any aspect of Korean life that would put
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New’s boyhood after the Industrial Revolution. In some lengthy descriptions of Korean religions,
New makes absolutely no reference to Christianity, but only ‘Eastern religions’ that presumably
American readers would expect like Buddhism and shamanism. Not a single modern technology
lurks in even the backgrounds of the photos. 138 New and his wife in the Frontispiece are shown
in traditional Korean dress standing amongst one of the Seoul palaces. In short, the vast bulk of
the information conveyed about Korea in the book could, without any exaggeration, be
describing Korea in 1783, the year before the first Korean converts to Catholicism.
When I Was a Boy has two chapters dedicated to schooling, ostensibly descriptions of
New’s education. 139 The first describes him from before the age of seven attending a traditional
local Confucian school in the countryside. This might have happened briefly as New relates quite
specific descriptions. Also, as New states, during the Sino-Japanese War his father did
temporarily take the family into the countryside to escape the depredations of the war, 140 though
New would have seemed too young for school at that time. The second describes him as still
being in the countryside from age seven to nine at a sericulture school. This is implausible. In all
other accounts and evidence including New’s own, Yu and his family were based in Pyongyang,
not in the countryside, and New states half of his education was in the city. In When I Was a Boy,
the only thing New writes of what he learned at the sericulture school or what it looked like is “I
138
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do not remember much” supposedly because he was of the tender age of seven to nine (whereas
he remembers quite a lot at a younger age of his supposed rural Confucian academy). After this
terse non-description of the sericulture school the overwhelming bulk of a chapter supposedly on
his schooling goes into great detail on traditional sericulture. 141 Summing up, it seems as if New
is hiding what his actual education was like. It seems quite likely that having to describe the
interior and curriculum of one of Mr. Moffett’s school (some of which did not look very
different from a Western school of the same period) 142 would have completely destroyed the
Orientalist image of Korea that New was trying to convey. 143
When I Was a Boy is similar to all of his writings in that New tends to be self-effacing
and academic in tone, a mark of New’s truly modest character. However, the absolutely
relentless exoticism of his text, even beyond any other book in the When I Was a [Child]… series
suggests New was very likely being consciously ‘Orientalist’. As a Korean who created ‘La
Choy’, the first successful American brand of Chinese food with a white American partner, New
knew like few others exactly how an ‘East Asian product’ had to be marketed in an Orientalist
way that would be able to convince 1920s white Americans of its ‘authenticity’. Much La Choy
marketing material of the first few decades can easily be classified as Orientalist, as white
housewives were invited to eat of exotic and authentic ‘Oriental’ food whose packaging and
supporting marketing materials were festooned with Chinoiserie. 144 With this book, New was
simply again marketing another East Asian image, this time the ‘Korea brand’ to Americans in
141
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the way he knew would be most effective in gaining their interest. 145 It reveals, better than any
marketing tome that New could have written, his instinctive mastery, decades before most other
figures in Korean business history, of branding and marketing.
The vast majority of the text is extremely detailed, meandering, almost anthropological
descriptions of Korean ‘traditional’ daily life in terms of, for example, boiled chestnuts, Korean
candies (which merits one chapter), vendors and five-day markets, clothing items and care,
sericulture, kite-flying, holidays, sports, games, food, food preparation, funerals, weddings,
shamanistic rites (and food use in), and where and how Koreans eat. Chapters ostensibly on
broader topics such as on the city of Seoul keep turning into further descriptions of Korean
consumption patterns. Despite its limitations, When I Was a Boy, perhaps unintentionally, reveals
a person fascinated by the details of how people eat, consume, and keep themselves healthy on a
daily basis, as would befit the creator of a major food brand in the U.S. and a purveyor of
pharmaceutical products in Korea.

A Korea Ready to Be Independent – Due to Korean-American Leadership
In 1943 New was based in the U.S. and was the Chairman of the Planning and Research
Board of the United Korean Community Association (UKCA). In that role he authored and
published Korea and the Pacific War, mentioned above as having its genesis as a report
requested by the OSS in 1942. The slim 76 page report provides an encyclopedic overview of the
Korean ‘race’, history, present political and military situation, economy, culture, and future
economic prospects. Its primary purpose was to explain the Korean situation to an American
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audience in the most sympathetic light possible to gain support for Korean independence. Much
emphasis is placed on the unity of Koreans, their unique role in the anti-Japanese struggle, their
preparedness for self-government, and the bright future economic prospects of Korea. The latter
point is also the focus of the other short article New wrote for Pearl Buck’s Asia and the
Americas in November 1944 called, fittingly enough, “Do Business with Korea,” which lists
possible Korean products that Americans might wish to import after the war. 146 In Korea and the
Pacific War American readers are reassured about the religious basis upon which an independent
Korea would be built. New emphasizes that Confucianism has prepared the way for the
widespread acceptance of Christianity in Korea, an assessment of Confucianism common to
other Protestant self-reconstruction nationalists. 147 Furthermore Korea had “more Bible sales per
capita than in any Oriental country” and that the effect of Christianity on Korea has been entirely
salutary. 148
New published these works with the American policy of trusteeship, fully unveiled in the
December 1943 Cairo Conference, in mind. The Conference declared that Korea would gain
independence “in due course” at the war’s end. There was much suspicion regarding what “in
due course” might mean amongst Korean-Americans and Koreans aware of the policy. (In
private conversation with Soviet leader Stalin, President Roosevelt, thinking of the ‘tutelage’ the
Filipinos had received from America, envisaged that it might take Koreans up to forty years to be
ready for full independence.) 149 Debate over the appropriate response to this ambiguity split the
recently unified Korean-American community. More leftist groups argued (without much
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realism) for a build-up of Korean military capacity within East Asia to ensure de facto Korean
independence immediately after the war ended. The UKCA including New and moderate
nationalists took a more pragmatic approach of accepting the realpolitik of having to convince
the Americans that Koreans were, in fact, united, self-reliant and ready for self-rule. 150
For New, that meant setting up in the same month as the Cairo Conference the Korea
Economic Society. The Society published a monthly publication called the Korea Economic
Digest, reprints of Korea and the Pacific War, various leaflets about Korea, and sent New and
others to various conferences of the Institute of Pacific Relations. In an internal memo New
outlined the goals for the Society. It was
necessary that the Korean people show—through practical demonstration and future
planning –their capacity to administer…independence.…the new Korean nation will be
launched with very little preparation; hence it devolves upon the shoulders of the Korean
people abroad who are fortunate enough to have the facilities for surveys, research, and
studies, to outline various plans, submit proposals, and enter discussions and attend
conferences as much as possible…for the greatest benefit of the Korean people… 151
The Society was to avoid politics and leadership struggles in favour of “practical economics,”
showing Americans that Koreans were focused on the immense positive potential of Korea and
had the planning, data, and competence to rule their own country.
In Korea and the Pacific War, this memo, and articles edited by New in the Digest the
tone is not in any way that Koreans are not yet moral or competent enough to rule themselves,
but only a matter of convincing Americans of this. 152 While many of the self-reconstructionist
nationalists that Wells describes put enlightenment of the nation as the first task to be realized
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before independence could be sustained, in the mid1940s New had no such concerns that Korea
was not ready. New asserts that overseas Koreans such as himself, along with some still
surviving leadership in the peninsula 153 were “the only ones who could tell the outside world as
to what was transpiring” through “years of toil…[overseas Korean] men who would die for an
ideal if need be, have come to the rescue of a worthy race.” 154 While its broad masses may have
needed to have full democracy delayed temporarily pending further education, Korea did have
Christian Korean-American leaders such as himself ready to help ensure Korea’s post-war selfreliance.

New’s ‘Korea and the Pacific War’: an ‘Objective’ Overview of a ‘Civilized’ Independent Korea
New’s Korea and the Pacific War was written primarily to convince Americans that the
soon to be liberated Korea and Koreans were ready to be an independent, sovereign nation and
would be a staunch political and economic ally of the U.S. The tone is impersonal, non-partisan,
(hence the reason for New’s anonymity as the author) 155 and academic, as befits its subtitle as a
“Condensed Reference.” 156 Much like When I Was a Boy in Korea however it is written as
coming from the ‘authentic’ voice of a Korean, as indicated by the description of the author in
the Foreword and by the prominent identification of the publisher on the title page as the United
Korean Committee in America, with five leaders of the UCKA listed by name, “New Ilhan,
Chairman,” being listed first. 157
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Though written for an American audience, the document also provides an insight into
what New’s ‘ideal’ post-war Korean society and economy would look like. In his mind the
country was well upon the path of development along a universal scale of civilization that would
preclude any attempt to delay its independence just as much as there was “no reason for denying
[independence for] Americans in 1776…” 158 Though references to religion in general are
fleeting, there is a definite championing of Christianity (and Confucianism historically) as an
indicator of Korea’s progress along the path of civilization. When New summarizes the March
1st uprising against the Japanese in 1919 he characterizes its leadership as being “in great part”
Christian and wildly exaggerates by saying the Koreans taking part were “fifty percent”
Christian 159 (which is a more non-sectarian acknowledgement of non-Christian participation than
Sŏ’s previous ‘100% Christian’ estimate.) Later he states that though both Buddhism and
Confucianism were moribund the influence of both, particularly the latter over the centuries
“prepared the Korean people to receive Christianity with open mind.” 160 Christian schools and
hospitals in Korea were “recognized influences for good.” 161 Furthermore, “Just how anxious the
Koreans are for learning, both in science and religion, is shown by the statistics on Bible sales in
Korea, which record more Bible sales per capita than in any Oriental country.” 162
New suggests that Korea is better morally prepared for independence than Japan, and
provides an explanation for present Japanese rapacity in the traditional absence of strict moral
codes. Very near the start of the text New wants Americans to know that “Confucian moral
codes” made sure that “even in the most profligate periods of their history, [Koreans] never sank
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to the level of moral degeneracy of their island neighbors, the Japanese.” 163 The moral
superiority of the Korean ‘race’ and ‘character’ over the Japanese is then underlined by a quote
from “Dr. James S. Gale, missionary in Korea for over thirty years” on the morally superior
Korean custom of segregated public bathing versus the Japanese custom of mixed public
bathing. 164

New’s Economic Vision in Context: a Self-Sufficient, Laissez-Faire Korea but Not ‘Libertarian’
Roughly one-third of Korea and the Pacific War is devoted to the ‘Post-War National
Economy’ including an appendix that lists by industrial sector statistics quantifying the post-war
market potential of Korea for American business (much like his article on “Doing Business with
Korea”). Most of all, “Korea’s Economy Would Be Sufficient” 165- this is the title New uses to
overview his entire section on the post-war economy. New has two underlying objectives in
highlighting the self-sufficiency of the post-war Korean economy. First, he is assuring his
American readers that Korea will not have to become a recipient of American aid. There is
“Sufficient Food” as he entitles the first subsection. 166 Unlike Europe with ‘Lend-Lease’ or
expected post-war food-aid from the U.S. “Korea will not need food, and she will need very little
lend-lease.” Japanese industrial equipment, along with economic experts, technicians, and
engineers will be replaced with American goods and Americans but “the United States will be
paid for these things that she sends to Korea in cash. The men she sends over to help set up
industry will be paid their salaries.” 167 Second, such sufficiency corresponds with selfreconstruction thinking where one of Korea’s goals was to attain economic ‘self-sufficiency’
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within a capitalist world order. Independent Korea would pay its own way when, with the
removal of Japanese-enacted tariffs and barriers, “normal trade” would allow Korea to benefit
from its comparative advantages amongst nations. 168 This self-sufficiency would extend to the
government budget, which would ideally be balanced. 169
In the last sentence of the Foreword, written by a self-identified “one-time professor and
long-time friend” 170 of New, Clayton D. Carus, a Professor of Foreign Trade at the University of
Southern California, Carus calls for “libertarians, Korean or Americans, at home or abroad, [to]
commit themselves to the cause for which this book was written.” 171 What Carus meant by
identifying New’s book as ‘libertarian’ can be gleaned partly from his own work as a specialist
on Japanese industry. Writing while the Pacific War was underway, Carus saw the elimination of
every conceivable government subsidy or regulation enabling ‘favored industries’ as one of the
most important tasks for post-war Japan. Those industries had, in Carus’ analysis, no chance of
creating a competitive industry, created excess taxation of ‘competitive’ industries, and
encouraged large Japanese companies to actively collaborate in the rise of militarists in the
government. 172 To use post-war concepts, Carus was calling for the end of the Japanese
developmental state. In 1940s America the term ‘libertarian’ was still relatively new and rare and
was coined and used almost exclusively by opponents of the New Deal, usually signifying a
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belief in limited government (meaning a roll-back of all or some of the social safety-net
introduced by the New Deal) and a classical liberal economy that predates neoliberalism. 173
Most of the elements of what Carus probably meant by ‘libertarian,’ specifically an
opponent of government ‘favored industries’ supported by subsidies, in line with a belief in
limited government and market-led economies, applies to what New outlines for economic
policy for post-war Korea in Korea and the Pacific War. To call New a ‘libertarian’ at this
moment in Korean history carries with it a concern with American party politics, specifically
opposition to the New Deal, that New simply does not ever demonstrate in his writings, and a
possible hostility to any sort of social safety net that is the opposite of what New wrote. All of
the beliefs listed that New does share in common with Carus can instead be most easily traced to
the self-reconstruction framework he imbibed throughout his upbringing, education, and
mentorship by Sŏ. New’s vision for the post-war Korean economy is laissez-faire in a classical
liberal sense mixed with a few ‘progressive’ and Protestant socially conscious elements. Though
his one-time professor, probably while New was earning his MBA at USC in the early 1940s,
Carus’ ideas would have been a re-affirmation of what New already believed rather than any new
formative influence. What Carus does represent, however, is the first time an American freemarket opponent of the New Deal links in religious unity with a Korean self-reconstruction
capitalist, a linkage that will find its full flowering in the Korean version of the American born
Christian Businessmen’s Committee (the KCBMC) in post-war South Korea.
New states that Koreans are “particularly fitted” for a U.S. style society due to the
“individualistic nature of the people” 174 and also as geographically the country is in the right part
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of the “northern latitudes” to be in “the accepted zone of civilization.” 175 Being particularly
athletic and of soldierly calibre, 176 “[t]he mountaineer population of Korea has always been
individualist….they have always maintained the freedom of action of an individual who must
eke out a living from the harsh mountain-side.” 177 From this society of rugged free small-scale
agriculturalist individuals has come a self-reliance coupled with a love of learning that has
motivated Koreans to create, as much as it is not blocked by the Japanese, a parallel education
and library system for children and adults, often with the leadership of Christians. 178 Though the
education and library systems could almost be left in private hands, there is presumably a role for
government in ensuring what “all Koreans are agreed” on, that there must be universal
compulsory education. 179
The pattern of how the Korean economy will develop will follow, in New’s mind, a
universal pattern of market-led, ‘civilized’ industrialization. First of all, there will not be any
government led fostering of ‘key’ industries, particularly heavy industries; instead, Korea’s
Ricardian comparative advantage in free international trade will be followed:
The Korean leaders, therefore, do not have in mind any large development of heavy
industries, except for defense and partial domestic needs. They feel that much of the
products of such industries should be obtained from other countries more favorably
situated to produce them better and cheaper 180….Nonetheless…there are many other
industrial pursuits in which the Korean patience and skill should be able to turn out
much-needed articles for domestic demand and some for the markets of the world in
competition with other peoples. 181
There will certainly not be any tariff protection for any industry:
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Since it is realized that in many lines the advantages are with the present highly
industrialized nation, there is no inclination on the part of the Korean to impose a high
tariff on imports per se in order to protect a home industry based on uneconomic
production. 182
It will be consumer demand, not the government, bringing (light) industries into inevitable
existence: “industry will be developed, for it is through the production of consumer goods and
later purchases of capital goods that a nation can raise its standard of living….” 183 The first
manufacturing that develops is always a light industry, usually textiles: “As in all civilized
countries, textiles occupy an important place in domestic economy. In Korea it is the third largest
industry.” 184
What is the role of government, then? Mainly to have its present regulations and
intrusions in the economy repealed, as the entire apparatus of colonial government interference
in the Korean economy in New’s telling is designed to give Japanese participants an unfair and
exploitative advantage. In sector after sector, New outlines the same pattern. Traditionally, the
sector worked well without government regulations before the Japanese came. Then, the
Japanese colonial government introduced regulations, standards, and sometimes government
agencies, monopolies, and uneconomic projects, often tied to military demand. This gave
Japanese industry a colossally unfair competitive advantage which destroyed Korean
competition, directed Korean products to Japanese end-users and allowed them to reap unfairly
gained high profits. The only role of the soon-to-be independent Korean government is to repeal
all of these regulations, confiscate all Japanese property, and distribute it fairly and widely to
many private, small-scale owners, particularly in agriculture where the family farm would be the
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basis of most Koreans’ livelihood. New repeats this description and prescription for the
agriculture, sericulture, fisheries, animal husbandry, forestry, mining, and financial sectors. 185
New points to Japanese military needs, red tape, and neglect as the causes for
underdeveloped railways, roads, and telephone and telegraph systems. He explicitly proposes an
independent Korean government take a role in running railways and implies a government role
for roads, telephone and telegraph systems. 186 He sees the government developing air transport
as this is a cost efficient aid to developing an independent Korea’s military security. 187 This will
not represent too much of a threat of extensive government involvement in the economy as a
peace-time Korea will only require a small self-defense force in anticipation of a liquidated
Japanese armed forces and friendly relations with Nationalist controlled China. 188 There is no
need for government sponsorship of culture or the media; with government restrictions lifted the
number of radio sets will increase greatly and the Korean audience will increase “with better
programs sponsored by private interests.” 189
In terms of manufacturing New’s analysis is more nuanced. As mentioned, there were
many advanced and heavy manufacturing sectors where New did not believe contemporary
Korea had a comparative advantage in a global, capitalist free trade regime. New calls such
industries including munitions, shipbuilding, dynamite, steel, and motor vehicles and engines
“forced industries.” Such facilities as were built by the Japanese military in Korea in these areas
would simply be confiscated and given to the private sector to make a go of them if they
could. 190 (Ironically this list of ‘forced industries’ that New thought the government had no role
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in fostering includes most of those industries that the developmental Park Chung Hee
government fostered in the 1970s by providing extensive resources and subsidies, trade
protection, and government guidance, some given by Park personally.)
New saw textiles and chemicals as relatively new manufacturing industries based on
‘natural’ Korean competitive advantages in geography and talent, and being on the less capitalintensive side of industrial scale, as part of the ‘natural’ first steps of a ‘civilizing’ laissez-faire
economy. Again all Japanese-owned facilities were to be confiscated. The major point of reform
needed for the textile industry was to stop the artificial repression of workers’ wages by the
Japanese who had kept them at half of similarly skilled and equipped Japanese workers. New
implicitly believes that an independent Korea’s textile industry with wages as high as the
Japanese could still be as competitive. 191 Practically the only major colonial government project
investment that New approves of was the development of several major hydro-electric dams. 192
With the required energy in proximity, the Japanese had built several large chemical plants
producing products such as fertilizers and sulphate of ammonia. The result was that “The
chemical industry of Korea has made the most rapid progress of all industries and now stands at
the head.” 193 In this appraisal of the competitiveness of the chemical industry New cannot help
but note (boast?) that “drug and medicine manufacture…is the only field in which the Korean
investment is greater than the Japanese and their products are of greater commercial value.” 194
With further government development of hydro-power, the textile and chemical industries could
continue to compete under private ownership without any further direct help.
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In terms of overall social welfare, New bitterly condemns the “totalitarian government”
of the Japanese colonial administration and the consequent mistreatment of Koreans, particularly
workers. New agrees that the government will need to pass and enforce “international labor
conventions” regarding work conditions, ensure universal education in some manner, allow
women legal equal opportunity, and augment with subsidies old age security and unemployment
schemes. New justifies this government intervention in vague phrases such as “in light of
modern ideas of enlightened people” and to allow “free play to the generous nature of the Korean
people.” 195 This is where New most clearly expresses the orientation of a self-reconstruction
nationalist willing to champion the rudiments of a welfare state for the sake of ‘progress’,
national harmony, the natural ‘generosity’ of his race, and the tenets of his religion. This
concession alone places New in a different and more ‘progressive’ category of ‘free-market’
thought than most American opponents of the New Deal. It should not be overstated, however;
New’s overall disinterest in this aspect of the economy is signaled by his devoting only one page
on the topic out of a total of twenty-two on the economy.
Where New and nascent American libertarians are much more in agreement, however,
was on the issue of the existence of trade unions. New bitterly condemns all Japanese efforts to
thwart “any attempt at organized effort on the part of the people” and while “Labor will have its
legitimate voice,” nowhere does he come close to advocating anything like legal trade unions
and/or the right of unions to strike, or to even use these words. 196 This is partially because trade
unions were a potential threat to national harmony and/or because it could impede the workings
of the free market in labor. On the latter point New demonstrates a consistency in his economic
approach; as noted above he vehemently condemned Japanese colonial government intervention
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in ‘exploitatively’ suppressing the wages of Korean textile workers. However as will be
described with New’s championing of employee stock ownership and similar schemes, New’s
primary objection to trade unions was probably that he believed such ownership schemes,
introduced by benevolent owners such as himself, were the best way to bridge the gap between
classes by making everyone an ‘owner’, not by unions entrenching the status of workers as only
employees. Partial employee ownership implied that morally ethical capitalists, ideally inspired
by Protestant ethics as New was, would give up some of their monopoly of ownership control
and in ceding power become more like the workers – and harmony would reign.
A self-reconstruction sense that Protestant capitalists had a moral duty to consciously
look for the general welfare, seek harmony, and engage in their own personal struggle against
evil and selfishness, as any believer did, or capitalism would not ‘work’ is not far below the
surface of New’s vision. While New did not explicitly express this viewpoint, his mentor Sŏ
Chae-p’il did, in Sŏ’s writings on American society. Writing to Koreans in 1938 Sŏ asserts that
Republican Party free enterprise made America great, but explains the New Deal ultimately
became inevitable by the personal greed and lack of social conscience of some American
capitalists, (which was certainly not the viewpoint of Americans opposed to the New Deal).
The Republican Party…has been the majority party in this country since 1861…[Because
of the Republican Party] the United States…is considered by all the land of opportunity
and the land of the free….[However] in about fifty years of Republican dominance an
unexpected condition developed in the economic life of the nation. Under the system of
free competition and free individual enterprise, some talented, wise, intelligent, and
ambitious persons have accumulated, not always through fair methods, large fortunes. …
[they] became the so-called big business or monopolies…Powerful as they were they did
not or could not abolish poverty…and this has created envy, ill will, and hatred among
the under-privileged…. 197
Sŏ goes on to state that this situation was exacerbated by the world-wide Depression and in
desperation Americans had practically no choice but to vote in the Democrats and their massive
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government expenditures which did help for a time. However its beneficial effects were petering
out and both business and government were now, as Sŏ writes, blaming each other. Who is at
fault is not important to Sŏ, for the problem is solvable if, and only if, both sides compromise,
and give up “prejudice, personal feeling, and political consideration” and “work together like
equal partners.” 198 As usual, the economic solution lay in social harmony and all elements of the
nation working together. While written by his mentor and not New, Sŏ’s points regarding the
importance of individual capitalist probity and the need for social harmony are well reflected in
New’s economic vision for Korea, and in self-reconstruction capitalist thought in general. For Sŏ
the extraordinary phenomenon of the world-wide Depression was an irresistible outside calamity
that coupled with the moral failure of American capitalists made some sort of ‘New Deal’ for
America inevitable, and did not allow the U.S. to ever go back completely to its previously
pristine Republican paradise of free enterprise. Similarly for New, the disaster of Japanese
colonialism and its warped ‘capitalism’ run by evil, non-Protestant Japanese capitalists had done
the same to Korea, and ‘in light of modern ideas’ independent Korea would also require some
sort of welfare state.
New’s essential belief in the justness and progressive nature of laissez-faire capitalism
unencumbered by a ‘totalitarian’ government sinisterly skewing it is summed up in his sweeping
one page section entitled the “Korean Left Wing Explained.” New paints a psychological picture
of the “typical” Korean “so-called communist” as an “independent thinking man” with no family
tie, and who has barely ever read or comprehended “real” communist doctrine, even if a leader in
communist forces. He is instead a “well built and hardy…man of physical action…His sympathy
and compassion lies with the simple folk…He is a sort of Robin Hood….” But, New asks, what
is this man of more brawn than brains rebelling against? What has “frustrated his ambitions,
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stifled his voice, and robbed him of his share of material goods”? Essentially, New replies, the
‘communists’ are simply confused about the true nature of capitalism, having never lived in a
‘real’ laissez-faire market economy.
He thinks he is a communist. He honestly thinks that the economic system as we have it
now is all wrong. What the Korean, red, pink, or communist doesn’t understand is that he
is what he is because he had been inhibited in his homeland. What he believes to be the
oppression of the capitalistic system is nothing more than the Japanese rule that limits
Korean participation in business and government. 199
In other words, the communist has simply confused what the Japanese have called capitalism,
but is actually an imperialist, state-directed perversion of capitalism, or developmentalism from
‘true’ market-led capitalism where there is (growing) opportunity for all, enjoyed in all of the
most advanced countries of the world, most notably the U.S. 200 The ‘red’ has confused
capitalism with imperialism. It is not clear if New was at all familiar with the Leninist thesis of
imperialism as part and parcel of global capitalism, but if he was, he evidently must have thought
it incorrect. Typically for a self-reconstruction nationalist, for New the optimistic solution to the
honest ignorance of the Korean ‘pink’ was simply educating him, mixed with some consideration
for his spiritual condition.
Once we can get [the Korean ‘communist’] into army school, explain to him the reasons
and events that led to [Japanese colonial exploitation of Koreans], have him analyze his
own feelings, emotions, and outlook on life…then he will become an intelligent leader,
while any communistic tendencies he may have had will automatically disappear. 201

New’s Private Religiosity: a This-Worldly Prayer for Social Harmony
To the end of his life New demonstrated a mostly private and quiet Christian religiosity.
New never made Yuhan an overtly Christian company or instituted workplace worship as it will
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be seen Soo Keun Kim of Daesung did. Its internal culture and hiring remained secular. New
donated to many Protestant institutions such as Yonsei University and the YMCA, but at the
same time also helped non-Protestant ones. New in his later years was generally disinterested in
church life or denominations but never missed Billy Graham sermons in English from U.S.
military broadcasts in Korea. Friends, and his daughter, Janet New, in particular attested to his
private faith. He read the Bible often. He maintained a life-long habit of relative frugality in
material possessions for himself and his family. Janet New recalled her father frequently reading
her the Bible and praying together. The object of prayer was often his business and the Korean
nation. 202As Kim Hyŏng-sŏk of Yonsei University sums up, “to New a Christian spirit is a
patriotic one and being patriotic is a way of demonstrating one’s faith,” 203 much like the fictional
Minister Kimm of Sŏ Chae-p’il’s “Hansu’s Journey.”
Janet New recounts a prayer that New composed and taught her to pray daily, the only
known prayer of his:
With modest hearts we give thanks to You Lord, Creator of all things, all powerful,
for the grace You give us even this day, and for new hope.
While we live on this earth we ask Your help to be able to grow through the mistakes
of the past, and that all sadness and regret be lifted from our hearts. Please place in our
hearts through Your Holy Spirit the courage and conviction to walk a path of
righteousness throughout our lives without looking backwards to yesterday and with no
fear of tomorrow. We ask for the strength to overcome all temptation, to be cleansed
from greed, jealousy, and envy, and to be restored from disappointments, hatred, and
hardships.
Dear Lord, carry us over the pit of anger, despair, and adversity, and let us not give in
to defeat, failure, and hopelessness. Give us the ability to have understanding and
empathy for the viewpoint of others rather than always simply expressing our own.
Rather than focusing on criticizing the shortcomings of others let us recognize and
appreciate their good points.
Let us recognize the most important things in life. Let us fully enjoy the pleasures of
today that You have granted us. Grant us the ability to be joyful, patient, kind, and
202
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friendly. Above all let us work to the betterment of all humanity. Let us live in this world
with a peaceful mind and grant our heart humility towards others, loving and cherishing
our neighbours. Amen. 204
In essence, New’s prayer is asking God to help him overcome any personal faults in order to
‘work to the betterment of all humanity.’ As both a means to this end and an end in itself, the
supplicant of this prayer is seeking to create harmony: harmony by empathizing with others,
always seeing the best in others, having a peaceful mind and loving others, and having an
attitude of humility towards others. In line with New’s phrase asking God ‘above all let us work,’
New did have a ‘Weberian’ focus on the importance of a strong work ethic. The ‘rule number
six’ admonishing all believers to hard work that his father had pledged to keep when becoming a
member of Moffett’s church resonated with New his entire life. ‘Laziness’ was one of the most
difficult ‘shortcomings in others’ that New had trouble being patient with and that he prayed for
help with. 205
New and his wife had two children, daughter Janet (1926-1991), and a son Ilsun (1935?).206 For both his children New wrote an affectionate, one-page letter on their entering
adulthood. In both letters New stresses, with no Christian references, that most of all his children
continue to foster their personal qualities that support harmony. In his letter to Janet, New tells
her that a “successful life” is dependent on “service to fellowmen” and “endearing friends.” 207
New praises Ilsun for “getting along with people on all levels” and states that “the roll [sic] of a
mediator or a friend, who can get parties to discuss matters for mutual benefit, is…an asset of the
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highest value.” 208 Interestingly, while harmony amongst all is to be sought, New betrays a
hierarchical concept of society as people are on different ‘levels’.
According to Kenneth Wells, the most influential doctrine on the Korean Protestant selfreconstruction theological understanding of the individual from the late 19th century and
throughout the colonial period was the concept of the ‘priesthood of all believers’ as gleaned
from what he calls the “main [Korean] Presbyterian textbook,” the Calvinist Westminster
Confession of Faith. In the understanding of the Korean church this doctrine enjoined believers
like New to make their own choices in life, especially of vocation, but it “implied responsibility
on the part of the individual for the total life of the community.” 209 In his prayer as an individual
New is asking for God’s help in taking on his responsibilities for the greater community. New’s
orientation, to use Max Weber’s terms, is definitely ‘this-worldly.’ He frames his request for
virtues twice within the context of ‘while we live on this earth.’

Career
Early Success: ‘La Choy’, the First Major American Brand of ‘Chinese’ Food
After graduating from the University of Michigan in 1919 with a Bachelor’s degree in
Railway Administration, New worked for Michigan Central Railroad and General Electric in
New York before he co-founded a Chinese food distribution company, La Choy Food Products,
in Detroit in 1922. La Choy was the first major American brand of ‘Chinese’ food in U.S.
business history. La Choy was founded by New and his partner Wally Smith. By the 1910s in
what was dubbed the ‘chop suey craze,’ white Americans were increasingly interested in Chinese
food both to eat out and to make at home. Several food companies had tried and failed to meet
208
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this unmet demand. The La Choy range of canned ‘Chinese’ ingredients including soy foodstuffs
could seemingly make any American housewife a ‘sophisticated’ chef of ‘authentic’ Chinese
food such as chop suey (which ironically itself was primarily a Chinese-American invention).
New was a nimble marketer of his company, relating one anecdote of its early days when he was
driving a truck filled Chinese food ingredients, crashed into a brick wall, spilled the truck’s
contents, and then used the opportunity to deliver a lecture to the assembled crowd on the ease of
preparation of La Choy and sold all of the truck’s contents. 210 The company was a national
success and as of the first decade of the 21st century was still the leading brand of Chinese food
sold in the U.S. It is presently owned by food giant ConAgra. 211

Return to Korea and Founding Yuhan
Despite the success of La Choy, New sold his share of the company to Smith in 1925.
That year he also married Mary Woo, the American born daughter of a wealthy ChineseAmerican family that he had met at the University of Michigan. In 1926 New and his new bride
moved back to Korea. As the eldest son, one compelling personal reason for the move would
have been to help his aging father, who moved back to Pyongyang the year before and where he
lived until his death in 1934. 212 Several personal and church related factors led him into the
chemical and pharmaceutical import business for which he set up ‘Yuhan’, the first Koreanowned pharmaceutical company. Its name came from a combination of New’s last name,
pronounced in Korean as ‘yu’, and ‘han’ for Korea. Sŏ Chae-p’il gave his approval for Yuhan,
210
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bringing New the willow tree logo mentioned above five days before New left for Korea. 213 With
his medical and reformer background, Sŏ may have suggested New enter pharmaceuticals. In a
1937 editorial Sŏ lauded “chemistry,” which for him encompassed pharmaceuticals, as a “field
which is still virgin and most promising for young people to enter.” 214 New was familiar with the
medical world from his family as his youngest sister was a nurse, 215 and his wife was the first
East Asian woman to ever get an American medical degree specializing in pediatric care. 216
Before setting up Yuhan, New consulted with Dr. O.R. Avison, a veteran medical missionary
who had served King Kojong and founded Severance Hospital, Korea’s first Western hospital.
Avison told New of the unfilled need for higher quality Western pharmaceuticals in Korea and
offered New’s wife a job providing pediatric care at Severance. 217
Church and American connections continued to be invaluable to New in the inevitably
unstable first few years of a business. Yuhan’s headquarters during its first growth spurt was
located across from and then in the Seoul Y.M.C.A. Building. The market that New had entered
was dominated by Japanese pharmaceuticals. To circumvent this, most of his first ongoing
customers were missionary hospitals run by Westerners. His advantage was importing top
quality Western products not previously available in Korea, an example being the early antibiotic
sulfonamidochrysoidine, and Aspirin. 218 By the 1930s he had made exclusive importing deals
with a number of prominent American pharmaceutical companies such as Abbot, Jamieson,
213
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Johnson & Johnson, Parke Davis, Seamless Rubber, and Squibb. 219 While strictly an import
business, New did not run afoul of the Korean Products Promotion Society, which had
specifically excepted modern drugs from its list of ‘buy Korean’ daily necessities. In any case he
set up his first factory in Korea in 1936. 220
His description of traditional ginseng-seekers in When I Was a Boy where New cast his
new calling as a pharmaceutical entrepreneur in a reflected romantic light, is revealing of New’s
self-image of his chosen vocation. New described the Korean and East Asian faith in the great
healing powers of ginseng and gave a romantic description of Korean men of old who decided to
spend their lives searching the wild mountainsides for ‘”genuine” ginseng’ of the most
miraculous power. 221 New described the search for wild ginseng as “almost a religion” that was
pursued with “fanatical zeal” as many seekers never returned from the mountains where tigers
and other hazards awaited. 222 The search is so arduous that seekers must renounce all that is
worldly and cleanse themselves thoroughly in mind, body, and dress. 223 Whether over the
decades they ever find the ginseng or not “These men become very often the sages of their
communities, they have so learned the tolerance of living.” 224 Alas sometimes, in New’s telling,
these ginseng seekers will find their treasure after a lifetime of hermetic search, bring it to the
market, only to be duped and swindled by those more sophisticated in the ways of the market. 225
It is difficult to not feel that New was casting his own chosen role of ascetic finder of powerful
medicines in the far shores of the wild and exotic West in similar heroic terms. Unlike the
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hapless ginseng-seekers however New had the benefit of a ‘modern’ Protestant American
education and undergraduate degree in commerce, and certainly would never be duped.

New’s Colonial Era Yuhan Compared to the Kyongsong Spinning and Weaving Company
New’s business grew to be one of the largest Korean enterprises during the colonial
period. By the late 1930s Yuhan was manufacturing pharmaceuticals and starting to sell its
products throughout the yen bloc, including Japan. By 1938 it was the largest Korean pharma out
of a total of thirty-three companies in the sector and capitalized 2.2 times larger than the next
competing Korean pharmaceutical. 226 Due to scarcity of data, comparisons are difficult but it is
instructive to measure Yuhan against the by far largest Korean company of the colonial period,
Kim Sŏngsu’s Kyongsong Spinning and Weaving Company. 227 In 1938 Yuhan’s capital stock
(chabongum) totaled 750,000 yen, 228 one-third that of Kyongsong at approximately 2.5 million
yen. 229 While not close to equaling Kyongsong for first place, to be one-third of its size indicated
that Yuhan was one of colonial era’s largest Korean companies.
As various historians have noted, Kyongsong was the ‘archetypical’ Korean company of
the colonial era and of Korean capitalism under the constraints of Japanese imperialism. 230 As
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such, like almost all other major Korean companies of the time, its business strategy was set to
not be overly competitive with Japanese companies in its sector, and it was crucially dependent
in every part of its operations e.g. financing, technology, raw materials, labor force stability, and
marketing on Japanese companies and colonial government support. 231 Kim Sŏng-su himself was
part of the small Korean capitalist elite whose members were bound to each other by mutual
shareholding, interlocking directorships, and official positions within the Japanese Empire. 232
In contrast, Yuhan was directly competitive with Japanese pharmaceuticals and those key
operations, such as technology and marketing which depended on non-Korean sources, were
supported by Western suppliers accessed by New himself. Its unique independence within the
Japanese Imperial business environment is best exemplified by its technological leadership in
antibiotics. Yuhan introduced sulfonamidochrysoidine to East Asia, including Japan, and it
became the most important contributor to the company’s success during the colonial period.
Sulfonamidochrysoidine was invented by German scientist Gerhard Domagke who won the
Nobel Prize for medicine in 1939. Until the advent of penicillin in the 1940s it was the most
widely used antibiotic in the world. In the early 1930s on an extended trip in Europe New read
about it in a medical journal and in 1934 secured an exclusive import contract for East Asia. For
a few years at least, Yuhan beat Japanese competitors in securing its import into the region.
Japanese pharmaceuticals later invented their own ‘copy-cat’ products. 233 Besides superior
Western technology, New was also a pioneer in making Yuhan one of the first prominent brands
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aimed at the Korean consumer. The amount of newspaper advertising extolling the brand and the
relative sophistication of Yuhan’s ads were already apparent by the early 1930s. 234
New was never part of the ‘inner circle’ of the colonial era Korean capitalist elite
described above. While companies such as Kyongsong were owned by their founding families,
others in the ‘inner circle,’ and Japanese interests, New started giving away ownership in Yuhan
to its employees in the late 1930s. Both Yuhan and Kyongsong were manufacturing concerns,
but Yuhan was in the relatively genteel high value-added sector of pharmaceuticals whereas
Kyongsong was in the brutally price-dependent sector of textiles. As a result Kyongsong
constantly utilized violent Japanese colonial government repression to keep its approximately
1,400 manufacturing workers in line 235 while Yuhan’s roughly 150 managers and factory
workers during the same period of the late 1930s and early 1940s worked peacefully despite
New’s later absence for years. While their Kyonsong employee compatriots were facing strikebreaking violence Yuhan employees were receiving stock dividends. 236

New’s Protestant ‘Third Way’ Capitalism: Employee Stock Ownership in La Choy and Yuhan
Wells argues that Protestant Koreans involved in economic movements during Japanese
colonial rule were seeking what he terms a “third way” between a right-wing ‘national capital’
and a left-wing ‘capitalism equals imperialism’ split amongst Korean nationalists. 237 By
diffusing ownership of Korean capital to ‘society’ or through his employees New was trying to
obliterate the alienating divide between worker and capital and creating his own ‘third way’. In
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this New coincidentally anticipated the importance of employee stock distribution in the global
‘Third Way’ discourse associated with figures such as Louis O. Kelso (e.g. The Capitalist
Manifesto, 1958) and Anthony Giddens (e.g. The Third Way, 1998), who argued for a path
between socialism and capitalism. 238 While undertaking his reforms as President in the late
1990s Kim Dae-Jung introduced Third Way rhetoric to South Korea, often quoting Giddens and
then U.K. Prime Minister Tony Blair in his public speeches. President Kim’s use of Third Way
ideas and policies is categorized by some scholars as part of the imposition of neoliberalism in
South Korea. 239 (If so, it represents another ‘overlap’ between self-reconstruction thought and
South Korean neoliberalism, the other being the Presidential economic policies of Lee Myungbak. However it is not as clear an overlap as the latter.)
No clear evidence shows where New got the idea of distributing ownership widely but
all of the most likely or suggested possible sources have a Protestant origin to them. While the
plan for wide distribution of ownership of New-Ilhan & Co. in 1925 came to naught, in 1936
New did distribute at almost no net cost to every employee in Yuhan a total of over 52% of
ownership stock. This stock paid a guaranteed dividend of 8% per annum through to 1945. 240
The most direct possible source for New’s idea is that he was following the lead of his first
business partner, Wally Smith of La Choy. Like New, Smith graduated with a business degree
from the University of Michigan in 1919, where the two first met. While they graduated at the
same time, Smith was six years New’s senior, having taken longer to get his degree on a
somewhat part-time basis. As a result Smith was more established in business when they started
La Choy officially in 1922 and was probably in somewhat of a mentor role to New. They stayed
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on friendly terms throughout Smith’s life until his accidental death in 1937. According to
Smith’s daughter, Jeanine Dean, Smith shared a significant portion of La Choy’s stocks with
many employees. New was therefore simply copying Smith’s innovation. In turn Smith may
have been motivated largely by a devout Methodist faith. 241
There is no direct evidence linking Smith’s Methodism to employee stock distribution.
The link may be as suggested by a completely unrelated speculation of Suncheonhyang
University economist Pak Kwang-so, that New was motivated towards employee stock
distribution somewhere in his American Protestant background, through the wide influence of
the Social Gospel in North America early in the 20th century. 242 Smith’s Methodism may actually
have been the critical part of the ‘American Protestant background’ that brought the Social
Gospel to New. Most major American Protestant denominations in the first decade of the 20th
century showed concern regarding the social inequities arising from the American capitalist
economy. Amongst these denominations the U.S. Methodist denominations were the clear
leaders amongst Protestant denominations for their early, formal adoption of Social Gospel
principles as exemplified in the 1908 Methodist “The Social Creed of the Churches,” which was
later enormously influential amongst American Protestants as a whole. The 1914 edition of the
Creed saw the role of the Methodists as supporting any social initiative that promoted
‘distributive justice.’ 243 Smith may have distributed stocks in an effort to live up to the Creed of
his church.
241
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Considering the close ties between Korean Protestants and the extensive colonial era
Korean cooperative movement, this movement must be briefly mentioned as a possible
inspiration for New, though its likely importance was probably minimal. The idea of
cooperatives entered Korea through Protestant channels and organizations in the early 1920s and
Protestants were overwhelmingly the most important element in the subsequent development of
the movement throughout the 1930s. The first emphasis was on industrial cooperatives, which
initially may have interested New. Ultimately no industrial cooperative made it into operation
and the movement only took off in the agricultural sector. 244 On the only occasion New
mentions the Korean agricultural cooperative movement in his writings his tone is dismissive in
terms of their usefulness as a model for the future Korean economy. 245 New’s entire life in Korea
was lived in the larger urban centres and his connections and sympathies with the rural church or
sector were likely minimal.

Surviving in Colonial Korea until Liberation’ without Collaboration’
New’s Protestantism, along with his high profile in ‘Protestant’ nationalist activities such
as the First Korean Congress, which was almost certainly known to the Japanese, automatically
made him suspect to the colonial authorities. 246 New’s religion and American background,
coupled with no indication that he ever spoke any Japanese, made it impossible for him to fit
comfortably into the ubiquitously Japanese-dominated business network of colonial Korea, both
from his own perspective and from that of the Japanese elite he would need to work with. By the
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same token, there is no other example of a colonial-era Korean-led company of the stature and
size of Yuhan that existed and thrived in colonial Korea outside of this nexus. How did New
succeed in not only surviving but even competing against Japanese companies without falling
into ties that have been labeled as ‘collaboration,’ such as in the case of Kyongsong Spinning? 247
Put more accurately, the question is not so much what New did, but why the Japanese
colonial government refrained from simply expropriating Yuhan’s assets (and expelling New
from Korea), which they certainly could have done to any non-Japanese-managed business. 248
The answer is two-fold. Partly it was because Yuhan’s main business line, the manufacture and
sale of pharmaceuticals to Koreans and Western missionary hospitals, was in no way a direct
impediment to the primary economic interest that Japan had in Korea, which was to first exploit
it as a source of agricultural products through the 1920s, and then in developing large-scale
heavy industry, mining, and hydro-power in the 1930s. 249 However New’s relationship with
Western missionary hospitals, his legal status as an American resident and therefore recourse to
American diplomatic protection, and his role as the exclusive agent for several huge American
pharmaceutical companies were probably much more important. Undue interference with New
and Yuhan risked adding complications to Japan’s diplomatic and economic relationship with
numerous Western countries from whence missionaries hailed and particularly with the U.S.
One of New’s biographers asserts that up to and through 1936 New and Yuhan did not
have a single significant business relationship with any Japanese economic entity, thus making
him the peerless ‘model’ Korean nationalist entrepreneur of the colonial era. This is attributed,
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“it goes without saying” to New’s “spirit of patriotism and love of race.” 250 Considering Yuhan’s
unique business positioning and New’s American background and business ties, it is actually
quite probable, as argued above, that New was the only major Korean business owner in colonial
Korea to avoid for that long any major ties with Japanese business. But if he did, it was certainly
due to his status as a representative of Western missionary and American business interests, not
because of New’s patriotism or moral will-power. Quite simply, the Japanese colonial authorities
probably viewed Yuhan and New as part of the Western missionary network in Korea that they
found in vigorous existence when Korea was colonized in 1910 and which they had to tolerate
until Japan started all-out war with Western countries in 1941.
After initial harassment in the 1910s, throughout the 1920s and up until the late 1930s the
Japanese colonial government approach to Western missionaries was one of trying to encourage
friendly relations, even if underlying mutual suspicion remained. One example of many that
could be chosen to illustrate this ‘friendlier’ phase was a gold medal Samuel Moffett received as
late as 1937 from the Imperial Educational Association for services in education to the
Empire. 251 However, from the mid-1930s onwards, and particularly by 1938, one year after the
start of the Japanese invasion of China, hostility between many Korean Protestants and Western
missionaries towards the Japanese colonial government reached a peak as the latter started to
vigorously enforce compulsory Shinto shrine-worship on all Koreans and Western missionary
educational institutions. 252 This was the first sign that the unique conditions that had allowed
New to pursue his extraordinarily independent and ‘non-collaborative’ business pursuits in
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colonial Korea were coming apart. In 1938 with his right of American passage New was able to
sidestep the entire shrine-worship issue by simply making the U.S. his home base and not
returning to Korea until 1953, except for a seven-month sojourn in 1946. 253 By leaving Korea at
this point New completely avoided the climax of Japanese pressure on his Korean business peers
to publicly support the Japanese Imperial war effort that occurred throughout the late 1930s up
until Japanese defeat in 1945.

Yuhan’s Pre-‘Pearl Harbor’ Yen Bloc Expansion: Sŏ’s vs. New’s Self-Reconstruction Ethics
Tested
From 1938 until the outbreak of the Pacific War with the U.S., Yuhan experienced a
significant expansion overseas with several distributions points set up in Manchuria (including
the Korean enclave of Kando), Beijing, Dalian, Tianjin, and Jinan in China, Taiwan, Vietnam,
and in Tokyo. None of these outlets were set up until they were within the Japanese Empire.
Much of this expansion was spearheaded by trips taken by New. 254 (It was probably during this
period during a trip to Kando that New first met and befriended for life Chonusa founder Chŏn
Taek-Bo.) As New could no longer directly develop Yuhan’s business within Korea, he took
advantage of his de facto exile and American travel documents to develop Yuhan’s business
within the then expanding Japanese Empire.
In pursuing these business opportunities New probably faced the same restrictions,
opportunities, and had the same legal status as any other ‘typical’ American businessman.
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Generally American business in the late 1930s and early 1940s was aware of and very interested
in the high rates of economic growth within the Japanese Empire. They were largely indifferent
to it being achieved under a militarist imperialist regime. As tariffs around the Yen Bloc grew
there was an incentive to invest inside it, as New did, but at the same time there were increasing
restrictions on stand-alone Western company investment, placing the attractive lures of the
Japanese Empire frustratingly out of reach. American companies or American-based
entrepreneurs such as New who already had extensive investments within the Yen Bloc, either in
Japan or in the colonies did have some advantage in further expanding their business within it.
However, even with this advantage, the Japanese military control over the entire Imperial
economy was such that at this point, on the cusp of the Pacific War, it was practically
impossible, in the words of one expert, to expand in the Yen Bloc without Americans (which for
all practical purposes New was) being “in concert with powerful Japanese business interests.” 255
It is a central assertion of this chapter that due to his unique formative influences and
Korean(-American) self-reconstructionist nationalism New at all times in his career strove and
mostly succeeded in maintaining independence in his business dealings from ‘unsavory’ political
and business ties. Clearly to New, ‘beating’ the Japanese competition in the pharmaceutical
industry within Korea was an example and vindication of this independence. However, the
question of developing business within the Japanese Empire outside of Korea posed a more
difficult ethical challenge to the self-reconstructionist framework.
New directly oversaw the growth of Yuhan in lockstep with the expanding conquests of
the Japanese military. This overseas expansion was not insignificant in terms of Yuhan’s total
revenues. In 1945 Yuhan lost access to its Chinese network which apparently dealt what is
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described as a ‘life-threatening’ blow to its business. 256 While the available sources are quiet on
this point, and may not exist, it seems that at least in this business expansion, more so than in any
other part of New’s career, he had to be involved to some degree in partnership with the Japanese
‘military-industrial complex’.
In debunking claims made by some Korean historians due to nationalist bias that
Kyongsong and other major Korean colonial era businesses had somehow operated and thrived
throughout the colonial period without any significant business ties with the Japanese, Carter
Eckert writes:
The question of how this extraordinary feat was accomplished, i.e., how [Kyongsong]
was able to obtain the necessary financing, secure required raw materials and technology,
establish a market network that encompassed not only Korea but stretched into
Manchuria and China as well, all in total isolation or even in defiance of the colonial
power structure and the capitalist system in Japan, clearly presents a challenge for even
the most imaginative of scholars. 257
Eckert’s skepticism focuses on three factors – financing, securing raw materials and technology,
and building a network extending across the Japanese Empire. New’s personal fortune from La
Choy, his potential access to American sources of financing, his freedom to institute an
employee stock distribution program, his emphasis on profitability, and the relatively smaller
scale of capital needed all support the likelihood that Yuhan was largely self- or other nationality
financed without significant Japanese shareholding or lending. In terms of technology, Yuhan
was in the position of explicitly not relying on Japanese sources. It was in fact Yuhan’s use of
the world’s leading edge inputs and products, that were always Western and often American, that
was the entire foundation of its competitive advantage over a Japanese pharmaceutical industry
that historically had never caught up to the West, and even until very recently lagged behind
256
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Western companies. 258 Just as the Japanese authorities viewed New as part of the Western
missionary network and treated him accordingly, Yuhan was to all intents and purposes an
extension of the Western pharmaceutical industry and its sales and production within Korea was
no more necessarily a case of reliance on the ‘imperialist Japanese power structure’ than it would
be to argue, for example, that the assembly of GM cars in Japan from 1926 onwards made GM
Chairman Alfred P. Sloan Jr. a traitorous ‘collaborator’ with the Japanese Empire. 259 (Or at least,
a ‘collaborator’ in a different sense than the term has usually been used in Korean historiography
or that Eckert is discussing.)
However, on the final point, building a market network stretching across the Empire, it is
indeed ‘challenging’ to try to imagine how Yuhan could do this from 1938 to 1941 without
cooperation with the Imperial ‘power structure’ in the sense that Eckert is describing it. Taking
up the ‘challenge,’ available sources simply do not show how much of Yuhan’s overseas sales
within the Japanese Empire from this point until 1945 were dominated by sales to Koreans living
in Manchuria, (or even to Western missionary hospitals in China or Vietnam, in as much as the
latter’s operations were not disturbed by Japanese military activities.) Without any other
evidence an ‘imaginative’ historian could, as a reasonable initial hypothesis posit that in fact
most of Yuhan’s expansion during this period would have been to serve the same markets, that
is, Koreans (and Western missionary hospitals), that Yuhan had had so much success in serving
within Korea and was obviously the easiest to penetrate. If this was the case, the degree to which
Yuhan would have had to work closely with Japanese economic and political entities to reach
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these markets may have been relatively low – but even in this ‘best-case scenario’ that they were
as minimal as they seem to have been within colonial Korea up until 1938 is hard to imagine.
As far back as 1919 Sŏ Chae-p’il, in a New York newspaper article aimed at American
readers, had described and decried how the Japanese within their Asian empire and in zones in
China where they claimed ‘special rights’ were making it impossible for American businesses to
invest and/or trade in such regions without taking on Japanese partners. He warns vaguely that if
an American businessman actually did decide to partner with the Japanese they would “find out
someday that he has made the greatest mistake of his business career.” 260 In Korea and the
Pacific War New himself strongly denounced the ‘exploitative’ stranglehold Japanese entities
had over trade between the peninsula and any other part of the Japanese Empire, including
Manchuria; 261 a statement he could have been making based on his own experience. In both
writings however it is not clear what makes the Japanese control over access to economic
activity within its Empire or ‘spheres of influence’ (outside of Korea itself) so outrageous – the
prospect of partnering with an Imperial power that wields ‘illegitimate’ control through violence
or the violation of the principle of laissez-faire global free trade. In his 1919 article Sŏ argues
only for the latter. He states the issue in terms of violated neo-classical trade rights: “America
has the right to share the benefits of legitimate commercial enterprise in any part of the Asiatic
continent, just as much as Japan has in the American continent.” 262 In a 1939 article aimed at
Korean(-American) students, speaking to compatriots, Sŏ describes how “Japan wants American
capital with which to develop the natural resources of ‘Manchukuo’ and North China….No
American capitalist will invest his money in the territory in partnership with the Japanese who do
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not legally own it.” 263 This statement comes much closer to the argument that for a capitalist to
partner with the Japanese is wrong because the Japanese are thieves who have illegitimately
stolen “it,” that is, territories and populations that are not theirs.
As Kenneth Wells has described it, the Protestant element of self-reconstructionist
Korean nationalism made it a relatively more universal, non-racial, and trans-national form of
nationalism in outlook than other forms of early Korean nationalism. This gave Sŏ and New a set
of universalized Christian ethics, exemplified in New’s mind by his dictum that “compromise
with immorality is immorality.” 264 Many self-reconstruction nationalists did apply their
universalized ethics to moral quandaries beyond what was in the interest of Korea and
Koreans 265 and in this issue Sŏ is also thinking along universal terms to inveigh against
American business dealings with newly conquered territories of the Japanese.
However, in direct contrast to Sŏ, in the case of Yuhan’s expansion across Asia, beyond a
laissez-faire economics that saw the optimal and most moral international trading order one of
universal free trade, it would seem, simply judging from his actions that New did not think he
was violating his own dictum of no compromise with immorality. As will be described he would
apply this standard later in his business career to flatly refuse to participate in bribery and
corruption with the dictatorial South Korean regimes of Rhee and Park. Whereas to New bribery
was straightforward ‘immorality,’ providing good quality pharmaceuticals to colonized Chinese
in an honest capitalist exchange, even under the auspices of having to make business
partnerships with Japanese entities, probably appeared as still being part of capitalism that was
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benign ‘civic ethics applied to the economic sphere.’ 266 As long as New saw himself as
competing against Japanese competitors for the favor of Chinese and Vietnamese consumers he
perhaps could recognize or rationalize to himself that by providing those consumers a broader
choice he was not ‘co-opted’ by the system but instead brought a corrupt system closer to ‘true’
laissez-faire capitalism.
It is not known what New thought of Sŏ’s position on American investment in Manchuria
and China. It should be mentioned that there is an element of probably unintended ambiguity in
the quote given by Sŏ regarding what exactly did he mean by “it.” If, as is most likely, he was
referring to the Japanese not ‘legally’ owning the ‘territories’ of Manchuria and China, then any
business dealings within them would be immoral. If instead by “it” he was only referring to the
natural resources, then despite the overall sense of what Sŏ wrote, he or New or both of them
may have thought it did not apply to New, as Yuhan sold pharmaceuticals and did not
commercially develop Chinese natural resources.

Yuhan and New During WWII: Managerial Autonomy, Education, Soldiering, and Lobbying
By early 1941 even before war broke out between the U.S. and Japan, New must have
realized that it was time to firmly make the U.S. his home base for the upcoming storm as in
March of that year he applied for and received American citizenship. 267 Since 1938, and
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particularly from 1941 until 1945, the management and staff New left behind in Yuhan were on
their own. Due to circumstances beyond anyone's control, the Yuhan management team he had
left behind gained a degree of autonomy to make decisions absolutely unequalled in the history
of Korean business until after the Asian crisis of 1997. Until the 1990s major Korean businesses
had been infamous for their degree of mind-boggling micromanagement from the founder or heir
to the founder, even when overseeing globe-spanning enterprises. 268 By the time Korea was
liberated on August 15, 1945, Yuhan still survived, and was still the largest Korean
pharmaceutical company in existence. 269 Having employees motivated and able to manage and
keep the company alive without the founder’s personal presence and in the face of an
increasingly repressive and then faltering Imperial order was probably due in no small part to the
employee stock sharing scheme that New had implemented.
With enforced absence from Yuhan within and without Korea during the Pacific War
New could devote himself to three activities reflecting his diverse Protestant mentorships:
education, volunteering to help fight militarily for Korean independence, and lobbying for
Korean independence and development. Reflecting the emphasis on education of selfreconstruction nationalism New earned a MBA from the University of Southern California in
1941 and a graduate degree in international law from Stanford in 1948. 270 Beyond these three
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activities, one source states that New’s entrepreneurial skills stayed sharp during the War as he
“nearly cornered the non-Axis world market in the gin-flavoring juniper berry…” 271
Reflecting his Protestant-nationalist military training and orientation under Park YongMan in his youth, New was an enthusiastic volunteer and leader in a top-secret military mission
organized by the OSS, the predecessor to the CIA. Called NAPKO, the project recruited up to
fifty-five Korean-Americans and Korean POWs from the Japanese military. Their ultimate
mission was to use specially made submersibles to secretly land in Japan (originally the plan was
to land in Korea) to collect intelligence and conduct sabotage in advance of the planned U.S.
invasion of the Japanese home islands in late 1945. As described at the age of fifty New trained
as a squad leader for six months in preparation for being deployed. The OSS intelligence briefing
and records on him describe his high level of Korean patriotism and commitment, but does note
his physical limitations due to his age, and that one white officer with a training role for the
corps was put off by New’s air of leadership. The NAPKO Korean forces often successfully
infiltrated southern Californian harbors, including Los Angeles, during training. The abrupt end
of the war with Japan on August 15 cancelled the project. 272
Starting in 1941 New held formal roles involved in uniting the various organizations of
Korean-Americans in the U.S. In 1942 he was a prominent founder and sponsor of the California
Korean Reserves, a military corps of Korean-Americans attached to the California National
Guard and recognized as part of its nominal armed forces by the Korean Provisional
Government. It was organized under the auspices of the unified Korean-American body that New
amongst many others had helped to bring into being, the United Korean Committee in America
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(UKCA). The UKCA supported the Korean Provisional Government. 273 New’s numerous
activities in writing and publishing materials aimed at Americans for the promotion of Korean
independence after the end of Japanese colonization have been noted already.

New After Liberation: Maintaining Independence from Syngman Rhee while Yuhan Thrived
Both the U.S. military government and then Syngman Rhee invited New to join their
administrations of South Korea. 274 Rhee wanted New to be the first Industry Minister of the
Republic of Korea but New refused, citing his vocation as a businessperson. After the end of the
Korean War New returned permanently to Korea and resumed rebuilding Yuhan. New had many
reasons for not joining Rhee’s ‘Protestant government’ mostly because of his distrust of Rhee. 275
The first documented contact between New and Rhee is two letters Rhee sent New in 1918. It
seems from the letters that they first met in Hastings, and that New and Rhee were working
together quite amicably to garner scholarships for Korean female students at the University of
Michigan. There are further communications between them in 1920 indicating they are working
on nationalist pursuits together. 276 In addition, New knew some of the same Koreans and
Americans that were a key part of Rhee’s personal coterie during his administration, including
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Preston Goodfellow in the OSS who invited New to write Korea and the Pacific War at the
request of Rhee. 277
Nonetheless Rhee would have known that New was mentored by Sŏ Chae-p’il, and the
relationship between Sŏ and Rhee was difficult. During the First Korean Congress in 1919 Rhee
and Sŏ had disagreements on how to proceed, coupled with personality clashes. 278 In 1947
General Hodge, the head of the U.S. military government in Korea, invited Sŏ to come back to
Korea as a possible replacement for Rhee as the presumptive first President of the Republic as
Hodge had grown to detest Rhee. 279 Rhee of course was not pleased, but Sŏ was already ill with
the cancer that would kill him and he left Korea after a few months. 280
Rhee had an acrimonious split with the UKCA during WWII. During that split New had
been a signatory to a memorandum that gave Rhee an ultimatum to cease some of his
objectionable actions. 281 President Rhee was probably suspicious of New turning down the
Ministerial position he had offered him. Like Sŏ with Rhee, the relationship between New and
Rhee ended on a hostile note. During the late 1950s the Rhee administration started putting great
pressure on most large business owners to provide donations to Rhee’s Liberal Party. Over 19591960 the Party raised 6.3 billion hwan from 56 companies. In 1959 the Party demanded 300
million hwan from Yuhan. When New refused to pay, Yuhan faced allegations of tax evasion to
the amount of 60 million hwan. After intense personal threats of harm and imprisonment to the
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entire Yuhan management the company was forced to pay 50 million hwan on evidence that was
thought to be completely fabricated. 282
Despite his in-country absence until the end of the Korean War, New and Yuhan carried
on and grew at a rapid pace through the rest of the 1950s and into the early 1960s. Various
estimates of its size based on the number of employees rank Yuhan amongst the largest
companies in South Korea during this time period. The definition of ‘largest’ is for companies
with more than three hundred employees, an enormous number for the relatively miniscule 1950s
economy. Yuhan is included in the ranking for 1956, 1958, and 1962, when in the latest year it
employed approximately 500 employees. 283

New and the Park Chung Hee Regime: Reputation for Integrity in Accounting, Taxes, and
Avoiding Corruption
New’s persecution by Rhee ultimately served him well in dealing with the military
regime of Park Chung Hee that followed fairly closely on the departure of Rhee. The very next
day after Park took power through a military coup on May 16, 1961 his regime arrested many
major business leaders, other than New, and launched a probe into companies that had made
donations to the Liberal Party. 284 While most of these business leaders in the end recovered their
positions, it helped New’s standing with the new regime that he had so publicly refused Rhee’s
corrupt ties.
It was under the Park regime that New and Yuhan became famous for their extraordinary,
for the business culture of the time, transparency and accuracy in accounting and in paying taxes,
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and for keeping company accounts separate from New’s personal accounts. As part of the public
transparency of the company in 1961 Yuhan became only the second Korean company to go
public, which was also tied in with Yuhan’s continuing schemes of employee stock
ownership. 285 Park made New and Yuhan a model of the exemplary corporate and personal
taxpayer, and overall corporate citizen, awarding New successively more prestigious Presidential
honors for his achievements, particularly related to transparent accounting practices and full
payment of taxes in 1963, 1968, and 1970. Yuhan’s internal policy was to take away an
executive’s bonus if they were even one day late in paying taxes. 286 New publicly equated
paying taxes in full with patriotism; a favorite historical observation of his was that the reason
‘little’ Japan could dominate ‘mighty’ China since the Meiji Restoration was because the
Japanese paid their taxes. 287
While New had no illusions as to the dictatorial nature of the Park regime, he died in
1971 before he could have seen it regress into its final, more repressive stage with the
implementation of the Yushin Constitution in 1972. Compared to Rhee, New somewhat liked
Park Chung Hee but only had limited contact with him. New’s fear when Park took power was
that Park was going to be, as New said privately, “some sort of gangster,” but New could see and
approve of the economic take-off that was happening under Park. 288 Not all was complete
harmony however between New and the Park regime; at one point Yuhan wanted to enter into
the cosmetics business but was not allowed as New refused to pay into a government political
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fund. 289 New’s refusal to pay any sort of bribe whether under the Rhee or the Park administration
came directly from his Christian convictions. In his words, the Bible had taught him that, as
mentioned before, “compromise with immorality is immorality.” 290 To New a bribe was
unambiguously immorality.

Yuhan Avoidance of Government Control and Exporting: Self-Financing and Staying Focused
Contrary to South Korean developmentalism and private sector culture Yuhan focused on
profitability rather than revenue growth, domestic consumers instead of export markets,
separation of ownership and management instead of fusing the two, and avoided diversification.
The two most important controls on the conglomerates used by the developmental state created
by Park were access to preferential loans directed by the state as the ‘carrot,’ and audit by the
Office of National Tax Administration as ‘stick’. The wielding of the ‘carrot’ was tied to export
performance. 291 New and Yuhan were remarkably independent of this system, which allowed
him to run Yuhan as he saw fit. As noted, New was one of the few and perhaps only large
business owner who had nothing to fear from a tax audit. An example of this is that as part of
Yuhan’s reward for being the best corporate taxpayer of 1968 the company in fact got the right
to be ‘free’ of any government audit for one year.
As his corporate focus was always on profits rather than market share, Yuhan was much
less dependent on government loans than other companies, and the company by the sixties was
largely self-financed. Despite its relatively small size in terms of sales by the late 1960s, taking it
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out of the ranks of top Korean businesses, Yuhan was one of the top ten largest earners of net
profits in South Korea. Yuhan’s moment when it had most needed ‘soft loans’ to recover from
the Korean War had been during the 1950s when it received $250,000 (a huge amount for the
economy at the time) from the U.S. aid body International Cooperative Agency. 292 During the
1960s Yuhan received some pressure from the government to diversify and to look at export
markets but primarily New kept the focus on pharmaceuticals, particularly high quality imported
American drugs, aimed at the domestic market. Its high profile and successful joint venture with
the U.S. company Kimberly-Clark in 1968, which resulted in Yuhan Kimberly, helped to
maintain Yuhan’s independence. 293 The Park regime, like the Japanese colonial government in
the 1930s, was less likely to interfere politically with companies with extensive American
interests.

Giving All Wealth Back to Society: New’s Will
Throughout the post-war period New was noted as a business leader, particularly for his
philanthropy. In 1955 New served as first Chairman of the Korean and Seoul Chambers of
Commerce. One of his major works of charity was his founding and fully financing in 1964 the
Korea Engineering High School, offering full scholarships to all students. 294
On March 11th, 1971, New died after a short illness. While in later years New
infrequently attended church his regularly read Bible came with him to his deathbed. 295
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Headlines of his death were dominated by the news that he had given practically all of his
fortune to charitable causes. This final and unprecedented act of charity on New’s part was a
practical demonstration of his philosophy as a self-reconstruction capitalist. Before his death,
besides his own role as Chairman, New had already given management control of Yuhan to
professional managers outside his family.
One of the ‘canonical quotes’ recorded by Yuhan has New stating that:
Nation-Education-Company-Family – it is an extremely difficult life to live these
principles in this exact order of priority. But for me this is the proper order: NationEducation-Company-Family. 296
Interestingly enough, the word ‘Self’ or ‘Individual’ is nowhere to be seen on this list of life
priorities. It is argued in this study that self-reconstruction capitalists and nationalists such as
New were the only defenders of laissez-faire economics and the importance of individual
economic freedom in post-war South Korea. However, New’s and other self-reconstruction
capitalists’ understanding of Protestantism meant that their faith directed them to immediately
subsume their own individual self-interest for the greater good of collective entities such as
nation, company, and family. This was to be done at the prompting of their Christian conscience,
not the developmental state.
The prioritization of family last resonates with a common self-reconstruction critique of
Confucianism as having created in Korea an immoral focus on the family above any other
community good, particularly that of the nation. 297 His seeming renunciation of family in not
handing down Yuhan to his children was a stunning final ‘heroic’ act to Koreans then and now,
and a logical culmination of his oft-repeated assertion that a company belonged to society. There
is no clear evidence showing more exactly where New got the idea of ultimately giving away all
296
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of his wealth, other than those influences on his upbringing and thinking already mentioned.
There was no direct Korean business precedent for New to follow, so with his knowledge of
American affairs, it is just possible that New was inspired by the example(s) of either or both the
philanthropic 20th century American tycoon Andrew Carnegie and R.G. LeTourneau, a
prominent evangelical Protestant earth-moving equipment magnate famed in Protestant circles
for his life-long ‘reverse tithing’ e.g. giving away 90% of his earnings, and as will be seen an
important early leader of the CBMC. The ascetic and simple-life style of nationalist leader Cho
Man-sik, who modeled himself in turn on Mahatma Gandhi, may have been an indirect, nonbusiness Korean model.
While he was closer to his daughter Janet, New did try to groom Ilsun as a ViceChairman of Yuhan from 1966 to 1969. Instead his son chose to pursue a legal career in the U.S.
The children, of mixed Korean and Chinese background, were essentially Americans in loyalty,
and could not inherit New’s calling for saving the Korean nation with the same passion that he
had. 298 Janet never tried to take on a management position in Yuhan. This was not due to sexism
on the part of New. Part of the Korean Protestant and Western missionary discourse justifying
the new faith was its ‘liberation’ of Korean women from traditional bondage. 299 While such
discourse usually still maintained a gendered role for women in society, New`s concept of
equality for women probably transcended this. In none of his writings, including his letter to his
daughter mentioned above, does New betray any indication of what would now be considered
sexism. In his Korea and the Pacific War he praised the role of Korean women in the
independence movement as being equal to men, and advocates that they get the franchise in an
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independent Korea. 300 Most likely Janet was simply not interested in the position; she became a
nurse early on. To some unknown degree then, it could be argued that New’s allowing
professional managers to ultimately manage the company was born somewhat out of a lack of an
‘heir’ to hand the company to, along with any more noble reasons on the part of New. If there
were no heirs of ownership, there were, however, two heirs of the wealth of Yuhan, and the fact
that New gave none of this to them, with their apparent good-will, was a final demonstration of
New’s self-reconstruction dedication to the nation.
Upon his death in 1971, Korean newspapers headlined New’s decision to give away all
final personal shares in the company to a charitable trust fund (New had actually already given
away 40% of his shares in the decade before he died), except for $10,000 to be given to his
granddaughter for college tuition. 301 At this point, if not previously, New was a hero in the
public mind. As New stated in private not long before he died, in his typical prosaic style,
I’m called a hero because unlike others who spend every last penny on themselves every
last penny that comes into my hand goes to public health, education, scholarship, and
youth leadership activities. 302
As a self-reconstruction nationalist, New knew that his calling required nothing less.
Conclusion
Ilhan New was generally undemonstrative and quiet regarding his Protestant identity, not
being, for example, a regular church-goer in later life. Rather than any sign of falling away from
a conscious Protestant ethic and identity, however, this quietism bespeaks more of the specific
Protestant background of New. His Christianity was so intertwined with his overall world-view
300
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and experiences as to make more strident and public affirmations of his identity unnecessary.
New’s Protestantism permeated and informed every aspect of his life. This came from the
influence of his parents, an American (missionary) upbringing and education, mentorship by
Protestant Korean nationalists, his vocation as Protestant businessman, and from regular prayer
and reading of the Bible.
New was a ‘worldly ascetic,’ but unlike Weber’s joyless Calvinists New consciously
forsook his own needs for the good of Korea. Like one of James Scarth Gale’s textbook traders
approaching commerce as akin to war, New saw himself as a physically fit ‘hero’ for Korea,
excelling in his schooldays as much in athletics as letters, trained in youth to be a soldier by Park
Yong-Man and ready to fight and die for his country even in middle age. As a healthy ‘hero’
New was busy throughout his life, and as one who fostered harmony felt empathy for all people
except fittingly from a Weberian viewpoint those he considered lazy. 303 What was true for
himself as healthy ‘hero’ New sought for Korea and Koreans, making his ultimate calling the
provision of top quality medicines and daily necessities as he linked the healthiness of each
Korean with the independence of the nation. Like the solitary and heroic ginseng-seekers of
When I Was a Boy in Korea New devoted his life, “almost a religion,” to scouring the far and
remote reaches of the West to bring back health-giving elixirs to Koreans. His precocious
success with the La Choy brand and the consciously Orientalist tone of When I Was a Boy
attested to New’s brilliance in marketing.
As a hero in the new age of commerce, there was no greater calling than to be an
entrepreneur. This was a calling from God as the missionary textbooks and his mentor Sŏ Chaep’il told him. But like any calling, trade carried with it its own temptations that would render its
303
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practice and gains harmful to the greater good if tempered by selfish, un-Protestant motives. New
had to do whatever he could to avoid corrupting ties with developmental states, whether colonial
or post-war dictatorial. That meant exile in the U.S. when the pressures of the colonial system
were becoming unbearable in the late 1930s and avoiding the siren call of diversification and
empire-building, with its attendant corruption, under the South Korean developmental state. It
meant using his close American corporate links, both in the 1930s and 1960s to ensure that
unlike his South Korean business peers he had the unspoken potential influence of the American
government on his side if needed. It did not apparently mean however abstaining from indirectly
profiting from the military expansion of the Japanese Empire in the late 1930s and early 1940s,
though it is not clear if New ever saw himself morally compromised by such involvement.
Despite this ‘lapse,’ overall New made himself a model businessman working for the good of the
Korean people, avoiding bribes and tax problems with scrupulous accounting unlike many of his
peers. Instead of sales New placed Yuhan in the ‘top ten’ of profitability, but profits not spent on
his or his family’s frugal needs were re-invested in Yuhan (to be financially independent of the
Park regime’s ‘soft’ loans), or in model philanthropic activities. As a captain of industry (and a
top-secret special-forces soldier) New avoided even the temptation of making himself the centre
of attention, hiding personal convictions or autobiographical details in all his writings for the
greater good of Korea, as he saw it.
Disinterested in denominational differences due to the variety of Protestant influences on
his upbringing, New demonstrated in his Prayer a layman’s grasp of a fairly simple theology that
emphasized ‘this-worldly’ social harmony. Despite the Weberian language used in this chapter
there is no attempt to imagine whether New ever wondered if he was one of the ‘elect’, despite
his predominantly Presbyterian background. Instead, he certainly thought of himself, in Schmid’s
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words, as a Korean in America, as one of the ‘custodians of the nation’. Any playing off of his
American identity and privileges for the greater good of the nation against oppressive
governments in Korea was part of his custodial role. Exiled at a young age as part of his father’s
and Park Young-Man’s plan to save the nation, and with Sŏ as a mentor and fellow ‘custodian’
New knew he was part of an elite in the Protestant and blessed land of America that was to come
to the nation’s rescue. Despite American success and a Chinese-American wife and
Chinese/Korean-American children New was always ready to return to fight for Korea, both
literally and figuratively.
Echoing the viewpoint of self-reconstruction nationalism that his mentor Sŏ exemplified,
to New (Protestant) education was the solution to so much that ailed Korea. New made himself a
model of educational achievement, amassing an American undergraduate degree but also, long
past the time in his life when they could have actually increased his own earning power or
prospects, an USC MBA and a Stanford law degree. Unlike a Rhee constantly parading his
Princeton Ph.D., New characteristically let his educational record speak for itself. Initially with
Sŏ in Ilhan New & Company New sought to make entrepreneurship itself a vehicle for education
in capitalism for the masses. His more successful efforts with Yuhan in the late 1930s and in
post-war Korea to spread stockholding ownership to the many and to employees place him
within the ranks of economic nationalist pioneers of self-reconstruction thinking seeking a
Protestant ‘third-way’ between capitalism and socialism, and anticipating ‘Third Way’ discourse
that did not reach South Korea until the late 1990s.
While capitalism overseen by the ruthless and unethical was untenable and evil, just as
any human enterprise without God’s guidance would turn evil, to New a fairly-run laissez-faire,
free-trading market economy was the most efficient and socially harmonious political economy
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possible and was part of the course of the universal development of ‘civilization’. The capitalist
class, though profit-seeking, was to be individually guided by a set of spiritual ethics (optimally
Protestant) that made them put the overall interests of their nation and society over individual
self-interest. To New, in God’s eyes a company was, ethically speaking, ‘owned’ by society and
the legal owner merely a ‘caretaker.’ The harm of capitalists without faith was showed by the socalled capitalism of evil men e.g. Japanese imperialists and rapacious 19th century and early 20th
century American big business owners, who had inadvertently made the provision of some sort
of social security net a new part of the development of civilization. This was not a concession
(thanks in part to the natural generosity of the Korean race) that would make impossible New’s
ambitious laissez-faire economic vision. This point places New’s economic thinking most
squarely within the optimistic currents of Korean self-reconstruction thinking, as opposed to
anti-New Deal ‘libertarianism.’ New envisioned any move of an ‘uncivilized’ Korea towards a
civilized free-market economy as positive for a nation that unlike the God-blessed U.S. had
never had the benefits of Republican Party overseeing a 19th century capitalist utopia.
As for Korean leftist thinking, and probably leftist economic thinking everywhere, New,
literally, saw it as uneducated; with some proper modern schooling and spiritual counseling (and
some Yuhan common stock?), all communist and leftist tendencies will “automatically
disappear.” 304 Co-operative enterprises were also in his mind dubious. It seems New kept this
view of the simplicity of the solution to Korean communism throughout the Cold War even as a
version of it took over and held half his country. Unlike most other businessman analyzed in this
study New never expressed any explicit anti-communist statements after Liberation.
As Wells described the self-reconstructionist viewpoint of capitalism as ‘civic ethics
applied to the economic sphere’ New’s contribution to this discourse was as a ‘hero’ to use
304
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capitalism as means to promote social harmony. Social harmony was not promoted by a
capitalist hoarding ownership or profits to himself or family so New gave most, and upon his
death, all of both to society. New saw the utmost efforts in promoting harmony and taking
action to help others as inseparable from being a hero:
The one who considers others is a hero. But the one who listens and hears others and is
always trying to improve the well-being of others is a greater hero. 305
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Chapter Three: Chŏn T’aek-bo: Forgotten Private Sector ‘Father’ of South Korean
Export-Led Growth
On June 22, 1964, Chŏn T’aek-bo, President of ‘Chonusa,’ South Korea’s leading trading
company, met with the Canadian Deputy Minister of Citizenship and Immigration, Claude
Isbister. As a result of this meeting Isbister sent a letter dated July 2, 1964 to Chŏn endorsing
Korean immigration to Canada. This letter was the official document which for the first time
formally allowed Koreans to apply for immigration to Canada through ‘regular’ Canadian
government channels. This event marks the start of the Korean-Canadian community. For several
years after immigration applications for Canada were finalized in Chonusa’s main office in Seoul
by a visiting Canadian immigration official. Furthermore Chŏn organized a Canadian
immigration group in the Seoul YMCA and held ‘Canada nights’ to encourage Koreans to
immigrate to Canada. 1
This meeting came about from Chŏn’s decade-long interest and advocacy for family
planning, partly through his work with the YMCA in South Korea. Chŏn came to be known
outside Korea for this interest. Visiting global family planning organizations in New York, in
early 1964 he received a letter from a leading family planning expert, George Cadbury. Cadbury
was a consultant to numerous national governments and the U.N. Being a Canadian, he let Chŏn
know that Canadian immigration policy had changed and the country was now open to
immigrants of non-European descent. Cadbury then arranged for Chŏn to meet Isbister. 2
Nineteen sixty-four was a landmark year, not just for Korean-Canadian relations, but for
South Korean economic history and for Chŏn’s impact upon it. That year South Korea fully
1
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adopted export-led growth, due in large part to Chŏn’s personal urging of President Park Chung
Hee. It was also the year Chŏn won the first ever national top exporter award, personally
presented by President Park, the first of four such consecutive wins. Both accomplishments are
the basis for this chapter’s contention that Chŏn is the ‘private-sector father of South Korean
export-led growth’. As such he was greatly responsible for what many see as the key to what
kept the South Korean developmental state ‘honest’ and allowed for decades of world-famous,
astounding economic growth: a linkage of the whole economic system with competitive
advantage developed in export markets. In this context, Chŏn’s initiation of Korean-Canadian
immigration was a relatively minor event, but in many ways is indicative of his entire career as
an advocate and pioneer of a private-sector led Korean capitalism.
Chŏn saw Protestantism as an ethical check on the possible worst excesses of the
classical liberal capitalism he advocated and lived out as a ‘free-trader’ businessman. Chŏn’s
emphasis on the importance of all human systems, including modern (capitalist) economics,
being optimized only when anchored on Protestant individual ethics places him squarely within
self-reconstruction capitalist thought. Within Chŏn’s economic thinking is a concern with South
Korean overpopulation and its resulting unemployment. 3 While a solely self-interested, profitdriven businessman might be happy with the resulting ‘reserve army’ of the unemployed keeping
labour costs low, Chŏn’s Protestantism fuelled his concern that capitalist economic development
also provide full employment in the interests of social harmony. It was also necessary to keep the
allure of communism at bay. In concerning himself with the plight of the workers to the
detriment of his possible profits Chŏn was also using himself as an ethical model to other
businessmen in showing self-control.
3
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To Chŏn, South Korea’s overpopulation could be overcome either by family planning (an
option a Korean Catholic could not have advocated), or by extending the territory of the Korean
race to the broader world. Koreans emigrating to the wide open frontier spaces of Christian
Canada was not so different from Protestant Koreans reclaiming their purported ancestral
homelands as pioneers in Manchuria from the 1910s through the 1930s, as Chŏn himself had
done as a youth and young businessman. Koreans creating beachheads in new global spaces was
no different than what Chŏn himself had done in pioneering almost all South Korean export trade
channels from the late 1940s onwards. It was a further ‘planting of the Korean flag above the
eight regions of the world,’ in the slightly paraphrased words of Chŏn’s youthful intellectual
idol, the seminal Korean nationalist historian Ch’oe Namsŏn. Finally, typical of Chŏn’s belief in
Koreans improving their economic lot without government interference as a private citizen he
negotiated, formalized, and set up the initial infrastructure for emigration directly with a foreign
government. He used his own resources and bypassed a domestic regime that was rapidly
becoming the most authoritarian in South Korean history.

Early Life and Influences
Chŏn T’aek-bo, born on November 1, 1901, was the eldest of three brothers and three
sisters. He spent his childhood in the hamlet of Munch’ŏn, near Wŏnsan, at that time in South
Hamgyŏng Province. His father was Chŏn Chong-Sŏk and his mother Kim Ha-Ik. 4 After a Chŏn
clan elder converted to Protestantism Chŏn’s father did likewise in 1907. 5 Chŏn senior was a
diligent farmer of small holdings who saved up the capital required to start a dry goods store
4
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with two other clan relatives. These relatives’ contribution was to mind the merchandise and
store instead of providing funds. Business was steady but disputes with his partners hampered
operations and personal enemies of Chŏn senior twice set fire to the store, succeeding in
destroying it completely on the second attempt. To pay their debts the family ended up selling all
of its farmland. His parents often abstained from meals to make ends meet. 6
Chŏn recalled that his mother, Protestant also, sought refuge in her faith from the
financial crisis. From his earliest childhood she instructed Chŏn in Christian beliefs, took him to
church every Sunday, and instilled in him his own faith. Ultimately the situation in Munch’ŏn
was untenable, both financially and especially in terms of strained relations with clan relatives
who had not converted to Christianity. Hearing of good prospects in agriculture and vibrant
Christian churches in the Kando region of eastern Manchuria, the family moved there in 1914,
settling in Ryongjŏng, or what is today in Chinese nomenclature the city of Longjing, in the
Yanbian Korean Nationality Autonomous Prefecture in Jilin Province. 7

Youth in Kando, Manchurian ‘Heartland’ of the Korean Nation
‘Kando’ is the Korean name of a border region of Manchuria that is mostly synonymous
with present-day Yanbian but has also included in the minds of Koreans the entire north bank of
the Tumen River from Mt. Paektu (Mt. Changbai in Chinese) to the Russian border. Koreans
started emigrating there in the 19th century in response to Chosen dynasty economic and/or
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political turmoil.8 Whether or not the region was under the control of Qing or Chosŏn was not
clear but became part of what many Koreans think of as the ‘natural’ geographical extent of the
Korean nation when modern nationalism started in Korea in the late 1890s and early 1900s. 9
Subsequent Korean efforts to assert sovereignty over Kando were supplanted when Japan took
charge of Korean foreign policy in 1905. The area remained disputed between China and Japan
until 1909 when Japan recognized Chinese control of the area. However it was agreed China was
to allow a sizeable Japanese diplomatic presence in the area and that Japanese subjects e.g.
Koreans, would be able to live and earn their livelihood without becoming Chinese citizens. By
1916 approximately 330,000 Koreans lived in Kando, forming the majority of the population. At
that time most Korean immigrants hailed, like Chŏn’s family, from Hamgyŏng Province. Most
emigrants from Hamgyŏng were attracted by the economic prospects of a ‘Korean’ frontier
territory. 10
During the 1910s and increasingly over the 1920s Kando became a haven for Korean
nationalists of every ideology, being contiguous to the peninsula but outside of direct Japanese
control until the invasion of Manchuria in 1931. For nationalists it was a geographical centre,
both literally in that nationalist groupings and networks of various types could easily meet and
develop relatively free of Japanese interference, and in figurative terms of an evolving concept of
the ‘true’ Korean nation as being one that historically centered geographically on Manchuria. For
Korean Protestants in particular it became, in their own metaphor, a ‘New England,’ where
Korean Protestants encountering hostility from neighbours and/or family for their faith (as
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Chŏn’s family experienced) could find refuge to worship as they wished, like modern-day
‘Puritans.’ 11
Kando became central in both a literal and figurative sense for Chŏn’s development. He
received a traditional education and became proficient in hancha but by his own account was
initially an indifferent student. In Ryongjŏng he attended Yongshin High School, one of many
Protestant schools in Kando from 1914 to 1918. He became a top student and, not
coincidentally, a fervent nationalist. In his own words “It was [at Yongshin School] I grasped the
importance of the terms ‘the [Korean] race’ and ‘[Korean] national independence’…. 12 I imbibed
a consciousness of the nation and my patriotism became complete.” 13
Attending school and living in Ryongjŏng Chŏn had personal contact with a number of
Protestant nationalist figures. These included; Yi Tong-hwi, at that time an evangelist in Kando,
cofounder of the leading nationalist group Sinminhoe (New People’s Association) in 1907, the
first Prime Minister of the Shanghai Provisional Government in 1919, and as a Protestant
advocate of armed resistance, a founder of the first Korean Socialist Party (1918) and
Communist Party (1921), 14 Yi Sang-sŏl, a delegate sent to The Hague in 1907 to enlist Western
recognition of Korean sovereignty, 15 and the school’s master, Chang Pong-u, one of the 105 of
the 1911 ‘105-Man Incident’. 16 As his school master, Chang was particularly influential on
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Chŏn. In Chŏn’s words, “Every time I saw a person like that [Chang] I wanted to study hard and
wanted to become a heroic patriot like him.” 17 Chŏn took an active role in March 1, 1919
demonstrations in Ryongjŏng, and following them considered going into exile in Russia and
becoming a revolutionary nationalist. Chang personally counselled him to pursue further study
instead. This was seen by Chŏn as a critical and proud moment in his life. Chang told Chŏn to
pursue Korea’s independence by non-violent means, helping Chŏn in his words to not become a
‘communist.’ 18 Unlike Ilhan New, it seems Chŏn linked violent means with radical politics.
Some of Chŏn’s friends at school became famed nationalist activists in their own right,
including Na Woon-gyu, a pioneering figure in Korean cinema, and Kim Nag-Sŏn, a noted
nationalist activist and physician killed by the Japanese. 19 Chŏn saw the allure of communism as
playing off unsettled, extreme personalities not anchored and saved by Christian faith. Defeating
communism ultimately required education and engagement with lost souls who through sin
followed a delusion, not by engaging with its ideas. Chŏn described how a very close friend at
school took daredevil risks as a youth and ultimately succumbed to communism due to his
unstable personality: “Ever since he was young, Dŏk-su’s personality was always extreme. After
March 1st he ended up leaning left and carried a gun. After Liberation we met briefly in Seoul
and he mentioned his high up position in the communist party. We uneasily visited and then he
returned to the north.” 20
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In his recollection the by far most influential first-generation nationalist author that Chŏn
read while a teenager in Kando was Ch’oe Namsŏn. Ch’oe published Korea’s first popular
modern magazine, ‘Sonyŏn’ [‘Youth’], pioneered modern Korean poetry, was one of the first
notable modern Korean historians, and drafted the March 1st, 1919 Korean Declaration of
Independence. 21 As Chŏn wrote, Ch’oe Namsŏn (pen name ‘Yuktang’) “opened up the world to
me” and lavishly praises Ch’oe as his favorite author since his youth. 22 Favorite passages of
Ch’oe that Chŏn read as a youth and still resonated with him decades later reflected an emphasis
on a national landscape centered on Kando, a landscape brimming with the legacy of sages. They
also evoked a masculine spirit of resistance to colonialism and Koreans’ bloodline from the
founder of the race, Tangun. Some passages of Yuktang recalled by Chŏn were:
(1) I love a landscape of pleasant mountains and water, breathtaking views in
unsurpassed mountain scenery. Passing through steep and narrow trails of sages the
first note heard is the sweet sound of a bird in a tree. If you ask a child collecting
healing herbs, ‘what is the name of this mountain?’ they’ll reply, ‘Mountain of
Sages’. 23
(2) If this is no longer our country, we will abide and hope for nothing else…our
vigorous fellow grandsons of Tangun will snare in wire the foreign bastards…even if
our land is gone our hope is not.
(3) Our young men, with muscles of iron, must never forget their patriotic spirit!
Ch’oe Namsŏn was one of the first writers to place Korean history into a narrative
centered on the concepts of ‘nation-state’ and ‘race.’ His historiography represents a rupture with
traditional Sino-centric Korean historiography, and helped create several mainstays of popular
Korean understanding of their past. Primarily, that the primordial geographic homeland of the
Korean race encompassed Manchuria as well as the peninsula, and that the race was descended
21
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from a god-like ancestor named Tangun who originated on Mt. Paektu, located in the centre of
the Kando region. 24
The first and second quotes given above reflect Chŏn’s assimilation of these ideas.
Interestingly enough, when he does go to Japan to study after graduating from high school, he
remembers this as being his first time outside of ‘Korea.’ 25 In later life Chŏn sought to be a
Protestant ‘sage’ amongst businessmen, and expounded on physical fitness. Taken together these
quotes celebrate a land that has been stolen, yet the nation survives in racial unity (as represented
by Tangun), the bodies of Koreans, and patriotic spirit. Even after Liberation when ‘foreign
bastards’ kept all of Korea north of the 38th parallel under their thrall, Chŏn could expand the
nation in the only directions open to it, through the reach of Korean exports and the emigration
of Koreans to Canada.
Ch’oe Namsŏn was deeply steeped in a social Darwinist view of international relations
where the fundamental catalyst of history was nations/races coming to understand that they were
competing against all others in a vicious struggle for survival. 26 While almost all Korean
nationalists of that time thought of international relations in social Darwinist terms, Yuktang was
perhaps one of the most imbued with this worldview, and saw it as his special duty to inculcate it
in Korean youth. 27 For Yuktang, Korea not only had to win back its independence, but its
influence and power had to one day permeate the world. A characteristic 1907 quote stated that
someday “we [will] fly the sacred Korean flag above the eight regions of the world…the people
of all states…kneeling down before its majestic power and all living beings…bathing in its
24
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glory.” He then appealed to youth to exert themselves to achieve this goal. 28 Another typical
quote of Yuktang published in 1917 in a popular Korean newspaper stated:
The modern age is the age of power in which the powerful survive while the weak perish.
This competition continues even until death. But why? Because the struggle to be a victor
and a survivor never ends. But how? It is a competition of intelligence, physical fitness,
material power, economic power, the power of ideal and confidence, and organizational
power. Everywhere this competition is underway daily. 29
Quotes such as this taught Chŏn that economics was part of a ceaseless global competition.
Throughout most of his life Ch’oe Namsŏn was a Buddhist, converting to Catholicism a
few years before his death in 1957. 30 His historiography, claiming Manchuria as ‘Korean,’ was
dependent on an assertion of the historicity of Tangun. His valorization of Tangun was such that
it placed him as a close ally of Taejonggyo, a religion centered on Tangun. 31 Nonetheless,
Ch’oe’s thinking was in addition congenial enough to Protestantism that Cho Man-sik offered
him a teaching position at the Moffett-founded Protestant Soongshil University. 32 Kenneth Wells
places Yuktang as part of self-reconstruction nationalist thinking. Ch’oe was a deep admirer of
Protestant nationalist An Ch’ang-ho and through An’s influence saw Christian social ethics as
one of the ‘secrets’ behind the rise of the West. An’s view of the ideal modern man as
‘trustworthy, frugal, and industrious’ was reflected in one of the most recurring keywords to
appear in Ch’oe Namsŏn’s writings throughout the 1910s, the Protestant-derived virtue of
“industriousness.” 33 ‘Industriousness’ was closely linked in Yuktang’s writing with holding up
illustrious “heroes” from history who demonstrated self-reliant “self-sacrifice” as models for
youth. The roster of heroes included Peter the Great, Bismarck, Jesus, Abraham Lincoln, Martin
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Luther, George Washington, the great Three Kingdoms period general Zhuge Liang, Song
loyalist Wen Tianxiang, and Ming Confucian martyr Yang Jisheng. 34 Chŏn’s later writings echo
this idea of ‘self-sacrifice’, as exemplified by the ‘heroes’ he saw all around him in daily life.
Ch’oe Namsŏn is identified as the most important progenitor of the belief, popular amongst
Korean Protestants that Koreans take naturally to monotheistic Protestantism because belief in
the one true sun god who was the patron of Tangun was supposedly a form of monotheism that
reaches deep into the Korean past. 35

Seamless Blend of Kando Protestantism and Moderate Nationalism
Left-right and sectarian splits in the Korean nationalist effort did not appear in Kando
until the 1920s. In addition the 1910s were relatively free of Japanese oppression in the region, 36
As a result while Chŏn was in Kando he was ensconced in a seamless and re-enforcing web of
non-discordant and re-enforcing nationalist influences. Everything seemed to emphasize his
mission as a youth to become a non-revolutionary ‘iron-muscled hero’ helping the Korean nation
reclaim its freedom from ‘foreign bastards’ and developing global power and influence.
Protestant values and beliefs came first, with daily morning worship and emphasis on learning
the Bible part of the usual curriculum in Kando Protestant schools. 37 This was reinforced with
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Chŏn serving as a Sunday school teacher in the local Presbyterian church. 38 Ch’oe Namsŏn’s
Tangun-centered yet Christian-friendly world-view was assimilated readily into the Kando
Protestant milieu where Chŏn grew up, where it was not unusual for Protestant schools to have
prominent statues of Tangun on their grounds. 39
The ubiquitous nationalist viewpoint of Kando Protestant educators was politically
moderate and focused on reforming Korean culture. 40 These educators saw Protestantism as
synonymous with patriotism, modern education, capitalist civilization, and the anti-Japanese
struggle. 41 In a 1909 address to a Kando Protestant high school that was the pedagogical model
to Chŏn’s school, one prominent Korean churchman summed up this viewpoint by stating that to
“resurrect the fatherland” they must “believe in Jesus, build churches, build schools, educate
women, and we too can live as well as the Western civilized countries.” 42 In other words,
Protestantism led to building modern institutions and social patterns which then led to economic
development.
In 1920 Chŏn married Kim Chong-Shin, the daughter of a well-to-do, devout Protestant
family. The match was made through Chŏn’s pastor. His well-educated mother-in-law and
devout father-in-law, always remembered with Bible in hand, were practically the
personification of the previous quote. Chŏn’s father-in-law ran a successful construction business
in Kanto building churches and schools with modern construction techniques.
38
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Schooled in his ‘ancestral homeland,’ which was at the same time a frontier of his nation
and a ‘New England’ for his faith, surrounded by nationalist heroes and ‘sages’ both in the flesh
and in his readings, Chŏn learnt that national as well as personal resurrection was achieved by
faith in Jesus and in adopting the modern skills needed for the ultimate goal of improved national
economic well-being. From their modern business his in-laws provided some of the funding
Chŏn required as he completed his schooling in Japan from 1921 to 1929. 43

Learning Free Market Economics in Japan
From 1921 to 1924 Chŏn first studied at a variety of small colleges improving his
Japanese and English, in preparation for the study of philosophy at university. He lived in Tokyo
and with the help of a Japanese policeman barely survived a murderous attack by roaming mobs
slaughtering Koreans in the wake of the Kanto Earthquake in 1923. 44 Chŏn desired to study
humanity’s deepest questions by gaining an advanced liberal arts degree, particularly in
philosophy, but was soon appalled by the lack of any prospect of gainful employment in his
field. Instead he embarked on his business career by deciding to study commerce, a field where
employment prospects looked brighter. 45
From 1924 to 1929 Chŏn earned a commerce degree at Kobe Higher Commercial School.
(Post-war the School became present-day Kobe University.) At the time Chŏn entered the School
it and its sister institution the Tokyo Higher Commercial School were considered the leading
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centre for economics and business studies in Japan, surpassing Tokyo Imperial University. The
economics faculty of the School stood out as the bulwark of British political economy in Japan.
Alfred Marshall’s neo-classical economics and free trade liberalism prevailed in the face of rival
Tokyo Imperial University (and most of Japanese society) where state capitalist ideas
prevailed. 46 The intellectual tenor of the School while Chŏn was there was cast by its gregarious
first Principal, Tetsuya Mizushima. Mizushima was a former international banker of the
Yokohama Specie Bank who in his business career helped to pioneer modern Japanese export
trade. He was known for trying to befriend as many students as he could. 47
There is an almost complete and curious silence in both Chŏn’s and his biographer’s
writings as to what exactly Chŏn learnt at the Kobe School, while all sorts of details of the
development of his ideas are described for other parts of his youth. This is no doubt related to the
post-Liberation reluctance of Koreans to fully acknowledge any positive influence from Japan
during the colonial era. It also reflects the danger of charges of collaboration that came with too
close an intellectual association with Japanese academics, as Chŏn’s idol Ch’oe Namsŏn faced
after Liberation. 48 Nonetheless, there seems no doubt that Chŏn, as the future private sector
‘father’ of South Korean export-led growth, must have been strongly influenced by the free-trade
friendly economic liberalism that was taught at Kobe School.
The one detail that is revealed clearly foreshadows Chŏn’s future business activities in
Kando. It may also have provided the opportunity for the beginning of one of his most important
friendships. In 1928 as part of his studies Chŏn went to Kando to research the prospects for
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agribusiness. His glowing report extolling the prospects for rice farming in the region was copied
and distributed to Japanese university libraries, (though copies of it do not seem to still exist.) 49
This return to Kando was also the first opportunity Chŏn had of possibly meeting and
befriending Ilhan New. From the late 1920s through the 1930s New’s family and business
interests took him on occasion to Kando as his father and relatives had moved there in 1925. The
two met during one of these visits 50and became life-long friends. New was a model Protestant
businessman for Chŏn. Besides their self-reconstruction beliefs the two shared common
personality traits of modesty and personal frugality.

Economic & Business Viewpoint
From 1935 to 1936 Chŏn was briefly an editor for the venerable Korean daily the Chosun
Ilbo. Chŏn found the stress and culture of drinking surrounding journalists to be incompatible
with his beliefs and health and soon went back to business pursuits. However, this experience
provided him with the background to write occasional editorials in a variety of major Korean
newspapers and magazines later in life. 51 He also expressed his thoughts on economic
development in communications intended for circulation only within Chonusa. In these writings
over the 1960s and 1970s Chŏn outlined his beliefs regarding business and economic
development. Chŏn was probably the most prolific, varied, and frank public writer amongst his
South Korean business peers of his time, or possibly any time. 52
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Chŏn wrote two articles on economic culture and policy in the early 1960s that sum up
his thinking up to that point in his career, and remain consistent with the course of his later
business activities and writings. They are his most comprehensive and analytical public
statements regarding his economic viewpoint to be found amongst his writings, unclouded by
later justifications and defences of his business career. Both were published in a major daily, the
Kyunghyang Shinmum. The first, entitled “How to Promote Manufactured Goods Trade”
appeared May 2-3, 1961, 53 just two weeks before Park Chung Hee’s May 16 coup. At this point
in Chŏn’s life he had been involved in running businesses involving an international trade
dimension for over thirty years, and was a pioneer in establishing new export channels and
related institutions for South Korea. He had been a Vice-Minister for Industry for just over a
month the year before. At the time of publication, under the democratic Chang Myŏn
government, Korean newspapers enjoyed the most press freedom they would have until the start
of lasting South Korean democracy in the late 1980s. 54
The second article, published January 14-15, 1964, came out after Park had nominally
legitimized his control, resuming civilian government and taking the position of President. It is
entitled “The Way to Economic Stability (Economic Policies for the Third Republic).” 55 In May
of that year the regime formally adopted an export-led growth policy. 56 As will be described
Chŏn had already enjoyed extensive meetings with Park to outline Chŏn’s pro-export
development views in mid-1961. By the beginning of 1964 Chŏn’s positive view of export-led
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growth was adopted by the regime, and both he and South Korea were on the verge of
experiencing a linked meteoric rise in export derived income.
It was also a moment when press censorship under the Park regime was relatively low.
The first on-going censorship measures, that would get progressively worse over the years of
Park’s rule, were to be imposed on newspapers later in the year in August. 57 Chŏn had spent just
over a month in jail in late 1961 on suspicion of being against Park’s coup. As will be described,
his real offense was probably advocating economic policies that countered the economic
interventionism of Kim Jong Pil, head of Park’s chief organ for political repression, the KCIA.
Under Kim’s leadership, the KCIA was also in charge of implementing Park’s first economic
development efforts until he was fired in 1963. Chŏn may have waited until Kim Jong Pil was no
longer head of the KCIA before publishing his second article. The overall effect in any case, as
reflected in this article, was that Chŏn was not intimidated from speaking against what Chŏn saw
as excessive government intervention in the economy.

Religious Ethics as Basis for Self-Control within a Capitalist System
In “The Way to Economic Stability” Chŏn argued that ethics based upon a religion, most
notably Protestant, was the only way to ensure a responsible upper class and harmonious national
society within a free-market economy. Chŏn noted that the strong influence of the U.S. on South
Korea, particularly the presence of the U.S. army in Korea, had shown Koreans the consumption
possibilities of an advanced economy but Koreans on the whole were still far too poor to hope to
live at that level. In such a situation, it was imperative that the rich provide through their
57
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consumption habits an example for the rest of society, particularly the poor. They had to live in a
‘world’ of “self-control.” In a capitalist system the motivation for this had to be self-directed
(neither from the government nor social disapproval) and on the basis of individual ethics: “It is
difficult to know how the possessing class can show self-control in their consumption behaviour
unless there is an ethical, moral, and religious basis. It is difficult otherwise to make any
argument of right or wrong to the statement ‘I earned it, so I’ll spend it.’”
One model for Koreans to emulate in practicing responsible consumption was, to Chŏn,
the Korean Production Movement of Protestant Cho Man-sik in the 1920s, which had created the
kind of “spirit of love of country and love of race” that was needed. Furthermore,
This type of spirit [exemplified by the Korean Production Movement] can only
fundamentally arise from a religious spirit and unfortunately there is no religious
foundation amongst us. The numbers of Confucians and Buddhists has fallen greatly and
any spiritual consciousness is practically lost. There are only about one million
Protestants, not even ten percent of the population. Since Liberation we have been getting
a free ride from U.S. power. 58
Chŏn continued by stating that while Japan was generally Buddhist in spirit (meaning at least the
Japanese had some sort of shared religious ethics), in South Korea one was either a Protestant or
effectively an atheist, as indeed everyone in North Korea was openly an atheist. Chŏn
acknowledged that the communists were trying to force upon all an exemplary egalitarian spirit,
but actually maintaining such a spirit without any religious belief was practically impossible. 59
The challenge was that in a free society with a “free economic system, the basis of
economic activity is the profit motive.” While some, Chŏn stated, would argue that South Korea
at that time exemplified a lack of savings and charitableness that was the inevitable result of the
selfishness of a profit-driven economy, he stated that on the contrary as the economy improved
58
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both of these qualities would increase. As the masses earned enough income to accumulate
savings those funds would be channeled into proper financial markets with more productive
ends, instead of going into speculative assets like real estate. 60

Private Sector Led Export-Led Growth, Free of Government Interference
In both articles Chŏn strongly advocated export-led growth as the way for South Korea to
develop. The ‘world was changing’; instead of a viciously competitive international order that
Ch’oe Namsŏn had lived in, Chŏn saw the non-communist world becoming a heretofore unseen
region of ‘mutual cooperation’ as the European Free Trade Area and GATT brought down trade
barriers. It was now a ‘win-win’ situation where the more a country traded, the more developed it
became and where, Chŏn observed, in the ‘free’ world the nations that traded the most were the
most prosperous. South Korea’s skilled and cheap labour, able to make labour-intensive
manufactured exports, was its competitive advantage in a new era of free global trade. The
results domestically would be to reduce unemployment, always a special concern with Chŏn,
alleviate social inequality, 61 and earn much needed foreign exchange. 62 (The latter reason being
commonly cited as the immediate cause for Park Chung Hee to institute export-led growth.) 63
In outlining the above argument Chŏn cites Japan and Hong Kong as examples. Exports
are seen by Chŏn as a major factor in Japan becoming a rich country. Japan gradually developed
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through trade, its exports initially coming from small scale enterprises and then eventually from
larger and more sophisticated ones. According to Chŏn, after WWII in particular, Japan imported
better technology and presently exported world-class quality goods. 64 The second example,
Hong Kong, carried with it a political message against government interventionism. Chŏn lauds
Hong Kong more than Japan. Hong Kong, the trade entrepot without peer, was also rich, thanks
to its ‘nimble’ private merchants and ‘smarts’. 65 Chŏn advocated hiring Japanese and Hong
Kong expertise when possible. Having spent his most important formative years in a ‘Korean
frontier’, Chŏn was also mindful of the overseas Korean community, and saw them as a key
advantage for South Korea. If North Korea was taking advantage of the Korean-Japanese
community, South Koreans should follow suit. Summing up the success of Japan and Hong
Kong, Chŏn affirmed that “there is no reason we cannot do the same.” 66
In both articles Chŏn was very clear that the private sector was to take the initiative in
export-led growth and that the less government intervention in trading regimes, the better. In
1961 Chŏn states that Koreans did not want government-provided hand-outs, they wanted to
work hard and use their own hands to make things. The role of the government was to provide
overall stability in which business could work, and to work harmoniously with industry
associations, as it did in Japan. Somewhat against the common perception of Japanese economic
history, Chŏn baldly stated that the Japanese ‘model’ was not in fact primarily one of large
business groups but of many smaller factories working together. It was also one where, overall,
the price mechanism drove a free-market economy. 67 When presenting Japan as a model for
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South Korea, Chŏn was at pains to emphasize the more market-driven aspects of its capitalism
rather than the importance of government.
In his later article Chŏn is even more forthright. Private sector exporters such as himself
should be left to get on with their businesses: “I do not know the reasons why restrictions are
placed on those with exporting ability while at the same time exporting is being promoted.” 68
Chŏn calls for an outright end to the South Korean governments’ many controls on the foreign
exchange rate. All currencies including South Korea’s should freely float as the market
determines. One of the greatest dangers of such control was, to Chŏn, an economically
debilitating danger of corruption. To sum up his argument, Chŏn uses the example of Hong
Kong versus the Philippines to demonstrate the difference in economic development outcomes
between jurisdictions which follow absolute free trade such as the former and so had little
corruption, and those with managed exchange rates such as the latter and as a consequence had a
great deal of corruption. 69

‘Hong Kong above Japan’
Throughout his other writings Chŏn re-emphasizes the points made above. Two internal
communications for Chonusa from the mid-1960s are worth noting. Chŏn would not need to
worry about the censor’s hands nearly as much in internal company communications as in
newspapers, but in a regime such as Park’s they also would have been routinely monitored by the
government. One impressionistic and anecdotal memo entitled ‘In Hong Kong’ stands out for
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bringing together various themes of Chŏn’s economic thought. It especially illustrates his
favoring of Hong Kong economic development over Japanese, capped off at the end with a
‘lesson’ regarding the importance of the self-discipline of frugality.
During a visit to Hong Kong in 1965 Chŏn noted that from his hotel room Hong Kong’s
skyline was greatly changed from even three years ago and now to him looked like Manhattan’s.
It was completely changed from how it looked on his first visit in 1948. Everyone on the street
looked ‘clean and sharp’ compared to Koreans. He notes that Hong Kong is supposedly
experiencing an economic downturn but he can recognize the Chinese characters in ads scattered
throughout every Hong Kong newspaper that said ‘help wanted.’ He suggests therefore the
economy must really be at full employment rather than a reported rate of 15% unemployment.
Chŏn continues that while at one time Japanese industry had demonstrated its dynamism
it was now Hong Kong merchants, admittedly by exporting Chinese communist made goods,
who were showing business flair. One example was the success of HK merchants in exporting
frozen shrimp first to the U.S., and then lately to Japan. Then after giving an anecdotal example
of the high level of HK hotel service, Chŏn suggests it is but one example that “all Oriental
people” could learn from. Following this Chŏn states, “In Japan we can see considerable
economic troubles. Income is rising but the cost of living is high and there is an oversupply of
manufactured goods that cannot be sold.” To illustrate his point Chŏn cites the Japanese
television industry as one that was once thriving but is now in dire straits and may not survive,
due to a lack of ‘self-control.’ The ‘fall’ of Japanese industry was imminent, arising from
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complacency after some lulling initial success: “For our own company, I feel we can learn that
we always need to maintain a frugal lifestyle.” 70

‘A Free Economy Will Create Development’
The second brief internal company memo worth noting is from June 1964 and entitled
‘What Should We Do to Improve the Standard of Living?’ In it, Chŏn criticized W.W. Rostow’s
‘stages of economic growth’ theory which permeated U.S. development aid thinking at the time,
as well as the views of many Korean economists and economic officials. 71 Chŏn saw it as
encouraging government intervention through economic development plans. Chŏn then made
perhaps his clearest statement in favour of classical liberal economics with a minimal role for
government:
Economic development is not something the government can do alone; it can be achieved
only with the efforts of the entire populace. In my opinion the government should provide
basic infrastructure such as electricity, transportation, and telecommunications and the
rest will be the result of the free decisions and efforts of citizens engaged in commerce.
Based on this principle our present system diverges too much for it to be a truly free
economy. If we just give citizens the freedom to act will not development happen
naturally? This is the most critical point, incentives. If the state creates the environment
where the people know they can improve their life by their own volition then there is no
doubt that all 27 million of us will make our rise by our bare knuckles. Everything
depends on people. If the average person is not moved then no matter how good the plan
or how hard the government works the day of development will never come. In any case
does motivation have to come from the government? More important than what the
government can do is everyone, each person freely pursuing their interests by making
decisions that follow their interests. To that end do our people lack the motivation to
improve their standard of living? 72
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Needless to say, the answers to Chŏn’s rhetorical questions are ‘yes’, ‘no’, and ‘no’. For Chŏn
the best way for South Korea to develop, which would not fail and had not yet been truly tried,
was for the government to provide basic infrastructure and leave the rest to private initiative.
Within such economic freedom ordinary South Koreans would be amply incentivized to follow
their own self-interests and the standard of living will reach developed levels.

The Ethical Businessman, Social ‘Trust’
Particularly in the 1970s after his business career was winding down, Chŏn’s editorials
spoke more generally on broader aspects of faith, the role of the businessman, and how society
could be improved. Writing in the Dong-A Ilbo newspaper in 1979, Chŏn identified his devotion
to his faith as the wellspring from which all else in his career had sprung. No matter what a
believer did, there was an opportunity for service to the larger community. “Ever since I was
young I well remember the lyrics of the hymn: ‘No matter where we are we must shine a light’”
Within this orientation, a believer/nationalist (the one synonymous with the other) who chose to
be a businessman had to realize that while “the goal of industry is profit above all … it must be
created lawfully and ethically” and that even beyond the law and ethics, “between personal and
national gain, national gain must come first.” 73
The need for greater levels of trust within Korean society was a recurring theme for
overall social improvement that Chŏn emphasized. In a pair of broadcasts on November 6, 1974
on the KBS TV network Chŏn provided his most in-depth exploration of this theme. According
to Chŏn, due to the stresses of the Japanese colonization and then civil war, Koreans lacked trust
73
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of other Koreans outside their circle of family and friends. This could be observed by the selfseeking behaviour of Koreans in fighting for taxis or obtaining transportation to their home town
during major holidays. 74 “Our society is a society without trust.” 75
Beyond transportation issues, this lack of trust had serious economic consequences. “If
we cannot eliminate distrust in society we not only cannot create social unity we will not be able
to multiply our rate of economic productivity.” 76 The economic importance of social trust was
demonstrated by its prevalence in all developed economies. In the U.S., the most important
model of a ‘trustful’ society, Americans said ‘good morning’ to complete strangers and shop
clerks greeted a new customer with ‘how can I help you?’ Koreans were deficient in trust versus
the Japanese and Chinese as they were not as group-oriented as the Japanese, and Chinese
merchant culture made it possible for numerous paperless transactions based solely on credit and
reputation. Chŏn also relates an ‘astonishing’ anecdote from small-town Ontario where in the
hometown of a Canadian missionary active in Kando residents did not lock their doors.
Supposedly, the neighbours could be counted on watch the house without locking it up even
when the missionary’s son went away to London for a conference for an extended length of time,
showing the high levels of trust in a developed country such as Canada. 77 The economically
damaging plethora of regulations that the South Korean government created was a symptom of
lack of social trust. 78
While the present level of trust within Korean society was low, Chŏn recalled the high
levels of trust that developed between himself as a rice miller and farmers in Manchuria, which
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smoothed economic interactions between them. Chŏn had often been the very first Korean to try
and sell products such as plywood to foreign buyers. From this experience he said he knew
firsthand the importance of trust in business. 79 Above all, Koreans had to stop being liars,
particularly in business. In language that recalled ‘civilization and enlightenment’ discourse,
Chŏn admonished his readers that “In a civilized society people have a sense of responsibility
and self-respect and do not tell lies. To deceive others offends their sense of self-respect and
their regard for others and this is something they completely avoid.” 80
While Koreans could and needed to learn trust, it was not something, Chŏn believed, that
could be imposed by the government or a ‘strongman’; instead it had to develop by each
individual learning to work with others. 81 According to Chŏn, the ultimate remedy for the lack of
trust was modern education mixed with religion. (In other words, the same formative experience
Chŏn had, though he does not say this.) This would create conscientious, self-controlled people
who realized that the most important goal of life was to be in service to others, and this in turn
would create economic development for Korea. 82 Assiduous faithfulness would create an
economic “world we can live in.” 83
Like Ilhan New’s espousal of Employee Stock Ownership Plans in the 1930s seeming to
anticipate ‘Third Way’ discourse on capitalism in the post-WWII West, Chŏn’s emphasis on
social trust as critical for economic development seems to anticipate Francis Fukuyama’s much
more famous argument along the same hypothesis in the 1990s. In Fukuyama’s Trust: The Social
Virtues and the Creation of Prosperity, published in 1995, he used most of the same countries as
79
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examples that Chŏn did. Fukuyama argued that prosperous countries are those where business
relations between people can be conducted informally and flexibly on the basis of trust, such as
Germany, Japan, and the United States. On the other side are countries without ‘trust,’ where
social bonds are subordinated to family and other personal ties, creating rigidities, provoking
state intervention, and dampening economic development. One of the major examples Fukuyama
used was South Korea. 84

Remaining a ‘Vigorous Grandson of Tangun’
As befitting one of the ‘vigorous grandsons of Tangun’, Chŏn was a booster of physical
exercise for individual health and for the vigour of the nation. His favorite exercise from earliest
youth to old age was skating. Chŏn advocated skating to delay aging, regulate weight, and foster
mental concentration. In his telling, his own personal vigour even into old age was attributable to
it. A Spartan habit of skating every day at daybreak, even if the temperature went down to minus
twenty, as Chŏn did when a youth in Manchuria, was recommended. Chŏn noted that skiing was
also a fine winter sport, but it required too much expensive equipment, implying that the more
accessible skating was more conducive to social harmony. Chŏn’s fond memories of skating tie
the sport implicitly with his sense of national identity and geography, much as ice hockey is tied
to Canadian nationalism. For example Chŏn reminisces repeatedly that he learnt the sport as a
child skating over frozen rivers fed by Mt. Paektu in Manchuria. 85 Skating linked him to that past
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and brought it into the present in mind and body. “With skating I can recover the strength of my
youth of long ago.” 86

Independence from Incriminating Government Ties
With no surviving large company to promote his memory, the chief testament to Chŏn’s
life and career was a relatively long entry in the ‘Christian Encyclopedia’ and a two-volume
biography and collection of his writings, which are used extensively in this chapter. All three
were written or edited in 1981, a year after Chŏn died, by the long-time YMCA head and noted
historian of Korean Protestantism, Chŏn T’aek-bu. Chŏn T’aek-bu was also a life-long friend
(and distant relative) of Chŏn. 87 According to Chŏn T’aek-bu, when interviewed by the author
for this study,
Chŏn T’aek-bo did not compromise with politics. Therefore he was hated. He was hated
and in the end he was defeated. But he was a heroic businessman….His management goal
was not to make money but to lift up Koreans from poverty and give them a good living.
To be a company making lots of money, companies asked for many favours from the
government, but his did not. Businessmen like Lee Byung-Chull [founder of Samsung]
asked for much help from the government. Instead of asking for help Chŏn favoured
exporting manufactured goods….He tried to be independent but when up against the
government? [Who can win?]…
Chŏn T’aek-bo’s concern with increased ties with government was that as they multiplied, so did
opportunities for businessman to become vulnerable to requests for kickbacks and bribes. 88 The
fact that Chŏn only expressed his fear of government ties being inextricably linked with
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corruption to friends and relatives, and not in his writings shows that this topic was too sensitive
with the Park regime for Chŏn to broach openly. 89

Career
After graduating from Kobe School, through the contacts of an American female
missionary, Chŏn was hired by the Kobe branch of the New York National City Bank where he
worked until the end of 1929. Despite being successful, and the only Korean in his junior post,
he wanted to return to Kando to escape Japanese anti-Korean discrimination, as well as for
nationalist and family reasons. In 1930 in Ryongjŏng he taught geography and English (two
topics certainly useful for a future exporter) at his alma mater, Yongshin High School. From
1931 until 1935, before his stint at the Chosun Ilbo mentioned above, Chŏn worked as a senior
manager in Korean financial co-ops serving small-scale farmers. He was based for most of this
period in Hamhŭng in north-east Korea. 90

Exporting from the Shadow of Mt. Paektu
After leaving his newspaper job in Seoul Chŏn returned to Kando in 1936. With
severance pay and funds from fellow Kobe School alumni he tried several ventures. First he
unsuccessfully speculated in pine nuts, and then found success as a rice trader. Finding the price
of rice too volatile, Chŏn sought a more stable business in operating a rice mill. In this enterprise
Chŏn found stable profits, built large warehouses and involved members of his family in its
89
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operations. As his operations grew he made alliances with other Manchurian rice mills and sold
rice to buyers in and outside China. In current dollars Chŏn was running a business of several
millions of dollars in sale. Along with his business activities Chŏn donated to local school
building, served as head of the local education board, and served as advisor to local
government. 91 In cutting his entrepreneurial teeth in rice milling, Chŏn took the same first step to
eventual business success as many of the largest big business founders of the 1950s. 92
In 1938 his rice trade business was seriously hampered by increasing clashes between the
Japanese and Soviets on the Manchurian borders. Chŏn then decided to focus his energies mainly
on the rice agribusiness plan he had researched a decade earlier while studying in Kobe. He
selected as his spot a large spread nestled right below Mt. Paektu. 93 In his writings Chŏn waxed
poetic in words reminiscent of Ch’oe Namsŏn about this location right beside the birthplace of
the Korean race: “Only by late morning did mountaintops appear; then, there was a clear view of
Mt. Paektu. It was an ocean of dense forest green, a gorgeous spectacle of mountain peaks
everywhere.” 94
The site had previously been populated but with the Japanese invasion of Manchuria
inhabitants had fled. Despite a heavy Japanese police presence ‘bandits’ 95 were a problem, so
Chŏn built an earthen fortress around it. Financing was provided for approximately 125
households, thirty of which were Korean farmers and most of the rest Chinese. Chŏn built two
schools, one for Korean and the other for Chinese students. Chŏn also attracted two or three
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households of ‘White Russians’ as he believed they were the best he had seen in developing a
livestock business, a business he encouraged to increase income for the settlement. 96 On top of
this operation Chŏn in1940 also set up a pollack trading company in Tumen, a town on the
border of Korea and Manchuria. 97

Waiting out the War in Hamhŭng & Fleeing South
By 1942 Chŏn foresaw the defeat of Japan, and was forced to ‘sell’ his agribusiness
settlement to a Japanese government affiliated company (he never received the agreed upon
price) and thought it prudent to wait out the war in Hamhŭng. While there he lived a relatively
quieter life, a period that Chŏn would later recall as one where he lived near the ocean and
caught fish for dinner, and the “happiest time in his life” 98. He was not completely at ease
though, as amongst other ventures, most of which were very successful, he ran fishing
operations, dealt in real estate, started a ceramics factory and built an office building in
downtown Hamhŭng. 99
With Liberation Chŏn saw he had to leave everything behind again and flee from the
Soviet occupation. “When the communists took over town the world changed in a flash. I was
worried…Considering my wealth, my high level of education, and being a Christian, it was
impossible that they would tolerate me.” 100 As with his personality assessment of his childhood
friend Dŏk-su who went communist, the North Korean communists were presumed to lack the
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proper ‘high level’ of education which would have prevented them from embracing communism
in the first place. Chŏn believed they would resent those with such education. Fleeing to Seoul at
the end of 1945, Chŏn was well connected to Protestant elites such as himself and did not lack
opportunities. Returning to the Chosun Ilbo was a possibility. His first steady employment was
for half a year in the U.S. military government, a position he gained through the help of Cho
Byŏng-ok. 101 Cho was a Protestant, a follower of An Ch’ang-ho and attended the First Korean
Congress in 1919 as had Ilhan New. In the late 1940s he was a close confidante in domestic
security circles to Syngman Rhee, later breaking with Rhee to be his main Presidential opponent
in the 1960 election. 102

Rapid Rise of Trading Pioneer ‘Chonusa’ in 1940s & 1950s
With such connections Chŏn could have easily ‘re-invented’ his career in either
journalism, government, or politics, but he chose to re-enter business with the encouragement of
fellow Kobe School alumni, a loan from the Ehwa Foundation (linked to the Protestant
university for women), and office space in the Chosun Ilbo building. The company he founded in
1947 was named ‘Chonu Company,’ or ‘Chon-u Sa,’ the characters for ‘chon-u’ meaning
‘heaven’s help,’ or in other words, a company dependent on God’s help. Chŏn saw Chonusa as a
vehicle for helping the economy of a liberated Korea: “When selecting which industry I will
enter I do not make my decision based on which will earn me the most money. I select the
industry on the basis of which one will be most beneficial to the people of this country and which
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will aid in the construction of the economy going forward.” 103 He also saw the success of his
post-war ventures as being dependent on God’s will. During the hard work of initially launching
his business Chŏn recalled the comforting words of a favorite hymn: “’My Lord, lead me as You
will. My body and soul is all from You. Lord, deliverer over this world’s bitterness, as You
command, so shall I do.’ As the Lord had all under His control, my soul was at peace and I could
endure whatever I needed to.” 104 Based in Seoul for the rest of his life, Chŏn was a faithful lay
member of the Kyungdong Presbyterian Church which was founded in the late 1940s as a
prominent ‘northern refugee’ church. While Chŏn was alive it was located in a prestigious
neighbourhood, just west of the South Korean Presidential residence. 105
Chonusa became the exclusive importer of paper used by the Chosun Ilbo. By 1947
Chonusa was supplying one-third of all newspaper being used in South Korea. When the
President of the Chosun Ilbo was captured during the Korean War and taken north, never to be
seen again, Chun temporarily became de facto head of the newspapers until he recruited a
permanent replacement. In 1946 Chŏn was one of the founding traders of the Korea International
Trade Association (KITA), the largest private, non-profit trade support association in South
Korea. In 1952, while temporarily operating out of Pusan during the Korean War, Chŏn was a
founder of South Korea’s top economics scholarly association, the Korean Economic
Association. Both institutions were concrete manifestations of Chŏn’s belief in free trade and
capitalist economics. 106
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In 1948 Chŏn visited Hong Kong for the first time, which he later recalled on his initial
meeting with Park Chung Hee. In 1949 Chonusa exported $300,000 worth of straw to Japan –
the first private sector trade with Japan since Liberation. Throughout the 1950s Chŏn spent most
of his time developing Chonusa as a trading company, setting up Daesong Wood, and a few
lesser ventures in leather and shipping. 107 Daesong Wood had started under a different owner
during Japanese colonial rule, importing logs from Manchuria and producing construction
timber, particularly plywood. The Korean War disrupted its business enough that the previous
owner sold it to Chŏn in 1954. After Chŏn took its helm he obtained US AID funds to import
timber from the Philippines. Amongst his customers were the U.S. Army in Korea and
eventually in 1960 export customers in the U.S. In 1957 Chŏn constructed his own headquarters
in the Chonusa building, a towering six stories for the Seoul of that time. By many business
measures Chonusa was a ‘top-ten conglomerate’ by the late 1950s. 108
Chŏn undertook many industry and social service roles. He was head of the fundraising
drive that collected the funds to build the YMCA its downtown office building. Other major
donors were Lee Byung-Chull, 109 the founder of Samsung Group, and HanGlas’s Choi Tae-sup,
another self-reconstruction capitalist of a younger generation than Chŏn. In 1958 he was the head
of the first Korean UNESCO organization. He oversaw the creation of an orphanage. In the late
1950s he was a Vice-Chairman of the Korea Trade Association. In 1959 he became a special
ambassadorial representative for Denmark. 110
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From the 1950s onwards one of Chŏn’s closest business friends, other than Ilhan New,
was Lee Byung-Chull. The two pursued and shared various intellectual interests. During the
1950s their respective business enterprises were relatively equal in size and success. In a period
when businessmen were commonly perceived as poorly educated and uncultured, Chŏn and Lee
were educated men with wider interests extending beyond business. More than a mere
‘businessman,’ Chŏn came across as some sort of combination of “a minister, a professor, and a
social worker.” Lee’s intellectual and patronage interests were complementary yet different
enough to be interesting to Chŏn. Lee’s were more skewed toward high culture and fine art. In
Chŏn T’aek-bu’s view Chŏn’s Protestantism made him more broadminded. “Because Chŏn was
a person who believed in Jesus he did not know only about business but knew much regarding
general culture.” 111 This is a biased generalization of Chŏn T’aek-bu that was probably shared
by Chŏn T’aek-bo and many Protestants of his generation, and if believed in, becomes a selffulfilling description. For Korean Protestants of that time becoming a believer meant becoming
an active agent of overall Korean modernization, giving the believer a broader perspective on
society. For anyone, including Chŏn, becoming Protestant meant becoming catholic in their
interests. Finally, it is worth noting that Chŏn’s ability in English was also very rare for the
South Korean corporate elite at that time. 112

Disastrous Stint as Minister in Hŏ Jŏng Administration
In the late 1950s Chonusa and Chŏn (along with Yuhan’s Ilhan New) acquired a
reputation for refusing to provide bribes to Rhee’s ruling party. This favorable reputation led to
111
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his appointment as the Deputy Minister for Industry in the transitional government of Hŏ
Jŏng. 113 Hŏ Jŏng presided over the South Korean government and maintained order between the
end of the Rhee regime after the April 1960 revolution and the election of Chang Myŏn as head
of the Second Republic in July of the same year. Hŏ was a Protestant, an attendee of the First
Korean Congress in 1919, a loyal Rhee devotee since the 1920s, minister in his government, and
supporter of the YMCA in the late 1950s. 114
While Chŏn first rejected the offer several times, he was appointed April 28 to acclaim.
Chŏn had to resign 35 days later on June 2nd. On the same day he was appointed, Rhee’s sinister
Minister of the Interior Choi In-kyu was arrested. At trial Choi claimed, to huge publicity in a
now free media, that Chŏn was amongst those top businessmen who gave ‘donations’ to Rhee’s
political party. Chŏn had no time amidst the uproar to actually do anything significant as a
minister. He all but admitted that he was not strong enough to resist the pressure to ‘donate’ to
the government. “To say that during the time of the Liberal Party a businessman had no choice
but to make a political contribution is not just an empty excuse. …The political contribution
problem at that time was a problem for all businessmen.” The resulting public humiliation and
shame was the worst of his life and brought on the only time in Chŏn’s life where he had
thoughts of suicide. However, he wrote “as a Christian I cannot commit suicide.” 115
After his resignation many newspapers encouraged him to return to business, no doubt in
part due to his many personal ties in the newspaper business. One newspaper wrote “Chonusa’s
Chŏn is an unjustly maligned stalwart, a person who has suffered under the repression of
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[Rhee’s] Liberal Party, a scholarly minded humanitarian whose life-long efforts in business are a
grand model….” 116 Besides continuing to manage Chonusa, in early 1961 Chŏn worked on tree
replanting projects, and took on further leadership roles within the YMCA. 117

Chŏn First to Advocate Export-Led Growth to Park Chung Hee
On May 16, 1961, Park Chung Hee led a military coup overthrowing the democratic
Chang Myŏn government, which ushered in a roller-coaster rest of the year for the South Korean
business elite eventually including Chŏn. As part of the coup’s public rationale was to eliminate
corruption, on May 17th Park’s junta arrested twenty-one top business leaders on charges of
illicit wealth accumulation and corruption through their relationship with the Rhee regime. The
charges carried with them the threat of extensive confiscation of wealth, and even capital
punishment. Chŏn was not amongst those arrested, possibly because of his still quite positive
reputation for public service and because he had already faced public humiliation with his
previous resignation as minister. Park’s other justification for the coup was that he would
catalyze economic development. He soon realized however, partly with U.S. pressure, that to
follow through on this he needed the help of top business leaders. On June 27 Lee Byung-Chull
returned to Korea from Japan to face an arrest warrant but instead was greeted with a cordial
meeting with Park, signalling that the regime was now taking a more conciliatory approach to
top businessmen. Around the same time practically all other business leaders were released and
the fines imposed were eventually waived. 118
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In December 1960, working from the Chonusa head office, Chŏn led planning for the
creation of the Korea Economic Council, which was launched in January 1961 with Chŏn as its
Vice-Chairman. 119 After being renamed the National Association of Company Presidents in
August, the Council ultimately became the Federation of Korean Industry (FKI) in 1968, the
premier business association for Korea’s largest business conglomerates. 120 On June 20th, Kim
Ip-Sam, then and throughout his career extending into the early 2000s a top manager working
directly for the Council and then the FKI, led Chŏn and a few other fellow top business owners
to a meeting with a pleasant and almost obsequiously polite Park. Park was seeking economic
policy advice. Kim, who states that “The strategy of export promotion was first suggested by
Chŏn T’aek-bo of Chonusa,” 121 recounts the fateful (and in Kim’s telling, melodramatic)
meeting where Chŏn successfully touted the idea of export-led growth using Hong Kong as a
model:
As soon as Park Chung Hee sat down he came straight to the point. “I would very much
like it if you please if I could hear your views on how we can revive the economy.”
…Park maintained a very polite air with the businessmen present. Though they were
[just] businessmen the supreme leader of the nation held his head slightly bowed. It was a
noble posture. It gave me at that moment an incredibly strong impression of unshakeable
willpower. It still does.
Later I went over the conversation with the three business Presidents in attendance.
Park Chung Hee wanted to question and listen.
“Please speak naturally without regard for personal rank or position.”
[Fellow business] President Kim gave President Chŏn T’aek-bo a look as to urge him to
speak first.
In a low voice President Chŏn opened his mouth first.
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“At the end of May the Revolutionary Military Committee asked our business group for
detailed proposals regarding the operation of the economy. Academia and the media have
a very pessimistic view of the economic days ahead but we businessmen absolutely do
not think that way. In particular the men who are now in front of you carry the
unshakeable belief that we have the ability to create an economy we can be proud of.”
President Chŏn continued in describing his experiences to Park Chung Hee.
“I will speak of my going to Hong Kong in 1947. At that time Hong Kong was swarming
with impoverished people chased from China by Mao Zedong’s army like it was
submerged by a flood. Several millions of desperately poor people for who even water
needed to be imported were clustered so that one wondered upon seeing the place how
were people merely going to live. However, the secret to the survival of these millions
can be summed up in one phrase: ‘bonded manufacturing export trade’.”
“And in comparison to Hong Kong then our situation now is better and we can work
harder.”
It seemed like the first time Park Chung Hee had ever heard of ‘bonded manufacturing
export trade.’
He asked for a more detailed explanation.
President Chŏn continued.
“Hong Kong is a small island and there are no directly exploitable primary resources for
its inhabitants. It has to import all of that from foreign countries. From foreign countries
it imports inputs and then it takes these components, and makes manufactures for export.
For example it imports fabric and makes children’s clothing, stuffed toys, and Christmas
ornaments for export. Hong Kong housewives through sewing can provide for four or
five hungry mouths. Our women are amongst the best in sewing in the world and can do
the same.”
Park Chung Hee gave a slight nod in agreement.
But it seemed he did not quite grasp it completely and Park stated: “I apologize, but if
you sir, can spare the time tomorrow, are you able to please come again to explain?”
Of course Chŏn T’aek-bo met Park Chung Hee again after a few days.
At that time it seemed Park Chung Hee truly got into the spirit of wanting to thoroughly
and completely understand it….
In further conversations Park’s intensity and anxiety regarding the topic could be felt. I
have really tried to emphasize just how focused the atmosphere of the conversation was.
The ultimate significance of this meeting was that it signified when Park Chung Hee first
became serious about economic policy.
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A war-battered soldier braving the currents of society on that day met an entirely new
type of person, [the ‘businessman’].
He felt the spirit of businessmen, filled with energy and the confidence they can do
anything. 122

Later in his memoirs Kim recounts the founding in early 1963 of the government
sponsored public-private ‘Council for Promotion of Export Industries’ (Such’ul sanŏp ch’okjin
wiwŏnhoe). Chŏn’s ideas were the major catalyst for its founding and Chŏn was the ‘universal’
choice for first Chairman (though Chŏn deferred in favour of the founder of the present-day
Kolon Group). 123 The Council’s major accomplishment was to encourage Japanese investors,
particularly Korean-Japanese, to invest in export industries in South Korea’s first export
industrial zone set up in the Kuro district of Seoul in March 1963. 124 Kim also credits Chŏn with
coining the ubiquitous policy and propaganda term of the Park regime supporting export-led
growth, ‘Exports First-ism’ (such’ul cheil chuŭi). Kim quotes Pak Ch’ung-hun, the industry
minister in 1963 as saying “President Chŏn was always saying ‘Korea can only develop with
‘Exports First-ism’ which became implanted in my mind and then was used by the
government.” 125
Partly as a result of his duties with the FKI, Kim Ip-Sam had correspondence and
personal contact with the Mont Pelerin Society, the world’s leading advocacy group for
neoliberalism, founded by the iconic Nobel Prize winning economist Friederich Hayek. To meet
Hayek in person when he visited Korea in 1978 seems to have been to Kim one of the highlights
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of his career. 126 Considering Kim’s apparent championing of neoliberalism, and his career
working for Korea’s leading ‘big business’ interest group it is not surprising that in his memoirs
Kim Ip-Sam emphasized that a private sector businessman such as Chŏn was actually the ‘father’
of Korean ‘export-led growth.’ Claiming that paternity is a matter of some ideological and
nationalist importance, as in turn, the South Korean export-led growth ‘model’ has become a
globally famed ‘guide’ (even within the last decade) for developing economies through the
works of UN, World Bank, and IMF affiliated economists such as Alice Amsden and Anne O.
Krueger. 127 South Korea’s quadrupling of exports relative to growth in world trade from the
1960s through the 1980s is highlighted in seminal works such as “The East Asian Miracle” by
the World Bank. 128
Taking into consideration the inherent bias of any historical witness, including Kim IpSam, Chŏn’s role as the first key advocate for export-led growth to the Park regime, as attested
to in his memoirs, has been completely ignored in scholarly literature. 129 Some of the key
literature, by American and Korean scholars, and by top American and Korean economic
officials active during the time discussed, have emphasized the influence of American, World
Bank, and UN related experts, 130 or alternately, the role of the leading Korean economic
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officials, 131 and others the combined influence of both sources. 132 All sources agree that the idea
originated in 1963 at the earliest. The background of the authors of this literature, namely the
academy and government service, perhaps indicate a source of bias in their own analysis, where
academics and government officials may be inclined to see important ideas as coming
exclusively from academics and government officials. The absence of Chŏn from the historical
record may also reflect the overall obscurity that has befallen him in comparison to his peers
simply because his company disappeared completely upon his death while his peers’ companies
continued and thrived long after their demise. More significantly in terms of the overall thesis of
this study, this emphasis on the deliberations of experts in 1963 and historical amnesia regarding
Chŏn’s life and career isolates the origins of the idea of Korean export-led growth from much
earlier currents in Korean economic thinking and practice, one current of which Chŏn
personifies.

Chŏn’s Arrest as a ‘Counter-Revolutionary’& Park’s Initial Economic Development Efforts
On September 18, 1961, Chŏn became the Chairman of the Korea Chamber of
Commerce. 133 This, along with his thriving business and Vice-Chairmanship of the then named
National Association of Company Presidents (previously the Korea Economic Council), all
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signified a new peak in Chŏn’s business career, a paragon of business success and top
representative of the Korean business sector, with access to the country’s top leader.
From September 22nd to November 3rd Chŏn was imprisoned (and probably faced
physical abuse) as a ‘counter-revolutionary,’ that is, as one who allegedly opposed Park’s
‘revolutionary’ taking of power. As a result Chŏn had to ‘celebrate’ his ‘hwankap,’ or 60th
birthday, a special milestone in Korean culture, in prison. He was released supposedly on the
express orders of Park. 134
The specific cause of Chŏn’s arrest as a ‘counter-revolutionary’ is suspected by a
biographer and by Kim Ip-Sam to have been the report of an unknown informer who
misconstrued statements by Chŏn made the day after the military coup at an emergency meeting
of the Korean Economic Council that he chaired. 135 Kim’s account of what happened is as
follows:
At 11 am, May 17, 1961 the Korea Economic Council held an emergency management
committee meeting in its meeting room on the 5th floor of the Bando Hotel. The
atmosphere was thick with tension. The only topic was yesterday’s dawn coup d’état. The
whereabouts of [deposed] Premier Chang, whose office was on the 8th floor, were still
unknown. Attendance was broader than usual…Chŏn T’aek-bo had given notice that he
would be late. Amongst the items that would have been discussed [at the next scheduled
meeting] included…measures to promote exports through the export-import linkage
system…but instead discussion centered on the recent upheaval…
The meeting started at 11 sharp. Everyone had a copy of the coup leader’s revolutionary
aims. The purpose of the meeting was to give a formal response to these aims, as none
had been proposed yet. It was a very delicate task for the businessmen present to grasp
the political situation and prepare a response. It did not appear however that taking an
oppositional stance to the military was something they would want to do. The aims of the
revolution were 1) anti-communist and pro-American, 2) to crack down on troublemaking leftists disrupting society, 3) getting tough on crime and social evils, and 4)
solving the economic problems of the people.
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The most important of these policies to the business sector was the anti-communist
approach for north-south relations. As far as the participants could see, the military would
be in the dark as to how to manage the economy so the discussion centered on how this
could be an opportunity for the Korea Economic Council to fulfill its founding mission
and to help foster economic development.
Later in the meeting ‘President S.,’ known for his rash and impudent behaviour made a
fantastical proposal. He suggested that the business sector widely trumpet their support
for the military through a newspaper ad. The others were at a loss as to what to do.
However, the always prudent Choi Tae-sup of HanGlas declared that ‘The Korea
Economic Council is not a political organization; is a published declaration of support
really necessary?’ The awkward air of the meeting continued as Vice-Chairman Chŏn
appeared to chair the meeting. He explained his lateness due to a meeting he had with the
head of the former transitional government, Hŏ Jŏng, who was his neighbour. “Mr. Hŏ
suggested that the situation is still confused and we had better just watch for a little while.
On the way here I heard over the radio a special announcement from the head of UN
forces General Magruder that ‘rebel army forces were to immediately give up and return
to their units.’”
With just this statement Vice-Chairman Chŏn effectively quashed any declaration of
support. It was because someone ratted on Chŏn and distorted his remarks that…he
endured around two months in jail… 136

The above passage illustrates several points. First, it underscores Chŏn’s leadership role
within the Korean business sector at that time. He promotes exports and his opinion as chair of
the meeting guides the response of the Council in their reaction to the coup. Second, it
underscores the close proximity, in relationships and physically, of the political and economic
elite of a then relatively tiny South Korean economy. The deposed Premier’s office is just a few
floors above the Korean Economic Council’s meeting place, in one of the few top hotels in
Seoul, the Bando. Hŏ Jŏng is not only the former head of government that Chŏn served under
briefly as a government official, he is also his neighbour available for impromptu in-person
political counsel. At the same meeting another self-reconstruction capitalist, Choi Tae-sup of
HanGlas, gives a recommendation in Chŏn’s temporary absence, for the business sector to not
136
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get too closely mixed up with politics and the government, a sentiment that is roughly similar to
what Chŏn ends up advising.
Chŏn’s advice to the Council, like Choi’s, seems to be merely a note of realistic
caution given that the coup at that point was just a bit more than 30 hours old. Chŏn is careful to
base his conclusion not on his own opinion or political desires but on the views of others with a
more direct role and experience in political and military affairs, namely a former head of
government, Hŏ, and the broadcast orders of the American general in titular supreme command
of the South Korean military. It also seems to be in the context of bringing in a note of
moderation and emphasizing in Chŏn’s view the ‘proper’ non-political role of the private sector
in response to ‘President S.’s unambiguously wholehearted support of the coup. In addition it
was given in the context of a meeting where clearly all businessmen assembled were in general
terms completely sympathetic to the stated goals of the new military government. In short, if
Chŏn’s imprisonment as a ‘counter-revolutionary’ was actually due to his actions and statements
at this meeting, it would appear that nothing less than a completely unambiguous and categorical
statement of public support for the coup, as ‘President S.’ suggested, would have been the only
action any chair of the meeting could have taken to avoid arrest.
While the informant who reported on Chŏn’s actions may have given the coup
regime the most sinister interpretation possible, if his actions at the May 17 meeting were the
reason for Chŏn’s imprisonment they seem merely a pretext for an arrest that occurred four
months after the fact. By this time all his business peers had already completed their stint of
being arrested and physically intimidated by the new regime to show “the state was clearly in
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charge.” 137 Chŏn’s imprisonment can be interpreted as simply part of the overall, newly
emerging modus operandi of Park’s thoroughly authoritarian governing style. Underlying Park’s
entire political career was a personal “will to power.” 138 He ruled by alternating “selective cooptation and repression” 139 animated by his vision of an egalitarian society (except for himself as
leader) as one where ‘revolutionary’ power, or in other words, state power unchecked by any
consideration but economic growth, eradicated any and all possible pockets of, in Park’s words,
“wealth consciousness.” 140 Whether or not Chŏn actually was a counter-revolutionary was beside
the point. It was his ‘turn’ on September 22 to experience ‘repression’ after first enjoying ‘cooptation’ (simply a reversal of what most business heads that year experienced), especially as he
had just four days before become symbolic head of the private sector as Chairman of the
Chamber of Commerce.
Chŏn’s eventual release, supposedly due to the personal intervention of Park, is
another example of Park creating a separation between himself and the everyday implementation
of repression by his regime by allocating the latter to the newly formed (June 1961) Korea
Central Intelligence Agency (KCIA). The KCIA brought to South Korea a level of repression
and monitoring of the population vastly more severe than that imposed by the Rhee regime and
functioned much “more like a Soviet KGB than an American CIA.” 141 There is no doubt that the
KCIA, Park’s primary institution for repression and maintaining his increasingly unchecked
political power until the end of his rule, would have been the body that investigated and then
imprisoned Chŏn. Park watched the KCIA closely as it was the most likely organization to
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potentially challenge his power. (In 1979 Park was shot and killed by the head of the KCIA
during a private dinner.) There is no doubt that Park was aware from the start of the detention of
such a high profile business leader as Chŏn. Many of Park’s most repressive actions during the
1960s and early 1970s were carried out by a succession of semi-autonomous KCIA chiefs,
namely Kim Jong Pil (1961-1963), Kim Hyŏng-Uk (1963-1969), and Yi Hu-Rak (1970-1973).
When popular discontent rose against the KCIA Park dismissed each of these in turn as
scapegoats. 142
As much as Chŏn was actually imprisoned because of his personal beliefs or attributes, it
is most likely that his ‘offense’ was establishing himself as a prominent spokesman for free trade
and a market-driven economy in general. While Park had heard first-hand from Chŏn in 1961 the
benefits of export-led growth, its official adoption by the regime did not occur until May 1964
(as noted above). The first thrust of Park’s economic policy between the announcement of the
first 5-year economic development plan in May 1961 until its failure over 1962-1963 was what
Park termed a state “guided capitalism.” Rather than export-led growth based on comparative
advantage, this policy called for the immediate development of heavy and chemical-based
industries such as cement, synthetic fibre, fertilizer, iron and steel, and petrochemicals that
foreshadowed the eventual implementation of the Heavy and Chemical Industry (HCI)
development policy of the 1970s. 143 Out of economic nationalist sentiments funding for this
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ambitious plan was to come only from domestic sources such as harnessing domestic savings and
by increasing the money supply. 144
Much of the government interventionism and nationalism behind this effort was inspired
by Park’s closest fellow coup leader, Kim Jong Pil and by the Kim led KCIA. In this regard
Chŏn’s advocacy of a private-sector driven development path made him an opponent of Kim’s
economic policies and KCIA control over the economy. Kim therefore had his own personal
motivation to attempt to silence Chŏn’s activity on behalf of export-led growth. Then, as part of
placing counter-balances on Kim’s power Park probably did intervene to ‘personally’ have Chŏn
released.
In this regard Chŏn’s brief, seemingly innocuous public statement upon becoming
Chairman of the Chamber of Commerce on September 18 may have helped precipitate his arrest
four days later. After an opening statement giving pleasantries and expression of gratitude the
first substantive statement Chŏn makes is to reaffirm loyalty to the new political order: “The
entire Korean people agree with the goals of this revolution [Park’s coup d’état] and recognize
immediately its necessity.” 145 Chŏn goes on to praise the government’s short and long-term
actions to strengthen the economy, particularly the First Five-Year Plan, and the regime’s
emphasis on the economy as a top priority. He outlines how the private sector will work in
harmony with the Plan, stating that “We realize that reaching the goals of the First Five-Year
Plan is a special responsibility of our nation’s industrialists.” Despite all these expressions of
loyalty to the new regime, two passing remarks might have seemed like a challenge to the KCIA:
“Inseparable with our democratic state is a free market economic system….a stable and
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independent economic system is fundamentally based on non-government citizens free to be
creative and work hard.” 146 It seems Chŏn could not resist using such a prominent public
platform for an affirmation of classical economic liberalism.
As it turned out, KCIA-led management of the economy did end in failure. In mid-1962
the KCIA was behind two political fiascos involving first an ill-fated currency conversion and
then a secret and fraudulent stock market manipulation scheme to covertly raise state funds for
heavy industry. 147 These two fiascos plus a failure to reach economic plan targets, inadequate
domestic savings to support the plan’s ambitious targets, increasing inflation from increasing the
money supply, and a withholding of U.S. aid in opposition to KCIA rule of the economy led to
Kim’s dismissal as KCIA head in 1963. It signalled the rise of economic educated officials in
charge of implementing economic policy for the remainder of the military dictatorship in South
Korea. 148

A Meteoric Rise in Exports for South Korea & Rise of Chŏn to Top Exporter: South Korea as
‘Hong Kong’
Anne O. Krueger notes, “1964 marks the watershed, after which date export-promotion
policies were deeply embedded and consistently administered.” 149 Annual total South Korean
exports increased from $87 million in 1963 to $623 million in 1969, an over seven-fold
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increase. 150 While export expansion contributed 6.3% of total economic growth from 1960-1963,
from 1963-1966 it contributed 31.4% of growth. 151 This rise in importance of export as a driver
of growth spurred on the overall increase in GNP. Between 1964 and 1969, South Korean
economic growth averaged just a shade below 10% per annum in real terms, by far the best
economic performance of the South Korean economy up to that period, representing almost a
doubling of the growth rate average from 1961 to 1963. 152
Chŏn was the top exporter behind the initial success of South Korean export-led growth.
For four straight years from 1964 to 1967 Chonusa was the top exporter in Korea. Chonusa’s
total export sales tripled over these years from just over $5 million to just over $15 million. Over
these four years Chonusa’s export sales alone constituted an average of 4.5% of South Korea’s
total exports. Beyond this average, year by year, there was no discernible diminishment of
Chonusa’s importance; in 1964 Chonusa represented 4.62% of total exports, and in 1967 it made
up even more, or 4.68% of total exports. To provide context, the average portion of Chonusa’s
sales of South Korea’s exports in the mid-1960s, 4.5%, is close to the portion of total South
Korean trade of the average government designated General Trading Company [GTC] (which
were set up by Park in 1975 in part to replace companies such as Chonusa) at the height of their
significance in 1983. In that year the typical top business group-affiliated GTC was by itself
responsible for 5.1% of total South Korean exports. 153
What Chŏn, and the rest of Korean industry exported in the 1960s turned out to be far
different from what Park and his first KCIA economic apparatchiks had foreseen. They had
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planned that while the South Korean government developed heavy industries, foreign exchange
would be gained from exports of primary goods. Instead, as Youngil Lim notes, speaking of the
mid 1960s,
It was private exporters who played a major role in identifying and taking risks, exporting
unskilled labor-intensive products in which Korea had a comparative advantage. The
major foreign exchange earners turned out to be, not primary goods, but textiles, clothing,
plywood, wigs, footwear, and later, electronic components. Note that these same items
for years constituted the major exports of Hong Kong and Singapore, economies without
central planning agencies….Apparently, during the period of the First Five-Year Plan
[1962-1966], government planners were groping, learning about market conditions.
Korean private enterprise (not those involved in government plan) took the initiative in
investing in production of new export items… 154
In other words, South Korea as an export-led economy was, as Chŏn advocated to Park in 1961,
following a ‘Hong Kong-model’. It was also, as Chŏn advocated in his 1961 article, an exportled economy that was utilizing the skills of overseas Koreans, particularly those in Japan and the
U.S. Wig exports to the U.S., initiated by young Koreans in the U.S., were consistently one of
the two or three most important export items of South Korea throughout the 1960s. 155
Plywood, based on relatively skilled yet cheap Korean labour working imported Japanese
equipment, also became one of top two or three exports of the 1960s. By 1964 plywood was
South Korea’s top export item. By 1968 South Korea was the top exporter of plywood in the
world. Over 90% of this total was exported to the U.S. by the late 1960s. By 1967 Korean made
plywood enjoyed the largest share of the U.S. market and by 1970 controlled half the market. 156
The leading company behind the leading position of plywood as an export item was Chŏn’s
plywood manufacturing company Daesong, whose products were exported by Chonusa. 157
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“Feeling the Wealth”: The Climax of Chŏn’s Career
As a result of Chonusa’s export success between 1964 and 1967 during those same years
Chonusa ranked as one of the overall top three companies in South Korea. 158 As mentioned,
Chŏn was the first to receive the top exporter award and personally received the top exporter
award from the President for four years in a row. Besides plywood from Daesong, other
enterprises owned by Chŏn exported leathers and furniture. He also owned shipping and
livestock companies. The focus of all of his enterprises however was exportable goods.
In July 1968, just three months before his entire business career would come crashing to
the ground, Chŏn wrote an article entitled “Feeling the Wealth Made by Exporters” for internal
Chonusa circulation that summed up his success, many threads of his economic thinking, and
particularly the necessary ‘mission’ of ethical businessmen to lead the development of Korea. In
this article Chŏn uses militaristic imagery reminiscent of Ch’oe Namsŏn’s to place Korean
exporters as central to Korea’s overall projection of power abroad, where “exporters are like the
military base and the [South Korean] diplomatic corps are the regional bases.” 159 Chŏn describes
how businessmen and particularly traders have been despised within Korean society due to their
own moral failings, Confucianism, and ‘mindless socialism’ amongst the population yet they are
South Korea’s (and any countries’) most important leaders for a self-sufficient economy
(particularly in overpopulated South Korea). In language reminiscent of Protestant (and Ch’oe
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Namsŏn) hero Martin Luther, Chŏn can ‘do no other’ but to have dedicated his life to being an
exporter.
Ever since I was young…and after Liberation traders and businessmen have been seen
contemptuously as profiteers and hoarders; even now almost daily when there is some
criminal incident there will be wrapped up in the middle of it a conscienceless
businessman or especially a trader and when I see this I cannot feel proud of our
profession….
To rephrase, our country’s resources are scarce, our population large relative to our land,
our domestic market is small, there is little accumulated wealth – outside of developing
our export industry there is no way to create a self-sufficient Korean economy. This is in
opposition to the traditional ranking of society into four classes, in order of highest
importance scholars, farmers, artisans, and tradesmen at the bottom, or under the
influence of socialist thought people possessing wealth are criticized for no reason. Under
such circumstances a nation’s industries cannot develop. Under such circumstances
businessmen cannot take action and talented individuals do not enter business….I believe
that if Korea is going to live well like other countries there is no other way than to
develop our export industry. To this I have devoted my entire life and can do no other. 160
However, basking in his great success and access to the President that was seemingly
increasing as he entered into his late sixties, Chŏn noted that the image of businessmen has
undergone a change for the better, that the state, the private sector, and the people are unified,
and that the state would support the conscientious exporter such as himself.
Even the government now promotes ‘Export First-ism’, hands out medals, and there is
great pride in feeling how much our businessmen are now deemed as having integrity.
Yesterday at the export-promotion meeting we received directions for each type of
product from the President. At the lunch I heard how important the responsibilities of our
exporter-businessmen were, that the expectations of the nation were high, support would
not be sparing, all of which filled me with great satisfaction. In this way the state and the
people are unified and if sincere effort was made in developing trade the prospects of our
export industry were bright, and there was the probability of our entire economy
developing. 161
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To finish off, Chŏn notes that understanding of the importance of exporting was growing even
amongst the general populace, which made him happy and augured well for the bright future of
Korea as long as everyone worked hard. 162

Financing Independent of the Government & The Fall of Chonusa
In 1961 the Park regime nationalized all banks. Government ownership of banks was a
keystone of South Korean developmental capitalism. From that point until the Asian economic
crisis of 1997 the purpose of South Korean banks was not to realize profitability but to second
and help execute national macroeconomic goals through government directed loans. This
coupled with government guarantees on foreign loans opened the floodgates of credit for South
Korean development. 163 Over the long term the lack of market restraints on financing led to peak
periods when the overall corporate debt to equity ratio would reach levels where even the ability
of the government to guarantee all private sector debt would come into question, and there would
be a sudden retrenchment of credit resulting in widespread short-term ‘restructuring’ of the
private sector in terms of halted expansion, bankruptcy, etc. There were three peak periods,
namely the late 1960s to early 1970s, 1979-1981, and then finally 1997. 164
As an entrepreneur advocating free market economics, and also wary of placing himself
again in temptation of having to provide bribes to the government as he had in the late 1950s,
Chŏn turned his back on domestic nationalized bank loans as a source of financing his rapidly
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expanding businesses. Instead until 1968 he successfully relied for the vast majority of his
financing on private sale of company bonds, 165 and did not avail himself of either government
credit or foreign loans. 166 While his overall business success was obvious, the primary factor that
made his bond sales successful was not sophisticated buyers’ rational evaluation of his
company’s financial statements but a personal trust in the integrity and competence of Chŏn
himself. 167 In the context of the highly politicized financial sector that Park had created, trying to
maintain completely free of government controlled financing was perhaps Chŏn’s most radical
business action. He did it to demonstrate the viability of an independent private sector and what
could be accomplished by private citizens ‘trusting’ each other.
By taking this independent course, the cost of financing for Chonusa was huge relative to
other large companies that went along with the government and received by the mid-1960s and
onwards officially approved ‘policy loans’ from the nationalized banks. To use 1968 as a typical
example of corporate funding patterns that persisted until the Asian crisis of 1997, of total
corporate funds in South Korea that year, 72.5% came from debt. Of that 24.5% was foreign
loans and 15% was ‘informal curb-market’ e.g. high cost black market loans with 50 to 60%
interest rates. The majority of the remaining debt would be ‘policy loans’ from the banks with an
interest rate below the rate of inflation, effectively making their interest rate negative. Receiving
companies could turn around and lend out some portion of the policy loan in the curb-market,
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with the net effect that borrowing as much as possible from the government was itself a source of
net profits. 168
By eschewing policy loans, Chŏn was taking a large relative loss in financing costs and
depended instead on finding whatever interest rate he could with his company bonds. They were
at least presumably significantly lower than the usurious curb market rate due to creditor trust in
Chŏn’s reputation. But by eschewing policy loans Chŏn was also free from having to provide
under-the-table kickbacks to Park’s ruling elites. Compared to the Rhee regime, such ‘voluntary’
donations became even more regular and normalized under the Park regime, and by the 1960s it
was routinely expected that companies receiving policy loans would have to pay back 10-20% to
Park’s governing party. 169
While Chŏn by 1968 ran what was probably the largest company in South Korea with the
majority financing from sources that were neither government controlled or sanctioned, it could
not, it seems, escape being affected by the overall retrenchment of credit that hit the economy in
the late 1960s. According to the Bank of Korea from 1968 to a peak in 1970 the average debt to
equity ratio of the manufacturing sector rose from 200% to 400%. 170 A number of firms were in
danger of not being able to meet their foreign debt obligations and the government became
concerned that the bankruptcy of these firms could gravely affect South Korea’s credit rating. 171
As noted, Chonusa did not have a significant number of foreign loans (if any at all). The
only estimate of Chonusa’s debt-equity ratio at the beginning of 1968 put it at an alleged 2,000%
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(debt of 10 billion won over capital of 500 million won). 172 In October 1968 Chŏn tried to float a
3 billion won bond, which failed, 173 possibly due to overall creditor nervousness regarding the
weak economy. In response, the government placed Chonusa under bank management that
month. 174 With this designation, the large majority of Chonusa’s creditors now wanted their
money back, 175 whether or not it was due to them under the terms it was lent out. The
government took over direct managerial control of eighty-six firms in May 1969, including
Chonusa and other Chŏn owned companies. While Chŏn lost all managerial control of Chonusa
and his other companies he did not lose ownership. 176 He may have however been asked to make
good on some of his company’s debt through sale of his own personal property. 177 The May
1969 decision regarding Chŏn’s companies was made in a special emergency meeting attended
by President Park, the finance minister, the minister for industry, and the head of the Economic
Planning Board, amongst others. 178 Of all of the firms taken over in May, Park is reported to
have expressed sympathy only for the case of Chonusa, where he acknowledged Chŏn had run
the company for ‘non-selfish’ reasons, and that he ‘hoped’ Chŏn could come back to running it
soon. 179
By 1973 Chonusa and other remaining Chŏn properties were released from restrictive
bank controls under which company assets had been rationalized. Chŏn unsuccessfully attempted
to regain permission to regain management control. He again tried to raise funds through a bond
offering outside of government influence, but found trying to raise funds without such approval
172
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even more difficult than during the 1960s. By this point the state dominated the financial sector
even more deeply than in the 1960s. 180 Effectively Chŏn was forcibly ‘retired’ from managing
Chonusa by the end of 1968.
The placing of Chonusa, along with the other firms, under bank and finally government
control in 1969 is seen as a minor point in Korean economic history literature, if mentioned at
all. In terms of evaluating the government’s actions, the role of Park and his regime is given the
most charitable interpretation. The following quote sums up this evaluation: “Concerned with
moral hazard implications of a blanket bailout, the government took a principled stance against
insolvent firms and held the management of these firms accountable for their previous business
decisions.” 181 Besides his overall sympathy for Chŏn’s intentions, just noted, another source has
President Park saying the following more hard-edged comments regarding Chŏn at the special
emergency meeting in May, 1969: “While Chonusa flourished due to private capital fundraising
ability, the mentality of using so much debt and expecting previous levels of high inflation will
make it sustainable, and ‘if we just run the factory we’ll make money’ is a type of thinking we
have to abandon.” In this case, Park’s statement seems in line with a ‘principled stance’
evaluation of the government. That is, the government acted based purely on economic
rationality and objectively evaluating the debt load of Chonusa. Chŏn himself went along with
taking full responsibility for the ‘failure’ of the company in his public apology given at that time,
stating “I am not able to fully express my regret…through my individual negligence I am afraid
there may be an effect on the external credit rating of every Korean businessman.” 182
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Why Chŏn Actually Lost Control of Chonusa
The late 1960s marked an entrepreneurial moment in South Korean business history.
Small, entrepreneurial firms were crucial in the production and sale of South Korea’s
leading export items, such as plywood, textiles, and wigs. 183
Unknown to Chŏn, his ‘entrepreneurial moment’ was passing in the type of heavily
politicized developmental capitalism Park Chung-Hee was fostering in South Korea. One
characteristic of Park’s economic regime was that over time it tended to favour businessmen
native to southern Korea, particularly those from his southern home province of Kyŏngsang.
This favoritism can be seen in the harsher treatment businessmen of northern origin (other than
Chŏn) received versus those from the south in the initial persecution of business leaders by the
Park regime in May 1961. 184 By the 1970s the disproportionate representation of large business
founders from the south versus the north was complete. 185 As a northerner, Chŏn’s fate fits
within this pattern. 186
Also casting doubt on calling the government’s removal of Chŏn from control of
Chonusa as a ‘principled stance against moral hazard’ was the subsequent treatment of the rest of
the corporate sector as the credit crunch of the late 1960s continued into the early 1970s. Only a
few of the companies including Chonusa placed under control by the government in 1969
experienced the permanent removal of owners from management. The credit crisis continued
until the end of 1971 when hundreds of firms could not pay back their debt obligations. The
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Korean corporate sector unified under the Federation of Korean Industry which implored the
government for help, or according to Jung-En Woo’s analysis, practically threatened a corporate
tax strike unless the government caved in. In any case, “unlike in 1969, the government felt that
it could no longer take a principled stance…” Despite the IMF vehemently warning in 1970
against such a move, in 1972 the Park government bailed out the corporate sector with an
immediate three-year moratorium on payment of all corporate debt. 187 With this bail-out any
‘lesson’ regarding moral hazard given to the corporate sector in 1969 was completely lost. 188 It is
also difficult on the face of it to understand why Chŏn could not have regained control of his
company in 1973 in the midst of this moratorium while the owners of many hundreds of
technically insolvent companies continued their management control.
Assessing Chŏn’s competence as a manager based on his company’s debt-equity ratio
must be placed in context of the political economy he operated under. Throughout South Korea’s
initial industrialization until 1997 its entire big business sector was encouraged by the
government to focus on growth above all, with financial solvency guaranteed by the government.
Park had not ‘abandoned’ this thinking, rather the regime repeatedly sent the message to all large
business owners that ‘if we just run the factory we’ll make money.’ Having more government
approved debt correlated positively with business success. 189 As a result, during this period large
South Korean companies operated at debt-equity ratios higher than in most of the developed and
developing world. For example, during the 1970s the average corporate debt-equity ratio in
Brazil and Mexico was 100-120%, in Taiwan 160-200%, and in South Korea 300-400%. 190 In
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1997, just before the Asian Crisis, the average corporate debt-equity ratio in the U.S. was 154%,
Japan 193%, Taiwan 86%, and South Korea 376%. 191 The average debt-equity ratio for the thirty
largest South Korean conglomerates of that time was over 500%. 192
If throughout the first three decades of South Korean industrialization corporate debtequity ratios were usually trending northwards of 300%, did this mean that all large South
Korean firms were, technically speaking, always bankrupt, and not just Chonusa? In a word, yes.
As part of their rehabilitation to face a new, market driven financial environment in the post
1997 era, the five largest chaebol at that time (e.g. the ‘Big Five’: Hyundai, Samsung, LG, SK,
and Daewoo) were given until 1999 by the government to bring their debt-equity ratios below
200%. 193 This limit indicated the actual maximum debt-equity ratio a company could sustain
without becoming bankrupt with the end of soft government loans and bail-outs.
With 200% as a benchmark, it hardly matters whether Chonusa’s debt-equity ratio was
400%, like most other comparable Korean companies, or 2,000% as alleged. As Molly Ivins, an
American political journalist, succinctly phrased it, “Being slightly bankrupt is like being slightly
pregnant.” 194 The 1997 Asian Crisis also revealed the debt-equity ratio that put a top
conglomerate in South Korea truly beyond the pale of being rehabilitated with its owner
retaining management. The only one of the aforementioned ‘Big Five’ to be completely reorganized with its top management and ownership removed (and in most cases jailed for
191
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accounting fraud) was Daewoo. The debt-equity ratios of many Daewoo group companies in
1997 practically approached infinity; the most solidly financed of all the Daewoo companies,
Daewoo Heavy Industries, had a ratio of 2,630%. 195 In comparison, Chonusa’s alleged level of
2,000% seems relatively speaking a model of financial sobriety.
Finally, it must be suspected that Chŏn’s downfall was probably related in some manner
to the fact that because he did not receive policy loans he did not provide the same level of
bribes, if any, to the regime as other large companies. The much more famous deliberate
government bankruptcy of the Kukje Group in 1985 is widely believed to have been the result of
a refusal of its owner to provide the requisite level of ‘donations’ to the ruling family ‘charitable’
foundations. 196
In sum, the fall of Chonusa must be added to the roster of major companies routinely
cited in the literature as government induced failures before 1997. In this roster large business
groups are recognized as being forced into bankruptcy by the South Korean government because
their founders dared to stand outside the politicized nature of government intervention in the
economy. The groups usually cited are the Samhak Group in 1971, the Yulsan Group in 1979,
and the Kukje Group in 1985; Chonusa in 1969 makes it the first example of this phenomenon,
ignored until now. All of the commonly cited groups and their founders lost critical government
support through a combination of not following closely enough government directives in their
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business operations, supporting losing factions of senior economic bureaucrats, and/or providing
covert support to political opposition groups. 197 As Mark L. Clifford, writing in 1994 stated:
Apologists for Korea’s cozy business-government relationships like to claim that the
forced collapse of Yulsan and Kukje prove that the government disciplines nonperformers. But these corporate crashes are the exceptions that prove the rule: the
government creates winners in the Korean economy, and those who lose are never
punished simply on economic grounds. 198
Chŏn’s failure was not ultimately based solely or even mostly on economic grounds. Instead, it
was slightly due to his being a northerner and a great deal more due to him refusing on principle
to receive policy loans, with its associated corruption.

Chŏn’s ‘Korea as HK’ vs. Park’s ‘Korea as Japan’: the Rise of Chaebol General Trading
Companies
In addition to its financial autonomy, Chonusa, a privately-owned specialist trading
company poised to retain without end the top exporter position year after year, to possibly
become the monopolistic conduit through which the entire rapidly-growing export-led South
Korean economy traded with the world, was simply too much of a potential unchecked
independent power for a dictator such as Park to allow to exist. Park preferred the tried and true
method of remaining the top power in South Korea by fostering rivalry amongst entities under
his rule, including the large conglomerates. 199 Beyond considerations of power, however, lay a
more fundamental clash between Chŏn’s vision of how South Korean capitalism would develop
and Park’s. Chŏn saw South Korea as another Hong Kong, that is, a tiny, overpopulated ‘island’
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with no natural resources living by its wits by trading, prospering under an Anglo-American
laissez-faire capitalism given to it by its ‘great power’ patron, and dominated by refugees from
communism such as himself. Park saw South Korea as another potential Japan, with its own ‘rich
nation, strong army’, and saw himself as the ‘Meiji of South Korea’, presiding over
conglomerates that were to grow under state guidance into the equal of the Japanese keiretsu. 200
To some degree, the debate described above as to who ‘introduced’ the idea of export-led
growth, whether it was Chŏn first or someone else, misses an important point. Kim Ip-Sam in
championing the primacy of Chŏn in advocating the idea to Park after he had taken power is at
pains to stress how ignorant Park was of economics: “Park himself confessed on several
occasions that he knew nothing about the economy in meetings with business leaders
immediately after the 1961 military coup.” 201 Kim and the debate in general tends to treat Park
as an empty slate without his own vision of export-led growth. But of course from his life
experience Park already had a very clear model of where exporting fitted into a developing
economy. As a military officer in the Japanese Army during the 1930s and 1940s Park had the
opportunity to see first-hand the success of the Japanese economic model, which guided his
thinking regarding every aspect of the economy throughout his rule. 202
Park’s idea of export-led growth was colored by his use of 1930s and 1940s Japan as a
model. While export-led growth “looked [to others such as Chŏn] like a liberal turn to the global
market…[to Park] it was in essence illiberal in nature…implemented from the top down by the
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state…” 203 The1970s was the decade when, having removed any pretence of democratic rule,
and having achieved some economic affluence to work from, Park was finally free to fully copy
the Japanese economic model as he understood it, which resulted in the top-down drive to
develop heavy and chemical industries. Similarly, and with Chonusa a fading memory, he was
also free to replicate the trading structure of the Japanese corporate sector, where every major
keiretsu owned its own general trading company (shogo shosha). Park’s first step to set up such
an arrangement was to invite a former officer colleague and Japanese expert on the topic to
South Korea in 1972, (a year before Chŏn unsuccessfully tried to regain control of his company).
In 1975 the law creating General Trading Companies (GTCs) was finalized, with the result that
the bulk of exports soon flowed through GTCs owned by the top twenty groups. The GTCs
differed from the shogo shosha only in that the system in South Korean was always more
“dependent on state support for survival.” 204 Instead of export expertise potentially coalescing in
one person, namely Chŏn, it was now spread out (but not too spread out that the economies of
scale of the conglomerates would be lost) amongst ten or twenty different groups which rivaled
one another. The conglomerate owners were beholden to Park through policy loans and many
other ties, and subjected to personal pressure at monthly export-promotion meetings.
Chŏn did not waver from his life-long beliefs in his writings after losing control of
Chonusa in October 1968. Two memos written by Chŏn for internal company communication
within three months after Chonusa was taken under bank control constitute his fullest expression
of what in his opinion happened. Overall there is a palpable sense of frustration mixed with
optimism (though the latter may be forced as part of the expected reading audience was younger
employees that Chŏn enjoined not to leave the company). Chŏn reasons that Chonusa has clearly
203
204
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contributed to the economic development and social stability of South Korea, particularly in
helping keep communism at bay, that Chonusa’s debt situation is no worse than many other
companies, and so if Chonusa simply meets its sales target for 1969 then surely the government
and/or the banks will help, and the debt could be liquidated within three years. After that, the
company would probably be even larger than before. 205 As Chŏn states:
After all, through increasing exports we have contributed to developing Korea’s economy
and as much as we have helped increase national power we block the spread of
communism….If we do succeed in exporting our target of $35 million we can create
corresponding good will…will we not then receive the resources we need to help us? 206
As it turned out, perhaps because Chŏn was not at the helm, Chonusa only sold $20 million in
1969. 207
Most likely aware of the larger forces arrayed against him, Chŏn reiterates in a somewhat
defiant tone his commitment to independent financing derived from private sources and to
businessmen leading export-led growth. “For several years and up to the present I have refused
bank loans…I continue to think that the route to social and political stability is through the
businessman increasing employment through exports.” 208 For Chŏn, the best financing solution
for Chonusa and South Korea, as always, is for South Korean capitalism to ‘evolve’ along even
more market-driven lines, as represented by the U.S.:
These days the benefits of widespread stock ownership are being debated…I have been a
long-time advocate for this. Developing a public company system represents an
improvement and a necessary evolution of a country’s capitalist system.
Let me restate this. If a public company system does not exist a capitalist economic
system cannot develop. Without exception in developed capitalist nations there is stock
distribution and widespread public ownership. The Rockefeller family ‘owns’ Chase
Manhattan bank in the U.S. but David Rockefeller’s share is no more than 3% of total
205
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shares….If Chonusa went public and my share was around 3%...there is no telling how
big a company it could become. 209
Following the example of Ilhan New’s distribution of stock to employees, Chŏn also mused that
if Chonusa went public, shares distributed to employees could rise in value quickly. 210
Chŏn’s advocacy of stock markets as the solution to the problem of Chonusa’s financing
problem provides an apt final example of just how far apart Chŏn’s economic worldview was
from Park’s. Institutions such as stock markets were to Park an incomprehensible and corrupt
‘casino’ for profiteers to run scams, not least of whom included his own underling Kim Ch’ongPil in 1962 as mentioned above. While the South Korean stock market started in 1956, it
received its first coherent regulatory framework in 1963. Chung-Yum Kim, one of the top
economic bureaucrats of the Park regime, and the drafter of the 1963 regulations, recalled how
the biggest delay in implementing the law was getting Park’s final approval. Throughout his
regime Kim found Park made decisions in all other areas of economic policy extremely quickly.
However, when it came to the stock market, Park kept putting off the meeting with Kim as Park
apparently “abhorred even the word ‘stock’.” 211 Not surprisingly, a fully functioning stock
market could not become Chŏn’s financial ‘solution’ while Park was alive. Throughout the
1970s companies did go public, but almost completely under the ‘urging’ of the government, and
with every aspect of the public offering controlled by the government. Like export-led growth,
what appeared like a process emblematic of free markets, the stock market under developmental
capitalism was turned by Park into another lever of government control. Domestic stock markets
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did not become a significant source of Korean corporate financing until the late 1980s, 212 almost
a decade after both men were gone.

“All Traces of Its Existence Has Utterly Vanished From This Earth.”
During his enforced retirement, Chŏn kept busy with myriad charity, business
association, and social improvement activities, including the YMCA, related travel (including
several trips to Leningrad), and writing the occasional opinion piece. In terms of the history of
self-reconstruction capitalism the most important activity undertook through the 1970s was Chŏn
taking on a senior leadership role in the Korean Christian Businessmen’s Committee (KCBMC).
As will be described, the KCBMC was the exclusive and most important organization for
Protestant businessmen in South Korea. Also in top leadership positions when Chŏn was most
active in it were all of the other self-reconstruction capitalists featured in this study, except for
Ilhan New who had died in 1971. In this forum Chŏn was the ‘elder’ statesmen to all of the
significantly younger self-reconstruction capitalists in the KCBMC.
Other specific examples of activities Chŏn took on included introducing the world
leading non-profit research institute SRI (Stanford Research International) to South Korea and
becoming its first domestic chairman, work for the Pacific Basin Economic Council, an
influential regional independent business association, receiving honorary degrees, being made a
knight by the Danish government for decades long service as an honorary consul, and helping set
up a joint venture for TV production with the Dutch electronics multinational Philips. 213
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Despite his setbacks his optimism prevailed as exemplified by the following quote from
an address he gave to the Korean Rotary on how to live. “We can choose our attitude and manner
of approach towards our own personal world. We live in an existence where each one of us can
follow our own minds in terms of intentions and plans. This freedom of action is what gives life
its value.” 214 His health was generally good (including frequent skating in winter) until the end.
He died suddenly of a heart attack while playing golf on July 18, 1980. Park Chung-Hee had
been assassinated nine months before and a new military dictatorship was just completing its
consolidation of power. That year the new regime posthumously awarded Chŏn a Mugunghwa
Medal, the highest South Korean government merit award possible for a South Korean
civilian. 215
In his will, following Ilhan New’s example, he gave away the vast bulk of his remaining
wealth to charity, but with much less publicity. Also, his children (unlike New’s) were not
content to receive little from his estate. 216 Chŏn did leave behind the Kyonam Foundation, which
aids physically and mentally challenged children. According to Chŏn T’aek-bu, Chŏn was the
first businessman to direct charity to such children as most of his peers preferred to endow
schools or large foundations. 217 Chŏn still retained ownership of a much smaller Chonusa, and
bequeathed whatever may have been left of it to his eldest son. The son tried to make a go of it;
however in 1984 the company lost its official designation as a trading company and since then,
in the words of a business journalist in 1993, “all traces of its existence has utterly vanished from
this Earth.” 218
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Conclusion
Chŏn T’aek-bo’s business career exemplified the alternative capitalism that selfreconstruction capitalists tried to build in South Korea in contrast to the developmentalism that
actually characterized South Korean economic development. He advocated in numerous writings
the classical liberalism that was the first Western economic thinking to directly impact the first
generation of self-reconstruction nationalists such as Ch’oe Namsŏn. Unique to Chŏn was that
following his studies at Kobe Higher Commercial School, he is perhaps one of the few
influential Koreans of his generation to have studied in any capacity in Japan and to come away
from the experience immune to the appeal of the heavily statist Japanese economic model.
Instead, as a haven of free-market economic thought, his Kobe education solidified Chŏn’s lifelong beliefs.
Central to the formulation of his viewpoint was Chŏn’s youth and early business career in
Kando. In Kando, Chŏn, through the influence of Yuktang Ch’oe Namsŏn and the unique
Korean Protestant community that flourished there, lived in what he saw as the very centre of the
Korean nation. In this centre, Chŏn was surrounded by an abundance of role models and freetrade market opportunities that demonstrated that Protestant was synonymous with ‘patriot’, and
that capitalist modernity, non-revolutionary change, and this Protestantism were the best solution
for Korea’s quest for its rightful place in the world. Instilled in Chŏn was the belief that Korea
was a race and nation extending back time out of mind, always worshiping one god under the
name of ‘Tangun,’ of whom Chŏn was a ‘grandson,’ until the one true God had been revealed.
For Chŏn, Protestantism, imbibed from an early age and reinforced throughout his life by
family and business colleagues such as Ilhan New, was the prism through which he understood
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his role as a businessman in a capitalist society. While Chŏn acknowledged there was no worldly
answer to a man who insisted on using his property as he saw fit and pursuing profit above all
else, the riddle of how such an economic system could actually benefit Korean society and
promote harmony came from a religious base, shared by men such as himself anchored by
Protestant ethics to put the social good first, out of their own freewill and self-restraint. Chŏn’s
emphasis on the importance of all human systems, including modern (capitalist) economics,
being optimized only when anchored on Protestant individual ethics places him squarely within
the self-reconstruction capitalist paradigm. Working towards full employment for all classes,
practicing a frugal and healthy lifestyle, practicing charity, educating others on the importance of
‘social trust’ and other issues related to Korea’s economic competitiveness, and building
numerous modern social institutions related to the economic sphere were all ways in which Chŏn
demonstrated and lived out his belief in a market capitalism with ‘Korean Protestant
characteristics.’
As an individual trained with unique skills and experiences for promoting international
trade, Chŏn saw businessmen such as himself as the natural leaders of South Korean economic
development. Hong Kong was already showing the world what a tiny overpopulated bulwark
against communism with no natural resources could achieve in a new world trading order where
the prize still went to the most competitive but where for the first time the outcomes could be
‘win-win’ for everyone. Through exported low-wage manufactured goods Korea would reach the
ranks of truly civilized and economically developed countries. Chŏn was the first to tell
President Park Chung-Hee the good news of ‘Export First-ism’ and then lived it out by becoming
South Korea’s first top exporter for four years from 1964 to 1967. South Korea’s export-led
growth is seen by most as a key factor in the creation of the South Korean economic ‘miracle’.
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Chŏn’s peer Ilhan New focused more on demonstrating the viability of Protestant social
ethics to temper the excesses of capitalism and to rehabilitate the ranking of businessmen in
Korean culture. New recognized that in Park’s political economy the only way to grow and retain
a position as one of the largest companies in South Korea was to diversify and become complicit
in its political compromises and corruption. New chose instead to deliberately stay focused and
small, giving up the opportunity of becoming a major conglomerate in return for retaining his
ethical integrity.
Chŏn, confident perhaps that he had already made himself indispensable to South Korean
export-led development, singlehandedly tried to both retain complete independence from the
government through financial autonomy, and at the same to grow along with the economy and
remain a major player on his own terms. Taking his words at face value, Chŏn did not do this out
of pride or hubris, or to mount a political challenge to Park’s regime, but from a life-long
conviction that self-reconstruction market-led capitalism was the most efficient, most
harmonious, and, most of all, the inevitable path South Korea would have to take to reach the
status of a developed economy. After all, was not the undisputed greatest economic power in the
world, the U.S., an example of this? In any case, Chŏn found out that ultimately there was no
place in Park’s Japan-inspired vision of developmentalism for someone like himself and became
the first big business owner put out of business deliberately by the South Korean military
governments. The disappearance of his company and the resulting lack of any institution to
promote his memory shows the truth of the hoary old cliché that history is written by the
winners, or perhaps, the survivors, despite the undeniable pioneering accomplishments of this
almost completely forgotten private-sector ‘father’ of South Korean export-led growth.
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Chapter Four: The Post-War Protestant Capitalist Network and Its Leaders

In South Korea the most important institution for fostering the ideas of selfreconstruction capitalism and providing an institutionalized, transnational network for the
business leaders who promoted it has been the Korean Christian Businessmen’s Committee
(KCBMC). The KCBMC started in 1952 as the offspring of the U.S. Christian Businessmen’s
Committee (CBMC). During the 1970s, primarily through the efforts of Byucksan founder I.D.
Kim (Kim In-dŭk), the KCBMC became a more centrally unified national organization. The
primary purpose of the CBMC/KCBMC was to empower and support Protestant businessmen in
evangelizing to ‘unsaved’ business peers and spearheading global evangelization. Its leadership
structure, particularly with a peak of prominent conglomerate founders as members in the 1970s,
reveals an organization of numerous linkages:
a) a venue for cooperation between the Park regime and Korean evangelicals,
b) a generational one of self-reconstruction capitalists,
c) links within the KCBMC to its earliest Korean and American founders,
d) a link to the CBMC and its U.S. protégé, Billy Graham
e) a link between top South Korean Protestant clergy and Protestant business founders, and
f) a meeting place for such leaders from both southern and northern Korea, of any
denomination and varying degrees of commitment to a Protestant identity and selfreconstruction ideas.
This institutionalized network and its linkages, from the 1950s onwards, reaffirmed the
theory and practice of self-reconstruction capitalism already described and brought forth new
ideas and issues. In the face of general South Korean social disdain for businessmen arose an
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almost defiant assertion that Protestant businessmen were in fact the ethical leaders of society.
This view was justified through the example and ideas of the CBMC, where Protestant
businessmen were revealed, in a Cold War context, as in charge of world salvation, and showed
signs of their exalted role by being pioneers in corporate philanthropy and institutionalized
promulgation of business ethics. On a uniquely Korean social and cultural level, selfreconstruction capitalists faced a choice in how far they would allow themselves to be implicated
in the developmental state and its new elites through the marriage strategies of their children.
Marriage choices were perhaps the most important in setting the limits of how far a selfreconstructionist capitalist could pursue his own path independent of the state.
Just as the choices made by Ilhan New and Chŏn T’aek-bo while operating their
businesses under the colonial, and early post-war developmental state profoundly determined the
limits of their business careers, the choices made by newer generations of Protestant
businessmen impacted the nature and extent of business growth that they and the groups they
created would enjoy, both before and after the demise of the developmental state in the 1997
Asian Crisis. Through voluntary leadership positions in the KCBMC taken in the 1970s and
early 1980s, seven major business founders/leaders identified themselves as Protestants,
nominally unified under the goals of the KCBMC. These seven businessmen represent a level of
entrepreneurial talent that the leadership of the KCBMC had never seen before or since. These
were Chŏn T’aek-bo, I.D. Kim, Choi Tae-sup (the founder of HanGlas), Soo Keun Kim (the
founder of Daesung), Chung Ju-yung (the founder of Hyundai), Chung’s protégé Lee Myung-bak
(Hyundai CEO and later President of South Korea), and Kim Woo Choong, (the founder of
Daewoo). In examining the careers of these seven men, there is a rough, positive ‘correlation’
between life-long signs of consistent Protestant identification and an allegiance to self-
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reconstruction capitalism. In turn, those of these seven who most closely followed selfreconstruction capitalism generally experienced much more limited business growth under a
developmental state pre-1997, but a larger, relatively more thriving business post-1997 in a
relatively more (neo)liberal economy.
Figure 1 places these seven businessmen within both a Venn diagram and a continuum of
capitalist ‘leanings’. While some businessmen were clearly self-reconstruction capitalists, and

others very closely identifiable with the developmental state, even if they fully fit within one
circle or the other, some were, for example, more ‘self-reconstructionist than others, and appear
more to the left in their ‘circle’ (actually, an oval), and vice-versa for those leaning towards the
state. Lee and I.D. Kim fell into both camps. Ideologically Lee is a self-reconstruction capitalist
but ironically his entire business career was within Hyundai, a group amongst the most closely
aligned with the developmental state. I.D. Kim’s marriage ties to the Park Chung Hee family
impacted his business decisions, making the growth trajectory of his Byucksan group resemble
the ‘developmental’ pattern rather than that of a self-reconstruction capitalist. While not placed
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on the diagram, there is a very rough correlation between a more consistent, life-long
identification with Protestantism and leaning towards self-reconstruction capitalism. Within the
‘circle’ of self-reconstruction capitalists, namely Chŏn, Choi, Soo Keun Kim, Lee, and I.D. Kim
there are, by birth dates, three generations represented. The oldest and therefore ‘first’, by Chŏn
(and it can be speculated, by Ilhan New, who likely would have served in the KCBMC if not for
his death in 1971), the ‘second’ by Choi, Soo Keun Kim, and I.D. Kim, and the ‘third’ by Lee.
This chapter will first look at the various levels of networking and linkages provided by
the KCBMC by analyzing the Protestant business, clergy, and political figures that served as its
leadership over the late 1960s to the early 1980s. Considering his status as South Korea’s most
famous clergyman, and links with self-reconstruction capitalists, a brief summary of the selfreconstruction nationalism of Han Kyung-Chik will be given. Explaining the participation of
Chung Ju-young and Kim Woo Choong in the KCBMC provides an opportunity for highlighting
by contrast the difference between self-reconstruction capitalists and ‘nominal’ Protestant
businessmen such as Chung and Kim deeply tied to the developmental state. A history of the
CBMC and then the KCBMC from its start in 1952 will be provided to show how the latter
institution, firmly rooted in the worldview of the former, promoted the idea of Protestant
businessmen as the ethical apex of society (most forcefully in the 1970s by I.D. Kim), and as
concrete ‘signs’ of this ascendancy pioneered corporate philanthropy in the 1950s onwards. The
Korea Rotary whose leadership overlapped the KCBMC’s also aided in the pioneering of
corporate philanthropy and business ethics. A sense of how powerful and influential American
Protestantism and its institutions and individuals such as the CBMC and Billy Graham were to
South Korea will be given. The ‘curious’ divergence of I.D. Kim in aligning himself with the
developmental state allowed him to have the greatest pre-1997 business success of all self-
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reconstruction capitalists. Why he differed will be found to be related to his choices regarding
the marriages of his children. How and to whom the children of one’s family married became
another decision on how consistently a self-reconstruction capitalist was going to maintain their
independence from the developmental state. In family marriage strategies the ‘personal’ was
most certainly ‘political.’ A brief overview of each self-reconstructionist capitalist of the second
generation will then be given to identify commonalities amongst them and with the first
generation self-reconstruction capitalists. Finally, an overview of Lee will be given, focusing on
his economic policies as South Korea President. While implementation of his policies foundered
on neoliberal realities, in his advocacy of free market economics he echoes Ilhan New’s
suggested economic policies for an independent Korea during WWII and Chŏn T’aek-bo’s
argument against government regulations.

The KCBMC Leadership and its Linkages
So far only two noted historians have given any serious attention to the KCBMC. Kang
In-chŏl sees the significance of the KCBMC in the 1970s as a bastion of anti-communism. 1
Chung-Shin Park notes dismissively of the KCBMC before the 1970s that “Originally, the
[KCBMC] was not politically oriented but rather was concerned with works of charity.” 2 Park
notes it became a forum for prominent allies of the Park dictatorship to attack anti-government
Christians in the 1970s and sees its significance dating back to this development around that
time. 3 In the larger studies from which both scholars look at the KCBMC their primary interest is
in the post-war relationship of evangelical Protestants with politics, and only look at KCBMC
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within that framework. Viewed this way, the KCBMC indeed becomes significant only during
the 1970s as another example of a growing alliance between politically conservative Korean
Protestants and military regimes with non-Christian leaders. While the KCBMC in the 1970s is
certainly an example of this, after discussing this linkage, it will be shown that many other
linkages were significant, and that the “works of charity,” as Park wrote, that the KCBMC
carried on from the 1950s, signified a unique K/CBMC worldview that businessmen were the
ethical apex of society.
After the fall of the Protestant Rhee in 1960 it took a decade for the Park regime and
Protestants to build up enough trust in one another to come together in a shared anticommunism. 4 The following Table 1 shows the positions and years of tenure of selected leaders
of the KCBMC from 1967 to 1982. In this table a personal link between the KCBMC and the
Park regime can be most clearly seen in the person of Kim Jong Pil, who served as a Director
from 1974 through 1977. Kim was a brother-in-law to Park Chung Hee and his closest ally, and
was the first head of the KCIA that had arrested and probably physically mistreated Chŏn T’aekbo. Overlapping his Directorship of the KCBMC, from 1971 to 1975 Kim was also the Prime
Minister of South Korea. In this position Kim was formally (and in fact) Park’s second in
command within the regime. His time as Prime Minister saw the imposition by Park Chung Hee
of the infamous Yushin Constitution in 1972 that ushered in one of the most repressive eras in
South Korean history and lasted until Park’s death in 1979. Kim was also a Methodist deacon. 5
4
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Other than Park himself joining the KCBMC, which would have technically been impossible as
Park was not a Protestant, Kim’s involvement alone provides a powerful example of the role of
the KCBMC in the

rapprochement between conservative Protestants and the Park regime. Besides Kim Jong Pil
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however, I.D. Kim was also linked by marriage to the Park Chung Hee family. As the most
important leader of the KCBMC at this time, serving as its Chairman, Past Chairman, and then
Honorary Chairman for life, I.D. Kim’s marriage ties closely linked the KCBMC to the regime.
All three generations of self-reconstruction capitalists can be found on Table 1, their
names highlighted in bold. The ‘second generation,’ namely I.D. Kim (1915 - 1997), Choi Taesup (1910 - 1998), and Soo Keun Kim (1916 - 2001), as indicated by the birth dates in brackets,
were all born within six years of each other, placing them in a distinctly different and younger
generation than Ilhan New (1895) and Chŏn T’aek-bo (1901). Being born in the early 1910s
placed Choi, I.D. Kim, and Soo Keun Kim close to the median birth year of 1909 of the vast
majority of post-war Korean large business founders, and close contemporaries of the founders
of the two largest conglomerates, namely Chŏn‘s friend Lee Byung-Chull of Samsung (1910)
and their fellow KCBMC leader Chung Ju-yung of Hyundai (1915). Unlike the first generation,
the second generation of self-reconstruction capitalists never knew, even when very young, an
independent Korea before Japanese colonialism. The date of their deaths is also significant as
each one died either as or just a few years after the 1997 Asian Crisis. This means that
throughout their lives they never knew any other business environment than the developmental
states started by the Japanese, in brief remission under Rhee, and then fully renewed by Park
Chung Hee, and still operating into the start of Kim Dae-Jung’s Presidency three and a half
decades later. Born in 1941 6 Lee Myung-bak clearly represents a third generation that has no
significant memory of the colonial era. He not only lived beyond the developmental state but
strove to fully eliminate any lasting vestiges of it while President.
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Chŏn was a KCBMC Director almost without break from 1974 to 1980. He took on the
most prestigious and probably more active role of Advisor over 1976 and 1977, in other words
after any hope of reviving his company Chonusa had gone by and he was fully in ‘retirement’.
In that position Chŏn could play the role of distinguished elder to all three of the second
generation capitalists. In the four years in the mid-1970s when his role in the KCBMC
overlapped with that of Kim Jong Pil, he may also have had the opportunity to practice the
Christian virtue of forgiveness toward Kim, who had overseen his arrest and mistreatment and
who represented a regime that had driven him out of business. All three of the second generation
reconstruction capitalists held major roles in the KCBMC. The centrality of I.D. Kim leadership
to the KCBMC has already been mentioned. Choi Tae-sup moved through the ranks of active top
leadership positions throughout this period, from Vice-Chairman to Chairman and then Past
Chairman, working closely with I.D. Kim. Soo Keun Kim’s position was less central of the three,
mostly as a Director, but also a one year stint with Chŏn as an Advisor. By the time Lee Myungbak became a Director Chŏn was dead, but his personal and business legacy could have been
well-represented into the early 1980s by all of the second generation ‘seniors’ above Lee.
All of the legacy and history of the KCBMC itself from its start in the early 1950s to the
1970s was represented by two of the original (near-)founders, shown in Table 1 in italics. As will
be described, the KCBMC had two ‘founders’, the Korean Hwang Sŏng-su, and the American
Colonel Cecil R. Hill (“Col. Hill”). In the 1950s Hwang was a tireless intermediary for the
introduction of American Protestant social organizations into South Korea, including the
KCBMC. He was also a National Assemblyman and close political ally of President Syngman
Rhee, and later became a pastor. 7 Hwang continued as Chairman and then Vice-Chairman
7
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throughout the late 1960s to early 1980s and carried with him the institutional memory of the
KCBMC from its earliest start, and coincidentally an insider’s knowledge of the Rhee regime.
While by the 1970s Col. Hill had long departed South Korea and apparently had nothing further
to do with the KCBMC, one of his most important early helpers, Yi Sŏng-wŏn, was still a ViceChairman throughout this period.
A great deal of the prestige and programing of the KCBMC came from its links with the
U.S. CBMC. The CBMC in turn was linked with the most prestigious and famed American
evangelist of the post-war period, Billy Graham. Throughout the 1970s Hwang Sŏng-su
continued to visit the CBMC for the ‘latest’ developments in evangelizing techniques. 8 From the
late 1970s into the early 1980s the ministers Han Kyung-Chik (1902-2000) and Billy Kim [Kim
Chang-hwan] (1934- ) held the position of Advisor in the KCBMC. Famed pastors within South
Korea both had close personal ties with Billy Graham and Graham’s own American Protestant
network. Han had been Graham’s translator during the sermons given by the latter in his visits to
South Korea in the 1950s. 9 Kim was Graham’s translator during Graham’s 1973 ‘Crusade’ in
South Korea, when Graham spoke to the largest single crowd of his career, estimated at over one
million people. 10 Kim started his involvement with the KCBMC by setting up the Suwon
committee in 1960. 11 Kim retired in 2005 as head of the Baptist World Alliance. 12 After fleeing
the north following the communist take-over, Han founded Yongnak Church, the largest
Presbyterian church in the world. In Timothy S. Lee’s words, Han was “arguably the most
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influential Protestant minister in Korea in the second half of the twentieth century.” 13 Han was a
friend to all of the second generation reconstruction capitalists. In his autobiography I.D. Kim
approvingly quotes from a sermon Han gave on grace. 14 Han Kyung-Chik officiated at Soo Keun
Kim’s funeral. 15 Han and Choi Tae-sup were both alumni of the Osan School and were
personally mentored by Cho Man-sik in their respective times at the school. 16
As befitting an Osan School (and an American university) alumnus, Han’s overall
worldview fit in well with self-reconstruction nationalism and capitalism in general and echoed
Ilhan New’s mentor Sŏ Chaep'il. According to Han the only sure basis of modern civilization
was Christianity, as amply demonstrated by the example of the United States. 17 Because the U.S.
acknowledged God, “the result is that amongst all the nations up to the present the U.S. is the
most blessed and peaceful nation in the world.” 18 From Christianity descended the idea of
equality, which underlay democracy, and without democracy and the freedom of ideas, science
cannot flourish, and without science there is no modern civilization: “The distinguishing feature
of modern civilization is Christianity.” Without Christianity, modern civilization degenerates
into fascism, Japanese imperialism, 19 or communism, the latter a ‘utopian religion’ that desires
perfect ethical behaviour but provides neither material incentive nor spiritual belief that would
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actually motivate anyone to behave well. History showed that lack of spiritual motivation made
other non-theist based system of ethics useless in giving people the courage to act on their
noblest impulses. (A criticism that Chŏn T’aek-bo also made.) While capitalism is not perfect, it
and its preservation of private property fit better with human nature. Any system, including
capitalism, could be turned to evil by non-believing people. The fundamental hostility of
Marxism towards faith made it impossible for it to coexist with Christianity while under
capitalism businessmen could be Protestant and thus motivated to act beyond self-interest. 20
Another critical advantage of Christianity according to Han, was that no other religion in the
world emphasized the importance and dignity of hard work, which kept people happy and
prevented them from falling into sin from bored idleness. 21

Developmental ‘Protestants’: Kim Woo Chung and Chung Ju-yung
The presence of Kim Woo Chung (1936- ) and Chung Ju-yung (1915-2001) in leadership
positions in the KCBMC at this time provides a useful contrast between the careers of Protestant
businessmen who fully worked within the developmental state and those who did not. Arguably
there has been no capitalist or group that was as closely tied to the South Korean developmental
state than Kim and his group Daewoo. As one expert wrote summing up the end of Daewoo after
the 1997 Asian Crisis:
Although most chaebol in Korea followed a similar path of expansion based on borrowed
money, Daewoo carried this strategy to the extreme….Daewoo [combined] overexpansion, moral hazard, poor corporate governance, government bail-outs, and
restructuring…The result was the biggest bankruptcy in Korean history… 22
20
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During the Asian Crisis the debt-equity ratio of many Daewoo group companies was found to
approach infinity, the result of previous unlimited access to government directed loans, and Kim
along with many of his top managers faced criminal charges for their business practices. 23
Before the crash the rise of Daewoo had been the most spectacular and swift in Korean business
history. Started in 1967, helped by an educational tie between Kim’s family and Park Chung
Hee, Daewoo rose spectacularly in only a decade to become one of the largest groups in South
Korea. Through the 1980s and 1990s Daewoo usually ranked in at least the top three groups in
the country, and in some years such as 1988 was number one. 24
To join the KCBMC Kim would have had to state that he was a Protestant. In his
autobiography he describes with admiration his mother’s devout Protestant faith, and lauds the
“positive Christian view of the world.” However, he sums up his religious beliefs with the
universalistic statement that “religion is important,” 25 which hardly fit in with the stridently
evangelistic character of the KCBMC. In a celebrated series of exchanges on Western and
Eastern thought with philosopher Kim Yongok published in 1991, Kim’s religious views do not
seem to make an appearance. 26 Scholars and journalists specifically interested in the Christian
background of major Korean business founders fail to include Kim Woo Chung on their list of
‘believing’ or even ‘cultural’ Christians. 27 In sum, Kim’s role as a KCBMC Director was the
lowest profile role he could have taken that would not be out of step with his position as a group
founder, suggesting he was not interested in taking the active role all the other major business
23
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founders in the association did. Perhaps being in the KCBMC did give him another connection
with people such as I.D. Kim and Kim Jong Pil who had personal ties to Park Chung Hee that
ran deeper than family friendship. As the head of a group still on the rise in the South Korean
business world in the 1970s, Kim apparently felt an association with the KCBMC was of some
networking utility.
Even though Chung Ju-yung took on the highly prestigious role of KCBMC Advisor in
1981 and 1982, Chung’s Protestant identity seems to have been largely a matter of expediency.
Chung had a record of presenting a different religious identity depending on the audience. His
‘official’ biographies often mentioned only the Confucianism of his father, linked to the
‘Confucian ethics’ of ‘hard work and beneficent paternalism’ that supposedly made up the
corporate culture of Hyundai. When running unsuccessfully for South Korean President in 1992
and facing two major opponents, one Catholic and the other Protestant, Chung decided to appeal
to the non-Christian segment of voters and declared in no uncertain terms that he had no
religious beliefs whatsoever. 28
Building on modest success in the colonial period, Chung started Hyundai in 1950, and
by the late 1960s was running one of the largest groups in South Korea. By the early 1970s
Hyundai was a top three group and soon was either number one or number two, in perpetual
competition with Samsung for the top rank until 1997. 29 With the Asian Crisis and Chung’s
death in 2001 the group was split into several different companies with no formal ties. The
breakup garners mixed assessments from scholars and business experts: while the debt position
and ongoing problems of many former Hyundai group companies can justify a conclusion that,
28
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after Daewoo, Hyundai post 1997 was the second biggest disaster in Korean business history, 30
the increased competitiveness of some surviving companies resulted in them remaining some of
the world’s largest in their sectors, arguing for the positive economic legacy of Chung. 31
Why did the head of possibly the largest group in South Korea take on a Protestant
identity and join the KCBMC in the early 1980s? To fellow KCBMCers Chung always insisted
on the sincerity of his belief, and like Kim Woo Choong, could cite the lifelong influence of his
devoutly Protestant mother. However, his KCBMC peers of more self-perceived ardent faith
never believed him, in part because of his life-long reputation as a womanizer, but allowed him
to join as they hoped for a ‘true’ and lasting conversion of such a prominent businessman. They
never felt they succeeded and still see Chung as one that “got away.” 32 If Chung did not join the
KCBMC to confirm his Protestant identity, why did he join? The timing was critical. In the
1960s and 1970s Chung had been a dashing ‘can-do’ entrepreneur fulfilling Park Chung Hee’s
most desired high-profile infrastructural and industrial ambitions, including building the first
national expressway, and successfully initiating the South Korean shipbuilding and automobile
industries. As a result Chung was Park’s ‘favorite’ business founder and Hyundai and Park’s
developmental state worked amicably together for mutual business and economic growth. 33
However, by 1981 under the newly installed military dictator President Chun Doo Hwan, who
was hostile towards institutions and people associated with Park, Chung came under intense
pressure from the regime to sell off parts of his group, including Hyundai Motors. 34 At this point
Chung, perhaps at the urging of his devout Protestant protégé, Lee Myung-bak, probably felt he
30
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temporarily needed to find as many allies as possible to back his resistance to a developmental
state that under a new leader was no longer working in his interests.
In terms of the story of self-reconstruction capitalism, Chung’s membership may have
been most significant in bringing in his protégé Lee as a Director of the KCBMC. This proved
to be the start of an ongoing association between Lee and the KCBMC that lasted up to and
including his Presidency. In the early 1990s Lee founded a still thriving new chapter of the
KCBMC in Seoul. As President he made sure to visit the KCBMC and utilized personal contacts
he had made with high profile American CBMCers. 35 While Kim Woo Chung and Chung Juyung, both of marginal Protestant identity, continued to develop their business more or less in
alliance with the developmental state, through his association with the KCBMC and fellow
members such as I.D. Kim, Choi Tae-sup, and Soo Keun Kim, Lee would find confirmation of
his already developing belief in a less state-directed capitalism, though ironically his business
career was entirely within Hyundai, arguably the group most tied to the developmental state after
Daewoo.

Rehabilitating the Businessman: U.S. Influence, the (K)CBMC, and Rotary Korea
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Throughout most of the 20th century large business owners and entrepreneurs have had a
particularly low social status in Korea. 36 This has been the result of numerous widespread reenforcing viewpoints. These include a lingering Confucian animus against ‘base’ men who spend
their lives pursuing profit, a rejection of the idea of absolute property rights, an expectation that
government, not private enterprise, is the ultimate steward of the people’s economic well-being
and the taint of traitorous collaboration with the Japanese that hung over most of the colonial era
big business founders. There was also a perception that running a large business required a
businessman to continually operate as both a low-level ‘criminal’ and an ally of dictators. The air
of criminality arose from the impossibility of actually complying with the maze of (often selfcontradictory) government regulations surrounding a business and from opaque and inconsistent
systems of tax assessment and collection that made determining what was legally owed difficult
and tax evasion of some degree widely practiced. The ‘charge’ of allying with dictators came
from the ‘required’ bribery and policy complicity between businessmen and the developmental
state. 37 As noted even Chŏn T’aek-bo succumbed at least once to corruption. New Ilhan’s iconic
status is due not only to a perception that he never gave in to bribery and was a model tax payer
but that in fact he was the only such businessman in 20th century South Korean history.
Colonial-era self-reconstruction nationalism placed the honest, patriotic businessmen’s
vocation as a highly ethical one, though not necessarily one that was higher than any other
‘modern’ profession. Partly through the example and immense prestige of American influence,
the American originated Korean Christian Businessmen’s Committee (KCBMC) and Korean
Rotary took this rehabilitated conception of the businessman even farther. Protestantism, calling
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businessmen to evangelism and philanthropy, made ‘believing’ businessmen not just as ‘ethical’
as anyone else but in fact the most ethical humans alive, and therefore the ‘natural leaders’ of the
nation. The logical progression was unstated and implicit: since Christianity (conflated with
Protestantism) was the ‘true’ path to God, believers, with God’s help, had the potential to be the
most ethical humans in any society. The greatest task for any believer was the evangelical one of
spreading the faith and turning other individuals into such optimized ethical beings, eventually
creating nations and a world that was entirely ‘saved’. Placing the evangelical task at the
forefront of one’s life made a person a model of ethical behaviour. To the KCBMC (and the
American ‘parent’ organization, the CBMC), in a modern world of marketing and
administration, businessmen were now the humans most ideally suited to spread the faith, even
above professional clergy, so businessmen were potentially the most ‘ethical’ beings under
heaven.
This exaltation of modern businessmen as the most potentially ethical made them, under
the lens of the heavily Confucian-influenced Korean political culture, the ‘natural’ political
leaders of Korea. Confucianism, from its earliest writings by Confucius and Mencius, identified
the ideal political rulers of a society as those educated in ethical norms and then demonstrating
their adherence to ethical norms in their personal and public lives. 38 The fundamental
problematic in Korean religious thinking, reinforced by centuries of influence from
Confucianism, has been the gap between humans being in essence good but in behaviour often
bad. 39 Humans demonstrating the ability to actually behave in accordance with the highest
deemed ethical standards, such as, in their own terms, Korean Protestant businessmen,
demonstrate their ‘natural’ position as the leaders of society. While during the reign of
38
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successive military dictators the KCBMC did not advocate that Protestant businessmen should
also be the political rulers, the exalted position of Korean Protestant businessmen, and their
irreplaceable role in making South Korean capitalism ‘work’ in competition with the North’s
communism, did imply that in the economic sphere at least they deserved to enjoy as little
government interference in their business affairs as possible.
The CBMC saw the ‘true elite’ of Christendom in its member Protestant businessmen,
standing higher than clergymen. This description makes CBMC even in terms of U.S. Christian
history an exceptional case-study of exaltation of the role of businessmen. This took shape in an
America that in the 1950s and onwards made ‘In God We Trust’ the national motto, largely
thought of itself as a ‘Christian nation’, and knew that what was good for General Motors was
good for the country. 40 In the context of a South Korea of much greater religious pluralism than
the U.S., where Protestants were still a tiny minority, and where burgeoning group founders
faced widespread animus, the mission of the KCBMC to be nation-leading groups of ‘ethical
businessmen’ (an oxymoron in most Koreans’ understanding) was utterly novel in terms of
Korean history and modernity. (Just as an organization focused on Protestant businessmen, the
KCBMC is unique in Korean Protestant history.) 41 Dennis McNamara has described what he
calls the corporatism of the South Korean developmental state, where it sought to make
normative the ‘junior’ partnership role of the private sector vis-à-vis the state. According to
McNamara, this message was parroted by all general business associations into the 1970s. 42 In
contrast, the KCBMC was naming Protestant businessmen as the nation’s leaders. The classical
economic liberalism of the self-reconstruction capitalists did not acknowledge that the state
40
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should be their economic partner in any sense, let alone a ‘senior’ one. Protestantism is
associated with a long list of ‘firsts’ in terms of Korean modernity and ‘modern’ religious
practices. The KCBMC must certainly also be added to this lists of ‘firsts’. In terms of Korean
economic history they were the first civil organization to posit businessmen as not merely a
‘necessary evil’ but as leading ethical exemplars, and were (along with the Korean Rotary) the
pioneers in corporate philanthropy for South Korea. In the latter endeavour Protestant
businessmen were showing ‘signs’ of their self-perceived superior ethical being.
Besides the KCBMC, U.S. founded ‘service’ clubs for professionals and business people
also undertook charity activities. The only two with any significant presence in South Korea are
Rotary and Lions Clubs International. This chapter will briefly discuss the older and more
significant organization of the two, Rotary. 43 The Lions lagged behind both Rotary and the
CBMC in coming to South Korea, with Lions International Korea starting in 1959, and therefore
cannot be said to have played the pioneering role in corporate philanthropy that the other two
organizations did. 44
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Throughout Korea’s existence, no country has wielded as much ‘soft’ (and often ‘hard’)
power on it as the U.S., particularly during its economic recovery from the Korean War and
subsequent economic ‘take-off’. As a bulwark of capitalism during the Cold War, the South
Korean elite and the U.S. found a common purpose in anti-communism. For self-reconstruction
capitalists there was an overlapping religious and ideological affinity with an influential coterie
of prominent American Protestant businessmen who saw themselves as the spiritual leaders of a
super-power that God was going to use to swiftly evangelize the post-war world.
These Protestant American businessmen had come together to assert the ‘power’ of the
‘saved’ individual businessman over the Great Depression and the superiority of ‘old-time’
American free-market policies over New Deal government interventionism. However as WWII
and then the Cold War dawned they became reconciled and even supportive of the burgeoning
American neoliberal industrial-military complex as they saw it as a platform to spread their
message of Protestant businessmen as spiritual leaders of society on a global basis and for global
conversion. As these organizations were American in origin it was reinforced by the immense
prestige that America’s economic success, and ‘America’s religion’ of Protestantism carried
amongst all South Koreans, whether believers or not, who saw the latter as a key cause of the
former.

The U.S. Christian Businessmen’s Committee (CBMC): Businessmen above Clergy in ‘Saving’
the World
The CBMC (originally the Christian Businessmen’s Committee, now the Christian
Businessmen’s Connection) started in the U.S. in 1930 from an interdenominational gathering of
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evangelical men, primarily laymen, who sponsored a successful series of revival meetings in
Chicago. After a similar committee was set up in San Francisco, the organization formalized
itself on a national scale as the CBMC in 1937, with committees in various cities. In many ways
the CBMC was a ‘northern’ variant on the Christian Men's Evangelistic Club (CMEC) of the
southern U.S. The CMEC was often called the Billy Sunday Club because it grew out of a 1924
revival campaign held in Charlotte, North Carolina by Billy Sunday, the most famous and
influential itinerant preacher in the U.S. in the first quarter of the 20th century. The two
organizations merged under the CBMC name in 1958. 45 From CBMC’s own telling of their
history, the late 1950s was the high watermark of their fame throughout the nation. For example,
President Eisenhower sent a congratulatory telegram to the 1957 convention in Phoenix,
Arizona. 46 Overseas CBMCs started quickly in Canada and the U.K. Presently there are CBMCs
in approximately 60-70 countries worldwide with a total membership of 50,000. Officially all
overseas CBMCs, including Korea’s, were under the control of the U.S. CBMC until 1973. 47
From its earliest conception as ‘the’ spiritual response to the Great Depression, the
CBMC placed an emphasis on taking action and on ‘saving’ the world, starting in the U.S. The
more ad hoc, task-focused connotations of the use of the term ‘committee’ in CBMC’s former
name instead of ‘club’ or ‘association’ was used in order to underscore the focus on “redeeming
the time.” 48 This sprang from a militant insistence on a belief in premillenialism as such men
“have a sense of urgency about the task of witnessing to their faith, whereas men of other beliefs
45
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might be less likely to have the same vision and burden.” 49 The task of conversion was
purportedly the only purpose of the organization, not to be sidelined by any other Christian
endeavour. In the words of an oft cited founder of CBMC, Arnold Grunigen:
Active, virile laity will combine to preach the blood of Christ, resist all moves to sidetrack us
on reformation projects of one type or another, soft-pedal labels, consolidate our lines in
order to unify our efforts in getting the Gospel to as many people as possible in the shortest
time possible; joining together with the express intent of waging an assault on godlessness,
materialism, unbelief, and modernism. What the world needs is the Gospel. Do you like our
platform? 50
With this focus on proselytization came an explicit disdain for clergy as being inadequate
for the task at hand. One source of this disdain was a long history dating back into the 19th
century of mutually displayed inconsistent support and sometimes outright hostility between
seminary-educated American Protestant clergy and evangelical revivalist itinerant preachers. 51
Another was the perception that clergy necessarily had denominational loyalties that fermented
time-wasting divisions. The answer was non-denominationalism centered on a bare outline of
standard evangelical beliefs with premillenialism thrown in. 52 However, even right believing
clergy were kept at arm’s length as “All business men are eligible for full membership. The socalled ‘professionals’ in religious work are entitled to associate membership.” 53
The spirit of CBMC at that time was not just that ‘so-called’ professional clergy were not
up to the task; it was that businessmen were really the only ones up to the challenge, not only in
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terms of converting other businessmen, 54 but of spreading the Gospel to the entire world. The
CBMC was “the greatest spiritual movement in the 20th century” 55 and, beyond any seminary,
the true “graduate school of Christianity, a hardy place of service for wholehearted men…
[conducting] man-to-man aggressive evangelism…and demonstrating that Christianity works in
business.” 56 Besides Grunigen, R.G. LeTourneau was considered by CBMC during this period as
one of its two most important early leaders. 57 LeTourneau was a leading 20th century inventor of
earth moving technology and his factories produced 70% of the earth moving machines used by
the U.S. Army in WWII. 58 Summing up the CBMC’s dismissive attitude towards clergy and his
role as a businessman ‘called’ to evangelize he stated:
I told God one day I’d try to do what He wanted and He sent me to preach. …It’s all right
for the preachers to give us the theory of religion, but it’s up to us laymen to tell how it
works. We can’t all be preachers. Some of us have to work for a living. 59
The CBMC turned businessmen into evangelists who proselytized to an extensive list of nonbusiness social categories, including students, prisoners 60 and military men, along with the
general populace. From the 1940s to the 1960s local CBMCs posted general calls in print media
ads and billboards for America to repent and pray. Open air mass outreach meetings, complete
with brass bands, were held on the last day of the annual convention until 1976. 61
CBMCers were purportedly not only ahead of the clergy in saving souls but also in
charity. LeTourneau was additionally famous in evangelical circles for ‘reverse tithing’ giving
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90% of his considerable annual income to Christian endeavours until his death in 1969. 62 As a
Korean-American Protestant businessman Ilhan New probably knew of LeTourneau’s ‘reverse
tithing’ (as it was reported in prominent popular American media sources) 63 and it may have
been an inspiration for him to give away his wealth in his will, though there is no evidence of the
two meeting or New mentioning LeTourneau in his writings. LeTourneau came to this financial
arrangement with God after being convinced that his near bankruptcy in 1932 had been due
solely and utterly to his reluctance to render unto God His monetary due, and that he had been
punished for it. That hundreds of thousands of fellow entrepreneurs in the same year were going
bankrupt in the face of the greatest downturn in American and world capitalist history apparently
never entered LeTourneau’s mind as relevant. His failure at that point and his subsequent success
were simply a matter of his personal choices in regards to his relationship with God. With God
and self-discipline, any businessman could triumph, even over a ‘Great Depression’. 64

CBMC & R.G. LeTourneau: Reconciling with ‘Pax Americana’ for World Evangelism
The understanding of Letourneau and other major leaders of the CBMC was that business
failures engendered by the Great Depression were entirely due to personal and collective
spiritual crises. 65 The creation of the CBMC and the spiritual revival amongst businessmen it
would foster was their solution. As a result, the New Deal, in their oft-expressed opinion,
represented a completely unwarranted leftist intrusion of the government into the economy and
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was an affront to ‘sound Christian economics’. 66 This provides an instructive contrast with the
view, noted in Chapter Two, of self-reconstruction nationalist and Ilhan New mentor Sŏ Chaep’il. Sŏ also saw the New Deal as the inevitable result of ‘sin’, but for him the sin was restricted
to ‘evil’ American capitalists who had not curtailed their greed, and not to larger society.
Despite their animus towards the New Deal, with the start of WWII and the rise of the
U.S. Cold War state, many CBMC associated business leaders, not least of which included
LeTourneau, found themselves the beneficiaries of huge amounts of government spending and
procurement contracts. While during the 1930s President Roosevelt often appeared to CBMCers
as great a threat to freedom as Hitler and Stalin, the realities of WWII and then the onset of the
Cold War convinced many that the American state was now being used by God to defend global
civilization. The overall effect was to turn the CBMC and leaders such as LeTourneau into
supporters of the U.S. Cold War state, particularly in its military dimensions. 67 By the end of
WWII many CBMC leaders would forecast the rise of the global reach of Pax Americana and
like the Roman Empire saw it as an originally pagan creation that God was now allowing
Christians to use to evangelize the entire known world. To CBMC leaders, and in particular
LeTourneau, the group of men God had called to use in this great purpose was self-evidently
Protestant American businessmen such as himself. 68 In their hands lay not only the task of saving
and extending the church but of saving civilization itself, as summed up in the following
anonymous poem popular amongst CBMCers, and quoted by LeTourneau, during the 1930s and
1940s;
Leave it to the ministers,
And soon the church will die,
66
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Leave it to the women-folks,
And the young will pass you by,
For the church is all that lifts us from the coarse and selfish mob,
And the church that is to prosper needs the layman on the job. 69
During the 1940s and 1950s with the vast expansion of the U.S. military into a global
gendarme the CBMC started to focus on the military as it managed roughly a dozen ‘Service
Men’s Centers’ across North America. 70 The CBMC made much of the ‘first’ prominent
evangelical military leader, Lt. Gen. William K. Harrison, who also spoke at CBMC meetings. 71
Harrison was a decorated WWII veteran who became famous as the head of the U.N. armistice
delegation during the Korean War and signed on behalf of the U.N. the truce agreement that
curtailed the conflict. Korea, as the site of the first ‘hot’ war that solidified the global battle lines
of the Cold War, a war that in the words of Winston Churchill, led to the “re-arming of America”
was not surprisingly, one of the first non-Western countries in the world to see the creation of a
local CBMC. 72

The ‘American’ Founding of the KCBMC
The KCBMC started off in the 1950s with Committees in four cities, namely Kyongju,
Pusan, Seoul, and Taegu. The Kyongju and Taegu Committees were founded by Colonel Cecil
R. Hill, a U.S. Army officer stationed in Korea from 1954 to 1956. Pusan and Seoul were
founded by Hwang Sŏng-su, then a National Assemblyman in the Liberal Party of President
Rhee. In the KCBMC’s own ‘official’ account, ‘Col. Hill’ gets the most attention as the founder,
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with the timing of his stay in Korea starting in 1954 conflated with the KCBMC’s actual start in
1952. As I.D. Kim wrote in 1982, Hill was the “never to be forgotten…apostle of the
Gospel…and founder of KCBMC” in “Pusan, Taegu, and Kyongju.” 73 The emphasis on Hill
over Hwang as the founder of the KCBMC highlights the American roots and connections of the
KCBMC and the ‘soft power’ of Protestant America within South Korea.
Hwang actually first introduced the idea of CBMC to Korea in a front-page article of the
Christian News on July 21, 1952. 74 Edited by Hwang, the Christian News was a leading
Protestant newspaper of the time, and the most influential amongst Protestant businessmen in the
1950s. 75 The article consisted of a translated letter from Donald MacDonald, the Executive
Secretary of CBMC, welcoming the start of the KCBMC in Pusan, and an overview of the
CBMC’s history, activities, goals, and non-denominationalism.76 Hwang, a frequent traveler to
the U.S., visited the CBMC headquarters in Chicago in early August, 1952, and came back to
preside over the newly begun Pusan Committee. 77 Even though Seoul had been recaptured for
the last time from the North Koreans and Chinese in March, 1951, the South Korean government
stayed in Pusan for the duration of the war, and Hwang stayed with it. After the war in 1953 the
government moved back to Seoul and Hwang followed suit by moving the Pusan Committee to
Seoul in mid-1954. Not only was this the start of KCBMC in Seoul, a follower of Hwang
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described it as a movement of the “headquarters of the Korean CBMC” with Hwang as
Chairman. 78
Hill was sent to Korea just before this move in the first half of 1954. A zealous CBMC
member since 1948, Hill planned from the start to spread the gospel of the CBMC to Korea. 79
Limited to speaking through a translator or to those few Koreans who spoke English, Hill first
set up a thriving Committee in Taegu in February 1955. CBMC granted this Committee official
status in September of that year. He then set up another active Committee in Kyongju that was
officially recognized in April 1956. In 1o955 he revived the KCBMC in Pusan, left inactive after
Hwang’s departure, though with less success than in Taegu or Kyongju. 80

Colonel Hill in Korea: The Personification of the CBMC Utilizing American Influence
We thought America was the most powerful nation on Earth because it was the most
Protestant nation on Earth. 81
– Former YMCA national youth leader of the early 1960s

One [Korean] pastor told me that in Korea America is considered a completely Christian
nation where everyone has already been converted. I tried to explain to him that this was
not the case, but he found it hard to believe. 82
– Billy Graham, 1953
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Every single American, from GI to Ambassador, possessed more than virtually any
Korean. …Koreans therefore attached themselves to Americans by any means necessary,
hoping against hope to get to America – uniformly conceived as a country where the
streets were paved with gold, a fabulous PX in the sky. 83
– Bruce Cumings
Hill was born sometime around 1910. He grew up in Knoxville, Tennessee, gained a
legal education, and had an extensive career as an officer in the U.S. Army from the late 1930s to
1959, seeing combat service in Europe in W.W.II. 84 Hill came into professional contact with two
famous American generals of the time. One was Lt. Gen. William K. Harrison, the signer for the
U.N. of the armistice agreement ending the Korean War. Harrison was later the President of the
Officer’s Christian Union (now Fellowship) from 1954 to 1972, an organization encouraging
Christian faith and activities in the U.S. military. 85 Another was Maj. Gen. W.C. (‘Westie’)
Westmoreland, the commander of Ft. Campbell, Kentucky while Hill served there from 1957 to
1959, and later famous for commanding U.S. forces during the Vietnam War. 86
Hill described his introduction to CBMC as follows:
My fondness for Christian Business Men’s Committee was almost a case of love at first
sight….I had never seen a group of men so devoted to the Lord. The annual convention
of CBMC came to Washington in October of 1948, and what I saw and experienced there
thrilled me beyond measure. 87
Within CBMC Hill had a high profile, being friends with top CBMC leaders in the 1950s. 88
Hill’s major effort to help the CBMC was founding the Christian Military Men’s Committee
(henceforth ‘CMMC’) in 1951, of which Hill became the first and only leader. Akin to the many
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Service Men’s Centers the CBMC ran in the 1940s and 1950s (and to Harrison’s Officer’s
Christian Union), the goal of the CMMC was to convert servicemen who would then join the
CBMC when they left military service. 89 The CBMC newsletter, CBMC Contact, covered
CMMC activities extensively. Hill claimed hundreds of servicemen were converted by the
CMMC, and it won the public encouragement of Gen. Westmoreland while Hill was at his last
posting as Comptroller at Ft. Campbell, Kentucky from 1957 to 1959. 90 Despite this, the CMMC
never extended much beyond Ft. Campbell and was quietly terminated by the CBMC in 1962.
Hill himself had less involvement with the CBMC following military retirement. He lived in
Knoxville until his death near the turn of this century. Except for sponsoring a young Korean
officer’s U.S. education in the late 1950s Hill seemed to have no further contact with Korea or
the KCBMC. 91
Theologically Hill was the very model of a modern U.S. military evangelical, sharing
with his acquaintance Lt. Gen. William K. Harrison 92 a decided interest in dispensationalist
premillenialism. Hill shared CBMC’s bias against denominationalism. 93 Hill’s formal
theological and pastoral studies were limited to a night studies certificate gained at the
Washington Bible Institute (henceforth ‘WBI’; now the Washington Bible College) in 1951
which he often cited. The 1950 WBI Doctrinal Statement, that faculty had to sign allegiance to
every year, is similar to the CBMC “Statement of Doctrine” noted above, but with an explicitly
spelled out dispensationalist eschatology and a vision of the Church’s mission to be exclusively
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one of proselytizing. 94 In an extensive address Hill gave not long after returning from South
Korea, he describes from various passages from Daniel, II Timothy 3:1-5 (which alludes to ‘the
last days’), and Ezekiel, how the world of 1957 had been foretold. Hill stressed that the creation
of Israel especially was challenging the CBMC “to a major effort for the Lord.” 95
Hill’s first posting in Korea was as Inspector General of the Korean Military Advisory
Group (KMAG). Previously he had been based at Camp Atterbury, Indiana. As its name
suggests, the KMAG, headquartered in Taegu, was the U.S. military’s organization for providing
training to the South Korean army. 96 Hill’s next position, assumed no later than December 1955,
was Commanding Officer of the field team for South Kyŏngsang province of the Korea Civil
Assistance Command (KCAC), headquartered in the provincial capital of Pusan. 97 Kyongju, the
third city where Hill set up a Committee, was linked by rail and close to Taegu.
The KCAC was a major part of an immense stream of American economic aid that
flowed into South Korea throughout the 1950s. Before and during the Korean War $1.2 billion
worth of economic aid had been channeled through the UNKRA (United Nations Korea
Reconstruction Agency) and UNCACK (United Nations Civil Assistance Corps Korea), both
nominally United Nations organizations but overwhelmingly manned and funded by the U.S. 98
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After the War ended UNKRA became less important and the large majority of aid flowed
through UNCACK, which was renamed the KCAC and was run as a unit of the U.S. Army. Such
a direct involvement of the U.S. Army in purely economic foreign aid was unprecedented in
history. Between 1953 and 1962 the U.S. provided a total of $2 billion in economic aid to South
Korea, most of which was through the KCAC. This $2 billion amounted to 70% of South
Korea’s imports over the period and 8% of GNP. It is estimated that if this aid had not been
forthcoming, South Korea’s anemic per capita growth of 1.5% per year over this period would
have been at least zero, or even negative. 99
During the 1950s, American aid was “essential to the survival of South Korea as an
independent [sic] country.” 100 The scope of the KCAC’s activities covered all segments of the
economy. Within the KCAC there was a fundamental split between “planners” in the
headquarters and “do’ers” in the field teams. 101 There were roughly ten field teams, one for each
province and Seoul. There could be one to three layers of staff officers between Col. Hill,
commander of a field team, and the commanding general of the KCAC, though field team
leaders often communicated directly with the commanding general. Below Hill was a team of
roughly forty (not counting Korean employees) serving the entire province, half American junior
officers and support soldiers and half non-Korean civilian specialists, primarily in public health
and agriculture. During the Korean War UNKRA and UNCACK effectively displaced the
functioning work of South Korean government ministries, in planning and even in
implementation. After the armistice, the KCAC worked as a parallel government bureaucracy to
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the South Korean system and, considering the importance of American funding, most likely the
dominant one. A Commanding Officer such as Hill was expected to have close relations with the
corresponding South Korean provincial government and governor as the official liaison for
CKAC at that level. 102
It is possible Col. Hill was at some time the field team commander for yet another
province, likely North Kyŏngsang with its capital of Taegu, as he identified himself in the U.S.
as “advisor to the governors of two Korean provinces.” 103 He also won the South Korean
government’s second highest military award, the Ulchi Medal, though it may have been routine
for CKAC field team commanders to get such an honour. 104 Whatever the details, there is no
doubt that for a limited time within his local sphere, simply due to his position Col. Hill enjoyed
enormous prestige and hegemonic power within a South Korean society and economy prostrate
from a devastating war and overwhelmingly dependent on American aid. Naturally enough, this
prestige carried over into Col. Hill’s efforts to promote the CBMC and CMMC. This is
exemplified by Hill’s attendance with the mayor of Taegu at a KCBMC ‘ceremony’ held by the
Taegu group around December 1955. 105 Though there is no evidence that LeTourneau ever had
any contact with or knowledge of Col. Hill’s existence, the phenomenon of an ardent CBMC
supporter such as Hill in a position to proselytize Protestantism to the regional political and
social leaders of tens of millions of ‘un-saved’ non-Americans, all courtesy of the U.S. post-war
‘superpower’ state, is precisely the reason anti-New Dealers such as LeTourneau were able to be
reconciled with and even supported a vastly expansive post-war U.S. government.
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Hill was fortunate in the interpreter the army assigned to him. Chung Hae-Chun, a
Captain in the South Korean army, had just returned from a two-year posting as a translator at
Fort Bening, Georgia. Not only was Chung at least proficient in English, while in the U.S. he met
a number of evangelicals friendly to CBMC as well as Hill’s personal friend Jack Wyrtzen, 106 a
colleague of Billy Graham and a prominent evangelist to youth . 107 Chung had also been exposed
to a number of American evangelical organizations such as the Officer’s Christian Union, Youth
for Christ, and Intervarsity Fellowships. 108 Armed with such personal insight into the milieu
from which Hill had come, Chung could convey Hill’s message into Korean with a minimal loss
of meaning.
Hill first promoted CBMC and CMMC at an address to South Korean army chaplains
near the end of 1954 where he described the former as “an international organization of Christian
business men…. [It] is one of the strongest and most effective laymen’s organizations in the
world.” 109 Chung Hae-Chung was instrumental in getting the CBMC in Taegu started with Hill.
Chung was a member of the Daegu Tong-Moon Presbyterian Church (now the Munhwa Church),
founded in 1948. Chung introduced the idea of CBMC to elders in his church, and they and other
Presbyterian elders in various professions formed the majority of the 1950s Taegu committee’s
executive. 110
Besides Hill, other Americans gave their imprimatur to the first meetings of the Taegu
committee. The earliest recorded “organizational meeting” was addressed by Hill, a Korean
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elder, and Everett Swanson. 111 Swanson had first come to Korea to evangelize the Korean
military. By the time he addressed the Taegu committee Swanson had been raising funds in the
U.S. for orphaned Korean children for several years and was soon to set up what became a global
charity for children. 112 In the words of Chung, the visit of another charity dispensing American, a
“Mrs. Lloyd W. Doughty of Dallas Texas,” provided a “very proper opportunity” for the
‘official’ “charter granting” meeting of the Taegu committee. 113
While Hill routinely addressed KCBMC meetings he attended there is no record of what
he said beyond his statement to the Korean military mentioned above. To a great degree, who he
was – a Protestant emissary of the God-blessed greatest power on earth benevolently overseeing
the local economy and government – was as important as what he said. As his statement to the
Korean army chaplains would indicate, he most certainly enthusiastically conveyed the message
and culture of the CBMC as well as anyone. His enthusiasm was helped by what seems to be a
genuine respect for the piety and energy of Protestant Koreans. 114 Though ensconced in the
south-east, Hill did meet Hwang Sŏng-su at least once when Hill addressed the Seoul CBMC in
mid-1955. 115 Personal memories of Hill and his legacy lingered on with the top leadership of
KCBMC until at least the early 1980s as exemplified by his relationship with Lee Sŏng-wŏn. Lee
was a financial executive and a member of the founding executive of the Taegu committee,
featured in several existing pictures sitting or standing immediately beside Hill. As one of the
youngest founders of the Taegu committee Lee survived to become a top board member of the
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KCBMC throughout the 1970s and early 1980s, serving as its Vice-Chairman in 1974-1975 and
from 1978 to 1982. 116

The CBMC-KCBMC Relationship: Visitors Back and Forth
After Hill’s departure, the KCBMC was visited often through the late 1950s and into the
1960s by the top leader of the CBMC, the Executive Secretary, first T.E. McCully and then
Waldo Yeager. McCully visited Korea in 1959, and Yeager in 1960, 1964, and 1967. 117 During
their visits both attended assemblies held in prestigious Presbyterian churches in Seoul founded
by American missionaries in the 19th century; McCully in the Seung Dong Church (the church
attended by I.D. Kim, the founder of Byucksan and later Chairman of the KCBMC), and Yeager
in the Saemoonan Church. 118 Both received lavish receptions, addressing meetings that were
attended by hundreds and in McCully’s case attracting Korean media attention and a visit from
the Mayor of Taegu. Both addressed meetings beyond the KCMBC, including hospitals, new
churches, and one by McCully at what may be either Seoul National University or Soongsil
University. Hwang Sŏng-su in Seoul and Dr. Lee in Kyongju (to be described shortly) were their
primary KCBMC hosts during their visits. 119
Outside of CBMC Waldo Yeager was President of Cortland Produce Company, or
“Toledo’s ‘chicken and egg’ man.” He was noted for providing voluntary weekly religious
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meetings during lunch hours open to all employees, and for writing a best-selling tract. 120 He
may have been an inspiration for I.D. Kim’s later promotion of workplace worship within
Byucksan. T.E. McCully was and is relatively more famous in U.S. and global evangelical
circles. Owner of a Milwaukee baking business, a week after he became head of the CBMC his
son and four other American missionaries were killed by members of the so-called ‘Auca’
(Huaorani) people of Ecuador. McCully’s stoic Christian acceptance of his son’s death and the
eventual conversion of most of the Huaorani, including some of the killers, received extensive
contemporary coverage in both evangelical and secular media, and formed the basis of
McCully’s ‘Christian witness’ from that time onwards. 121 The experience of his son’s death on
an international missionary project motivated McCully to become the first head of the CBMC to
vigorously promote overseas expansion, including a tour of East and South Asia in 1959 that
included the stop in Korea mentioned above. McCully called for a “spiritual unity” with “bornagain men in all areas of the world” led by “Men with a Vision” who “think big, ask big, and
pray big!” 122
Until the 1960s the flow of personnel between the CBMC and KCBMC remained almost
completely one-way. Besides Hwang Sŏng-su mentioned above practically the only exception
was Chung Hae-Chun, Col. Hill’s translator, who shows up in 1957, now a Colonel himself,
giving an “outstanding testimony” to a ‘Southwestern Regional CBMC Family Conference’ in
Georgia. 123 From 1966 onwards the KCBMC made a commitment to send a delegation to every
120
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annual CBMC national convention. Through the 1970s and 1980s an extensive number of
Koreans interacted with CBMC in the U.S., in contingents that were relatively larger than those
from any other country. The overall success and engagement of the KCBMC with the CBMC
eventually resulted in Seoul being the site of the first CBMC World Conference in 1977. 124 Up
until the early 1980s, Hwang Sŏng-su remained the most prominent ‘emissary’ of the KCBMC
to the U.S., a ubiquitous presence heading up KCMBC delegations to the U.S. and bringing back
‘the latest’ ideas and trends from the U.S at KCBMC conventions. 125

The CBMC ‘Contact’ and Paraphernalia Adopted by the KCBMC
The importance of personal contacts in conveying the ethos of CBMC to the KCBMC is
underscored by the fact that as a matter of policy CBMC provided practically no money or
materials to overseas affiliates such as the KCBMC, and only extremely sporadically some
literature. In the early to mid-1960s CBMC published in Korean tens of thousands of so-called
‘Salvation’ and ‘Little’ ‘Bibles’; that is, two page leaflets with a few paragraphs of Scripture.
Besides these, primarily due to cost considerations, in 1959 CBMC’s board explicitly limited the
translation of other CBMC literature to a short pamphlet explaining what the CBMC was.
Though in the early 1960s CMBC may have relented on this decision somewhat with respect to
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vaguely described later materials, it is not clear if the aforementioned pamphlet or later materials
were ever translated into Korean. 126
There was a Korean appetite for the CBMC periodical, the CBMC Contact. In 1962 the
Pusan Committee was noted for publishing its own large edition of CBMC Contact, using a
number of reprints from the US publication. 127 What did a Korean CBMCer read in this reprinted
CBMC Contact? An exact answer is not known, but a sampling of various front cover articles
from the CBMC Contact in the early 1960s and late 1950s, include stirring addresses regarding
the future or faith from CBMC leaders (“Make Thy Petition Deep” by T. E. McCully, July
1962), news of exciting events in glamorous America (“25th CBMCI Convention, Miami,
Florida,” same issue), confirmation that his beliefs were ‘modern’ (“Why a Psychologist
Believes the Bible” by Dr. Clyde Narramore, April 1960) , and direction as to his role as a godly
businessman. (“God’s Assignment for Business Men” November, 1959). 128
The latter article is suggestive of the overall message of the CBMC and the KCBMC to
Protestant American and South Korean businessmen in the 1950s and 1960s. The author was a
Robert J. Willey, a mid-level manager at Hayes Aircraft Corporation in charge of ‘missiles’,
presumably for the U.S. military. 129 Throughout this time period Hayes Aircraft Corporation’s
primary business was maintaining and repairing U.S. military aircraft. 130 Throughout his article
Willey identifies the readers of his article, Protestant businessmen, as the same as biblical
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‘stewards’ such as Joseph when in charge of Potiphar’s and then the Pharaoh’s household, and
the ‘stewards’ of the faith that the apostle Paul identifies as responsible for the promulgation of
the faith. 131 ‘God’s assignment for business men’ is to recognize that God wants them to use
their organizational, analytical, and human management skills as business executives to fulfill
the ‘great commission’ of evangelizing the world. 132 “God is seeking: He wants a man. Will you
be that man?” 133
The start of the Kyongju CBMC illustrates the importance of personal contact, the
influence of Contact and the paucity of material support the CBMC provided the KCBMC. The
Kyongju CBMC started under the leadership of Dr. Kyung W. Lee. During the Korean War, Dr.
Lee started a Christian medical missionary group in the Korean military. Aware of his work, Col.
Hill introduced him to the idea of the CMMC and CBMC, along with several issues of the
CBMC Contact. With the backing of Dr. Lee’s group and the support of local (Presbyterian)
churches, Dr. Lee became the Chairman of CMMC in Korea and Chairman of the Kyongju
CBMC committee. 134 For years, Dr. Lee’s Kyongju Committee constantly asked for material
support from the CBMC in the form of items such as a movie projector and an ambulance, with
almost no success. 135
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Even if money, material goods, and literature were not forthcoming, paraphernalia of
identity such as membership cards, badges, plaques, and wall hangings were. The CBMC, like
the Lions or the Rotary, was an organization replete with self-identifying pins and ‘emblems’.
During the official “charter-granting” for the Taegu Committee described above, Chung HaeChun notes that the meeting reached its climax when Col. Hill “personally fixed the CBMC
badges to each member’s coat.” CBMC stressed that only dues-paying members had the
privilege of receiving and wearing the badge, which was relatively expensive, ornate, and small,
being only half the circumference of a dime. 136 On the same page of the CBMC Contact where
Hill’s pining is recorded, an obscure member from Pennsylvania attests to the importance of
what is titled “Lapel Pin Testimony”: “Since the Lord opens the way of witness through the
CBMC lapel pin, it sure hurt to learn that…many members [in Atlantic City] do not wear lapel
pins.” He then equates a failure to wear the CBMC pin with being ashamed of being Christian
and inadvertently supporting communism. 137
The grainy nature of the few extant black and white photos does not allow for any
definite conclusion as to how popular the small CBMC pin was amongst contemporary Korean
members. One photo from approximately the early 1960s does show a visiting CBMC leader
from Canada pinning the Chairman of the Pusan Committee in a ceremonial manner. 138
Ironically, the universal wearing of a pin in public to show ideological allegiance has proven
effective in instilling group cohesiveness in Korea, albeit in the communist north, where since
the 1960s every citizen is required to wear a lapel pin with a portrait of a present or past ruling
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member of the Kim family. 139 In overall design the CBMC membership pin was a small version
of the then official emblem, which ranged in length from one half to one meter, proudly
displayed in photos of events sponsored by the various committees of the KCBMC. 140

‘Men of Vision’: A K/CBMC Biblical Exegesis Valorizing the Role of Businessmen
In 1957 and 1958 photos of Hwang Sŏng-su and Dr. Lee with the Kyongju Committee, a
wall sign that combines the CBMC emblem with the English words “Men of Vision – ProVerb
[sic] 29:18” hangs prominently by itself in a position where it will be clearly caught by the
camera. 141 The phrase ‘Men of Vision’, in English no less, would certainly have come to the
KCBMC from the CBMC. As noted above, at that time the phrase was being championed by
T.E. McCully as a slogan summing up the heroic quality of CBMC men as leaders possessing
global vision. This reinforcement of CBMCers as the ‘elite’ of the Church Universal has
purported Scriptural backing from Proverbs 29:18. This flattering exegesis relies on the use of
the King James Version of the Bible as the verse’s origin (and ignoring the last half of the
phrase): “Where there is no vision, the people perish: but he that keepeth the law, happy is he.”
Beyond McCully and the CBMC it is contended that this is a ‘misinterpretation’ common to
American Protestant lay people in the latter part of the 20th century because it can be used to
encourage a like-minded audience (often business people) to see themselves as the source of the
‘vision’. The ordinary masses will perish (or the company will go bankrupt) without their
leadership. The argument that this is a ‘misinterpretation’ is that in the original Greek as
139
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reflected in modern English translations ‘vision’ is actually ‘revelation’. By definition revelation
comes only from God, not from Protestant businessmen. 142
What would a Korean Protestant businessman read in the 1950s and 1960s when he
looked up this verse? He would have looked up a Korean Revised Version Bible (Kaehyŏk
han'gŭlp’an) 143 where he would have read “Muksika ŏpsŭmyŏn paeksŏngi pangjahi
haenghagŏniwa yulbŏbŭl chik’inŭn chanŭn pogi innŭnira” for which coincidentally the English
New International Version provides a good translation: “Where there is no revelation, the people
cast off restraint; but blessed is he who keeps the law.” In other words, without the influence of
the CBMC he would probably have understood it to mean that where God’s revelation is not
being adhered to or is unknown, people commit sin; not that ‘men of vision’ such as him need to
provide leadership or ‘the people will perish’, literally or figuratively. It would appear though,
that through the influence of the CBMC, the more ‘heroic’ interpretation of this verse prevailed
in the understanding of KCBMC members. The misspelling of ‘Proverbs’ and the rough nature
of the sign seen in the photos indicates that it was made by KCBMC members and represents an
inculturation of the contemporary American Protestant lay exegesis of the scripture into Korean
culture, driven by the sheer strength of American ‘soft power’ as filtered through the CBMC.
Probably the first ever Scriptural slogan of the KCBMC, it has remained popular through
the decades. The KCBMC website ‘still’ (the footnoted example below is from 2007) highlights
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its applicability to Korean businessmen as an encouragement to social leadership. 144 By this time
however, the circulation of this scriptural evidence for the ‘truth’ of the K/CBMC’s mission has
become global, with the KCBMC reiterating its applicability to the CBMC as much as the other
way. This is shown by a fiery 50 minute headliner address given by Billy Kim to the CBMC’s
50th anniversary national convention in 1987. Kim starts his address by identifying himself as
speaking for the KCBMC. He finishes his speech by saying that “where there is no vision the
people perish” and then quotes Winston Churchill asking Americans during WWII to ‘give us
the tools to finish the job.’ Kim then says that the audiences’ ‘job’ is to “fulfill the Great
Commission [e.g. evangelize the world] in this generation.” Kim is making it clear that similar to
it being human agency (e.g. Churchill) through which the war was won preventing more people
from perishing, American, Korean, and businessmen from all over the world are going to provide
the ‘vision’ so ‘the people’ do not ‘perish’ spiritually. The unique task God has given every
believing businessman was for them to evangelize the entire world. 145

Billy Graham, the CBMC, and Korean Protestants: Reinforcing the Message
Billy Graham is widely considered as the most globally famous and influential Protestant
evangelist of the 20th century; ecumenical in approach with a simple evangelical message,
equally adept at addressing millions through television broadcasts, hundreds of thousands in
stadiums, and witnessing ‘man-to-man’ to world statesmen and U.S. Presidents. Responsible in
their minds for ‘saving’ the world, the CBMC had sought a globe-trotting Pax Americana ‘giant’
144
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of evangelizing such as Billy Graham. Spiritually and materially, the CBMC saw Billy Graham
as their ‘creation’ to fulfill the CBMC’s mission. Graham was ‘born-again’ at the age of twelve
at an all-day fast and prayer meeting run by local businessmen on his father’s land in North
Carolina. In the CBMC understanding of Graham’s conversion, it was significant that the prayers
of businessmen had ‘saved’ him and foretold the rise of businessmen as the leaders of
Protestantism. 146
By his early twenties in the late 1940s Graham was famed amongst evangelical
leadership circles as an up-and-coming ‘star’ evangelist though unknown to the wider public.
CBMC material support was critically important at several times in Graham’s career; before his
ascension to national and international fame through his successful 1949 ‘crusade’ in Los
Angeles, and in later years right into the 1960s. 147 R.G. LeTourneau was a substantial donor
before Graham became famous. He stated that Graham would ‘one day be evangelist to
millions.’148 Graham’s relationship with CBMC remained friendly thereafter. The CBMC
newsletter, the CBMC Contact, featured articles on Graham on the covers for April 1957 and
March 1958. 149 Graham promoted the CBMC in foreign countries such as the U.K. 150
No non-Western country looms as large in Billy Graham’s life as Korea. Korea bookends (almost literally in his autobiography) his career, as he evolved from a dedicated Cold-War
supporter of Syngman Rhee in the 1950s to a ‘good friend’ and unofficial American envoy to
North Korea’s leader Kim Il Sung in the early 1990s. 151 His wife Ruth Graham, the daughter of
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American missionaries based in China, received her high school education in Protestant
institutions in Pyongyang in the 1930s, 152 and Graham preached to his largest ever one time
audience, over a million people in Yoido Plaza, Seoul in 1973. 153 During his first trip to Korea in
1952 his first-hand experience of the horrors of the War was unlike anything he had ever seen
before and in his estimation resulted in him going into Korea as “a boy and… Come Out a
Man.” 154
While Korea looms large in the life of Billy Graham, Graham looms large in reputation
with Korean Protestants from the 1950s to the present. While Col. Hill possessed great prestige
for a short time in a limited area as a ‘Protestant emissary of the God-blessed greatest power on
earth,’ Billy Graham enjoyed an immeasurably greater standing from the 1950s onwards
amongst many South Koreans, particularly fellow Protestants, refugees from the north, and anticommunists (often the same people). One noted Korean historian of Korean Protestantism asserts
that Graham’s prestige was so large as to mostly attribute the explosion in the number of Korean
Protestants in the 1970s and 1980s to the aforementioned 1973 rally. 155 This is certainly
overstated, but gives another indication of Graham’s stature amongst Koreans.
Even in the 1950s Graham was clearly a known figure to most Korean Protestants. His
fame rubbed off by association with the KCBMC, Han Kyung-Chik, and their ideas. Graham, in
conjunction with other American and Korean evangelicals, started the first privately owned radio
station in Korea, HLKY in Seoul in 1954, which was the start of the now extensive CBS
(Christian Broadcasting Service) media group (Kidokkyo pangsŏng]. Amongst its content were
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translated Christian materials from American evangelicals such as Graham, including a broadcast
of Graham’s translated sermons during his 1956 tour. 156 Throughout the 1950s and 1960s
Graham’s various radio shows could be picked up in Seoul, broadcast in English for the benefit
of stationed American troops. Ilhan New was a faithful and enthusiastic listener of these
broadcasts. 157
Graham visited Korea twice in the 1950s, first in 1952 for ten days from December 15-25
and then in 1956 for two days starting February 26, his last visit before 1973. The large-scale,
‘revival’-type meetings he held during both of these visits were practically the first held in South
Korea in the post-Liberation era. They were a precedent for a stream of lesser-known American
visiting evangelists who followed in the 1950s and for Korean-run mass religious meetings held
thereafter. 158 Both his visits received prominent coverage from one of Korea’s oldest and most
prestigious dailies, the Chosŏn Ilbo. The articles note President Syngman Rhee’s attendance at
Graham’s sermons and their meetings afterwards. 159 The most influential Christian newspaper
amongst Seoul-based Protestant elites in the 1950s was the Kidok Kongbo, edited by the
ubiquitous Hwang Sŏng-su. In this paper Graham’s visits not only merit front page coverage, but
he is further honored by the paper as the only individual over most of the 1950s to have his
portrait printed above the accompanying articles. 160 In an era when Korean newspapers were
relatively small due to the scarcity of paper, illustrations were rare and one for Graham must
have underscored his importance to readers.
156
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The 1956 tour in particular was covered by a huge array of Korean media. 161 During the
1956 trip Graham was very public endorsed by ‘Protestant President’ Syngman Rhee. He (and
his entire cabinet) appeared on the stage in Seoul where Graham preached and shook his hand
before the gathered crowd of fifty thousand. 162 The imprimatur of Graham as a Pro Nuncio of the
American Protestant Republic was enhanced by the U.S. military handling all logistics,
transportation, planning, and security for Graham’s 1952 trip, and the presence of the U.S.
military at the 1956 rally. 163 Graham also benefitted from the support of Han Kyong-Chik, his
translator on the podium for both trips. Han’s Youngnak Church was the only venue Graham
preached in, while in Seoul for half his trip in 1952, filling it for five nights. 164 The association
with Graham where he earned particular praise for the excellence of his translation in turn
enhanced Han’s reputation in South Korea. 165 This association became the start of a close, lifelong friendship between Graham (and Graham’s father-in-law) and Han. 166 Han initiated
Graham’s 1973 visit but due to age begged off translation duties. Instead Graham chose Billy
Kim, making Kim instantly famous within South Korea, and known within American evangelical
circles. 167
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With a wide and ardent Korean Protestant audience listening, what was Graham’s
message? Throughout his career, but most particularly in his earlier decades, Graham was an
extremely pro-Republican Party, anti-communist, individualist, free enterprise and businessmen
exalting Cold War warrior. 168 In the 1950s he featured in films produced by the oil industry
extolling free markets developing and exploiting God-given natural resources, 169 a sentiment Soo
Keun Kim, the founder of the energy focused Daesung group must have appreciated. Graham
equated economic ‘laws’ (meaning the neo-classical economic laws of the market) with God’s
laws. He believed that capitalism meant freedom but that it needed Christian capitalists or it
would fall into immorality. 170 In a short film from the early 1950s called “With God on Our
Side” Graham states: “Jesus taught the value of private property.” 171 Another typical quote
regarding riches for Graham at the time was “There is nothing in the Bible that says it is wrong
to be rich if you have gained it honestly.” The sin laid in squandering money on self-gratification
instead of Christian work, 172 a sentiment that was practically the same as Han Kyung-Chik’s
attitude towards business. Businessmen were to work hard and earn a profit but then were to save
their riches and forswear excessive personal consumption. To Graham any critique of an
economic system was on the level of individual souls; if capitalism in a particular context was
producing evil and sin, the solution was to turn the offending capitalist into a believer. 173
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The KCBMC and Pioneering Corporate Philanthropy and Business Ethics
From its start the KCBMC undertook social outreach and philanthropic activities,
intermixed with its evangelical activities. This pioneered such activities by the Korean corporate
sector. More than just “works of charity” as Chung-Shin Park describes them they were in part a
strategy of rehabilitating the overall negative image of businessmen in South Korea. 174 In a
KCBMC bulletin in 1974 I.D. Kim told fellow members,
When Protestant businessmen get organized together to do good works, it is through this
group effort that the bad image of business caused by non-Protestant businessmen, that
Protestant businessmen are also ensnared in, is improved. First every KCBMC member
has to develop their conscience and then each can use their business activities to do
heaven’s business. 175
Throughout the 1950s and into the 1960s hundreds of members in Seoul, Taegu, and Kyongju,
though the numbers fluctuated, would meet (semi-)regularly to fraternize, undertake bible
studies, pray, and recruit new members. 176 In the early to mid-1950s the Seoul Committee led by
Hwang Sŏng-su undertook social welfare activities helping students and supporting public
health. 177 Amongst other activities, the Seoul Committee continued with Monday and
Wednesday night Bible studies through the 1950s and 1960s and organized hundreds to attend
receptions for visiting CBMC leaders (as mentioned previously). 178 In the mid to late 1950s the
Taegu Committee undertook regular evangelist activities aimed at imprisoned criminals,
workplaces, and the general public. 179 One of the sermons given to an audience of prisoners
focused on the centrality of Protestantism within the historic struggle for Korean
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independence. 180 The Taegu Committee apparently had the resources and influence for some
quite showy efforts in evangelizing the general public, including the use in 1956 of an “Army
plane [that] dropped several hundred thousand tracts from the air.” 181
The Kyongju Committee founded by Dr. Kyung W. Lee and led by him until his death in
late 1964 also undertook numerous social welfare activities. 182 During this time the Kyongju
Committee undertook a constant stream of activities such as provision of medical care to orphans
through a free clinic (that burnt down and was rebuilt at least once), church building
construction, elementary school, hospital and prison visits, outreach to veterans (some outside
the immediate Kyongju area), helping farmers plant, building a public Bible Club, providing
temporary accommodation to Western missionaries, and maintaining regular correspondence and
occasional visits with fellow CBMCers in Japan, the Philippines, and the U.S. 183 From the
beginning members were encouraged to set aside ten to twenty percent of their income to be
donated to the poor, Christian hospitals, and/or church operations. Partly inspired by Ilhan New’s
famous will, from the 1970s onwards members were exhorted to have legally sanctioned wills
ready with a generous bequest for society on their person at all times, both as a memento mori
and to ensure the disbursements of their estates without complication. 184
At one of the first national conferences of the KCBMC in 1974 attended by over 200
businessmen, a major portion of the scheduled seminars and lectures centered on business ethics.
Byucksan founder and KCBMC Chairman I.D. Kim stated to the leading Korean daily Chosun
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Ilbo that Protestant businessmen alone were dealing with the ‘wretched’ state of South Korean
business ethics. Improving corporate ethics was closely linked to God’s salvation. With God’s
love the ‘saved’ businessman purportedly had a unique recognition that they had the ability to in
turn ‘save society’ through ethical businesses where all employees received business ethics
training. Kim suggested in his comments that non-Protestant businessmen were oblivious to the
entire issue. 185
In these activities, and of course Ilhan New’s charitable acts in the 1960s and in his will,
Protestant businessmen, usually through the KCBMC and Rotary Korea, were the pioneers of
business philanthropy and teaching business ethics in Korea. Institutionalized concern with
business ethics across the South Korean business sector only became widespread in the 1990s. 186
Philanthropy by Korean conglomerates in general only became a significant factor in overall
Korean charitable giving in the 1980s. Driven to a great degree by a need to appease antibusiness sentiments amongst the general population, a very few non-Protestant related
conglomerates set up the first tax-free private social welfare foundations in the mid-1960s. The
large majority started in the 1970s and 1980s. Throughout this period, however, these
foundations were used not for their ostensible purpose of providing charity but instead as a
vehicle for transferring funds between group companies, and to younger members of a founder’s
family. 187 One of the earliest Foundations provides a case-in-point starkly highlighting the
difference between the non-Christian first generation capitalists and the Protestants highlighted
in this study. In the mid-1960s Byung-Chull Lee, the founder of Samsung, set up the Samsung
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Cultural Foundation, ostensibly for charitable purposes, but actually, in the analysis of most
observers, to transfer group company ownership amongst his family. This was not remedied until
the government passed a law banning this use of Foundations in 1975, with the Samsung case as
the main spur to action. 188

‘Industrialists Have Become the Leaders of the Nation’
To KCBMC leaders the present world and Korea had entered the age of the businessman,
so it was uniquely up to Protestant businessmen to demonstrate model social behaviour by
pioneering corporate philanthropy, and then, to take on the role of evangelizing the nation, which
they, and they alone, had to initiate or the Korean people would perish. 189 In the mid-1970s as
the Chairman of the KCBMC, I.D. Kim communicated aspects of this message repeatedly.
Business was the ‘mainstay’ of society and Protestant businessmen in particular had a
responsibility to direct profits ‘first’ to social welfare activities and to be pioneers in business
philanthropy. 190 For Protestant businessmen ‘faith in Jesus’ was not just a one-day a week event
on Sundays but needed to permeate every aspect of their business lives. They were not just
‘Protestant businessmen’ but activists creating a Christian society. As such they needed to have
regular habits and vigorous health, perhaps like Kim himself rising every day at 5 a.m. to do
188
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physical exercises. 191 Protestant businessmen were the leaders of society and needed to use their
skills and connections to lead society to the Gospel. In an address to KCBMC members at a
national conference Kim told attendees that as members of the KCBMC they were a unique
model of ecumenical unity for the entire church which was riven with denominational divisions
and ‘exclusionism.’ This unity showed that Korean Protestant businessmen, and their brother
businessmen across the globe, were the “most efficient tool” in the church for evangelizing. 192
The leading role of Protestant businessmen was echoed by clergy in the congratulatory
addresses placed at the front of the Hanguk kidok sirŏp inhoe 30-nyŏnsa, or the Thirty year
history of the Korea Christian Businessmen’s Committee published by the KCBMC in 1982.
The first address was written by Han Kyung-Chik. He congratulates the KCBMC for thirty years
of charity work on behalf of the Korean church and society. According to Han this pioneering
work and its non-denominationalism, free of strife, made Protestant businessmen the leading
model for the Korean Protestant church as a whole. 193 Throughout his career, Han stressed that
businessmen earning a great deal of money was not in itself evil, as long as they saved the
money, and used it for the ‘glory of God,’ which included supporting the church and sharing it
with the poor, the latter partly as a means of ensuring social peace. The role of businessmen in
providing the resources needed by the church made them indispensable. 194 In 1984 Han provided
Choi Tae-sup, I.D. Kim, Chung Ju-yung, and Kim Woo Choong with the opportunity to put their
riches to a ‘good end’ by successfully soliciting from each tens of thousands of dollars for the
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‘100th anniversary of the Korean church’ (meaning the Korean Presbyterian church). 195 To Han
the ‘model’ businessman foreswore individual gain as motivation and instead studied the Bible
and made money for the ‘glory of God,’ who was the ultimate owner of whatever a man
possessed. 196 In a sermon written even before the KCBMC started, but in line with its spirit, Han
called on everyone to witness to their countrymen and turn Korea into a Christian nation, for the
betterment of the nation itself:
…to [too many] Korean Christians politics and social activism means only campaigns to
abstain from liquor and tobacco. My fellow countrymen, is there not any Christian
patriots such as William of Orange and George Washington in Korea? …To our friends
and acquaintances, what do we have to do? We have to witness to them. Witnessing is the
greatest political action that anyone can and must do. If we instigate a thoroughly
Christian missions movement and change the mindset of the people to a Christian one
then we can be truly assured of creating a just society in a Christian, independent
Korea. 197
The address following Han’s in the Thirty Year History of the Korea Christian
Businessmen’s Committee was another paean to the KCBMC from a conservative clergyman,
Cho Hyang-nok. 198 In his statement Cho compares the first thirty years of the KCBMC’s
existence to the thirty years of Christ’s life before He started His ministry. Having undergone
this preparation in philanthropy, the KCBMC was now ready to answer the call to lead Korea to
Christ:
In the past as a peasant society the robustness of the national consciousness (minjok
chongsin) was determined by the peasantry’s consciousness….Now we are becoming an
industrial society so the natural leaders of society, of the nation and its people, has
become industrialists. However, if these leaders choose not to evangelize, history shows
that the future is bleak. This historical shift has been foreseen by the Lord and in the
Lord’s name your calling is to dedicate your life as God’s servant to take charge of
ushering in this new era. From the Lord of salvation moving in history everyone has a
role in a new society, a new history where all of you will take the lead in evangelizing the
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people (minjok). With the aid of the Holy Spirit from this time on all of you have the task
of being witnesses. 199
Cho’s historiography is a unique KCBMC re-telling of minjok historiography, the most
ubiquitous understanding of Korean history within Korean nationalism. The minjok, or ‘the
Korean race/the ‘people’’ are the core of the Korean nation and their history and the
‘national/racial consciousness’ (minjok chongsin) is Korea’s history. 200 Yu Kil-chun popularized
its use around the time of Japanese annexation to allow Koreans to understand themselves as still
existing as a national people even without independence. 201 Prior to modern nationalism, Chosen
era historiography identified Korea as part of an East Asian Confucian civilization and the key
agents of history were Confucian literati and monarchs. 202 Instead Cho identifies the ‘race’ and
its ‘consciousness’ during the Chosen era as being led primarily by peasants. With the advent of
industrialization in the 20th century leftist nationalist thought, particularly in South Korea in the
1970s and 1980s, identified the ‘spirit’ and racial core of the nation in the common ‘masses’ or
minjung, which by definition excluded the elite from membership in the nation. 203 The Park
regime used minjok to contrast the Korean people with more developed nations. 204 Contrary to
both of these uses, Cho, reflecting the mindset of the KCBMC, identifies the leaders of the
nation, its people, and its ‘national spirit’ as being ‘industrialists’.
In Cho, and the KCBMC’s understanding, God’s providential plan for the world had
foreseen the present industrial age and in this age Korean industrialists must choose to become
Protestant and then choose to recognize that God has given them the unique task to devote their
199
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lives to evangelizing the nation. Only Protestant large business founders could lead this effort,
which they had to undertake. If they did not accept and act on their role as the pre-eminent
leaders of the nation, its future was ‘bleak’. No-one else could take on this role, not the clergy,
not the ordinary believer, and certainly not the government. On this final point, the message of
the KCBMC was a novel and unique one amongst South Korean business associations. In its
broad strokes, Cho’s description of the task at hand was identical to the CBMC’s understanding
of the role of American Protestant business leaders, except that Americans had to evangelize the
world as well as the U.S. While the broader South Korean culture provided ambivalent
evaluations of the role of the businessman in society, KCBMCers knew that they in fact were the
absolute leaders of the nation and its only hope.

The Korean Rotary: Another Protestant Venue for Philanthropy and Business Ethics
Rotary International first set up in Korea with a Club in Seoul in 1927. However, the
establishment of Rotary in Korea was initiated and led by top Japanese businessmen and
professionals resident in the colony, with the blessings of the Governor-General of Korea Saito
Minoru. Of the twenty-one founding members of the Seoul Club, only four were Koreans, a ratio
indicative of the token participation of Koreans in Rotary during the colonial period. 205
Rotary restarted as a predominantly Korean run organization in Korea in 1949, only three
years before the start of KCBMC and on the eve of the Korean War, making its de facto start in a
reconquered Seoul simultaneous with KCMBC in 1952. 206 Its origins, activities in its first
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decades, and outlook were quite similar to KCBMC, with many members and businessmen
associated with both Rotary and KCBMC. Its impact on South Korean society can ultimately be
seen as one that mirrored and amplified the KCBMC goals and message regarding the status of
businessmen as ethical leaders of society.
Like the KCBMC, post-war Korean Rotary started with the close participation of
Americans. Of its twenty-five founding members in 1949, seven were Westerners, all but one
with names suggestive of American-British origins. The leading American amongst these seven
was George A. Fitch, formerly the head of the YMCA in Nanjing (who provided one of the first
eye-witness written and filmed records of the Nanjing Massacre), and who in 1949 was the head
of the Seoul YMCA. Fitch is listed along with a Young-Seol Lee as the primary sponsors of the
organization. Its first head was Choi Soon-Ju, who was then President of the Bank of Korea
under President Rhee. 207
Akin to the KCBMC, through the American parent organization Korean Rotary had close
ties to some of the same specific circles of American Protestants as the CBMC. Rotary itself was
the first of the service clubs of America, started in 1905. It retained an image as the most
prestigious of all the clubs, having more exclusive criteria for membership than either the Lions
or Kiwanis. 208 Although Rotary in both the U.S. and Korea was strictly secular in operation and
membership, open to males of all faiths, it, along with all of the service clubs in America, was,
throughout most of the 20th century, “overwhelmingly Protestant.” 209 Part of its superior prestige
for American members was the fact that overall Rotary moved more aggressively and earlier into
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overseas countries like Korea than other service clubs. 210 Rotary’s single most influential
member in its history was Herbert J. Taylor, a successful evangelical Protestant businessmen
with many personal ties with prominent American businessmen supporting the CBMC. Taylor is
noted for devising his “Four-Way Test” for improving business ethics within his own company
and through his later leadership of Rotary became from the late 1930s onwards the core ethical
principle of Rotary, reprinted prominently in all Rotary literature and posted on the walls of all
Club facilities around the globe, including Korea. 211
In Korea in the 1950s, the circles of the KCBMC and the Rotary ran very close to
together. Most of the business founders that are the topic of this study had memberships
extending back into the 1950s and early 1960s as members of the three oldest and most
prestigious Clubs, all based in Seoul, namely the Han-Yang Rotary, the Seoul South Rotary, and
the Seoul Rotary. This includes the active Rotarians Chŏn T’aek-bo, Choi Tae-sup, 212 I.D. Kim,
and Soo Keun Kim. 213 Who is missing from the rolls of Rotary in the 1950s and 1960s, namely
any non-Protestant businessmen of similar stature, is also significant. (The rank of absent
businessmen includes Chung Ju-yung and Kim Woo Chung.) Not surprisingly, no non-Christian
major business founder such as Lee Byung-Chull joined the overtly Protestant KCBMC. What is
surprising, perhaps, is that none during this time joined Rotary, the only other major charity
organization run by elite businessmen. The Korean Rotary over these two decades provides yet
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another instance of Korean Protestant businessmen being at the forefront of corporate
philanthropy and business ethics.

The ‘Second Generation’ of Protestant Big Business Founders
I.D. Kim, Choi, and Kim Soo Keun’s lives, business careers, and statements on
Protestantism and its relationship to business behaviour and Korean economic development echo
many of the same overarching themes and ideas of their Protestant large business founder
predecessors, Ilhan New and Chon Taek-bo, and the economic thinking of ‘self-reconstruction’
nationalists from the colonial era before them. The primary difference between the ‘second’
generation of Protestant capitalists such as Kim, Choi, and Kim and the ‘first’ generation such as
New and Chon was a more confident and outspoken advocacy of their Protestant faith as central
to their identity. This was demonstrated by their championship and leadership of an organization
such as the KCBMC, and any cursory examination of the primary sources related to the ‘second
generation’ versus those of the first. Though it is not possible within this study to fully convey
this difference directly without taking the reader off the central thesis and moving towards
literary analysis, suffice it to say the comprehensive collections of writings and/or
autobiographies that are cited in the following as sources on Kim, Choi, and Kim are vastly more
awash with explicit Protestant apologetics than the comparable sources used for analyzing New
and Chon.
As I.D. Kim’s leadership role within the KCBMC lasted decades longer than his peers’
an overview of his life and business career will be given first. In addition, his business career is
the only one that significantly differs in a key aspect compared to the ‘alternative capitalism’ of
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every other Protestant major business founder analyzed in this study. Choi Tae-Sup is described
next as his northern upbringing and personal contact with Cho Man-sik in his youth relates his
life and thought most closely with Chon’s and to some extent New’s. Soo-Keun Kim’s
biography is then presented, along with that of his wife Yeu Kwi-Ok who was enormously
influential on his faith. Commonalities in their business approaches will be drawn from their
biographies and from selected quotations of each to show their ‘pedigree’ as the secondgeneration business heirs of a Protestant ‘alternative capitalism’.

I.D. Kim (Byucksan)’s Alliance with the Developmental State: Conclusions and Consequences
Unlike any of the others, Kim’s group, Byucksan, fully integrated itself with Park Chung
Hee’s government’s developmental economic policies. This meant, that like practically all large
business conglomerates before the 1997 Asian Crisis, and unlike any of the other groups
included in this study, Byucksan widely utilized government directed, below market cost credit
to diversify expansion into a wide range of industries. As the emphasis of the developmental
state was growth above market-driven, financially solvent new business entry, such groups ended
up with relatively high and unsustainable debt ratios as their vast array of unrelated businesses
were not competitive. As the Asian Crisis hit, in 1998 the government designated seventy-three
firms, including three Byucksan related companies, in what was called a ‘workout’ where the
government moderated creditors and the ‘bankrupt’ companies undertook a restructuring
program. This usually ended up with non-core businesses and speculative assets (particularly real
estate) being liquidated or sold off. The average starting debt ratio of ‘workout’ designated
companies, including Byucksan’s companies was 360% while for ‘large’ firms deemed stable
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enough to not merit a ‘workout’ (571 companies met this definition) the average was 250%, 214 a
still relatively large debt load by world standards. In 1995, Byucksan’s debt ratio was even worse
than the average of ‘workout’ designated companies, at 486%. 215
I.D. Kim’s experience is a useful contrast that starkly shows the consequences of
Table 2: Size Ranking Amongst All South Korean Conglomerates of Byucksan, Daesung, HanGlas, and
Chonusa, Late 1950s - 2007i
Late
‘50s
(Top
10)ii

1961
(Top
23)iii

Mid
‘60s
(Top

‘74,
‘83
(Top
10)v

‘87
–‘89
(Top
30)vi

‘90

‘91

‘92

‘93

‘94

‘95

(Top
30)vii

(Top
52)

(Top
30)ix

(Top
30)

(Top
30)

(Top
30) x

viii

10)iv

1998 - in
‘Workout’
(e.g.
bankrupt
so cutting
non-core
co.s)xi

‘07
(Top
64)
xii

Byucksan

-

-

-

-

-

26th

25th

27th

29th

28th

29th

Yes

-

Daesung

-

-

-

-

-

-

36th

-

-

-

-

No

54th

HanGlas

8th

8th

In top
10

-

-

-

50th

-

-

-

-

No

-

Chonusa

-

22nd

In top 3

-

No longer exists.
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abstaining from the government’s ‘easy credit’ for the other two second generation selfreconstruction capitalists. Table 2 illustrates these differences and shows the relative size and
peak moments of business success for all three business groups (and Chŏn T’aek-bo’s Chonusa)
from the 1950s up to a decade after the Asian Crisis. (Note: as ‘middle-sized’ business groups
there is little data as to their relative size ranking compared to other business groups before the
late 1980s.)
First, the above table shows all three business founders created ‘middle-sized’
conglomerates, usually outside of the top ten through the 1980s, and then usually outside of the
top thirty. The rankings are based primarily on assets, and much less, sales. They did rank
however at least generally within the top ‘roughly’ sixty. (Though not included in the table, Ilhan
New’s Yuhan never qualified as one of the largest companies in terms of quantitative measures
such as assets or sales after the late 1950s/early 1960s – instead, as mentioned, by the late 1950s
onwards Yuhan was often the ‘number one’ company in South Korea in profitability, the criteria
of business success New aimed for.)
Second, I.D. Kim’s decision to follow the general direction and help that the
developmental state offered large business founders such as himself clearly was a great aid in
making his business, Byucksan, larger than either Choi’s HanGlas, or Kim’s Daesung throughout
almost all of their lifetimes. Running a ‘top ten’ business in the late 1950s and the early 1960s
just before Park Chung-Hee took over, Choi Tae-Sup’s HanGlas was perfectly poised, (as were
Samsung and LG, number 1 and number 5 respectively, on the same rankings at that time) 216 to
grow into one of the ‘top ten’ Korean conglomerates of the present times. However, as will be
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shown, Choi chose to follow a different ‘capitalism,’ based more on Chon’s and New’s example.
Choi left behind a solvent if relatively small conglomerate sold off by his heirs in 2005. While it
could be argued that regionalism hindered Choi’s business prospects from the 1960s onwards, as
he was born and raised in the north, such an explanation does nothing to explain Soo-Keun Kim
and Daesung’s similar trajectory, as he was born and raised in the same most favored south-east
region of Korea as was I.D. Kim.
Third, in the same way that the developmental state propelled Byucksan to greater size
than Hanglas and Daesung pre-1997, the 1997 Asian Crisis and the end of the developmental
order reversed the rankings as Byucksan was the only group of the three that required to be put in
a ‘workout.’ Like Choi, Soo-Keun Kim chose not to build a business ‘empire’ based on lowpriced government directed credit. The result was that Daesung was solvent enough in the 1997
Crisis to not be placed in workout, and by 2007 Daesung was the 54th largest group in an almost
fully developed South Korea, while Byucksan, certainly still a big business, was not even within
the ranks of the ‘top 64’.

Marrying into the Elite (I.D. Kim) vs. ‘Civilized Christian Marriages’ (Choi Tae-Sup & SooKeun Kim)
Why amongst the five Protestant capitalist big business founders in this study did I.D.
Kim alone follow the state heavy capitalism of the South Korean regimes? The answer might
well be related closely to the unique marriage patterns of his family in comparison to all of the
other founders. He and his family, through marriages, created a complex mix of close familial
ties with other prominent political and business elites of the 1960s onwards, (as did most of the
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new top conglomerate founders of South Korea). This included a close marital link with Park
Chung Hee’s family and with one of the founding families of the LG group. Was this a deliberate
strategy of Kim and his family? Was it simple happenstance of the sons and daughters of a new
ruling class ‘naturally’ living out their lives in the same institutions and social spaces, or some
indeterminable combination of both? While I.D. Kim and his family’s motivations are not
completely known, what is known is that in contrast both Choi Tae-Sup and Soo Keun Kim
deliberately chose to allow their children to find their spouses on their own or through other
intermediaries. This was from a desire to further the development of ‘modern Christian
civilization’ in Korea. For Choi and Soo Keun Kim, abstaining from the developmental state and
the new elite it was creating was not just a matter of choices regarding their business career but
one that extended even to the most personal and life-long choices of their family. 217
In Korea throughout the 20th century the process by which marriages are set, and the
family obligations and benefits that accrued from marriage has been in a state of flux. However,
any change that has occurred had its starting point in the marriage practices established under the
neo-Confucian Chosun dynasty. By the end of the dynasty the primary ancestral line was drawn
through eldest sons. Daughters wed to other families were sent to them, and were lost to the
family line. The eldest male in a family group nominally had complete responsibility for finding
suitable marriage partners for all offspring, though in practice a wife or other elder women could
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play the role of matchmaker. Martina Deuchler sums up the importance of marriage for entire
family groups during the Chosun Dynasty:
Marriage strategy was…an intricate game that could be played well only under certain
conditions. A successfully concluded match could establish alliances that bore rich social
dividends. Marriage was not an affair between individuals, but between families. 218
In the late 19th and early 20th centuries Protestant missionaries and their converts were the
first to call for a comprehensive overhaul of the ‘traditional’ marriage. Part of the overall
‘civilizing’ of Korea promoted by Western missionaries was improvement of the status of
women, including brides. The ‘traditional,’ Neo-Confucian sanctioned role of the patriarch and
by implication families in choosing marriage partners was seen as an intrusion on God’s
prerogative to work within the hearts of two individuals a ‘kindred’ mind to get married. The
Protestant critique of ‘traditional’ marriage was taken up in the early 20th century by the vast
majority of leading Korean ‘modernizers,’ whatever their religious background and political
leanings. As Kendall writes, “early Korean nationalists saw the absence of choice and consent in
matrimony as an obstacle to individual development and social progress.” ‘Traditional’ marriage
was seen as yet another example of Korean subservience to Chinese-derived Confucianism that
had led the nation to disaster. The idea of spousal choice entered into the larger culture and
surveys showed that from the 1960s to the 1980s most South Koreans preferred a mix of
individual choice and family approval and support. However, the extent to which marriage was
a family ‘strategy’ versus individual choice differed by class. In order to preserve and advance
newly won wealth and power, the new South Korean elite has used marriages strategically to
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form alliances with other elites in a way more reminiscent of Chosun Dynasty norms than those
of being ‘modern.’ 219
A landmark 1991 study by a leading business newspaper of the marriage patterns of the
South Korean business conglomerate founder families seems to bear this out. 220 The study
looked at the marriage patterns and family links created by the sons and daughters of the
founders of the top one hundred business groups. The timing of the study was well chosen as by
1991 the rankings of many of the top conglomerate were relatively stable, (and the coming
upheaval of the 1997 Asian Crisis unforeseeable) and the sons and daughters of the major
conglomerate founders were all old enough that the vast majority had married. This allowed for
some clear patterns to emerge. (It was also just before South Korean divorce rates started to rise
from amongst the lowest in the world to some of the highest from the mid-1990s onwards.) 221
The study counted up the marriages enacted between the sons and daughters of the
founders of the top one hundred business conglomerates and of the children of their brothers.
(Sisters were excluded.) Approximately half of all marriages were concluded with the extended
families of other top business founders or the top founders and executives of large public or
financial sector businesses. Another quarter was with the families of top national political or civil
service leaders. Of the remaining quarter, the large majority were with highly educated
professionals such as physicians, lawyers, and university professors. 222 The marriage patterns of
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the children of Protestant large business founders studied differs markedly from this general
pattern.
Neither Ilhan New nor Chŏn T’aek-bo’s children married into the new developmental
state elite. This most likely does not represent any agency on their part as there were many
reasons beyond their control affecting their marriage options. As bi-racial Chinese/KoreanAmericans resident in the U.S., there was little likelihood of New’s children marrying into the
new, race-conscious South Korean elite. The precipitous fall of Chon’s business status not that
many years after it had risen would also most likely have greatly diminished his children’s
marriage prospects. However for I.D. Kim, Choi Tae-Sup, and Soo-Keun Kim, and their
brothers, the marriage possibilities for their children were presumably equal to that of any other
prominent businessman’s children. (Choi’s northern roots may have worked against his
offspring’s’ possible universe of eligible mates, but this would not apply to the children of Taegu
born and raised Soo-Keun Kim.)
The median decade for the birth of children born to these three and their brothers was the
1940s, meaning they were available for marriage in the 1960s and 1970s. Using the categories
established above, five out of the nine children of I.D. Kim and his one younger brother married
into families of the new elite – either conglomerate founding families or highly placed political
and bureaucratic positions. Four married ‘others.’ In contrast, none of Choi Tae-Sup’s three sons
or two daughters married someone from the business and political elite – all married ‘others.’
(Choi had no brothers.) Soo-Keun Kim had three children while his two younger brothers had a
total of nine children. All of Kim’s children married ‘others.’ Out of the nine children of his
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brothers, three married into the families of founders of conglomerates and a financial institution,
all of which were much smaller than Daesung; the rest married ‘others.’ 223
Making the contrast between the marriage choices of I.D. Kim’s extended family versus
the others even starker was the high status level of families Kim’s children and nieces and
nephews married into. His second son married a daughter of President Park Chung Hee’s
younger brother. With this link into the Park family, he was then connected to Park’s brother-inlaw Kim Jong-Pil, Park’s closest political ally, head of the KCIA in the 1960s, and Park’s Prime
Minister from 1971 to 1975. Kim Jong-Pil himself was related in marriage to the founder of the
Kolon group, the fourteenth largest group in South Korea in 1991. I.D. Kim’s eldest son married
a daughter of one of the founding families of LG, the second or third largest business group from
the early 1960s to the present. In turn, this marriage link placed Kim within three or four orders
of separation from the founders of numerous others groups, all larger than his own, including
Lee Byung-Chull, the founder of Samsung, Chong Ju-Young, the founder of Hyundai, and the
founders of Kumho (#7 in 1991), and Daesang (#18). The marriage of his third son placed him
three orders of separation from the founder of Samhwan (#42). (His two daughters married
‘others’ e.g. a dentist and a traditional Korean medical practitioner.) The offspring of Kim’s
brother also did their part. One nephew’s marriage linked the family with a top Presidential aide
and one niece’s with the founder of the Samyang group (#23). 224
While not every conglomerate founder had a child that married into Park Chung Hee’s
family, the broadness of Kim’s links that extended from just a few of his children marrying peers
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of their class suggests the extensive rate of intermarriage of the South Korean elite. This can be
seen from a casual glance at the marriage links of dozens of conglomerate founders. 225 The
paucity of such ties for Choi Tae-Sup and Soo-Keun Kim stands out as being even more unusual
considering their prominence in the business community of South Korea. The history of political
and big business ties in South Korea suggest strongly that having a network linked to the
President, the Prime Minister, and the largest group founders in the country must have provided
I.D. Kim considerable business advantages. For example, marital ties with a founder of LG, who
in turn had marital ties with the founder of Samsung, may have aided Kim in the take-over of a
Samsung food company in the early 1990s. 226 Another group that enjoyed marriage ties with
Park Chung Hee was the Poongsan group, which perhaps not so coincidentally rose to become
South Korea’s leading armaments maker. 227 In 1992 it was widely perceived that the primary
attribute behind the SK group winning a much competed for mobile telecom license was its
chairman’s marriage to the daughter of then President Roh Tae-Woo. By that time however as
South Korea had transitioned to democratic rule the license was revoked due to public
criticism. 228
One of the most famed policies, or to some critics, infamous propaganda, of the so-called
economic ‘miracle’ of Park Chung Hee’s rule was his full-scale rural improvement scheme over
the 1970s called the Saemaul Undong [New Community Movement]. To Park it was one of the
lynchpins of his development strategy, supposedly turning ‘Confucian farmers into agrarian
patriots.’ The ultimate efficacy of the policy, and even if it actually caused more harm than good,
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has been debated, while it was underway and since. 229 The most iconic image used to try and
show it had actually materially improved the lives of South Korean farmers was pictures of
traditional straw-roofed houses replaced by new homes proudly wearing modern roofs. 230 The
rhetoric surrounding this transition emphasized the modern materials used: “The thatch
roofs…have been neatly replaced with slate and cement blocks.… The symbol of the movement
in the country…is the slate roofs instead of the old, inflammable straw roofs.” 231 The slate made
into the roofs that showed the entire world that Park had supposedly transformed the countryside
was supplied by I.D. Kim’s Korea Slate, which was renamed ‘Byucksan’ (as it is known today)
in 1983. The marriage that tied Kim with Park occurred in 1972, 232 just as the Saemaul Undong
was getting started. Even before the Saemaul Undong, Korea Slate had enjoyed a few years of
sales doubling, primarily through selling slate for farmers’ roofs. The 1970s saw sales skyrocket
even more. Given that slate sales was the most important source of income to Kim, 233 and that
these sales were integral to one of the Park’s regimes most politically important development
programs, the benefit of cementing his personal relationship with Park through a marriage must
have seemed enormous to Kim. (It might have even seemed slightly important to Park.) Besides
benefits, the marriage and the ties that came with it brought obligations. One concrete obligation
for Kim was the chore of running one of Kim Jong-Pil’s ‘foundations’, or in the context of the
time, a site for transferring political funds. 234 Being so intimately thrust (most likely willingly)
into Park’s personal and political orbit, it would seem unlikely that Kim and his business were
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not also obliged to fully commit to the entire panoply of Park’s developmental state and its
policies.
That Choi and Soo-Keun Kim and their children made a conscious choice not to
metaphorically or even literally get into bed with the Park Chung Hee family and the new elite
can be shown by statements both made on the topic of their children’s marriage. Reminiscent of
the turn-of-the-century Protestant and nationalist understanding of the ‘modern’ marriage, and
cognizant of the opportunities lost, Choi in 1991 stated
I have accepted whatever my children decided regarding study and marriage….Wishing
to share the absolute freedom of being a Christian I have respected my children’s wishes
regarding marriage. This is the reason I do not have the political and business
connections that other Korean businessmen have. 235
Choi added that most of his children married people they had known for a long time through
church connections. As they had known each other from youth, he was proud of the happy
marriages that had resulted. To him, a common faith and personal compatibility was more
important than the in-law’s family status. In Choi’s opinion this type of marriage was part of
developing a ‘Christian civilization in Korea.’ 236 Choi’s outspokenness on the topic had a
proselytizing timbre to it. While Soo-Keun Kim was more muted in his opinions, he stated that
he never wanted to use his children’s marriages as part of a ‘political strategy.’ Instead he said
that he took a deliberately detached stance, allowing all of his children to be married by informal
matchmakers. For example, his eldest son found his bride through a friend of his wife. Kim
stated that compared to most people of ‘his stature’ he hardly had any ‘famous’ connections
because his children had been free to marry outside of his counsel. 237
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Biographical and Business Career Overview: I.D. Kim, Choi Tae-Sup, and Soo-Keun Kim
The following relatively brief overviews of the lives, business careers, and business and religious
philosophies of the second generation self-reconstruction capitalists will show commonalities
and recurring motifs shared between all three and with the first generation self-reconstruction
capitalists. This will include evangelical Protestant schooling and famed Protestant nationalist
mentors, business careers that focused on one industry (with the notable exception of I.D. Kim),
a belief that their companies were ‘owned’ by God with them as caretakers for society, a linkage
of their vocation with developing the nation, personal philanthropy beyond their contributions
through the KCBMC, and self-sufficiency and transparency in management, particularly in a
conservative financial style that eschewed debt.
I.D. Kim (Byucksan):
I.D. Kim was born in 1915 in a village in South Kyŏngsang Province to a struggling
farming family. His two clearest early memories from the age of four or five were receiving a
colorful card certifying his participation in a ‘mission’ from the minister of the church his family
attended, and hearing the cries of ‘Korea, hurrah’ from demonstrators in the street during the
March 1, 1919 protests. 238 In 1923 he started attending a local government run elementary school
and from 1931 to 1934 attended the Masan Commercial High School, where he excelled in
South Korea is Park Gyeun-He, the daughter of Park Chung Hee. Her circle of friends within the South Korean
business community has been widely reported, resulting in increased investor interest in the related companies.
Due to the marital link, Byucksan is seen as one of the newly favored groups. One of the daughters of Soo-Keun
Kim, who leads her own fashion company, has, however, overcome her father’s deliberate lack of a marriage
‘strategy’ by becoming a close personal friend and campaign manager for Park in the 2012 election. See
“President-elect’s Business Network,” Korea Times, Dec. 20, 2012,
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academics, sports, and art. 239 During this period he came to admire Cho Man-sik’s Korean
Products Promotion Society as a model of Korean economic nationalism. 240 Following his
marriage to a devout Protestant while at Masan his faith greatly increased. (This first wife died in
1982 and Kim remarried in 1986.) 241 Upon graduation he had a completely ‘ordinary’ career as a
manager in a Masan-based Japanese owned financial institution until 1943. From 1943 to 1945,
in work that foreshadowed his role at the KCBMC, Kim was a manager of the Chinju Chamber
of Commerce. 242 During his professional life Kim encountered discrimination from his Japanese
managers that he claims stoked his patriotism. 243 Reminiscent of New Ilhan’s later life MBA, in
1964, with a decade of business success already behind him, Kim earned an MBA from Korea
University. 244
After Liberation Kim moved to nearby Pusan and worked as a manager for a Korean
resident in Japan who owned several movie theatres in Pusan. During the Korean War Kim set
up his first company to import foreign films. Kim could see the great potential in films as the
only mass media avenue for escapism from the grind of daily life in poverty stricken post-war
South Korea. In his first year of operation he imported twenty films and hired over twenty
employees. Over the 1950s he took over distressed theatres all over the country. By 1957 his
company supplied 60% of foreign films in the country and he owned a national chain of
theatres. 245 Hollywood provided the vast majority of foreign films Kim showed, and he enjoyed
the exclusive right to show in South Korea the output of most Hollywood studios. This
monopoly of most Hollywood products was a significant cause of his business success.
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According to his autobiography, Kim felt he was performing a public service and historic
role in showing American films. “Bringing in the culture of an advanced Protestant nation just
naturally had an enlightening result.” In Kim’s telling, the ethics of Koreans had just started to
improve during the turn of the century “era of kaehwa” or ‘enlightenment and civilization’.
Then, it had deteriorated under Japanese colonialism and during the Korean War. Now, his films
were helping to convey the ‘U.S. Protestant spirit.’ Through American films poor South Koreans
could learn of the “pioneering spirit” of Westerners. They also saw Westerners go to church and
not support other religions. 246 Kim tried to differentiate his chain from the competition by
showing more drama/romance films and films of ‘artistic quality.’ 247 He favoured films with
happy endings and so did not import French or Italian neo-realist films as they were not uplifting
to the national culture. 248
There was no doubt in Kim’s mind that Protestantism was synonymous with a universal
process of modernity that South Korea would need to be a part of. In 1975 Kim wrote an article
for the business community entitled “The Humanly Causes for the Development of Industry and
Entrepreneurs.” In it Kim describes approvingly his understanding of the research of Arnold
McClelland, a psychologist at Harvard University famed in the 1960s for using behavioral
science theory and empirical research to scientifically ‘prove’ the correctness of Max Weber’s
thesis regarding the link between Protestantism and the rise of capitalism. 249 McClelland’s work
is now considered inadequate. The empirical research it was based on is extremely thin, selfcircular in logic, and based on widely held assumptions regarding the universality of
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modernization that are no longer shared in the academy. 250 For Kim however, it showed that
capitalist economic growth was driven by individuals with an ‘entrepreneurial spirit.’ This spirit
consisted of a strong work ethic, a focus on the task at hand, and a desire to ‘achieve’ as opposed
to bonding with others or seeking power over others. A strong Protestant faith was required to
develop these components of the entrepreneur’s inner life. 251 I.D. Kim’s personal motto for
achievement was that he wanted to be a “man ahead of the rest,” a motto he said came straight
from his Christian faith. 252
In 1954 Kim joined the Seung Dong Presbyterian Church in Seoul, one of the first
Presbyterian churches ever established in Korea, and a meeting place for some of the leaders of
the March 1st, 1919 Declaration of Independence. 253 In the mid-1950s Kim instituted workplace
Christian worship in his company, a practice he would continue for the rest of his career. 254 Over
the decade Kim became uneasy over the morality of the entertainment industry in general. He
disliked the expectations of potential customers that his cinemas should be open on Sundays,
which Kim would not do. 255 As a result by the late 1950s he was searching for a route to become
a more ‘respectable’ magnate of manufacturing and high tech. In 1956 he started importing
UNIVAC computers from the U.S. company Sperry Rand (now Unisys). In 1962 he bought what
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became Korea Slate to move into the iron ore and mineral products business and sold off his
cinema chain. 256
Kim’s slate business was an immediate success. Even before the full-scale government
support for conversion of farmers’ roofs from thatch to slate or iron in the 1970s, the increase in
demand for slate from the rural sector grew tremendously throughout the 1960s. In the nine
months before Kim took over the company that would become Korea Slate total sales had been
30 million won. In the first three months Kim owning the company sales doubled to 60 million
won. Sales continued to double for a few years hence. While slate remained Kim’s most
overwhelmingly important earner, in 1964 he started a construction business specialized in
building roads. By 1969 it was the fifteenth largest construction company in South Korea as
measured by revenue. In 1968 Kim started a joint venture with a foreign company to
manufacture cigarette filters. In 1969 he significantly boosted investment in his business
importing UNIVAC computers. 257
Unlike any other South Korean conglomerate, throughout the 1970s Kim and his
companies frequently used the nascent stock market to raise funds by going public, rather than
relying on funding from the group flagship company or the government. 258 Chŏn T’aek-bo had
wished to access the stock market for financing independent of the government to resuscitate his
failing Chonusa group in the late 1960s and 1970s. However at that time the stock market was
not adequate to this purpose for most large companies and Chŏn was not allowed to go public in
any case. In his autobiography Kim says he was motivated to start taking his companies public in
1969 for two reasons. One was because the corporate sector was relying too much on debt for
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financing. Second, asserting like other self-reconstruction capitalists that his companies were
‘gifts’ from God, they belonged to the people and the nation and the best way to demonstrate this
was to go public and distribute ownership. 259
Why did Kim avail himself of the stock market? Did it make him more independent of
the developmental state, and if so, why did he get permission and not Chŏn? Ironically in the
context of the 1970s, his access to the stock market was an indicator of just how closely allied
Kim was with the Park Chung Hee regime. While Park disliked stock markets, South Korea had
to have one to at least appear like a ‘normal’ market-driven economy. After the credit crunch of
the late 1960s and early 1970s, the Park regime as of 1972 forced a number of high profile group
affiliated companies to go public. However, the conditions under which companies were forced
to go public were the antithesis of a free-market: group owners had no choice but to have
companies, selected by the government, go public, the regime determined the (low) price of the
issued stock, set dividends, and decided when a public company would issue more new shares.
All facets of being public were orchestrated by the bureaucrats of the Park regime making it in
fact a new intrusion of the state into their operations, not a move towards financial independence.
Like export-led growth, what appeared to be a turn to free markets was actually another venue
for the developmental state. Its appearance as a token of laissez-faire did make the regime look
more liberal, and it reduced debt levels. 260 As ‘going public’ served the interests of the regime
more than, in most cases, the business concerned, the enlistment of all of Kim’s company in the
public offering process can be seen as yet another way Kim and Park helped each other. None of
this however ‘proves’ that Kim’s stated reasoning for going public was insincere. If going public
under the auspices of the Park regime was not actually in his ‘self-interest’ as a profit or power259
260
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maximizing capitalist and was a ‘sacrifice’ for the betterment of the people and the state which
he supported, then that was exactly a devout Protestant businessman such as himself should do.
Motivated by his marriage ties with the Park family, Kim vigorously defended the Park
regime from his position as head of the KCBMC. In his autobiography first published in 1989, a
decade after Park’s death, he devotes an entire chapter describing in minute detail how, partly as
a representative of the KCBMC, he toured the U.S. at length in the mid-1970s. He met
American and Korean-American religious, media, and political figures to defend the religious
freedom record of the Park regime in response to criticism from anti-government South Korean
and American clergy. Kim obviously saw his volunteer efforts in this regard as one of the
proudest moments of his life, and he conflates defending the Park regime with defending the
international image of Korea as a whole. 261
After Park’s death and the saturation of the rural sector’s demand for slate roofs, there
was no longer any reason for Kim to focus his business efforts on slate or to retain a group name
signaling such a focus. In 1983 he renamed the group ‘Byucksan.’ From this point until the
Asian Crisis in 1997 Kim took full advantage of government mediated low cost credit to pursue
growth by diversification of business lines, just like the vast majority of other business groups.
Even while the group was still focused on slate, Kim was running businesses with little obvious
relationship to his main product line, in sectors such as mainframe computers and cigarette
filters. Over the 1980s and 1990s the group’s focus turned to construction, but over the same
period Kim created a group with more companies in industries unrelated to each other either
horizontally or vertically than practically any other group in South Korea. By the early 1990s the
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Byucksan group boasted eighteen companies in very diverse areas. 262 One very loose ranking for
the early 1990s based on total sales placed Byucksan as the 28th largest groups out of 43.
Excluding the top twelve ranked groups, in other words looking only at groups ranked from
thirteen to forty-three, with eighteen companies Byucksan had far more companies than any
other middle-ranked conglomerate. Of the fifteen groups larger than Byucksan, the next highest
group company count was 13. (For comparison sake, the Daesung group, ranking close in size to
Byucksan, yet smaller, had only 8 group companies.) 263
What is more, Byucksan’s eighteen companies were in such varied industries that they
apparently could have very little to do with each other. Many may have had little sales, and
existed to give the impression of a vast corporate empire. As of the mid 1990s for example the
business lines in the group included those already mentioned, and also items such as farm
machinery and electronic components. 264 Before 1997, a South Korean conglomerate following
the developmental model typically had a high level of total sales arising from sales within the
group e.g. one group company selling an input to the other. Such sales were typically not priced
at full free market values and constituted another method by which the group informally
subsidized its weaker companies. As much as possible therefore, inter-group sales were pursued.
One important limit on the amount of inter-group sales was the practical one of the utility of a
product vertically within an industry. For example, a group company making cars could buy all
its paint from another group company making paint, force its auto employees to buy life
insurance from an affiliated life insurance company, and tie consumer purchase of its cars to a
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bargain on gasoline sales from a group chain of gas stations. However, no matter what the group
ties, a group car company would have no use for the services of a group company that
specialized in building oil refineries.
Of the ‘top 43’ groups listed, the average rate of total purchases of intermediate products
that were sourced from other companies within the group was over a fifth, or 21.98%. 265
Byucksan’s equivalent rate of internal sales was extremely low, almost the lowest of all groups
listed, at 0.95%. 266 There are two possible explanations for why Byucksan group companies
practically never bought products from each other. One is that Kim, unlike the vast majority of
group founders before 1997, encouraged his groups companies to buy their inputs from any
company, even a competitor, on the basis of the most competitive price and quality. The second,
and far more likely, is that his eighteen companies produced such a varied line of products that
they could not use each other’s products. In other words, Kim sought to increase the total size of
Byucksan group in any manner and into any industry possible, without any thought to the longterm market competitiveness of his group. This was a pattern consistent with most groups
following the direction of the developmental state before 1997, but not for the other selfreconstruction capitalists of this study.
Besides his involvement with Rotary and the KCBMC, Kim participated in a wide variety
of charitable and religious activities and organizations as a volunteer leader, though his emphasis
was definitely more on religious activities than charitable. Often Kim’s involvement lasted his
entire life. In 1962 he became an elder at his church. In 1961 and through the 1990s he served
with the YWCA. He was involved with the evangelist radio station Far East Broadcasting from
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1976 and through the 1990s. The station was founded and run by KCBMC stalwart Billy Kim.
From the 1980s on Kim was involved in the urban version of the Saemaul Undong. From 1986
to the end of his life Kim held top positions within his church’s national denominational
headquarters, The Presbyterian Church of Korea, 267 the most conservative of Presbyterian
denominations and the one from which Col. Hill first found Koreans interested in helping him set
up the KCBMC. Along with promoting evangelistic activities amongst businessmen through the
KCBMC and providing workplace services within his companies, Kim was a leader from the
1990s to the end of his life in the Korea Christian Work Mission Council, which exists to
promote workplace evangelism. In 1985 he set up the Byucksan Foundation for charitable works.
Finally, along with Choi Tae-Sup, Kim participated in the Han Kyong-Jik related Military
Evangelical Association of Korea. 268 Kim died in 1997.
Choi Tae-Sup (HanGlas):
As a northerner much of Choi Tae-Sup`s early life and career closely echoes that of Chŏn
T’aek-bo, while his later life comes close to Ilhan New’s in philanthropic scope. Choi Tae-Sup
was born in 1910 and raised in Chongju, North Pyongan Province in north-west Korea. His
parents were farmers who had a strong interest in education. As a Protestant his mother brought
Choi regularly to Sunday school and made certain Choi received a ‘modern’ e.g. Protestant
education. 269
Chongju was an ideal place for Choi to receive a Protestant/’modern’ education, being
the location of the Osan School. By his own and his son’s account, Choi’s attendance from the
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age of 12 to 16 at the Osan School was by far the most important formative influence of his
youth, and confirmed Choi’s Protestant faith. 270 At Osan Choi learned the basis on which society
should be run: “a Christian spirit and nationalism.” 271 This shorter phrase is similar to that of his
more loquacious fellow Osan alumni Han Kyung-Chik, who attended the School three years
before Choi. Presumably, given his own statement, Choi would have agreed with Han’s
summation of what Osan had meant to him (Han):
I remember that they always emphasized three things [at Osan School]. First, it was the
instilment of patriotism…Second, they taught us modern education…especially the
sciences. Third, they taught that it was not enough to just have patriotism and scientific
knowledge; that we must first become virtuous people, and they encouraged us to believe
in Jesus. 272
While at the school Choi became a fervent supporter of Cho Man-sik’s Korean Products
Promotion Society and saw it as a model of nationalist economics for the rest of his life. 273 While
Choi describes all his Osan teachers, including Cho, as “heroes” the greatest by far to Choi was
the school’s businessman founder and head, Yi Sŭng-hun. Yi was a prosperous and well known
Protestant businessman who dedicated his fortune to creating the Osan School and was one of
the ‘patriots’ of the ‘105-Man Incident’ of 1911, where that number of Korean Protestants were
spuriously sentenced to prison (from which most were soon released) for a supposed plot to
assassinate the then Japanese Governor-General of Korea. 274 To Choi what was most admirable
about Yi was that he was a model of modesty, self-initiative, and self-reliance. A nation of such
individuals would in turn be self-reliant. 275 In this Choi would have found agreement with his
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fellow KCBMC leader Han Kyung-Chik, who also revered Yi as a patriot and model
businessman. 276
Upon leaving Osan School Choi wished to enter law school to fight for the rights of
Koreans but believed the legal and other barriers of the Japanese Empire to hamper Koreans
from receiving a law degree and then practicing were insurmountable. 277 Instead he decided to
start a business, not surprising considering his Osan schooling. Though many advised him that
the best way to make money was to sell alcohol, with the encouragement of his minister and a
desire to help farmers his first business was rice milling. 278 Though initially successful, his first
business venture failed within two years and Choi left Chongju to make his fortune in
Manchuria. There, like Chŏn T’aek-bo, he found his first business success in the early 1930s. His
successful laundry soap business led to an escalating scale of business ventures, including trade
intermediary in agricultural goods between large Japanese trading companies and Chinese
consumers. 279 Business generally thrived until he had to flee the north in 1946 with the advent of
communist rule. As Chŏn had initiated South Korean-Japanese trade via Hong Kong, Choi
started a trading business that initiated South Korea-mainland Chinese trade via Macao. 280
From his experience importing glass products and seeing the devastation of post-war
Korea, Choi saw the business potential of domestic glass production in the reconstruction of
South Korea. In 1957 he started HanGlas in partnership with two Presbyterian elders. The
company successfully bid for ownership of the only major up-to-date glass factory in South
Korea that was owned by the (overwhelmingly U.S. funded) United Nations Korean
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Reconstruction Agency (UNKRA). Funding for UNKRA in general was ending and the Agency
had to divest itself of all its properties. 281 A beneficiary of aid for the rebuilding of South Korea,
the company almost immediately became one of the ten largest in the country and remained a
relatively large concern until the mid-1970s, 282 after which it ‘fell’ somewhat in stature. 283
Throughout its existence the group was known for its Christian and conservative management
style that always focused on just one product area, glass, and on profitability. This allowed it to
survive the Asian Crisis relatively unscathed, with revenues of approximately half a billion
dollars per year. 284 Still the leading glass company in Korea, it was sold to the French
construction multi-national Saint-Gobain in 2005.
In his autobiography Choi outlines several key beliefs regarding business that place him
firmly within self-reconstruction capitalism. First was a belief that he did not own his companies
but that in fact they were given to him by God so he was a custodian of the wealth of the
company to use for God’s purposes. No large company could exist without the support of
numerous facets of society so while profitability was the primary business goal the ultimate goal
of a Protestant businessman was to be of service to society. That included charity as Jesus had
helped the poor. As a result 20% of profits at minimum should be given back to society. 285
Second, despite constantly being asked why he never diversified into other business areas, Choi
believed it was better to stay focused on one industry, in his case glass. The quickest way to
achieve world-class excellence in an industry was by focusing on it alone and mastering it. In
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addition, Choi did not like the negative effect an economy filled with huge conglomerates such
as South Korea’s had on the livelihood of small businesses. 286 Third, Choi believed in
transparency and independence from the government. In regards to the former Choi claimed that
HanGlas, unlike practically all other large conglomerates, never speculated in South Korean real
estate and had no ‘hidden’ assets, real estate or otherwise. In terms of the latter, Choi claimed it
was ‘Biblical’ that as much as possible HanGlas bypassed loans from government controlled
banks and sought debt financing when needed from foreign banks. 287
Unlike Chŏn T’aek-bo, Choi survived the vicissitudes of changing political regimes. He
was briefly imprisoned under Park Chung-Hee’s sweeping arrest of Rhee era large business
owners. From 1964 until his death he was an elder at Sudo Presbyterian Church in downtown
Seoul. Well known for its political liberalism, the Church, its minister, and its elders, faced some
measure of political oppression during Chun Doo Hwan’s regime but nothing that ultimately
effected Choi’s business. 288 Choi remained a devout Protestant carrying out daily prayers and
Bible studies throughout his later life, with a decidedly ecumenical bent both theologically and
politically. 289 Besides his leadership roles in the KCBMC and Rotary, Choi participated at a top
leadership position in a number of other Christian and Christian influenced philanthropic and/or
evangelizing associations, often for decades until his death,. 290 Examples include the Korean
Y.M.C.A., the Korean Red Cross, the ‘liberal’ Christian Academy, 291 the ‘conservative’
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Christian Council of Korea, 292 and, along with I.D. Kim, in the Han Kyong-Jik related
organizations such as the Military Evangelical Association of Korea, 293 and the Rev. KyungChik Han Memorial Foundation. In 1995 he was awarded the first ever ‘Ilhan New Award’ from
the Yuhan Foundation, 294 given to recipients who in the judgment of the Foundation have lived
exemplary lives of widely acknowledged service to society and achievement akin to Ilhan New’s
‘noble’ spirit. 295 Choi died in 1998.
Soo-Keun Kim (Daesung Energy):
Kim, first son of his parents, was born in 1916 and raised in Taegu, North Kyŏngsang
Province in south-west Korea. His father was a well-off landlord of Confucian scholarly
background. His father and grandfather encouraged his early schooling. At the age of eight he
entered a public elementary school. When he was ten his father died prematurely at the age of
48, bringing financial hardship to the family and forcing Kim to work while going to school. He
attended Taegu Commercial High School (part of the Japanese colonial government’s school
system) until he was 16. Kim had to quit despite taking many part-time jobs because of lack of
funds to support himself and his younger siblings. 296 He then worked his way up to various
positions, including sales and accounting, in the Taegu branch of a Japanese run coal briquette
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company. He found a job there for one of his brothers. 297 Despondent at the lack of funds to
continue his education he started attending a Presbyterian church and convinced his mother to
become a Protestant also. 298 After several years working, Kim met the person who was to be his
most important formative influence in terms of Protestantism and nationalism – his wife, Kwi Ok
Yeu. They married when he was of 25 in the midst of studying for a law degree in Japan at
Nihon University, which he started in 1938 and completed four years later. 299 His in-laws paid
for part of his studies.
Kwi Ok Yeu was raised and educated in a staunchly Protestant milieu. Kwi was born in
1923 and raised in Taegu. Her father’s family was ‘upper-class’. He was a successful
businessman and Presbyterian deacon. Her mother taught Sunday school and worked on various
‘missions’ with Western missionaries. 300 After graduating from a local missionary run high
school Yeu briefly attended the Pyongyang Theological Seminary (PTS) in 1938 just before it
was closed for not conducting rituals honoring the Emperor. 301
While at the Seminary her two most favored models for Protestant faith were the famed
revivalist Kil Son-ju and the much less famous ‘street preacher’ Choi Kwon-nŭng, both of whom
she claimed to have seen or met in person. 302 The careers of both Kil and Choi reflect about as
much emphasis on personal salvation and evangelization over any other societal or nationalist
297
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concerns as can be found in the early 20th century Protestant Korean church. Kil, a graduate of
the PTS, was perhaps the most famous revivalist of his time, seen as the major figure behind the
Great Revival of 1907. 303 Choi, a minister and church founder, was known for wandering the
streets of Pyongyang daily, loudly yelling at everyone he met (which once included Yeu) 304 the
simple warning: “Jesus - heaven!! No belief - hell!!” 305 However, even someone as salvationoriented as Kil integrated nationalism within his religious beliefs. Along with An Ch’ang-ho, Kil
had organized the Pyongyang branch of Sŏ Chae-p’il’s Independence Club in 1897, and was one
of the signatories of the Korean Declaration of Independence of 1919. 306 As Kenneth Wells has
pointed out, the emphasis on personal salvation of figures such as Kil did not mean that Kil, (or,
by extension, Yeu, or her husband) lacked a social philosophy, but instead that national problems
were related to individual weaknesses, and remedying the latter would solve the former. This
became a “basic premise of Protestant self-reconstruction nationalism” 307 and fit well with the
CBMC/KCBMC worldview.
Kil Son-ju named smoking and alcohol the two most ‘evil’ habits that Satan had ever
‘invented,’ and that both were “the curse of Korea.” 308 Accordingly, throughout her life, and well
before Kim’s business started to take off, Yeu was a dedicated and successful ‘social
303
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entrepreneur’ in the Korean temperance movement. While her focus remained on alcohol, her
ventures included a wide variety of activities including a related retail business and a shelter for
rescuing young women from prostitution. 309 For Yeu, ‘temperance’ was a watchword for all
aspects of life and the solution to Korea’s problems. In a 1979 speech Yeu linked temperance to
reunification, economic nationalism and development, reducing crime, and ‘restoring’ Korea’s
international image. According to Yeu rich people needed to realize that all their wealth came
from God and that they needed to be modest in consumption to prevent class resentment. By
sharing wealth all South Koreans could be prosperous, the appeal of communism would vanish,
and the country would be politically unified. If Koreans in general practiced temperance in
buying luxurious foreign goods, the national economy would prosper. Buying foreign goods was
sinful ‘worldliness’ and the damage inflicted on the national economy was morally on the level
of theft. If the money Koreans spent on alcohol and tobacco was invested in new factories and
health care crime would soon disappear and the jails and mental asylums would be empty.
Finally, to improve Korea’s international image, businessmen needed to spend social time for
business over alcohol free dinners (like Western businessmen supposedly did) rather than
partying lewdly with hired women, particularly when overseas. Similarly the international
outflow of Korean ‘working girls’ had to stop. 310
Both Kim and Yeu in their memoirs see Kim’s commitment in the early 1950s to
foreswear tobacco and alcohol as an indispensable cause of his eventual business success. While
Kim’s first competitors allegedly died prematurely from smoking and carousing to all hours with
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alcohol, 311 Kim sagely realized that “I was born to work, not to smoke.” 312 Kim never practiced
law. He worked as the manager of various rural finance co-operative branches from1943 to 1947
after successfully passing the colonial government’s test for financial management. 313 In 1947
with his (and his brother’s) past experience in the Japanese coal company Kim started Daesung,
a coal-briquette manufacturing company in Taegu. 314 His brother’s experience and connections
in managing a coal briquette company in the city of Pohang nearby helped considerably in
getting the company going. 315
Throughout the 1950s and into the early 1960s Kim grew his business. While initially his
company focused only on the sale of coal briquettes, early on Kim (and his brothers, who soon
all worked with him) expanded his operations vertically, first in production facilities to make the
coal briquettes, and then in cannily buying up undervalued coal mines to secure his raw
materials. This successfully differentiated his company’s competitive possibilities in terms of
both pricing and service from his competitors. He also expanded geographically, first selling coal
in Seoul in 1954 and acquiring a major production facility there in 1958. 316 Coal briquettes as a
fuel for residential heating had been introduced by the Japanese in the 1920s. Throughout the
colonial era and through the 1950s the primary residential heating fuel was wood. In the 1960s as
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part of reforestation, the Park Chung Hee regime forbade the gathering of wood. With the rise of
the economy coal briquettes became the primary fuel for heating until the 1980s. 317
From the 1980s onwards natural gas became the primary heating fuel, a transition Kim
foresaw and started preparing for in the 1970s. By the early 1980s Daesung supplied 20% of all
natural gas consumed in South Korea and was one of its largest conglomerates. 318 Relative to
most other conglomerates of its size, Kim kept Daesung relentlessly focused on one sector,
namely energy and related industries. ‘Diversification’ from the late 1960s onwards was almost
completely limited to energy related fields. In 1968 he started a chain of gas stations. In the early
1970s Daesung imported energy related machine tools from Japan. In the 1980s Daesung started
to invest in overseas energy properties in countries such as Australia, the U.S., and Canada. A
construction wing specialized in building the infrastructure necessary to deliver natural gas to
customers. Another subsidiary manufactured fuel related car and other components such as
carburetors, fuel pumps, and fuel monitoring equipment. As of 1990 approximately seventy
percent of sales for the entire group were directly from fuel, and most of the rest from related
equipment. 319 However in the 1970s the group did make a brief and unsuccessful foray into
shipbuilding that was bought out by Samsung. 320 As of 2007, the consolidated sales of the
Daesung group made it the 54th largest in South Korea. 321
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In his business philosophy Kim held several beliefs which place him in selfreconstruction capitalism. First, he stated that his company was owned by God and that it
prospered only because Kim had stepped out ‘in faith’ in building it, and so had received what he
called the ‘blessings of Abraham.’ This was proven by what he called the greatest trial of his
business career, namely a gas line explosion in Taegu in 1995 that killed approximately one
hundred people. An incompetent construction crew working nearby Daesung gas lines was
proven to have caused the explosion. The miracle was that even though the explosion reportedly
tossed hundreds of steel plates into the air, somehow none landed on the adjacent gas pipelines.
Had any plates landed on those pipelines they would have certainly also been breached causing a
much larger ongoing explosion that would have reached a nearby subway station and killed
many more people. 322
Second, for Kim the most important guiding watchwords for his business were ‘selfsufficiency’ and ‘independence.’ This not only included vertical integration within one general
business sector, in his case energy, but also keeping the government at a distance whenever
possible by keeping meticulous accounting and regulatory records. 323 Most of all it meant an
extremely conservative financial style, where debt was ‘abhorred.’ This was based on Romans
13:8, “Let no debt remain outstanding….” 324 The result was that before, during, and after the
1997 Asian Crisis Daesung was noted as one of the most financially secure companies in South
Korea. This was achieved mostly by having relatively low levels of debt overall. It was also
partly because being specialized in only one sector, energy, Daesung had developed unique debt
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financing techniques specifically optimal for stabilizing the credit needs of an energy company,
which its creditors’ acknowledged and encouraged. 325 At the time of the 1997 Asian Crisis
global financier George Soros met with Kim, attracted to Daesung’s financial solidity. According
to Kim, Soros proposed that they jointly enter the financial business in South Korea, buying up
businesses. Kim claims, boastfully, that Soros was absolutely astonished when he turned the
famed Soros down, due to Kim proudly retaining his faith in financial conservatism and also to a
dislike of Soros’ style of short-term profit-taking. 326
At the time of his death in 2001 Kim left behind a solvent group which, as mentioned, in
2007 was the 54th largest group in South Korea, centered on the flagship company Daesung.
This was despite the fact that after Kim’s death his several sons took over different parts of the
group, split it up and sued each other for control of more of the group. 327 Its high ranking despite
the inadvertent efforts of the sons to weaken it was a further testament to Kim’s business
achievement.
In life and death Kim was a faithful Presbyterian. He set up and supported charitable
institutions (beyond the KCBMC and Korean Rotary), tithed ten percent of his income and had
his funeral presided over by Han Kyung-Chik. 328 Kim was active in supporting right-wing
governments and political parties beginning in the 1980s and into the early 1990s. He held a top
volunteer leadership position in the 1980s in the Democratic Justice Party, which started as the
party vehicle for the military dictatorship of Chun Doo Hwan. After the transition to democratic
rule, in the early 1990s he held a similar position in the party that succeeded the Democratic
325
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Justice Party, the New Korea Party. 329 The New Korea Party in turn is the ancestor of the present
ruling conservative party the Saenuri Party. The Saenuri Party is the party of former President
Lee Myung-bak and the incumbent Park Geun-hye.

Lee Myung-bak: a Self-Reconstruction President’s ‘True’ Capitalism vs. Neoliberalist Reality
Born in 1941, Lee’s childhood was marked by grinding poverty and wartime tragedy.
Two of his younger siblings were killed from stray fire during the Korean War. He was born into
a Protestant family, the father a farming employee living near Pohang and the mother a
particularly devout believer. In 1959 he joined his parents in a small shanty in Seoul where they
barely eked out an existence peddling. Through much deprivation and actual malnutrition Lee
nonetheless found a way out by being ‘top of his class’ throughout his education. He earned a
business degree at Korea University. In 1965 he joined Hyundai when the group had ninety
employees. When he left it in 1992 it had more than 160,000. Quickly noticed by Chung Ju-yung
for his superlative ability to manage overseas construction projects Lee was the first professional
manager hired by a major conglomerate to rise swiftly up the ranks while relatively young. He
was President by age 35 and Chairman by age 46. He achieved this with no familial or marriage
ties to the founder. To be a major group company President without such ties at the age of 35 in
the 1970s was so out of step with the then age hierarchical nature of South Korean corporations
as to make him nationally famous and the subject of soap operas based on his life. 330
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While Hyundai group President, Lee and his mentor Chung joined the KCBMC.
Meanwhile, just as Hyundai’s automobile group was breaking through in advanced overseas
markets, he succeeded in preventing what he saw as an overly interventionist and economically
illiterate Chun Doo Hwan administration from forcing Hyundai to sell it to prevent ‘overcompetition.’ Lee vigorously defended the merits of market competition to government
officials. 331 This was the second time in Lee’s telling that he was incensed and horrified by the
coercive power of the dictatorial South Korean state, the first when as a Korean University
student leader he had been imprisoned for three months for participating in peaceful opposition
to the resumption of formal Japanese-South Korean diplomatic relations in 1965. 332
From the beginning of his time in the KCBMC Lee would have found many kindred
souls equally appalled by the perceived lack of economic freedom for capitalists under the
military dictatorships. He would have learnt that as a businessman he was a ‘natural leader of the
nation.’ Lee took this lesson to heart and after retiring from the Hyundai group entered politics.
He became a member of the National Assembly in the late 1990s, Mayor of Seoul from 2002 to
2006, and then President of South Korea, serving the constitutionally mandated single term from
2008 to 2013. 333 Throughout his political career Lee has been known for his Protestant faith and
his recruitment of political allies and advisors at Somang Presbyterian Church in the wealthy
Seoul neighbourhood of Kangnam where he is an elder. 334 No doubt following the example of
Ilhan New and other self-reconstruction capitalists in the KCBMC, in 2009 after becoming
President Lee donated the vast bulk of his personal fortune to a charitable foundation for
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providing scholarships, stating that his wealth ‘belonged’ to society. While certainly seen as
extremely generous and still a very rare type of philanthropy within South Korean corporate
circles, Lee’s divestment of his wealth did nonetheless come with the suspicion of ulterior
motives as he made this pledge while running for President. 335
Assessments of the actual achievements of the Lee’s Presidency are decidedly mixed.
Like any incumbent in 2008 he had to deal with the fall-out of the global recession. Beyond this
there was the further tension of his self-reconstruction vision of bringing classical liberal
economics to South Korea meeting the reality of a private sector still vastly dominated by huge
conglomerates operating within a neoliberal paradigm. This paradigm was hostile to government
attempts to ‘over-regulate’ their arguably oligopolistic position. (As seen with the FKI
functionary Kim Ip-Sam, there was a personal link between the large conglomerates’ business
association, the FKI, and the neoliberal Mont Pelerin Society.) Within this reality, much of the
South Korean public did not see his cutting of regulations and corporate taxes as freeing up more
wealth to be pursued by everyone on the basis of equal opportunity within a ‘free market.’
Instead, the large conglomerates were seen as having an insurmountable head start on taking
over whatever economic power the government gave up, and his policies were criticized for
either by design or through naiveté as being effectively ‘pro-big business’ rather than ‘promarket.’ 336 Some scholars have pointed out this contradiction between classical liberal intention
and neoliberal reality as predating Lee’s administration, starting as early as the 1980s where even
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the slightest retreat of the developmental state from controlling the financial sector resulted in
related markets and institutions being taken over exclusively by the largest conglomerates. 337
However, for the purposes of this study, the significance of Lee is as a present-day
proponent of self-reconstruction capitalism, carrying on a current of Korean thought that
originated in the late 19th century’s self-reconstruction nationalism. For this, an analysis of his
incoming administration’s proposed policies is sufficient, however much political or neoliberal
realities may have altered or nullified their implementation. In Lee’ inaugural address as
President he outlined in very general terms a key theme of his administration: “Economic
revival is our most urgent task. …We will increase our effectiveness by abiding by the smallgovernment, big-market principle….Corporations are the source of national wealth and the prime
creator of jobs.” 338
Lee’s incoming administrative team published a 2008 summary of the policies that the
Lee administration ideally wished to implement entitled (translated from Korean) Growth and
then Share. 339 This summary encapsulated a number of self-reconstruction ideas, even in its very
title. In Growth and then Share economic development is the key priority, both in amount of
policies dedicated to it, and in order of presentation. Repeatedly a more market-based economy
is touted as the key to economic development, in line with a trend set by ‘advanced economies’
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that represents global “civilizational change.” 340 South Korea is ‘close’ to being advanced but
will not quite make it unless it is coupled with “increased liberalization of the private sector,
activation of market function, and the quest for smaller governments.” 341 Unleashing the
economic dynamism of the market is so critical that even though “experts have estimated
Korea’s potential annual growth at 4%, the incoming administration firmly believes that an
additional 2-3% growth can be achieved…” 342 by market liberalization.
A thumbnail historical sketch given at the beginning of the text identifies the legacy of
the developmental state as the culprit that has held the market economy back. 1948 to 1962 is
dubbed the “foundation stage” where South Korea was just trying to survive. 1963 to 1986 was
the “industrialization stage” where spectacular industrialization was achieved, but under the
auspices of a “developmental” state. From 1987 to the beginning of Lee’s administration is
called the “democratization stage” where democracy was established. 343 Overall, “although
industrialization has been brought about, Korea’s market power remains relatively weak.” 344
This odd result was because the ‘conservatives’ in charge of South Korea during the
‘industrialization phase’ were of a different sort from what Lee considers conservative:
“Contrary to established notions the conservatism that prevailed during [the industrialization
phase] can be labeled as a ‘developmental’ form of conservatism…” 345 and not the selfreconstruction capitalism, with is implication of laissez-faire, that Lee represents. Within the
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government the mentality of this competing conservatism remains: “…the bureaucratic
authoritarianism of the developmental era continues to permeate governmental organizations.” 346
While reducing taxes and shrinking the size of the government are two solutions offered
to dispel the ‘developmental’ state, 347 the most ubiquitous solution offered throughout Growth
and then Share to dispel developmentalism and to free the market is deregulation. 348 It is here
that the reader of Growth and then Share starts to feel as if they are reading Ilhan New’s section
on post-war Korea in Korea and the Pacific War. To New, the evils of the Korean economy were
brought about by the distortions of the Japanese developmental colonial state, remedied by going
through every sector post-independence and eliminating Japanese-era regulations. Similarly, a
great deal of Growth and then Share goes through an almost entirely different set of industries,
reflecting a very different Korean economy, but the essential remedy is the same: dismantling the
regulatory legacy of the South Korean developmental state, which was itself a copy of Japanese
developmentalism. Industries where deregulation is the first and often the primary ‘solution’ that
the Lee administration will tackle are agriculture, finance, services, cultural, telecommunications
and broadcasting, universities, and housing. 349 In addition, a variety of regulations restricting the
large conglomerates also need to go. 350 Lee’s focus on de-regulation would have been applauded
by Chŏn T’aek-bo, who saw excessive government regulations as a symptom of a Korea with
low levels of social trust.
To the incoming Lee administration, a deregulated South Korea would have been better
at engaging the North to ‘denuclearize’ and to set up more points of a free market economy
346
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within North Korea with South Korean help. 351 The southern portion of a more united, more
free-market Korea will also, under Lee’s vision, vigorously pursue as many international free
trade agreements as possible, in order to fully advance to the rank of advanced nation. 352 In
doing so, the nation will follow what Growth and then Share calls ‘creative pragmatism,’ a nonideological, non-theoretical focus on facts and objectivity, “integrating Western pragmatism with
the Silhak or Practical Learning school of thought developed during Korea’s Joseon [Chosŏn]
dynasty.” 353 ‘Silhak’ refers to a brilliant group of late 18th century yangban Neo-Confucian
scholars who were inspired to seek innovative observational approaches to finding answers to the
increasing problems facing society. They were inspired to do so both by their philosophical
tradition, and from knowledge of Western science and religion that were penetrating into
Korea. 354 A popular ‘mainstream’ view of Korean history posits that in Korea’s independent
striving towards the universal modernity first fostered and promulgated globally by the West, the
silhak school would have, on its own, eventually brought Korea to modernity. However, the
paradigm goes, Japanese imperialism and its brute force destroyed this purely indigenous path to
modernity and an earlier Korean industrial revolution. 355 Lee’s policy document implicitly
describes silhak as a solely ‘Korean’ phenomonen, complimentary with, but not influenced by
‘Western pragmatism.’ Invoking silhak leaves an irresolvable musing of what might have been,
an ‘alternative’ historical path never taken. Similarly, in 2008, Lee was intending to ‘correct’
South Korean history, leaving behind developmentalism, finally placing the nation on the way
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towards self-reconstruction capitalism, an ‘uncharted path’ that Lee’s Protestant forbearers in
economic thought never could have imagined Korea straying from.

Conclusion
The KCBMC was a critical and unique forum for personal contact between three
generations of self-reconstruction capitalists and with a network of sympathetic clergy, likeminded American Protestants, and others such as Chung Ju-yung and Kim Woo Joong who
found it advantageous at the time to claim a Protestant identity. It reached a peak of significance
to Korean business and religious history in the 1970s, though this peak would not have been
reached without the work done since its founding in 1952. Many familiar features of the selfreconstruction capitalist viewpoint can be found in the lives and business careers of its Protestant
business leaders. These include a desire to be independent of the developmental state by focusing
on one industry, avoiding as much as possible debt financing from state-directed financial
institutions, and focusing on profitability rather than quantitative growth. It also includes a belief
that their companies were ‘owned’ by God, which meant they were working not only for profits
but also for society and for the church. As with the first generation of self-reconstruction
capitalists, the second generation of capitalists, I.D. Kim, Choi Tae-sup, and Soo Keun Kim,
saw their business prospects enhanced if they complied with the developmental state, and
conversely suffered relative limitations on how extensive their businesses could be compared to
their non-self-reconstruction capitalist peers if they did not.
On top of these features of self-reconstruction capitalism familiar to the first generation,
the second generation faced new opportunities and challenges in defining themselves as
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‘Protestant businessman,’ distinct from non-Protestant ones. The first was in rehabilitating the
low status of businessmen. An answer to this was found through the example of the CBMC, from
which came the idea that not only were Protestant businessmen following an honorable
profession, promoting laissez-faire economics, they were in fact ethical leaders of society, and,
using the power of the U.S. Cold War state, the vanguard of the church universal leading the
drive to evangelize the world. The immense prestige and ‘soft power’ of the U.S. in the post-war
period was reflected in the positive reception this idea received in the form of the KCBMC and
its American founder, Col. Hill. This was magnified by support for the idea of the ‘ethical
businessman’ from a transnational grouping of ‘august’ clerics associated with the K/CBMC
including Hwang Sŏng-su, Billy Graham, and his two translators, Han Kyung-Chik and Billy
Kim. With decades of support in terms of ideas and personal links from the CBMC, the
KCBMC, particularly under the leadership of I.D. Kim, brought forth the idea that the Protestant
businessman was the ‘natural leaders of society’ but only if they showed signs of their ethical
superiority. For the church that meant being committed to evangelism, and for society that meant
being pioneers in corporate philanthropy and business ethics. Besides the KCBMC another
important forum for self-reconstruction capitalists to pioneer corporate philanthropy and business
ethics was the Korean Rotary, even though it was nominally not a Protestant organization.
The second was in their marriage strategies for their children and their brothers’ children.
A challenge not faced by the first generation of self-reconstruction capitalists, the second had the
option of being like all other big business founders and marrying off children to the new business
and political elite created by the developmental state. If they did they reaped the benefits and
obligations that ensued, namely from ‘going along’ with the developmental capitalism instead of
self-reconstruction capitalism. This is seen from I.D. Kim’s business career. Choi Tae-sup and
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Soo Keun Kim instead consciously chose to further the cause of ‘Korean Christian civilization’
by allowing their children to marry whom they liked. They also avoided any chance of interfamilial pressure challenging their self-reconstruction mode of doing business.
I.D. Kim primarily expressed his self-reconstruction orientation through his statements
and activities related to the KCBMC. Choi Tae-sup, thanks partly to an Osan School education in
the presence of self-reconstruction nationalist Cho Man-sik, followed a path and expressed ideas
most similar to that of the first generation, particularly Chŏn T’aek-bo. Through the influence of
his wife, Soo Keun Kim’s vision of self-reconstruction capitalism focused more on individual
salvation and personal temperance but still firmly illustrated this ‘alternative’ type of capitalism.
Finally, Lee Myung-bak represents a third generation of self-reconstruction capitalism that
carries on to the present. However much neoliberalism and political reality played havoc with its
implementation, self-reconstruction capitalism informed his efforts as President to give up the
bulk of his personal wealth, and to try and place Korean capitalism ‘back’ on the path of
‘universal’ (e.g. Western) modernity that the first self-reconstructionist nationalists of the late
19th and early 20th century and Ilhan New always assumed it would follow, ‘back’ before the
developmental states of the Japanese imperialists and the military dictators had led the nation
away from laissez-faire.
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Chapter Five: Conclusion - The Dream Deferred
This study has traced the existence and evolution of a Korean ‘self-reconstruction’
discourse stretching effectively from the 1890s to the present. It focuses on the latter part of this
time period, when this discourse was carried on and used as a practical guide to their careers by
self-reconstruction capitalists. Kenneth Wells first traced the influence of Protestantism and its
interaction with the Enlightenment and cultural movement thought of the first, non-radical
Korean nationalists, a perspective which he called self-reconstruction nationalism.Building on
Wells’ narrative that the first appearance ofself-reconstruction nationalism practically
disappeared in the Korean War era, this study shows that its proponents were creating protégés
for this brand of Korean nationalism in the ranks of businessmen, whom this study calls ‘selfreconstruction capitalists.’
In post-war South Korea, self-reconstruction capitalist thought and practice kept alive a
marginalized Korean tradition of classical economic, laissez-faire liberalism, inextricably
‘mixed’ from the beginning with Korean Protestant ethical thinking. Its ‘practice’ resulted in the
creation of some of the largest business groups in South Korea, but beyond that, generated a
variety of legacies impacting the relation of capitalism and the larger society in areas such as
employee ownership, the launch of South Korean export-led growth, management and financial
transparency, the status of businessmen, corporate philanthropy and ethics, and even ‘Protestant’
marriage strategies amongst the elite. The contributors to ‘self-reconstruction’ thinking, from Yu
Kil-chun in the 1890s (practically the first Korean to ever assimilate Western economic
thinking), to South Korean President Lee Myung-bak in 2008, always saw its economic vision as
part and parcel of a universal standard of civilizational progress that (South) Korea was expected
to embrace in the early 20th century and needed to ‘return’ to in the last decade. Its ‘natural
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course,’ interrupted for most of the 20th century by the developmental state, represented an
‘alternative capitalism’ that akin to the dog in Sherlock Holmes’ story is conspicuous for its
seemingly silent absence.
The first and ‘model’ self-reconstruction capitalist Ilhan New was influenced by his
parents, an American (missionary) upbringing and education, and mentorship by Protestant
Korean nationalists to follow his calling as a Protestant businessman. Approaching commerce as
akin to war, New saw himself as a physically fit ‘hero’ for Korea, excelling in his schooldays as
much in athletics as letters, trained in youth to be a soldier by Park Yong-Man and ready to fight
and die for his country as a top-secret commando leader even in middle age. As a healthy ‘hero’
New sought the same for Korea and Koreans. His ultimate calling, after precocious success in
American ‘Chinese’ food, became the provision of top quality medicines and daily necessities as
he linked the healthiness of each Korean with the independence of the nation.
As a hero in the new age of commerce, there was no greater calling than to be an
entrepreneur. This was a calling from God as the missionary textbooks and his mentor and lifelong friend, the self-reconstruction nationalist Sŏ Chae-p’il told him. But like any calling, trade
carried with it its own temptations that would render its practice and gains harmful to the greater
good if tempered by selfish, un-Protestant motives. New had to do whatever he could to avoid
corrupting ties with developmental states, whether colonial or post-war dictatorial. That meant
exile in the U.S. when the pressures of the colonial system were becoming unbearable in the late
1930s and avoiding the siren call of diversification and empire-building, with its attendant
corruption, under the South Korean developmental state.
Ilhan New sought to be a model businessman. He avoided bribes and tax audits with a
transparency in financial accounts that was ‘legendary.’ As a self-reconstruction capitalist, New
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focused on placing his group Yuhan in the ‘top ten’ of profitability rather than sales.
Disinterested in denominational differences due to the variety of Protestant influences on his
upbringing, New demonstrated in his Prayer a layman’s grasp of a fairly simple theology that
emphasized ‘this-worldly’ social harmony. Exiled at a young age as part of a plan to save the
nation, and with Sŏ as a mentor and fellow ‘custodian,’ New knew he was part of an elite in the
Protestant and blessed land of America that was to come to the nation’s rescue. Echoing the
viewpoint of self-reconstruction nationalism that his mentor Sŏ exemplified, to New education
was the solution to so much that ailed Korea, including ‘leftism.’ His efforts to spread
stockholding ownership to the public and employees were his practical means of implementing
his oft-expressed view that companies belonged ultimately to society, and not their owners. It
also placed him within the ranks of those seeking a ‘third-way’ between capitalism and
socialism.
While capitalism overseen by the ruthless and unethical was untenable and evil, just as
any human enterprise without God’s guidance would turn evil, to New a fairly run laissez-faire,
free trading market economy was the most efficient and socially harmonious political economy
possible and was part of the course of the ‘universal’ development of ‘civilization.’ The capitalist
class, though profit-seeking, was to be individually guided by a set of spiritual ethics (optimally
Protestant) that made them put the overall interests of their nation and society over individual
self-interest.
Chŏn T’aek-bo’s business career exemplified his advocacy in numerous writings of the
classical economic liberalism of self-reconstruction nationalists such as Ch’oe Namsŏn. Chŏn is
perhaps one of the few influential Koreans of his generation to have studied in any capacity in
Japan and come away from the experience immune to the appeal of the heavily statist Japanese
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economic model. His studies at Kobe Higher Commercial School, a haven of free-market
economic thought may have solidified Chŏn’s life-long beliefs prior to his studies in Japan.
Chŏn’s youth and early business career in Kando were central to the formulation of his
viewpoint. The influence of Ch’oe Namsŏn and the unique Korean Protestant community that
flourished in Kando brought Chŏn to the view that he was at the very centre of the Korean
nation. An abundance of role models and free-trade market opportunities demonstrated that
‘Protestant’ was synonymous with ‘patriot’, and that capitalist ‘modernity’, non-revolutionary
change, and his Protestantism were the best solution for Korea’s problems in reaching its
rightful place in the world.
For Chŏn, Protestantism, imbibed from an early age and reinforced throughout his life by
family and business colleagues such as Ilhan New, was the prism through which he understood
his role as a businessman in a capitalist society. Chŏn acknowledged there was no worldly
answer to a man who insisted on using his property as he saw fit and pursuing profit above all
else. The riddle of how such an economic system could actually benefit Korean society and
promote harmony came from a religious base, shared by men such as himself anchored by
Protestant ethics to put the social good first, out of their own freewill and self-restraint. Working
towards full employment for all classes, practicing a frugal and healthy lifestyle, practicing
charity, educating others on the importance of ‘social trust’ and other issues related to Korea’s
economic competitiveness, and building numerous modern social institutions related to the
economic sphere were all ways in which Chŏn demonstrated and lived out his belief in a market
capitalism with ‘Korean Protestant characteristics’.
As an individual trained with unique skills and experiences for promoting international
trade, Chŏn saw himself and other businessmen as the natural leaders of South Korean economic
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development. Hong Kong was already showing the world what a tiny overpopulated bulwark
against communism with no natural resources could achieve in a new world trading order. The
prize still went to the most competitive but for the first time the outcomes could be ‘win-win’ for
everyone. Through exported low-wage manufactured goods Korea would reach the ranks of truly
civilized and economically developed countries. Chŏn was the first to tell President Park ChungHee the good news of ‘Export First-ism.’ Chŏn then lived it out by using his company Chonusa
to become South Korea’s first top exporter for four years from 1964 to 1967. These were the first
four, critical years of the adoption of export-led growth by the South Korean government and
Chŏn was the leading private sector figure who successfully implemented it and put South Korea
on the course towards its ‘economic miracle.’
Chŏn, perhaps confident that he had already made himself indispensable to South Korean
export-led development, tried through independent financing to retain complete independence
from the government, grow along with the economy, and remain a major player on his own
terms. He did this out of a life-long conviction that self-reconstruction market-led capitalism was
the most efficient, most harmonious, and, most of all, the inevitable path South Korea would
have to take to reach the status of a developed economy. After all, was not the undisputed
greatest economic power in the world, the U.S., an example of this? In any case, Chŏn found that
ultimately there was no place in Park’s Japan-inspired vision of developmentalism for someone
like him and he became the first big business owner put out of business deliberately by the South
Korean government. The disappearance of his company and the resulting lack of any institution
to promote his memory shows the truth of the hoary old cliché that history is written by the
winners, or perhaps, the survivors, despite the undeniable pioneering accomplishments of this
almost completely forgotten private-sector ‘father’ of South Korean export-led growth.
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The KCBMC (the Korean Christian Businessmen’s Committee) was a critical and unique
forum for personal contact between three generations of self-reconstruction capitalists and a
network of sympathetic clergy, like-minded American Protestants, and others such as Chung Juyung and Kim Woo Joong who found it advantageous at the time to claim a Protestant identity. It
reached a peak of significance to Korean business and religious history in the 1970s, though this
peak would not have been reached without the work done since its founding in 1952. Many
familiar features of the self-reconstruction capitalist viewpoint can be found in the lives and
business careers of its Protestant business leaders. These include a desire to be independent of
the developmental state by focusing on one industry, avoiding debt financing from state-directed
financial institutions, and focusing on profitability rather than quantitative growth. It also
includes a belief that their companies were owned by God, which meant they were working not
only for profits but also for society and for the church. As with Ilhan New and Chŏn T’aek-bo,
the first generation of self-reconstruction capitalists, the second generation of capitalists, I.D.
Kim, Choi Tae-sup, and Soo Keun Kim, saw their business prospects enhanced if they complied
with the developmental state, and conversely encountered limitations on the extent of their
businesses, compared to their non-self-reconstruction capitalist peers, if they did not.
On top of the features of self-reconstruction capitalism familiar to the first generation, the
second generation faced new opportunities and challenges in defining themselves as ‘Protestant
businessman’, distinct from non-Protestant ones. The first was rehabilitating the low status of
businessmen. An answer to this was found through the CBMC, which fostered the idea that not
only were Protestant businessmen following an honorable profession, they were in fact ethical
leaders of society, and, using the power of the U.S. Cold War global order, the vanguard of the
church universal leading the drive to evangelize the world. The immense prestige and ‘soft
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power’ of the U.S. in the post-war period was reflected in the positive reception this idea
received from the KCBMC through its American founder, Col. Hill. This was magnified by
support for the idea of the ‘ethical businessman’ from a transnational grouping of ‘august’ clerics
associated with the K/CBMC including Hwang Sŏng-su, Billy Graham, and Graham’s two
translators, Han Kyung-Chik and Billy Kim. With decades of support in terms of ideas and
personal links from the CBMC, the KCBMC, particularly under the leadership of I.D. Kim,
brought forth the idea that Protestant businessman were the ‘natural leaders of society’ but only
if they showed signs of their ethical superiority. For the church that meant a commitment to
evangelism, and for society that meant pioneering corporate philanthropy and business ethics.
The Korean Rotary was also an important forum for self-reconstruction capitalists to pioneer
corporate philanthropy and business ethics.
The second was their marriage strategies for their children and their brothers’ children. A
challenge not faced by the first generation of self-reconstruction capitalists, the second had the
option of being like all other big business founders, and marrying off their children to the new
business and political elite created by the developmental state. If they did they reaped the
benefits and obligations that ensued, namely ‘going along’ with developmental capitalism
instead of self-reconstruction capitalism. This is seen in I.D. Kim’s business career. Choi Taesup and Soo Keun Kim instead consciously chose to further the cause of ‘Korean Christian
civilization’ by allowing their children to marry whom they liked. They also avoided any chance
of inter-familial pressure challenging their self-reconstruction mode of doing business.
I.D. Kim primarily expressed his self-reconstruction orientation through his statements
and activities related to the KCBMC. Choi Tae-sup, thanks partly to an Osan School education in
the presence of self-reconstruction nationalist Cho Man-sik, followed a path and expressed ideas
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most similar to that of the first generation, particularly Chŏn T’aek-bo. Through the influence of
his wife Soo Keun, Kim’s vision of self-reconstruction capitalism focused more on individual
salvation and personal temperance but still firmly illustrated this ‘alternative’ type of capitalism.
Finally, Lee Myung-bak represents a third generation of self-reconstruction capitalism that
carries on to the present. Self-reconstruction capitalism informed his efforts as President to place
Korean capitalism ‘back’ on the path of ‘universal’ (e.g. Western) modernity that the first selfreconstructionist nationalists of the late 19th and early 20th century and Ilhan New always
assumed it would follow, ‘back’ before the developmental states of the Japanese imperialists and
the military dictators had led the nation away from the ‘dream’ of laissez-faire.

Further Questions: Self-Reconstruction Capitalism vs. Lee Byung Chull & Horizontal Histories:
Identity, Gender, and ‘Alternative Alternative’ Histories
Unlike other historical actors such as intellectuals, clergy, or political figures, large
business founders do not necessarily leave behind a copious record of their viewpoints on
society, economic development, or religion. Practically any South Korean capitalist of note has
published at least one tome of their life and thoughts but the relative abundance of writings left
behind by Ilhan New and Chŏn T’aek-bo are exceptional cases. It would be an instructive
comparative exercise to take a major South Korean capitalist-founder who grew his business in
sync with the developmental state but who also clearly articulated a religious/philosophical
viewpoint and identity other than Protestant and linked it explicitly with his business and
economic philosophy and career.
A possible candidate for this is Chŏn’s friend Lee Byung-Chull, the founder of South
Korea’s largest group, Samsung. Lee consciously put forth a Confucian identity (and admiration
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for Japanese economic development) articulated it in his autobiography1 and was a patron of the
arts and culture. One ‘preliminary’ comparative observation is suggestive. Numerous quotations
of New and Lee on the surface seem to show both saying that their companies were not theirs,
but were ultimately ‘owned’ and dependent on the larger public or nation. So when selfreconstructionist capitalists talk about not ‘owning’ their businesses, is this but a nice platitude
that non-Protestant capitalists also employ? At least in New’s case, with the introduction of
employee stock ownership and the bequest of his wealth to society, it is a platitude backed up
with action. There is also no reason to doubt Chŏn T’aek-bo sincerity in wishing to take his
beleaguered Chonusa public and sharing the stock with employees, if the Park regime had
allowed him to. But even as a platitude there is a suggestive difference in the exact Korean words
each uses to define the collective that ‘owns’ their companies, and the relationship between this
collective and their company.
Throughout New’s ‘canonical’ list of quotes his favorite word for this collective (perhaps
originally expressed in English) is sahoe or ‘society.’ 2 Throughout a similar list of Lee’s quotes,
the Korean words that keep coming up are much more often nara, or ‘nation’, and kukka, which
can mean ‘nation,’ but usually means ‘the state.’ Two examples will suffice. Lee links the
fortunes of the company as being dependent on the state, which his friend Chŏn must have
disagreed with: “If the state does not develop, the company cannot develop either.” 3 Further,
speaking in 1980, Lee states that the two are joined in a symbiotic relationship, and what counts
is having large multinationals: “Companies are state-national power [kungnŏk]. The state power

1

Yi Pyŏng-ch’ol, Hoam chajon [Lee Byung Chull autobiography] (Seoul: Chungang Ilbo, 1986).
Nara sarangŭi ch’am kiŏpin: Yu Il-han [A truly patriotic businessman: Ilhan New], 537 – 541.
3
Yi Pyŏng-ch’ol, Hoam ŏrok: kiŏpŭn saramida [Writings of Lee Byung Chull: A man of business] (Seoul: Ch’op’an,
1997), 32.
2
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of a great nation [k’ ŭn nara] is dependent on there being many big business conglomerates [tae
kiŏp]. In our nation what we call ‘big business conglomerates’ are still merely small businesses
compared to foreign nations.” 4 This is a far cry from New’s idea of the ‘company being owned
by society.’
This study has provided a ‘vertical’ history tracing the existence and evolution of a
Korean (and American) self-reconstruction discourse stretching effectively from the 1890s to the
present. All along this time-path there are numerous jumping off points for further study on a
more ‘horizontal’ basis. The question of why there was a disproportionate number of Protestants
at the helm at the beginning of South Korean big business in late 1950s is discussed in Chapter
One. The exact nuances of differences between theologies, denominations, and political leanings
is another For example, it could be explained why two otherwise very similar self-reconstruction
capitalists such as Choi Tae-sup and Soo Keun Kim could work amicably together in the
KCBMC while the former attends a ‘liberal’ church openly hostile to the Chun Doo Hwan
military dictatorship and the latter an ardently pre-millenialist one that actively supports that
same dictatorship. What does it say, if anything, about Korean Protestant and religious identity
that two of the most powerful South Korean capitalists, Chung Ju-yung and Kim Woo Chung
took on, even if temporarily, a Protestant identity? 5
This study has made a first attempt, but the task of restoring and fully evaluating Chŏn
T’aek-bo’s place in the story of one of the biggest ‘miracles’ of the 20th century, while defying
the age-old adage that ‘losers’ are lost to history, remains incomplete. Other questions come to
4

Yi, Hoam ŏrok: kiŏpŭn saramida [Writings of Lee Byung Chull: A man of business], 30. ‘Tae kiŏp’ is most literally
translated as ‘big business’. I have translated it as ‘big business conglomerate’ as it is commonly used as the ‘polite’
version of the word chaebŏl. The large Korean business conglomerates and figures associated with them such as
Lee always use it instead of the term chaebŏl.
5
See for example Gold, “The 'Invisible Church'.”
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mind: what was the relative importance of South Korean regionalism, e.g. northerners versus
southerners? What was the role in shaping self-reconstructionist capitalists of the ubiquitous prewar Japanese legal education so many of them gained or dreamed of gaining, and that Korean
nationalist discourse presumably downplayed in their memoirs? 6
Ilhan New’s life and career contain many historical junctures, each worthy of further
study, though the restricted and internal nature of the available sources remains a limiting factor.
The intersections of Ilhan New’s life include at least: American business history, American
Orientalism, Korean-American and Chinese-American identity, Korean-American literature, his
relationship with Sŏ Ch’ae-pil, placing New for the first time as fully within Japanese colonial
economic history as others have already done for Kim Sŏng-su and Pak Hŭng-sik, the evolution
of the South Korean constitution, New’s place in the history of global and Protestant business
philanthropy, and the meaning of his championing of ‘Third Way’ economics. A similar list
could be devised for every self-reconstructionist capitalist and KCBMC supporter mentioned,
particularly for Lee Myung-bak, where the influence self-reconstruction ideas can be sought in
both a long business and political career.
Finally, to conclude what could go on much longer one can note some ideas for gender
studies, a field of scholarship still in its beginning stages in the historiography of Korea. 7
Questions regarding the history of gender in modern Korea (and the U.S.) leapt from the primary
sources used for this study at almost every turn. For example, besides being a ‘hero’ Ilhan New’s
military training and willingness to die with his boots on fighting the Japanese was a model of
6

Many of the self-reconstruction capitalists share the same background of having a management position at a
financial co-operative during the colonial period as one of their first business management positions before
starting their own company. It is not yet known if this was unique to self-reconstruction capitalists nor what
influence it may have had on them.
7
Hyaeweol Choi, Gender and Mission Encounters in Korea: New Women, Old Ways (Berkeley: Univ. of California,
2009), 5.
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the ‘modern Korean man,’ no longer the nation-losing ‘effete’ men that centuries of
emasculating Confucianism had supposedly wrought. 8 The KBMC by definition created a novel
identity of natural leaders of the nation for businessmen, as ‘men of vision,’ importing
contemporary American notions of manhood.
In the same vein, Don Baker has written of the enduring influence of Korean folk
religions in creating the unspoken “assumption that wives are more responsible than husbands
for maintaining the family’s harmonious relations with the spirit world may be one reason why
women…are more likely to patronize a shaman, frequent a Buddhist temple, or attend a Christian
church.” 9 Women, mostly as a stock figure of piety, linger on the fringes of the faith of every
capitalist mentioned. The loved and admired ‘devout Protestant mother’ features in every life
history, even those of extremely nominal Protestants such as Chung Ju-yung and Kim Woo
Choong. If not a devout mother there is a substitute or a reinforcement of the mother’s role, such
as Soo-Keun Kim’s wife Yeu Kwi-Ok, and I.D. Kim’s first wife. The marginality and
transnational nature of these figures is aptly demonstrated by Ilhan New’s beloved American
Methodist spinsters, of whom little is known, not even their full names. Even Billy Graham’s
wife, Ruth Graham, fits in this narrative as yet another female, who like Yeu, received a
formative and ‘modern’ missionary education early in the 20th century in the Protestant
stronghold of northern Korea. To bring these women into the centre of a historical narrative
could provide yet another ‘alternative’ to the alternative history just presented.

8

Brian Gold, “Korean Hegemonic Violent Masculinity and Its ‘Alternatives’: Early 20th Century Protestant ‘Heroes’
of Martial Masculinity,” paper presented at “Religion and Masculinities” Religious Studies Symposium, Univ. of
Alberta, April 26-27, 2013, Edmonton, Alberta, Canada.
9
Baker, Korean Spirituality, 26.
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Epilogue: The Limits of Laissez-Faire

There is no human being born on this earth without base desires. What keeps us from
following those desires and doing whatever we feel like doing? …what makes us behave
properly even in the privacy of our own room and make sure that even our thoughts are
proper thoughts? The only reason why a superior person is watchful over his thoughts
and behavior even in the privacy of his own room is that he knows that there is a Lord
Above watching him. 10
- Chŏng Yag-yong ‘Tasan’ (1762 – 1836); leading silhak thinker

Religion circulates in the world, one might say, like an English word that has been to
Rome and taken a detour to the United States. Well beyond its strictly capitalist or
politico-military figures, a hyper-imperialist appropriation has been underway now for
centuries. 11
-Jacques Derrida, 1996

State-led economic growth was forced on Korea during the colonial era and was the
hallmark of economic development in post-war Korea, both North and South. Its reign ended in
the South in the advent of neoliberalism after the Asian Crisis of 1997. In contrast, classical
economic liberalism never found a wide popular or even elite audience in Korea. Outside a few
South Korean academics and parts of the North American Korean diaspora, self-reconstruction
nationalism and capitalism have represented the only sustained and significant expression of
classical economic liberalism in Korean history, and until the Lee Myung-bak administration, a
relatively marginalized one at that. 12 From Adam Smith to Ayn Rand, championing the market
economy has often been a secular undertaking, and the operation of the free market in creating
10

Don Baker, “Finding God in the Classics: The Theistic Confucianism of Dasan Jeong Yagyong,” Dao: a Journal of
Comparative Philosophy, 12, no. 1, (March 2013), 52, from a translation of Chŏng, Yag-yong, 1992, Yŏyudang
chŏnsŏ [The Complete Works of Yŏyudang - 與猶堂全書] (Seoul: Yŏgang Ch’ulp’ansa, 1992), 2: III.4b-5a.
11
Jacques Derrida, Acts of Religion (N.Y.: Routledge, 2002), 66. Italics in original.
12
It is doubtful if the lackluster legacy of the Lee administration has created a new widespread interest in classical
economic liberalism within South Korea.
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an optimal society is not linked to any theistic system of ethics to make it ‘work.’ In contrast,
from the beginning self-reconstruction nationalists and capitalists, the most outspoken
champions of laissez-faire in Korean history, have only advocated it under the assumption that it,
like any human construct, will only be the best economic system possible if guided by believing,
ethical (Protestant) businessmen, ‘men of vision’ making a conscious choice to tame their own
sinful greed, and leading by example the nation.
While self-reconstruction capitalists put their faith in the free market above state-led
development, they also put their Protestant understanding of human nature ahead of a limitless
and naive ‘faith’ that a laissez-faire economic system would always by itself create the most
productive and just economy possible. They acknowledged few contradictions between their
identities as Protestant believers, Korean nationalists, and capitalist advocates of the free market,
but if there were any, their Protestantism and nationalism came first. For readers looking for the
existence or precedence of a Korean tradition of non-theistic laissez-faire classical liberal
economic or atheistic libertarian thinking, none, so far, has been found. From one perspective,
this can be seen as a failure of even self-reconstruction Koreans to fully understand the
purportedly absolute self-correcting nature of the free market system. From another, it can be
seen as a long-standing pragmatic wisdom in Korean spiritual thought where even the best polity
in the world still ultimately depends on human agency, on wise, ethical humans making correct
choices.
The problem of the gap between knowing what correct behaviour is and actually doing it
vexed Chŏng Yag-yong (or ‘Tasan’), the leading thinker of the late Chosŏn dynasty silhak school
of thought. As a neo-Confucianist, Chŏng saw the neo-Confucian tradition that officially
underlay the Chosŏn dynasty as the best possible social system that humans had ever devised.
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But he was disturbed by a key problematic of Korean religious thought: how to ensure humans
actually behave well. Influenced by Catholicism that had entered Korea, his solution was not to
become Catholic but, as the quote above states, to advocate that only a belief in an all-seeing
‘Lord Above’ could ensure proper thoughts and behaviour. On this point Chŏng would have
found perfect agreement with self-reconstruction thinkers from Han Kyung-Chik to Chŏn T’aekbo.
Lee Myung-bak’s presidential policy programme invoked the silhak thinkers as an
indigenous influence for his administration’s ‘pragmatic’ free-market economic policies. What
exactly in silhak thinking is being cited is not apparent. However, clearly in the thinking of
figures such as Chŏng some general antecedents for self-reconstruction capitalist thought can be
found even before Protestantism entered Korea. In this sense, the French philosopher Jacques
Derrida’s thumbnail description of the West’s impact on global religion fits Korea uncannily
well. 13 The advent of ‘Rome’ or Catholicism in Korea in the late 18th century was followed by a
Protestantism ‘detoured from the United States,’ from a nation that provided the standard for
modernity for so much of South Korea, its religion and capitalism included. Lee’s policy
programme invoked silhak as a purely Korean, indigenous root for its policies, unaware that a
‘hyper-imperialist appropriation’ had already made silhak, and its purported intellectual offspring, laissez-faire self-reconstruction capitalism, a part of a global discourse on economic
‘pragmatism’ that started centuries ago.

13

‘Uncanny’ as Derrida wrote his overall thesis for the globalization of Western religion without any particular
background or understanding of non-Western history, including East Asian. The author wishes to thank Dr. Francis
Landy, Department of History & Classics, University of Alberta for his expertise in helping to contextualize Derrida’s
quote.
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